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Preface

Electricity and the underlying infrastructure for its production, transmission, and distribution are
essential to the health and prosperity of all Americans. It is important to make investments that increase
the reliability of the power system within reasonable cost constraints. However, the system is complex
and vulnerable. Despite all best efforts, it is impossible to avoid occasional, potentially large outages
caused by natural disasters or pernicious physical or cyber attacks. This report focuses on large-area,
long-duration outages—considered herein as outages that span several service areas or even states and last
upward of 3 days. When such major electricity outages do occur, economic costs can tally in the billions
of dollars and lives can be lost. Hence, there is a critical need to increase the resilience of the U.S. electric
power transmission and distribution system—so that major outages are less frequent, their impacts on
society are reduced, and recovery is more rapid—and to learn from these experiences so that performance
in the future is better.
The many high-profile electric-service interruptions that have occurred over the last two decades,
along with recent efforts to enhance the capabilities of the nation’s electricity delivery system, prompted
several observers to seek an independent review of the vulnerability and resilience of the nation's
electricity delivery system. In its 2014 appropriations for the Department of Energy (DOE), Congress
called for an independent assessment to “conduct a national-level comprehensive study on the future
resilience and reliability of the nation's electric power transmission and distribution system. At a
minimum, the report should include technological options for strengthening the capabilities of the nation's
power grid; a review of federal, state, industry, and academic research and development programs; and an
evaluation of cybersecurity for energy delivery systems.”1
The National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine established the Committee on
Enhancing the Resilience of the Nation’s Electric Power Transmission and Distribution System to
conduct the study. On the basis of this mandate, the National Academies asked the committee to address
1

H.R. 113-486, page 103.
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technical, policy, and institutional factors that might affect how modern technology can be implemented
to improve the resilience of the electric system; recommend strategies and priorities for how this might be
achieved; and identify barriers to its implementation.The full statement of task for the committee is
shown in Appendix A. The biographies of the committee members that authored this report are contained
in Appendix B.
Committee members included academicians, retirees from industry, current or former employees
of state government agencies, and representatives of other organizations. They brought considerable
expertise on the operation and regulation of electric power networks, security, and energy economics. The
committee met six times in 2016 and 2017 to gather information from public sources (listed in Appendix
D) and to discuss the key issues. It also held several conference calls.
The committee operated under the auspices of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering,
and Medicine’s Board on Energy and Environmental Systems and is grateful for the able assistance of K.
John Holmes, Elizabeth Euller, Jordan Hoyt, Janki U. Patel, Ben A. Wender, E. Jonathan Yanger, Linda
Casola, and James Zucchetto of the National Academies’ staff.
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Summary

Americans’ safety, productivity, comfort, and convenience depend on the reliable supply of
electric power. The electric power system is a complex “cyber-physical” system composed of a network
of millions of components spread out across the continent. These components are owned, operated, and
regulated by thousands of different entities. Power system operators work hard to assure safe and reliable
service, but large outages occasionally happen. Given the nature of the system, there is simply no way
that outages can be completely avoided, no matter how much time and money is devoted to such an effort.
The system’s reliability and resilience can be improved but never made perfect. Thus, system owners,
operators, and regulators must prioritize their investments based on potential benefits. Most interruptions
result from physical damage in a local part of the distribution system caused by weather, accidents, or
aging equipment that fails. Less frequently, major storms and other natural phenomena, operations errors,
and pernicious human actions can cause outages on the bulk power system (i.e., generators and highvoltage power lines) as well as on distribution systems.

RESILIENCE IS BROADER THAN RELIABILITY
This report of the Committee on Enhancing the Resilience of the Nation’s Electric Power
Transmission and Distribution System focuses on identifying, developing, and implementing strategies to
increase the power system’s resilience in the face of events that can cause large-area, long-duration
outages: blackouts that extend over multiple service areas and last several days or longer. Resilience is
not just about lessening the likelihood that these outages will occur. It is also about limiting the scope and
impact of outages when they do occur, restoring power rapidly afterwards, and learning from these
experiences to better deal with events in the future.
The power system has been undergoing dramatic changes in technology and governance. In some
parts of the United States, power is still supplied by regulated, vertically integrated utilities that generate
electricity in large power plants, move that power out over high-voltage transmission systems, and
distribute it to end-use customers—all under that single utility's control. In other parts of the country,
electric utilities have been restructured to promote competitive markets, particularly in wholesale power
PREPUBLICATION COPY—SUBJECT TO FURTHER EDITORIAL CORRECTION
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sales between generators and electricity distribution companies. In the more market-oriented parts of the
country, high-voltage transmission lines that connect wholesale buyers and sellers are regulated or
publicly owned, as are most distribution systems that provide the poles, wires, and equipment to serve
retail customers. However, the flows over those wires and customers’ responses are increasingly
determined by market forces. Efforts to improve resilience must accommodate institutional and policy
heterogeneity across the country.
There has been significant growth in instrumentation and automation at the level of the highvoltage, or bulk, power system. This allows the system to operate more efficiently and provides system
operators with much better situational awareness; this can improve grid reliability and resilience in the
face of outages, but this added complexity can also introduce cybersecurity vulnerabilities. Analogous
technological advancements on distribution systems (i.e., “smart grids”)—including improved sensing,
communication, automation technologies, and advanced metering infrastructure—are occurring piecemeal
across the country.
In some states, such as Hawaii and California, distributed energy resources, including distributed
generation, demand response, energy efficiency, customer-owned storage, microgrids, and electric
vehicles, are a rapidly growing fraction of the overall resource mix that must be planned and managed to
maintain grid reliability, resilience, and security. However, despite these developments, for at least the
next two decades, most U.S. customers will continue to depend on the functioning of the large-scale,
interconnected, tightly organized, and hierarchically structured electric grid.
Strategies to enhance electric power resilience must accommodate both a diverse set of technical
and institutional arrangements and a wide variety of hazards. There is no “one-size-fits-all” solution to
avoiding, planning for, coping with, and recovering from major outages.

FRAMEWORK AND ORGANIZATION
Chapter 1 provides a brief introduction to the electricity system and motivation for this report.
Chapter 2 summarizes the present state of the electricity system and the various ways it may evolve in the
future, as well as metrics used to monitor grid reliability and resilience. Chapter 3 identifies, discusses,
and compares a range of natural hazards and accidental and pernicious human actions that could cause
major disruptions in service. Many of these, listed in Box S.1, have caused outages or impacted electricity
system functions at varying scales over the last 30 years, either in the United States or globally. Others
hold the potential to become major causes of disruption in the future.
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BOX S.1
Causes of Most Electricity System Outages (shown in alphabetical order and reviewed in Chapter 3)
Cyber attacks
Drought and water shortage
Earthquakes
Floods and storm surge

Hurricanes
Ice storms
Major operations errors
Physical attacks
Regional storms and tornadoes

Space weather and other
electromagnetic threats
Tsunamis
Volcanic events
Wildfires

Building a strategy to increase system resilience requires an understanding of a wide range of
preparatory, preventative, and remedial actions, as well as how these impact planning, operation, and
restoration over the entire life cycle of different kinds of grid failures. Strategies must be crafted with
awareness and understanding of the temporal arc of a major outage, as well as how the needs differ from
one type of event to another. It is also important to differentiate between actions designed to make the
grid more robust and resilient to failure (e.g., wind-resistant steel or concrete poles rather than wood
poles) and those that improve the effectiveness of recovery (e.g., preemptively powering down some
pieces of the system to minimize damage). Some actions serve both strategies, some serve one but not the
other, and some serve one while inhibiting the other. Similarly, the timing of repairs is different
depending on the cause. For example, repairs can begin immediately after a tornado has passed, but
flooding following a hurricane can delay the start of repair and impede repair efforts. Good planning and
preparation are essential to mitigating, coping with, and recovering from major outages. Both human and
technical systems must be designed before grid failure so the responders can assess the extent of failure
and damage, dispatch resources effectively, and draw on established component inventories, supply
chains, crews, and communication channels.

Anticipating and Preparing for Disruption
While the possibility of large-area, long-duration blackouts cannot be totally eliminated, there is
much that can be done to decrease their likelihood and reduce their magnitude, should they occur. Chapter
4 assesses a variety of techniques that can be employed before an event occurs in order to enhance system
resilience. These include improving the health and reliability of the individual grid components (e.g.,
through asset health monitoring and preventive- and reliability-centered maintenance), improving system
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architectures to further reduce the criticality of individual components, better simulating high-impact
events, and considering the criticality of the grid’s underlying cyber infrastructure. Further work can be
done in the area of real-time operations to enhance resilience. This includes improving situational
awareness in the control room, with a focus on severe events and an inclusion of the cyber infrastructure,
adding more wide-area monitoring and control, and developing control systems that better tolerate both
accidental faults and malicious attacks. Finally, there is a need to deal with myriad regulatory entities and
incentives to fund resilience investments.

Mitigating the Impacts of Disruption


While large failures of the bulk power system are rare, some will occur, and restoration can take a
long time. It is essential that society prepare for periods of prolonged outage, because many vital public
infrastructures—such as heating and cooling, water and sewage pumping, traffic control, financial
systems, and many aspects of emergency response and public security—depend on the electric power
supply. These issues are explored in Chapter 5. The effects of power outages vary with weather, for
different types and locations of users, and over different durations. A central theme of this report is the
need to improve how different elements of society perform the difficult task of imagining the diverse
consequences of prolonged power outages. Also important is to ensure that equipment that has been
purchased or contracted for backup power supply will be available and reliable when needed.

Recovering from and Learning after Disruption
After the bulk power system has failed, first responders, utilities, and public agencies must work
together to restore service. Recovery involves coordinated activity on the physical side—for example,
repairing, replacing, and reconfiguring the hardware of the grid—as well as a variety of activities to
rebuild the cyber and industrial control systems. These issues are the focus of Chapter 6. Effective
restoration must begin well before the disaster through numerous preparatory activities, including drills
and stockpiling of key equipment. Utilities and other electric service personnel must think about how they
will assess damage, plan restoration, and marshal and deploy the necessary resources. This is complicated
by the fact that restoration processes are starkly different depending on the nature of the event. The keys
to restoration are to envision a broad range of threats, work through failure scenarios, plan, and rehearse.
Regardless of the cause of the outage, restoration always involves agility, collaboration and
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communications across multiple institutions, and an understanding of the state of the grid and its
supporting systems. Technical readiness is the ultimate determinant of the ability to restore, but technical
readiness rests firmly on organizational readiness. A process of continual learning and improvement,
informed by detailed incident investigations following large outages, is essential for enhancing the
resilience of the grid.

OVERARCHING INSIGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
No single entity is responsible for, or has the authority to implement, a comprehensive approach
to assure the resilience of the nation's electricity system. Because most parties are preoccupied dealing
with short-term issues, they neither have the time to think systematically about what could happen in the
event of a large-area, long-duration blackout, nor do they adequately consider the consequences of largearea, long-duration blackouts in their operational and other planning or in setting research and
development priorities. Hence the United States needs a process to help all parties better envision the
consequences of low-probability but high-impact events precipitated by the causes outlined in Chapter 3
and the system-wide effects discussed in Chapter 5. The specific recommendations addressed to particular
parties that are provided throughout the report (especially in Chapters 4 through 6) will incrementally
advance the cause of resilience. However, these alone will be insufficient unless the nation is able to
adopt a more integrated perspective at the same time. Hence, in addition to the report’s specific
recommendations, the committee provides a series of overarching recommendations.
One of the best ways to make sure that things already in place will work when they are needed is
to conduct drills with other critical infrastructure operators through large-scale, multisector exercises.
Such exercises can help illuminate areas where improvements in processes and technologies can
substantively enhance the resilience of the nation’s critical infrastructure.
Overarching Recommendation 1: Operators of the electricity system, including regional
transmission organizations, investor-owned utilities, cooperatives, and municipally owned
utilities, should work individually and collectively, in cooperation with the Electricity Subsector
Coordinating Council, regional and state agencies, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, to conduct more regional emergency
preparedness exercises that simulate accidental failures, physical and cyber attacks, and other
impairments that result in large-scale loss of power and/or other critical infrastructure sectors—
especially communication, water, and natural gas. Counterparts from other critical infrastructure
sections should be involved, as well as state, local, and regional emergency management offices.
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The challenges that remain to achieving grid resilience are so great that they cannot be achieved
by research- or operations-related activities alone. While new technologies and strategies can improve the
resilience of the power system, many existing technologies that show promise have yet to be fully
adopted or implemented. In addition, more coordination between research and implementation activities
is needed, building on the specific recommendations made throughout this report. Immediate action is
needed both to implement available technological and operational changes and to continue to support the
development of new technologies and strategies.
Overarching Recommendation 2: Operators of the electricity system, including regional
transmission organizations, investor-owned utilities, cooperatives, and municipals, should work
individually and collectively to more rapidly implement resilience-enhancing technical
capabilities and operational strategies that are available today and to speed the adoption of new
capabilities and strategies as they become available.

The Department of Energy (DOE) is the federal entity with a mission to focus on the longer-term
issues of developing and promulgating technologies and strategies to increase the resilience and
modernization of the electric grid.1 No other entity in the United States has the mission to support such
work, which is critical as the electricity system goes through the transformational changes described in
this report. The committee views research, development, and demonstration activities that support reliable
and resilient electricity systems to constitute a public good. If funding is not provided by the federal
government, the committee is concerned that this gap would not be filled either by states or by the private
sector. In part this is because the challenges and solutions to ensuring grid resilience are complex, span
state and even national boundaries, and occur on time scales that do not align with business models. At
present, two offices within DOE have responsibility for issues directly and indirectly related to grid
modernization and resilience.
Overarching Recommendation 3: However the Department of Energy chooses to organize its
programs going forward, Congress and the Department of Energy leadership should sustain and
expand the substantive areas of research, development, and demonstration that are now being
undertaken by the Department of Energy’s Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
and Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, with respect to grid modernization and
systems integration, with the explicit intention of improving the resilience of the U.S. power grid.
Field demonstrations of physical and cyber improvements that could subsequently lead to
widespread deployment are critically important. The Department of Energy should collaborate
with parties in the private sector and in states and localities to jointly plan for and support such


1

The Department of Homeland Security, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and other organizations
also provide critical support and have primacy in certain areas.
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demonstrations. Department of Energy efforts should include engagement with key stakeholders
in emergency response to build and disseminate best practices across the industry.

The U.S. grid remains vulnerable to natural disasters, physical and cyber attacks, and other
accidental failures.
Overarching Recommendation 4: Through public and private means, the United States should
substantially increase the resources committed to the physical components needed to ensure that
critical electric infrastructure is robust and that society is able to cope when the grid fails. Some
of this investment should focus on making the existing infrastructure more resilient and easier to
repair, as follows:
x

x
x
x

The Department of Energy should launch a program to manufacture and deploy
flexible and transportable three-phase recovery transformer sets that can be prepositioned around the country.2 These recovery transformers should be easy to install
and use temporarily until conventional transformer replacements are available. This
effort should produce sufficient numbers (on the order of tens compared to the three produced
by the Department of Homeland Security’s RecX program) to provide some practical
protection in the case of an event that results in the loss of a number of high-voltage
transformers. This effort should complement, instead of replace, ongoing initiatives related to
spare transformers.
State and federal regulatory commissions and regional transmission organizations should then
evaluate whether grids under their supervision need additional pre-positioned replacements
for critical assets that can help accelerate orderly restoration of grid service after failure.
Public and private parties should expand efforts to improve their ability to maintain and
restore critical services—such as power for hospitals, first responders, water supply and
sewage systems, and communication systems.3
The Department of Energy, the Department of Homeland Security, the Electricity Subsector
Coordinating Council, and other federal organizations, such as the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, should oversee the development of more reliable inventories of backup power
needs and capabilities (e.g., the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ mobile generator fleet),
including fuel supplies. They should also “stress test” existing supply contracts for equipment
and fuel supply that are widely used in place of actual physical assets in order to be certain
these arrangements will function in times of major extended outages. Although the federal
government cannot provide backup power equipment to everyone affected by a large-scale
outage, these resources could make significant contributions at select critical loads.


2

As noted in Chapters 6 and 7, the Department of Energy’s Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy
Reliability is supporting the development of a new generation of high-voltage transformers that will use power
electronics to adjust their electrical properties and hence can be deployed in a wider range of settings. The
committee’s recommendation to manufacture recovery transformers is not intended to replace that longer-term
effort. However, the Department of Energy’s new advanced transformer designs will not be available for some time;
in the meantime, the system remains physically vulnerable. While in Chapter 6 the committee notes several
government and industry-led transformer sharing and recovery programs, it recognizes that high-voltage
transformers represent one of the grid’s most vulnerable components deserving of further efforts.
3
In addition to treatment, sewage systems often need to pump uphill. A loss of power can quickly lead to
sewage backups. Notably, a high percentage of the hospital backup generators in New York City failed during
Superstorm Sandy.
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In addition to providing redundancy of critical assets, transmission and distribution system
resilience demands the ability to provide rapid response to events that impair the ability of the power
system to perform its function. These events include deliberate attacks on and accidental failures of the
infrastructure itself, as well as other causes of grid failure, which are discussed in Chapter 3.
Overarching Recommendation 5: The Department of Energy, together with the Department of
Homeland Security, academic research teams, the national laboratories, and companies in the
private sector, should carry out a program of research, development, and demonstration activities
to improve the security and resilience of cyber monitoring and controls systems, including the
following:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Continuous collection of diverse (cyber and physical) sensor data;
Fusion of sensor data with other intelligence information to diagnose the cause of the
impairment (cyber or physical);
Visualization techniques needed to allow operators and engineers to maintain situational
awareness;
Analytics (including machine learning, data mining, game theory, and other artificial
intelligence-based techniques) to generate real-time recommendations for actions that should
be taken in response to the diagnosed attacks, failures, or other impairments;
Restoration of control system and power delivery functionality and cyber and physical
operational data in response to the impairment; and
Creation of post-event tools for detection, analysis, and restoration to complement event
prevention tools.

Because no single entity is in charge of planning the evolution of the grid, there is a risk that
society may not adequately anticipate and address many elements of grid reliability and resilience and
that the risks of this system-wide failure in preparedness will grow as the structure of the power industry
becomes more atomized and complex. There are many opportunities for federal leadership in anticipating
potential system vulnerabilities at a national level, but national solutions are then refined in light of local
and regional circumstances. Doing this requires a multistep process, the first of which is to anticipate the
myriad ways in which the system might be disrupted and the many social, economic, and other
consequences of such disruptions. The second is to envision the range of technological and organizational
innovations that are affecting the industry (e.g., distributed generation and storage) and how such
developments may affect the system’s reliability and resilience. The third is to figure out what upgrades
should be made and how to cover their costs. For simplicity, the committee will refer to this as a
“visioning process.” While the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has overarching responsibility
for infrastructure protection, DOE,as the sector-specific agency for energy infrastructure, has a legal
mandate and the deep technical expertise to work on such issues.
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Overarching Recommendation 6: The Department of Energy and the Department of Homeland
Security should jointly establish and support a “visioning” process with the objective of
systematically imagining and assessing plausible large-area, long-duration grid disruptions that
could have major economic, social, and other adverse consequences, focusing on those that could
have impacts related to U.S. dependence on vital public infrastructures and services provided by
the grid.
Because it is inherently difficult to imagine systematically things that have not happened
(Fischhoff et al., 1978; Kahneman, 2011), exercises in envisioning benefit from having multiple groups
perform such work independently. For example, such a visioning process might be accomplished through
the creation of two small national power system resilience assessment groups (possibly at DOE national
laboratories and/or other federally funded research and development centers or research universities).
However such visioning is accomplished, engagement from staff representing relevant state and federal
agencies is essential in helping to frame and inform the work. These efforts can build on the detailed
recommendations in this report to identify technical and organizational strategies that increase electricity
system resilience in numerous threat scenarios and to assess the costs and financing mechanisms to
implement the proposed strategies. Attention is needed not just to the average economy-wide costs and
benefits, but also to the distribution of these across different levels of income and vulnerability. It is
important that these teams work to identify common elements in terms of hazards and solutions so as to
move past a hazard-by-hazard approach to a more systems-oriented strategy. Producing useful insights
from this process will require mechanisms to help these groups identify areas of overlap while also
characterizing the areas of disagreement. A consensus view could be much less helpful than a mapping of
uncertainties that can help other actors—for example, state regulatory commissions and first responders—
understand the areas of deeper unknowns.
Of course national laboratories, other federally funded research and development centers, and
research universities do not operate or regulate the power system. At the national level, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
(NERC) both have relevant responsibilities and authorities.
Overarching Recommendation 7A: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation should establish small system resilience groups,
informed by the work of the Department of Energy/Department of Homeland Security
“visioning” process, to assess and, as needed, to mandate strategies designed to increase the
resilience of the U.S. bulk electricity system. By focusing on the crosscutting impacts of hazards
on interdependent critical infrastructures, one objective of these groups would be to complement
and enhance existing efforts across relevant organizations.
As the discussions throughout this report make clear, many different organizations are involved in
planning, operating, and regulating the grid at the local and regional levels. By design and of necessity in
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our constitutional democracy, making decisions about resilience is an inherently political process.
Ultimately the choice of how much resilience our society should and will buy must be a collective social
judgment. It is unrealistic to expect firms to make investments voluntarily whose benefits may not accrue
to shareholders within the relevant commercial lifetime for evaluating projects. Moreover, much of the
benefit from avoiding such events, should they occur, will not accrue to the individual firms that invest in
these capabilities. Rather, the benefits are diffused more broadly across multiple industries and society as
a whole, and many of the decisions must occur on a state-by-state basis.
Overarching Recommendation 7B: The National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners should work with the National Association of State Energy Officials to create a
committee to provide guidance to state regulators on how best to respond to identified local and
regional power system-related vulnerabilities. The work of this committee should be informed by
the national “visioning” process, as well as by the work of other research organizations. The
mission of this committee should be to develop guidance for, and provide technical and
institutional support to, state commissions to help them to more systematically address broad
issues of power system resilience, including decisions as to what upgrades are desirable and how
to pay for them. Guidance developed through this process should be shared with appropriate
representatives from the American Public Power Association and the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association.
Overarching Recommendation 7C: Each state public utility commission and state energy
office, working with the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, the National
Association of State Energy Officials, and state and regional grid operators and emergency
preparedness organizations, should establish a standing capability to identify vulnerabilities,
identify strategies to reduce local vulnerabilities, develop strategies to cover costs of needed
upgrades, and help the public to become better prepared for extended outages. In addition, they
should encourage local and regional governments to conduct assessments of their potential
vulnerabilities in the event of large-area, long-duration blackouts and to develop strategies to
improve their preparedness.
Throughout this report, the committee has laid out a wide range of actions that different parties
might undertake to improve the resilience of the United States power system. If the approaches the
committee has outlined can be implemented, they will represent a most valuable contribution. At the same
time, the committee is aware that the benefits of such actions—avoiding large-scale harms that are rarely
observed—are easily eclipsed by the more tangible daily challenges, pressures on budgets, public
attention, and other scarce resources. Too often in the past, the United States has made progress on the
issue of resilience by “muddling through” (Lindblom, 1959). Even if the broad systematic approach
outlined in this report cannot be fully implemented immediately, it is important that relevant
organizations develop analogous strategies so that when a policy window opens in the aftermath of a
major disruption, well-conceived solutions are readily available for implementation (Kingdon, 1984).
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SPECIFIC RECOMMENDATIONS
The committee assessed potential threats to the grid, and the conditions on the grid, and provides
findings and recommendations throughout the report. In Chapter 7, these specific recommendations are
summarized and sorted in terms of the issues they address and the entities to which they are directed. The
high-level descriptions of each are listed below. The specific actions that should be taken to implement
each one are laid out in Chapter 7.
Recommendation 1 to DOE: Improve understanding of customer and societal value associated with
increased resilience and review and operationalize metrics for resilience. (Recommendations 2.1
and 2.2)
Recommendation 2 to DOE: Support research, development, and demonstration activities to improve
the resilience of power system operations and recovery by reducing barriers to adoption of
innovative technologies and operational strategies. (Recommendations 4.1, 4.6, 6.5, and 6.7)
Recommendation 3 to DOE: Advance the safe and effective development of distributed energy
resources and microgrids. (Recommendations 4.2, 5.6, 5.12, and 6.3)
Recommendation 4 to DOE: Work to improve the ability to use computers, software, and simulation to
research, plan, and operate the power systemto increase resilience. (Recommendations 4.3, 4.4,
4.8, 4.9, and 6.12)
Recommendation 5 to DOE: Work to improve the cybersecurity and cyber resilience of the grid.
(Recommendations 4.10 and 6.8)
Recommendation 6 to the electric power sector and DOE: The owners and operators of electricity
infrastructure should work closely with DOE in systematically reviewing previous outages and
demonstrating technologies, operational arrangements, and exercises that increase the resilience
of the grid. (Recommendations 4.5, 5.10, 6.2, 6.4, and 6.14)
Recommendation 7 to DHS and DOE: Work collaboratively to improve preparation for, emergency
response to, and recovery from large-area, long-duration blackouts. (Recommendations 3.2, 5.3,
5.5, 6.1, 6.6, and 6.9)
Recommendation 8 to DHS and DOE: With growing awareness of the electricity system as a potential
target for malicious attacks using both physical and cyber means, DHS and DOE should work
closely with operating utilities and other relevant stakeholders to improve physical and cyber
security and resilience. (Recommendations 3.1, 6.10, 6.11, and 6.13)
Recommendation 9 to state offices and regulators: Work with local utilities and relevant stakeholders
to assess readiness of backup power systems and develop strategies to increase investments in
resilience enhancing technologies. (Recommendations 5.1, 5.7, 5.9, and 5.11)
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Recommendation 10 to the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners and federal
organizations: Work with DHS and DOE to develop guidance regarding potential social equity
implications of resilience investments as well as selective restoration. (Recommendations 5.2,
5.4, and 5.8)
Recommendation 11 to FERC and the North American Energy Standards Board: FERC, which has
regulatory authority over both natural gas and electricity systems, should address the growing risk
of interdependent infrastructure. (Recommendation 4.7)
Recommendation 12 to NERC: Review and improve incident investigation processes to better learn
from outages that happen and broadly disseminate findings and best practices. (Recommendation
6.15)
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1
Introduction and Motivation

THE NATION DEPENDS ON A RESILIENT ELECTRIC SYSTEM
The modern world runs on electricity. As individuals, we depend on electricity to heat, cool, and
light our homes; refrigerate and prepare our food; pump and purify our water; handle sewage; and support
most of our communications and entertainment. As a society, we depend on electricity to light our streets;
control the flow of traffic on the roads, rails, and in the air; operate the myriad physical and information
supply chains that create, produce, and distribute goods and services; maintain public safety, and help
assure our national security.
The incredibly complex system that delivers electricity in the United States was built up gradually.
It started with numerous small local systems in the early 1880s and grew to become three large
independent synchronous systems1 that together span the lower 48 United States, much of Canada, and
some of Mexico, each of which is one of the largest integrated machines in the world. These
interconnected grids have achieved significant gains in efficiency with increasing scale, as well as
improved reliability owing to redundant paths over which electricity can flow. Today, power plants using
fossil fuels, nuclear energy, and renewable resources supply these machines. They move power to
consumers over hundreds of thousands of miles of high-voltage transmission lines and thousands more
miles of local distribution lines.
While our society is becoming ever more dependent upon electricity, the electric system is
undergoing a complex transformation that includes changing the mix of generation technologies; adding


1

As explained in Chapter 2, the U.S. portions of these systems are divided into three interconnections: Eastern,
Western, and Texas. Within each interconnection, 60 Hz power is synchronized across the entire system.
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small-scale energy resources connected to the distribution system; incorporating generation and storage
on customers’ premises; and improving the capability to monitor and control electricity generation, flows,
and uses.
While major pollution-control investments and activities have reduced the electric system’s
environmental impacts over the past century, these impacts remain a problem locally and globally. The
need for environmental improvement will continue to be a major force shaping the power system for
decades to come. Not only will the electric system continue to shift to a lower-carbon resource mix, but
this lower-emission electricity will also be called upon to provide energy to activities, such as
transportation and industrial processing, that currently operate on fossil fuels.
Our economy and lifestyles require that electricity be accessible, affordable, reliable, and
continuously available. For that to happen, the grid2 must perform at two levels: (1) The network of highvoltage power lines that spans the country must be able to move power from large generating plants out to
local regions; and (2) ower-voltage distribution systems must be able to move the power to, and
occasionally from, factories, businesses, homes, and other end users. The grid must continue to perform
these actions as it evolves to accommodate increasing numbers of distributed energy resources, which are
often customer-owned, attached to local distribution systems, and have more “smart” technology—the
ability to sense and interact with conditions on the grid and with customers’ usage patterns and
preferences. These many changes are introducing large shifts in the way the system operates. And these
changes are occurring during a period of flat or declining growth in electricity generation (EIA, 2016).
For at least the next several decades, few electricity consumers, let alone whole communities, will
go completely “off grid.” Many consumers will install equipment that meets their needs for at least some
of the time. Sometimes they will also want to sell surplus power back to the grid. But the fraction of
consumers who are able to provide their own resilient electric supply, in entirety, without connecting to
the grid will be limited for both economic and social equity reasons.
Finding: For at least the next two decades, most customers will continue to depend on
the functioning of the large-scale, interconnected, tightly organized, and hierarchically
structured electric grid for resilient electric service.
In this context, interruptions in the power supply are disruptive for consumers and for the electric
system itself. Interruptions typically arise from physical damage in a local part of the system—for


2

Some use “the grid” only to refer to the high-voltage transmission system. Others use “the grid” to refer to the
entire system of wires that moves electricity, including the lower voltage distribution system. In this report, the
committee adopts the latter usage. Chapter 2 provides an overview of the physical structure, operation, and
governance of both the high-voltage transmission and lower voltage distribution systems.
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example, lightning strikes, trees that fall on wires, cars or trucks that crash into power poles, or aging
equipment that fails. Indeed the majority of the outages that affect the typical customer in the United
States in any given year are the result of events that occur to the distribution system. Less frequently,
large storms, other natural phenomena, and operator errors cause outages across the large high-voltage, or
“bulk power,” system.
A wide variety of events—hurricanes, ice storms, droughts, earthquakes, wild fires, solar storms,
and vandalism or malicious attacks on the hardware and software elements of the electric system—can
lead to outages. When the power goes out, life becomes difficult. Communications, business operations,
and traffic control all become more challenging. If the outage is brief, most people and organizations can
and do cope. As the duration and spatial extent of an electricity system outage increase, costs and
inconveniences grow. Critical social services—such as medical care, police and other emergency services,
and communications systems—can be disrupted and people can even die.
This report is about minimizing the adverse impacts of large electric outages through building a
resilient electric system.3 A complex modern economy that depends on reliable electric supply requires a
resilient electric system. While any outage can be problematic, in this report the committee focuses on
large-area, long-duration outages—blackouts that last several days or longer and that extend over multiple
service areas or even several states.

RESILIENCE AND RELIABILITY ARE NOT THE SAME THING
While utilities work hard to prevent large-scale outages, and to lessen their extent and duration,
such outages do occur and cannot be eliminated. Given the many potential sources of disruption to the
power system, what is perhaps surprising is not that large outages occur, but that they are not more
common. For decades, the planners and operators of the system have taken care to assure that the electric
system is engineered and routinely operated to achieve high levels of reliability. Increasingly, the
system’s planners and operators are focusing on resilience as well.
The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC)—the federally approved
organization responsible for developing reliability standards for the bulk power system—defines
reliability in terms of two core concepts:


3

In parallel with the preparation of this report, which was requested by the Department of Energy (DOE), DOE
has also been sponsoring a 3-year Grid Modernization Initiative. That initiative includes a project to develop metrics
to measure progress on grid modernization. It is pilot-testing metrics on reliability, resilience, flexibility,
sustainability, affordability, and security (DOE, 2015; GMLC, 2016). This report focuses specifically on the issue of
resilience.
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1. Adequacy. The ability of the electricity system to supply the aggregate electrical
demand and energy requirements of the end-use customers at all times, taking into
account scheduled and reasonably expected unscheduled outages of system elements.
2. Operating Reliability. The ability of the bulk power system to withstand sudden
disturbances, such as electric short circuits or the unanticipated loss of system
elements from credible contingencies, while avoiding uncontrolled cascading
blackouts or damage to equipment.4
In practice, the system is planned and operated to varying reliability standards. The bulk power
system achieves a relatively high degree of reliability across the United States as a whole. For example,
adequacy of electricity generation capability is usually measured against a one-day-in-ten-years (1-in-10)
loss of load standard, which is typically interpreted to mean that the generation reserves must be high
enough that voluntary load shedding due to inadequate supply would occur only once in 10 years
(Pfeifenberger et al., 2013). By its very nature, however, the highly complex electrical system—the very
epitome of a “cyber-physical system”5—is spread out all across the continent. Because it is built up from
millions of complex physical, communications, computational, and networked components and systems,
there is simply no way it can be made perfectly reliable.
The concepts of reliability differ from resilience, which is the focus of this report. The Random
House Dictionary of the English Language defines resilient as follows: “the power or ability to return to
the original form, position, etc. after being bent, compressed, or stretched . . . [the] ability to recover from
illness, depression, adversity, or the like . . . [to] spring back, rebound.” Resilience is not just about being
able to lessen the likelihood that outages will occur, but also about managing and coping with outage
events as they occur to lessen their impacts, regrouping quickly and efficiently once an event ends, and


4

NERC goes on to state that “Regarding adequacy, system operators can and should take controlled actions or
procedures to maintain a continual balance between supply and demand within a balancing area. These actions
include: Public appeals; Interruptible demand (i.e., customer demand that, in accordance with contractual
arrangements, can be interrupted by direct control of the system operator or by action of the customer at the direct
request of the system operator); Voltage reductions (also referred to as “brownouts” because lights dim as voltage is
lowered); and Rotating blackouts (i.e., the term used when each set of distribution feeders is interrupted for a limited
time, typically 20–30 minutes, and then those feeders are put back in service and another set is interrupted, and so on,
rotating the outages among individual feeders). All other system disturbances that result in the unplanned or
uncontrolled interruption of customer demand, regardless of cause, fall under the heading of operating reliability.
When these interruptions are contained within a localized area, they are considered unplanned interruptions or
disturbances. When they spread over a wide area of the grid, they are referred to as cascading blackouts—the
uncontrolled successive loss of system elements triggered by an incident at any location” (NERC, 2013).
5
The National Science Foundation describes “cyber-physical systems” as “engineered systems that are built
from, and depend upon, the seamless integration of computational algorithms and physical components” (NSF,
2016).
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interconnection, region (some of which are operated by regional transmission organizations), local
transmission and distribution systems (typically the domain of utilities), and the end-use level (on the
customer side of the meter). Figure 1.2B shows this hierarchy in the abstract, and Figure 1.2C illustrates it
for the Western Interconnection. While these figures display a physical hierarchy, there is an analogous
hierarchy, but with different boundaries, for the information systems that support sensing and provide
control.
Finding: Resilience is not the same as reliability. While minimizing the likelihood of
large-area, long-duration outages is important, a resilient system is one that
acknowledges that such outages can occur, prepares to deal with them, minimizes their
impact when they occur, is able to restore service quickly, and draws lessons from the
experience to improve performance in the future.
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FIGURE 1.2 (A)) A four-stagee process of resilience
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THE NEED FOR MORE RESILIENT TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS


As the committee elaborates in the chapters that follow, the 21st-century power system in the
United States is not just technically complicated; it is also comprised of diverse and often overlapping
institutions and actors. Across the United States, there are differences in the resilience threats faced by
power system operators, in the resources dedicated to mitigating them, and in the capabilities available to
utilities and other grid operators in restoring their systems after an outage event. These variations play out
in numerous ways. For example, some regions have a single grid operator that administers competitive
wholesale power markets and reliability functions. In other parts of the country, individual utilities
dispatch and balance power supplies on their own in response to changing demand. In some states, there
are multiple market participants (e.g., generating companies, “wires” companies that transmit power,
marketing companies). In other states, the utilities remain vertically integrated with the same firm having
responsibility for both power delivery and generation. Some areas have seen the reliable introduction of
many new and different pieces of electrical equipment (e.g., small-scale solar panels, large wind turbines,
flywheel storage systems, large-scale electric generating power plants) owned by parties other than the
utility or the local grid operator. Other regions are just beginning to manage such changes on the system.
Some utilities have embraced high-speed information and communications technologies to
provide them with greater awareness of the state of their system, including the location of outages, while
others have made fewer investments in such technologies. Some utilities have substantial resources
dedicated to improving cyber security while others have close to none. As noted earlier, it is NERC’s
responsibility to set minimum reliability requirements to address the risks associated with the “weakest
link” in the bulk power system. As discussed in more detail in Chapter 2, there is much more variability
among states in terms of reliability standards, with individual states setting their own reliability
requirements through public utility commissions (and boards for publicly or customer-owned distribution
utilities).
Over the last 30 years, numerous headline-making outages have resulted from diverse human and
natural causes, including operational errors and meteorological events. A few such outages disrupted
electricity service to more than 10,000 MW of customer load (demand).6 The events that cause outages of


6

More than 10,000 MW means more load than that required to power all of New York City. In 2015, the
summer coincident peak demand of Zone J (New York City) of the New York grid was 10,410 MW. The population
of New York City’s five boroughs is 8.5 million people, and the population of the New York City Metropolitan
Statistical Area (which includes parts of New Jersey, Connecticut, and Pennsylvania) is over 20 million. The New
York City Metropolitan area accounts for roughly $1.431 trillion in economic activity (NYISO, 2016; USCB, 2016;
IHS Global Insight, 2013).
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this scale leave millions of customers without power, result in economic damages7 estimated in the
billions of dollars, pose serious threats to health and public safety, and could potentially compromise
national security. While the United States has fortunately not experienced a major outage caused by a
physical or cyber attack, both are a serious and growing risk. Regarding cyber attacks, many attempts to
penetrate the system occur every day. Box 1.1 describes four large-area, long-duration outage events that
occurred in the past two decades in North America, ranging from the January 1998 ice storm that affected
the interconnected power systems in the Northeast United States and Eastern Canada, to the impacts
resulting from Superstorm Sandy in 2012.8 Box 1.1 also includes description of a cyber attack that
disrupted service on the Ukrainian power system in 2015, which did not result in a large-area, longduration outage but is noteworthy as one of the most prominent examples of cyber disruption of
electricity infrastructure. As Box 1.1 makes clear, there is a wide variety of human and natural causes of
outages, with significant impacts on economic and human quality of life.
Finding: Large-area, long-duration electricity outages that leave millions of customers
without power can result in billions of dollars of economic and other damages, and cause
risk of injury or death. A variety of human and natural events can cause outages with a
variety of consequences. The risks of physical or cyber attacks pose a serious and
growing threat.
An all-hazards approach to resilience planning is essential, but, with the exception of a few
general strategies, there is no “one size fits all” solution to planning for and recovering from major
outages. The notion of resilience has to address multiple types of events and operate in a system with
multiple overlapping institutions, service providers, grid configurations, ownership structures, and
regulatory systems. As outlined above, the system is also comprised of multiple and changing
technologies and is constantly evolving. Together this complex physical–cyber–social system is the
context and motivation for the National Academies’ study presented here.


7

The events that cause such large-scale outages cause damages to physical structures, including the electricity
system, as well as impacts on economic activity. The costs of weather-related power outages are estimated to be
billions of dollars annually, with estimates for Superstorm Sandy at $14–26 billion (EOP, 2013). The potential longterm economic effect of such events in terms of losses and gains in economic activity and accounting for rebound is
a more difficult estimate but clearly can be very large. 
8
Most of the damage from Sandy occurred after the winds had dropped below hurricane force and the storm
had lost it tropical cyclone characteristics. Thus, the committee uses the term “Superstorm Sandy” and not
“Hurricane Sandy” when it refers to this event.
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BOX 1.1
Examples of Outages on Bulk Power Systems and Their Consequences
The five events summarized below exemplify the types of outages that can result from weather conditions,
operational failures, or malicious hacking of the grid. (See Appendix E for a more comprehensive list and
description of major outages in the United States.)
New England/Eastern Canada Ice Storm (1998)
Between January 4 and January 10, 1998, a series of storms generated along a stationary weather front brought warm
Gulf of Mexico precipitation events across a stationary cold air mass (National Weather Service, 1998). While ice
storms are common in Eastern Canada, this storm was unique for its long duration (more than 80 hours of freezing
rain and drizzle), large geographical extent, and extraordinary freezing rain precipitation totals, with an
accumulation of freezing rain greater than 3.1 in (80 mm) thick stretched from southeastern Ontario and northern
New York State into southwestern Québec (RMS, 2008). The tremendous weight of accumulated ice resulted in the
collapse of 770 electric transmission towers, the replacement of more than 26,000 distribution poles and 4,000 poletop transformers, and the re-stringing of 1,800 miles of transmission and distribution circuits. At its peak, more than
5.2 million customers in the interconnected areas of Eastern Canada, New York, and New England were without
power. Three weeks after the storm, hundreds of thousands of customers still had no power, with some customers
not getting power restored until more than a month later (RMS, 2008). Storm damage was estimated to be
approximately $4 billion (National Weather Service, 1998).
Northeast Blackout (2003)
The August 2003 blackout is the single largest loss of power in U.S. history and was caused by a confluence of
factors. A combination of software and operator errors occurring at the Cleveland utility (FirstEnergy) and at the
regional reliability coordinator (Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator) greatly reduced the ability of
the grid to withstand a reliability event. The regional system operator experienced diminished situational awareness,
limiting its ability to intervene to assure system reliability. For example, loss of generation capacity in the Cleveland
area adversely affected the ability of key transmission lines into the area to operate at a higher load than usual, but
not enough to cause an equipment failure in and of itself. But other factors then triggered outages: contact with
overgrown trees in transmission easements into Cleveland ended up tripping several 345 kV lines out of service, and
FirstEnergy and Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator were unable to effectively monitor and
respond to these losses of electric supply (NERC, 2004). The resulting power flows then redistributed from highvoltage system to lower voltage lines, leading 16 lines to trip out of service in a 30-minute period, which ultimately
caused a cascading collapse of the bulk power system across eight states and two Canadian provinces. The
cascading failure left more than 50 million people without power. In certain parts of the outage area, power was not
restored for 4 days. The blackout is estimated to have cost between $4 billion and $10 billion and contributed to 11
deaths (USCPSOTF, 2004).
Hurricane Katrina (2005)
Hurricane Katrina—the all-time most costly weather-related event in the United States—first hit land in Florida as a
Category 1 storm, then grew to a Category 5 storm in the Gulf of Mexico before weakening to a strong Category 3
storm at second landfall, with severe storm surges along the Alabama, Mississippi, and Louisiana coastlines
(NOAA, 2016). New Orleans experienced devastating flooding and widespread electricity outages, but ultimately
damaging storm impacts were felt in eight states across the Southeast (NOAA, 2016). Katrina’s impacts included
loss of electric service to 2.7 million customers in these states; even 4 weeks after the storm, approximately 250,000
electric customers remained without service (DOE, 2009). In all, the storm destroyed 72,447 utility poles, 8,281
transformers, and 1,515 transmission structures; it took 300 substations off line, and multiple power plants,
including three nuclear plants, either shut down or had to reduce power (DOE, 2009). The flooding in New Orleans
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prevented full restoration of power for several months. At Southern Company’s Mississippi Power, every customer
lost power, “nearly two-thirds of the transmission and distribution system was damaged or destroyed, and all but
three of the company’s 122 transmission lines were out of service . . . . In the distribution system, about 65 percent
of facilities were damaged . . . . Mississippi Power’s second-largest electricity generating plant was damaged by
floodwaters, which affected the company’s emergency operations center and backup control center located in the
plant . . . . Mississippi Power began tracking Katrina’s progress, and 3 days before it hit Mississippi, Mississippi
Power began making requests for manpower, material, and logistics . . . . Within 7 days after Katrina, 10,800
workers from 23 states and Canada were assisting Mississippi Power” (Ball, 2006). Katrina’s estimated damage
ranges from $84.8 billion to $157.5 billion (CBO, 2005).
Superstorm Sandy (2012)
In October 2012, Superstorm Sandy struck the Eastern United States, impacting 24 States in its path. During the 7
days from Sandy’s formation to its dissipation, the storm caused swells in excess of 3 meters, flooding in densely
populated centers, and extensive damage to infrastructure, with a majority of the damage occurring in New York and
New Jersey (FEMA, 2013). Considerable advance notice of the storm allowed electric utilities to make several
preemptive steps to mitigate damages, including requests for more assistance from teams from other utility systems,
for tree trimming along transmission lines, and for increased readiness of utility outage repair teams (EOP, 2013). It
has been estimated that 8 million customers lost power (Sandalow, 2012). Restoration services reported that 10 to 11
percent of customers in New York and New Jersey remained without power 10 days following the storm. During the
outages, 50 deaths were attributed to the lack of electricity, with causes including hypothermia and improperly
operated generators. The cost from the post-Sandy power outages has been estimated between $14 billion and $26
billion (EOP, 2013).
Cyber Attack on Ukrainian Power Grid (2015)
In December 2015, a synchronized multi-target cyber attack was executed on three electric grid control centers in
eastern Ukraine (DHS, 2016; Volz, 2016). Months previously, the attackers had used “spear-phishing” tactics on
employees via a Microsoft Office document to access the corporate networks (E-ISAC and SANS ICS, 2016). The
attackers spent the following months learning about the system and its users to gain the necessary credentials to
remotely access the communications networks (i.e., SCADA systems) that control the operation of the electric grid.
In December 2015, the attackers began the intrusion by shutting down power to the control center to prevent utility
employees from effectively handling the outage (E-ISAC and SANS ICS, 2016). With that response capability
compromised, the cyber attackers took control of the electric-system substations themselves and opened substation
breakers to shut down power to a larger customer base. Simultaneously, the cyber attackers executed a “denial of
service attack” on the customer support facilities, which made the related computer facilities unavailable to
customers who sought to report outages and then released malicious software targeted at the master boot record. The
attack left approximately 225,000 people without electricity for up to 6 hours. The release of malicious software
wiped out personnel computers, servers, and remote terminal units (RTUs), which in turn delayed restoration of
service and increased the amount of time required to bring control systems back online. Several substations suffered
damage due to the attacks. Although NERC has classified the impacts of these attacks as low due to the short
duration of the outage, the relatively small number of infrastructure affected, and the low population percentage of
Ukraine that lost power (E-ISAC and SANS ICS, 2016), the attack nonetheless had far-reaching impacts. As of Fall
2016, the utility in Ukraine has yet to reach operational levels experienced prior to the attack, and it is currently
unknown when the organization will reach peak operational capabilities again (E-ISAC and SANS ICS, 2016).
Thus, in contrast to the other events described here, the Ukraine event was not a long-duration outage event for
customers.

IMPROVING RESILIENCE PRESENTS FUNDAMENTAL CHALLENGES
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Throughout this report, the committee identifies and discusses a range of technical, institutional,
and other strategies that, if adopted, could significantly increase the resilience of the U.S. electric power
transmission and distribution systems. It is relatively easy to identify actions and strategies that could
improve resilience. Much harder, however, is fostering and realizing the political and organizational
support to implement these strategies and actions. The very structure of governance and investment in the
electric grid is decentralized. And investment in the grid competes with other social and economic
demands as well as for the time and attention of stakeholders. This is especially hard in the face of scarce
resources, fragmented government, and the reality that many of the scenarios of large-area, long-duration
outages are beyond the realm of experience of most individuals and governing systems.
Some causes, like major solar coronal mass ejections (see Chapter 3), have very low probabilities
of occurrence—sometimes measured in centuries. Others, such as cyber attacks, may become increasingly
likely to impact the operations of the grid. Drawing on the tools of decision analysis, an analyst can help a
unitary utility-maximizing actor determine how much to spend either to harden a system or to minimize
the consequences of disruptive events. However, neither U.S. society, nor its power system, is governed
by a single rational actor, but rather are collectively managed by many.
By design and of necessity in our constitutional democracy, making such decisions is an
inherently political process. This committee of experts can identify risks and options, outline strategies to
improve the understanding of relevant public and private decision makers, and suggest ways to assure that
relevant factors are identified and considered. However, ultimately, the choice of how much resilience our
society should and will buy must be a collective social judgment.
Large-area, long-duration outages are rare events. And investing in a more resilient system has
the classic characteristics of “public goods” issues—localized and concentrated costs with broadly
diffused and difficult-to-measure benefits—that are inherently difficult to address. It is unrealistic to
expect firms to make voluntary investments whose benefits may not accrue to shareholders within the
relevant commercial lifetime for evaluating projects. Moreover, much of the benefit from avoiding such
events, should they occur, will not accrue to the individual firms that invest in these capabilities. Rather,
the benefits are diffused more broadly across multiple industries and society as a whole.
In some parts of the United States, rural electric cooperatives, vertically integrated utilities, and
utility regulators may be better able to take a longer-term perspective that considers such broader societal
benefits. But too often decision makers are pressed by short-term considerations of cost and choices about
where expenditures should be directed for various and sometimes competing purposes, and so they must
have a strong basis for approving expenses for activities that may not yield benefits for decades or longer.
At the national level, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and NERC have the ability to adopt a
somewhat longer-term perspective, although they too face short-term pressures and fiscal constraints.
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No single entity is responsible for assuring the system is resilient in the face of all of them.
Strategies to assure more systematic planning and to cover the costs of needed investments are discussed
in Chapter 7. Many of the actions designed to reduce system vulnerability to one specific event can
actually provide effective protection against a variety of events. For example, in regions where flooding is
not an issue, undergrounding power lines can make the system less vulnerable to the impacts of severe
storms as well as vehicle accidents. This may make such actions and investments easier to justify.
Experience demonstrates the normal cycle of public reactions to major events with big impacts on
society: there is a tendency not only to identify parties that can be blamed for failing to prevent the event
and its impacts, but also to call for greater protective action against exactly the type of event just
experienced. Regulators and other decision makers need to have well developed plans that can be
implemented during such a “policy window” and designed for robustness against a wide range of threats.
There are some communities at considerably greater risk than others, including those at
vulnerable locations in the electricity system or those within or close to natural hazards. When those
communities take action, the results can serve as a stimulus and template for others to follow. Some
modest government pilot funds to initiate such examples can be a socially prudent investment. At the
same time, it is important that the United States devise ways to increase the likelihood that lessons learned
from demonstrations can be diffused more widely. National organizations such as the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, the Edison Electric Institute, the National Rural
Electric Cooperative Association, the American Public Power Association, and the National Governors
Council, can play important roles, raising awareness, sharing best practices, and providing guidance to
members.Public and private partnerships such as the Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council, which
gained importance following Superstorm Sandy, also serves as a viable forum for enhancing coordination
and communication; conducting drills and exercises; and sharing tools and technologies to enhance grid
resilience.
Throughout this report, the committee has tried to be attentive to the tension between two
competing realities. One is that the electric power system and its regulation are decentralized across the
many states and regions. The other is that a coherent strategy will not emerge without stewardship at the
federal level and/or from organized leadership from public and private institutional partners that support
actions in the national interest. The Department of Homeland Security (DHS) is specifically charged with
identifying potential vulnerabilities and assisting in the development and implementation of strategies to
reduce risks and increase resilience. However, neither DHS nor the set of local actors that typically
interact with DHS control or run the power system. Moreover, the department is stretched very thin and
has relatively modest technical expertise in the context of electric power systems.
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As the energy sector lead agency and with its focus on research, the DOE does have a longer-term
perspective and hence is in a position to lay the groundwork and demonstrate the feasibility of a variety of
technologies and strategies that, when adopted by others, can considerably enhance the resilience of the
grid. Multiple DOE offices have programs related to electric power grid resilience. Specifically, the
Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability and Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy have responsibility for directing work on many of the nation’s grid modernization and system
integration programs, and thus have a vital role to play in this area.
The Electric Power Research Institute can also make important contributions—including
improving awareness of technologies and practices that are emerging globally—but the amount of
fundamental longer-term work they can support is limited. The National Rural Electric Cooperative
Association is undertaking a range of research activities that adopt a longer-term perspective. Many states
around the country are also working on specific resilience projects, often in the aftermath of those states
having experienced disruptive events that have focused policy makers’ attention on the issue.
In the chapters that follow, the committee identifies and discusses many things that both the
federal government and industry can do to advance the resilience of the power system. In Chapter 7, the
committee returns to the broader issues of who is in charge, how electricity system operators, regulators,
and society more broadly should choose what is worth doing, and how to pay for it.

STRUCTURE OF THE REPORT
Chapter 2 describes the nation’s electric system as it now exists and as it is integrating and
adapting to new technologies and changing regulatory and market environments. This chapter provides
context for the rest of the report by describing current conditions and factors affecting grid resilience and
discussing how these systems might evolve over the coming decades (even if they are changing in
unpredictable ways). Chapter 3 describes the many causes of grid failure: the range and types of threats
that can, and at least in some case definitely will, arise to disrupt the operations of the electric grid.
Chapters 4 through 6 discuss ways that grid planners and operators, along with the rest of society, can
prepare for and reduce the frequency and duration of disruptions (Chapter 4), manage and mitigate the
consequences of outages as they occur (Chapter 5), and restore the system to normal operations as rapidly
as possible (Chapter 6). These three chapters identify and discuss things already taking place, things that
could improve the performance of each aspect of resilience, and things that deserve further attention from
researchers and analysts; from owners, operators, and planners of the grid; and from government policy
makers. Discussions of topics such as distributed energy resources and microgrids are spread throughout
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these chapters. Depending on how they are deployed, distributed energy resources and microgrids can be
used for many purposes—they can help mitigate and prevent outages (Chapter 4), can help sustain
electricity service to critical facilities during an outage (Chapter 5), and can aid in system restoration
(Chapter 6). Throughout these chapters, as well as Chapters 2 and 3, the committee makes many specific
recommendations for strategies to increase the resilience of the U.S. electricity transmission and
distribution system. While these specific recommendations will advance this purpose, the committee
believes that the nation should adopt a more integrated perspective across the numerous, diverse
institutions responsible for the resilience of electricity system. Thus, the final chapter (Chapter 7) brings
together a broader set of overarching recommendations intended to bring such an integrated perspective to
the issue of electricity system resilience. The report Summary contains both the overarching
recommendations and a synopsis of the chapter-specific recommendations.
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2
Today’s Grid and the Evolving System of the Future

INTRODUCTION
This chapter describes the U.S. electric system as it now exists and discusses how it may evolve
over the next several decades. First, the committee provides background on the physical, ownership,
legal/regulatory structure, and operational characteristics of the nation’s electric system, with an emphasis
on transmission and distribution infrastructure. The committee focuses on aspects of the national grid that
are relevant for understanding electricity system resilience and the strategies employed to enhance it.1
This overview of transmission and distribution also highlights the sensing, communications, and control
systems that currently exist to support a variety of functions on the grid. Then, the committee describes
the complex and dynamic forces driving changes in the electricity sector, both in the near term and the
long term.2 Finally, the committee discusses a variety of ways in which the system may change and some
of the implications of these changes for the future resilience of the grid. Together, these conditions and
trends set the stage for a subsequent discussion of threats to the system (in Chapter 3) and activities
associated with each stage of resilience in the electric system (in Chapters 4 through 6).
Strategies to increase the resilience of today’s transmission and distribution systems need to
accommodate possible future changes in its character, because most of the physical assets and other
pieces of the infrastructure have long lifetimes. Planning to enhance resilience should take this into
account, along with the often uncertain ways these systems might evolve over the coming decades.


1

Readers interested in a more detailed description might look at DOE (2017a), NAS (2016), DOE (2015), MIT
(2011), NRC (2012), and Bakke (2016).
2
Readers interested in a more detailed description might look at MIT (2016).
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Finding: Approaches to assure resilience should consider that components of electricity
infrastructure have long lifetimes and that how the grid and its various institutions,
technological features, legal structures, and economics will change is inherently
uncertain.

ELECTRIC INDUSTRY STRUCTURE, ASSET OWNERSHIP, AND OPERATIONAL ROLES
AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Since the 1930s in the United States, most electric service to households, businesses, and other
customers has been provided by investor-owned or publicly owned electric utilities responsible for all
elements of electric supply: generation, transmission at high voltage, and local distribution of power at
low voltage. That said, in the first half of the last century the federal government promoted electrification
and developed hydropower resources aggressively. This led to the federal government operating several
electricity generation and transmission organizations, perhaps the most famous of which are the
Tennessee Valley Authority in the southeastern United States and the Bonneville Power Administration in
the Pacific Northwest. Figure 2.1 depicts the “bulk energy system,”3 comprised of central-station power
plants and high-voltage transmission lines, and the local “distribution operations” that move power from
the bulk system to end-use customers.


3

The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission has approved the following definition of “bulk energy system” as
developed by The North American Electric Reliability Corporation: “All transmission elements operated at 100 kV
or higher and real power and reactive power resources connected at 100 kV or higher. This does not include
facilities used in the local distribution of electrical energy”(NERC, 2016a). There are specific technical exclusions
of certain facilities from this definition, but the 100-kV dividing line between bulk energy system (and transmissionlevel voltage) and lower-voltage (and distribution-system-level voltage) is useful for our purposes here. 
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FIGURE 2.1 The bulk
k energy system encompassses the faciliities and contrrol systems foor generation and
transmissiion of electriccity but does not
n include lo
ocal distributiion systems. S
SOURCE: Coourtesy of thee
Electric Power
P
Researcch Institute. Graphic
G
reproduced by perm
mission from
m the Electric P
Power Researrch
Institute from
f
its researrch report, Th
he Integrated Grid: A Beneefit-Cost Fram
mework. EPR
RI, Palo Alto, CA:
2015. 300
02004878.
e
utilities were verticcally integrateed, meaning tthat the utilityy
Several decadees ago, most electric
wer; owned orr had rights too use high-volltage transmisssion
owned thee power plantts and/or conttracts for pow
lines that carry power from
f
remote power
p
plants to their local systems; andd owned and ooperated the llowonsumers. Staate utility reggulators (or, inn the case of
voltage diistribution sysstem to deliveer power to co
publicly owned
o
utilities, the governiing boards off the local utillity) set rates for verticallyy integrated uttilities
based on the
t cost of providing service. But nearly
y 20 years ag o, a number oof states and ffederal regulaators
began to move
m
aggresssively to break
k up vertically
y integrated uutilities, separrating the ownnership of
generation
n, high-voltag
ge transmissio
on, and distrib
bution system
ms. In those sttates, only thee distribution part
of the system has contiinued to operaate as a regulaated monopolly.
As
A the electric system develloped over th
he decades, invvestor-ownedd electric utiliities in many parts
of the Uniited States meerged so as to
o provide pow
wer to customers over largeer and larger sservice territoories.
In other parts
p
of the country, utilitiees serve smaller numbers oof customers, pparticularly inn rural regionns
where loccal electric cooperatives an
nd municipally
y owned utilitties continue to be the dom
minant providders of
electric seervice. The reesult is today’s patchwork of
o local distriibution utilitiees (Figure 2.22): thousands of
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electric uttilities provide monopoly service
s
within
n their local fo
footprint but w
with a compleex system of
interconneected facilitiees that operatees, in effect, as
a a single “m
machine” withhin each intercconnection (N
NAE,
2003).

FIGURE 2.2 Map of electric distriibution utility
y service territtories in the ccontinental Unnited States.
SOURCE
E: Image repro
oduced with permission
p
fro
om Platts (20 14), “Utility Service Areass of North
America” available forr purchase onlline at: https:///www.platts..com/productts/utility-serviice-territoriessnorth-ameerica-map.



According
A
to the Energy Infformation Ad
dministration (EIA), there aare more thann 2,000 utilities
that own and/or
a
operate some part of
o the generatiion, transmisssion, or distriibution infrasttructure in thee
United States (Table 2..1). More than
n 70 percent of
o end-use eleectricity custoomers are serrved by just 1774
u
whilee the remainin
ng customers are split rougghly evenly between publiccly
large inveestor-owned utilities,
owned utiilities and electric cooperattives. Althoug
gh these inve stor-owned aand publicly oowned system
ms are
physically
y connected, their
t
transmisssion and distrribution systeems often havve different coonfigurations,
voltage raanges, and tecchnology dem
mands; are owned and/or opperated by diffferent partiess; are subject to
different types
t
of regullatory oversig
ght; and are frrequently disccussed separaately.
These
T
many uttilities operatee as part of th
hree separate iinterconnecteed “synchronoous” regions
within thee United Statees (and parts of
o Canada), as shown in Fiigure 2.3. Within each inteerconnection, the
utility sysstems are physically tied to
ogether by maajor transmisssion lines. The 60 Hz voltaage and currennt
waveform
ms are synchro
onized across the entire reg
gion, and pow
wer flows withhin each regioon according to
the laws of
o physics. Th
he three intercconnections operate
o
with oonly a few (assynchronous) direct currennt
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(DC) connections that allow transfer of energy between them. The major transmission lines serving the
lower 48 States are shown in Figure 2.4. This figure also illustrates the strong synchronous connection
with Canada for both the eastern and western interconnections, and the DC lines connecting the
asynchronous Québec grid. The integrated North American power system mutually depends on close and
continuing collaboration between the United States and Canada. And while there is also a connection to a
small portion of Mexico within the western interconnection, that dependency is less significant for either
country as most of the Mexican grid is a separate system.
TABLE 2.1 Breakdown of Utilities That Own and Operate Generation, Transmission, or Distribution
Infrastructure
Utility Ownership Structure
Rural electric cooperatives
Investor-owned
Municipally owned
Political subdivision
State power authorities
Federal utilities/Power marketing administrations
Other transmission companies
TOTAL

Number
809
174
827
101
20
8
15
1,954

NOTE: Investor-owned utilities deliver 68 percent of electricity service to retail customers. Cooperatives,
municipal utilities, and other publicly owned utilities deliver 13 percent, 12 percent, and 6 percent to
retail customers, respectively. (As of 2015, 96 percent of electricity used by customers was sold through
utility wires, with 4 percent generated on customers’ own premises.) SOURCE: EIA (2016a).
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FIGURE 2.3The threee large electrric interconneections that sppan the Unitedd States, largee parts of Cannada,
and a smaall part of Mex
xico. A very modest
m
amou
unt of power fflows betweenn these three regions over
direct currrent cables so
o that the 60 Hz
H power is not
n synchronizzed between tthe regions. H
Hydro Québecc,
which is not
n shown, prrovides powerr to many stattes in the norttheastern Uniited States. SO
OURCE: DOE
E
(2016a).
Regulation
R
of the
t electric grrid takes place at two levells. The operattions, cost alllocation, and costrecovery of
o the interstaate transmission system, ass well as who lesale sales oof electricity,4 are largely
regulated by the Federaal Energy Reg
gulatory Com
mmission (FER
RC). FERC dderives its autthorities from
m the
Federal Po
ower Act (FP
PA), which waas initially en
nacted in 19355 and has beeen amended m
multiple times. The
second lev
vel of regulattion occurs on
n distribution systems that deliver electrricity to the ennd user. The tterms
and condiitions of saless to retail elecctricity custom
mers, includinng operations,, cost allocation, and cost
recovery for
f local transsmission and distribution service,
s
are suubject to reguulation by statte regulatory
agencies in
i those areass served by in
nvestor-owned
d utilities andd by publicly aaccountable bboards of public
utilities.


4

“Wh
holesale sales of
o electricity” are
a sales of pow
wer for resale tto others, whille “retail sales oof electricity” are
sales to ulttimate, end-usee customers. Reetail sales are typically
t
regulaated by state uttility regulatorry agencies for
investor-ow
wned utilities (and
(
by the gov
verning entitiess of publicly ow
wned or membber-owned utiliities).
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FIGURE 2.4 The Norrth American transmission
n system. SOU
URCE: This iinformation frrom the Northh
American
n Electric Reliiability Corpo
oration’s website is the prooperty of the N
North Americcan Electric
Reliability
y Corporation
n and is availaable at
http://www.nerc.com/ccomm/CIPC/A
Agendas%20H
Highlights%220and%20Miinutes%2020113/2015%20D
Dece
mber%20Compiled%2
20Presentation
ns.pdf.
This
T regulatory
y division bettween the federal governm
ment and the sttates over thee higher- and
lower-volltage portions of the electriic transmissio
on system firsst appeared inn its current foorm in the earrly
20th centu
ury and has laargely remain
ned in place siince then.5 Allthough seem
mingly straighttforward, thiss
division of
o authority is complex in practice
p
and often
o
gives risse to tensions. For examplee, although thhe
FPA gives FERC autho
ority over tran
nsmission serrvice in intersstate commercce and wholesale sales of
y, the states haave regulatory
y authority ov
ver siting of ttransmission llines (includinng the right too
electricity
condemn right of way)). Some statess also retain reegulatory authhority over thhe costs of traansmission as part
ndled delivery
y of retail elecctricity (in veertically integrrated states ass described laater). Further,,
of the bun
many stattes have the ab
bility to adop
pt a variety off tax, siting, ennvironmentall, and other reegulatory poliicies
that affectt the mix of power
p
plants in
i a state.

5

As long-distance
l
transmission
t
lin
nes emerged an
nd utilities starrted to send power onto the ggrid across longg
distances, electricity
e
begaan to cross statte lines. Congreess created FE
ERC’s predecesssor, the Federaal Power
Commissio
on, in 1935 wh
hen it passed th
he Federal Pow
wer Act to addreess states’ inabbility to regulatte interstate salles of
electricity.
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More than 20 years ago, the electric industry began to undergo pressures for structural change, in
part owing to the experiences of deregulating other commercial sectors such as airlines, interstate
trucking, and telecommunications. Additional impetus came from federal policies that supported the
introduction of relatively small-scale, economical generating technologies owned by non-utility
companies, which led to requirements that utilities open up their transmission systems for use by third
parties (e.g., the Public Utilities Regulatory Policies Act [PURPA] of 1978). Efforts began in a number of
states in the mid-1990s to separate the ownership of generation assets from ownership of the transmission
system (the “wires”) and to create competitive wholesale electricity markets. A primary motivation in
doing this was a belief that introducing market forces into the industry would result in lower costs to end
users.6 In fact, creation of competitive wholesale markets in many regions of the country required that
non-discriminatory access to transmission infrastructure be provided to all generators. After an initial
flurry of “restructuring,” some states began to have second thoughts and decided not to break up their
vertically integrated utilities.
Today, there is a patchwork of restructured and vertically integrated utilitiesacross the United
States. In much of the country, there are hundreds of non-utility entities involved in the power generation,
system operations, power marketing, power trading, and other affiliated activities. The market participants
in the electric regions serving two-thirds of the population in the United States are members of organized
wholesale electricity markets where a regional transmission organization (RTO) (sometimes called
independent system operators [ISOs]) operates the transmission system, prepares regional transmission
plans for the market footprint, and conducts competitive product markets (covering energy, capacity,
and/or ancillary services markets).7 Figure 2.5 shows the boundaries of the current RTOs.


6

In fact, in most cases, rates did not decrease (Lave et al., 2004; Blumsack et al., 2008).
As of 2015, these seven RTOs serve 213.5 million, out of the total estimated U.S. population of 321 million
(IRC, 2015; USCB, 2016).
7
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FIGURE 2.5 Map of regional transsmission orgaanizations’ (R
RTO) and indeependent systtem operatorss’
(ISO) serv
vice areas in the
t United Staates and Canaada. The partss of the counttry shown in w
white do not
participatee in an RTO, although as of
o this writing
g, several utiliities in the W
Western states have joined aan
“Energy Imbalance
I
Maarket” adminiistered by the California IS
SO. SOURCE
E: FERC (20116a).
While
W
retaining monopoly ownership
o
of the distributiion wires, sevveral states alsso took steps to
open up th
heir electric systems
s
to retaail competitio
on. In those shhown in greenn in Figure 2..6, retail custoomers
have the right
r
to choosse to buy electtricity from competitive reetail supplierss. Some statess (shown in
yellow) to
ook initial step
ps toward allo
owing retail choice
c
but theen suspended it, while the remaining staates
(shown in
n white) did not introduce retail
r
choice.
Across
A
all of th
hese areas, th
he specific term
ms and condiitions of utilitty service, andd any compettitive
supply, vaary considerab
bly. This mak
kes it very harrd to generaliize about induustry structuree across, and even
within, staates. At preseent this hetero
ogeneous “electricity indusstry” reflects tthe varied chooices that stattes
and localiities have mad
de with regard
d to electric sector
s
structurre and regulattion. The majjority of statess
retain a veertically integ
grated structurre, pursuant to
t which retaiil utilities maiintain monopoly status witth
regard to the generation
n, sale, and delivery
d
of eleectricity. Manny states that hhave verticallly integrated
utilities without
w
retail choice
c
(e.g., California
C
and
d many statess in the Northeern Plains andd Upper Midw
west)
nonetheleess have utilitiies participatiing in RTOs.
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FIGURE 2.6 End con
nsumers can choose
c
their electricity provvider in restruuctured statess (green),
while otheer states havee suspended reestructuring activities
a
(yelllow) or neverr initiated them
m
(white). SOURCE:
S
EIA
A (2010).
As
A shown in Figure 2.6, onee-third of the states decideed to introducee retail choicee, and a majoority
of the stattes’ utilities participate
p
in the
t competitiv
ve generationn markets adm
ministered by RTOs (shownn in
Figure 2.5
5), although th
he design of these
t
marketss varies acrosss the seven R
RTOs.8 In som
me states withoout
retail choiice—for exam
mple, in Colorrado—non-uttility companiies may own rooftop solarr panels that aare
physically
y located on a customer’s building
b
and sell
s that poweer to that custtomer. But, otther such statees
without reetail choice, such
s
as Florid
da, do not allo
ow anyone bessides the utiliity to sell anyy form of
electricity
y to consumerrs, although cu
ustomers are able to installl distributed ggeneration onn their premisses.
As a resullt of these varriations across the states, th
he regulatory framework uunder which tthe electric grrid
operates takes
t
on severral forms. Thee FPA appliess to the entiree country but has differing impacts
depending
g on which ty
ype of state-reegional regulaatory regime eexists. This coomplicates thhe landscape iin
which thee resilience off the interconn
nected grid is implementedd.
The
T ownership
p of transmisssion infrastruccture also varries widely accross the United States. In ssome
regions, vertically
v
integ
grated utilitiees and large pu
ublic power pproviders suchh as the Bonnneville Powerr
Administrration and thee Tennessee Valley
V
Authorrity both ownn and operate tthe transmisssion infrastruccture.
In regionss with compettitive power markets,
m
operration of the trransmission ssystem is deleegated to
RTOs/ISO
Os. These org
ganizations maay not own th
he transmissioon infrastructuure under theeir control, buut they
are respon
nsible for meeeting reliability standards and
a conductinng regional pllanning effortts, while assuuring

8

The only
y states that do not have any utilities
u
particip
pating in an RT
TO are Alabam
ma, Alaska, Arrizona, Coloraddo,
Florida, Geeorgia, Hawaiii, Idaho, Orego
on, South Carollina, Utah, andd Washington.
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non-discriiminatory acccess to transm
mission services for all gen erators and looad-serving enntities in the
region.
With
W respect to
o reliability isssues, FERC has
h responsibbility for assuuring adherencce to mandatoory
reliability
y standards forr the electric industry. FER
RC has delegaated responsibbility for developing reliabbility
standards to the North American Eleectric Reliabiility Corporattion (NERC), which had orriginally form
med as
o
following
f
a laarge blackoutt in 1965 and is now the deesignated
a voluntarry reliability organization
reliability
y organization
n in the United
d States. NER
RC develops iindustry-widee standards, suubmits them tto
FERC forr approval, an
nd enforces ap
pproved stand
dards in the inndustry. Thus,, FERC does not develop
reliability
y standards on
n its own. Com
mpliance with
h NERC standdards becamee mandatory w
with the passaage of
the 2005 Energy
E
Policy
y Act (EPActt), and utilities and system operators now
w face substaantial penaltiees for
non-comp
pliance.
Among
A
many other
o
things, NERC
N
has deefined the esssential system
m functions neecessary to ennsure
reliability
y in a framewo
ork that accom
mmodates operational and structural diffferences acrooss regions w
with
and witho
out competitiv
ve wholesale markets
m
(NER
RC, 2010). W
Within each larrge region, thhere is a reliabbility
coordinato
or with a wid
de-area perspeective on systeem condition s necessary too ensure that the actions
undertakeen by one entiity do not com
mpromise reliability in anoother. Currenttly there are 12 reliability
coordinato
ors covering the
t Continenttal United Staates, much off Canada, and a small part oof Mexico (Figure
2.7).
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FIGURE 2.7 North American Electric Reliability Corporation reliability coordinators are responsible for
ensuring reliability across multiple utility service territories. SOURCE: This information from the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation’s website is the property of the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation and is available at http://www.nerc.com/pa/rrm/TLR/Pages/ReliabilityCoordinators.aspx.
Under the purview of these reliability coordinators, more than 100 “balancing authorities” have
responsibility for keeping generation and load equal at all times within smaller balancing areas. Regions
with a history of tight coordination of operations and planning across utilities within the region, such as
New England, New York, and the Mid-Atlantic region (e.g., Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Maryland
which were the original location of the PJM territory), have only a single balancing authority, whereas the
majority of reliability coordinators interact with multiple balancing authorities within their footprint. Box
2.1 has examples of transmission system oversight and operation that vary by region.

BOX 2.1
Examples of Four Different Electric Operational/Reliability/Ownership Structures
Southern Company (SoCo) is a large vertically integrated utility operating in several Southeastern states. SoCo owns
generation assets with a total capacity over 44,000 MW, transmission lines, and 4 subsidiary distribution utilities.
SoCo’s electric utilities collectively serve a population of approximately 9 million people (SoCO, 2017). Through
these four subsidiaries, SoCo serves the functions of transmission owner, distribution provider, and generation owner
while another subsidiary, Southern Company Services, serves as the reliability coordinator, transmission operator, and
balancing authority.
PJM is an RTO serving all or part of 13 states and the District of Columbia, ranging from Pennsylvania and New
Jersey in the East, southward to Virginia, and westward to northern Illinois. PJM provides service in a region with
approximately 61 million people and 171,000 MW of generating capacity (PJM, 2017). PJM serves as reliability
coordinator, transmission operator, and balancing authority, while also administering the organized competitive
wholesale electricity market. However, PJM is not a market participant per se, as other entities own the physical assets
associated with generation, transmission, distribution, and power marketing.
Bonneville Power Administration (BPA) is a federally operated power marketing administration in the Pacific
Northwest, which markets electricity generated from hydroelectric dams owned and operated by the U.S. Army Corps
of Engineers or the Bureau of Reclamation (approximately 22,500 MW of capacity), a nuclear power plant, and other
renewable generation assets operated by Energy Northwest. BPA’s service territory includes Oregon, Washington,
western Montana, and small parts of northern California, Nevada, Utah, and Wyoming. BPA owns and operates more
than 15,000 circuit miles of transmission (BPA, 2017) and acts as a balancing authority that reports to the regional
reliability coordinator. BPA does not own generation or distribution assets.
Arizona Public Services (APS) is a vertically integrated utility that owns and operates generation, transmission, and
distribution assets. APS provides power to 1.2 million customers in 11 counties in Arizona and generates more than
6,100 MW of capacity (Hoovers, 2017). APS is a balancing authority that reports to the regional reliability
coordinator, and, as of the last quarter of 2016, is participating in the Western-states’ Energy Imbalance Market
administered by the California Independent System Operator (CAISO).
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NERC directs several industry working groups and activities related to preparing for, riding
through, and recovering from events with high impacts on the bulk power system. In addition, the
Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council (ESCC), formed in response to recommendations from the
National Infrastructure Advisory Council, provides a high-level forum for utility executives and federal
decision makers to engage and maintain open communication channels in preparation for large-scale
outages. To help reduce risks of cyber and physical attacks, for example, NERC operates the Electricity
Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC), which disseminates information and alerts to electric
industry and government representatives, conducts training exercises, and also maintains the Cyber Risk
Information Sharing Program that covers nearly 80 percent of operators of the bulk power system.
Through the Spare Equipment Working Group, NERC maintains a database of system components,
particularly large transformers, which are available to participating utilities should their assets be
physically damaged (NERC, 2011). Similar programs are maintained by industry trade organizations,
such as the Edison Electric Institute’s (EEI) Spare Transformer Exchange Program and the Grid
Assurance™ initiative recently launched by the private sector. Parfomak (2014) has prepared an excellent
review of the issue of spare transformers for the Congressional Research Service. This report makes it
clear that, while the past few years have seen progress, there is still much that needs to be done. The
committee returns to the issue of replacement transformers in Chapter 6.
For many years, electric utilities have widely employed mutual-assistance agreements at both the
transmission and distribution level to facilitate sharing of skilled workers and equipment to speed
restoration efforts following outages. Typically restoration teams are composed with at least one local
utility worker so that system-specific and regional knowledge is available on every team. After
Superstorm Sandy, EEI developed a National Response Event Framework for pooling resources and
coordinating restoration at the nation-scale from outages that overwhelm regional resources (discussed
further in Chapter 6).
Thus, a hallmark of the U.S. electric system is that there are a myriad of bodies engaged in the
ownership, planning, operation, and regulation of different elements of the system. Although the system
itself operates as if it were a unified and coordinated machine, that occurs in spite of—or in the context
of—a system in which the many component parts are subject to varied sets of institutional, legal, cultural,
and financial incentives and penalties. Asset owners and operators must, and do tend to, operate with
awareness of the fact that their systems can be impacted by events and developments occurring on other
parts of the machine.
Finding: The “electric industry” is different across different parts of the United States in
ways that reflect the varied choices that states and localities have made with regard to
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electric sector structure, asset ownership, and regulation. The specific terms and
conditions of utility service, power system planning and operations, and transmission
planning vary considerably, making it hard to generalize about industry structure across
and within the states. This complicates the landscape in which the issue of resilience of
the interconnected grid must be addressed.

PHYSICAL STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE HIGH-VOLTAGE TRANSMISSION
SYSTEMS
Physical Structure
Most of the electricity supplied to today’s bulk power system is generated by large, central
generating stations, often located far from population centers. Roughly one-third of the U.S. electricity
supply comes from power plants that use natural gas, and another one-third comes from coal-fired
generation. This reflects a significant increase in gas-fired generation in recent years, up from just 10
percent in 1990 (Tierney, 2016a). The fraction being generated by coal plants has fallen in large part
because of competition from low-cost natural gas. Slightly less than 20 percent of generation comes from
large nuclear plants. This share has been shrinkingslowly, again because of competition from low-cost
natural gas (and, to a lesser degree, flat demand and entry of renewable energy technologies) and the high
cost of nuclear plant life extension. Hydropower produces 6 percent of the total U.S. power supply, with
other renewables accounting for 7 percent of supply—most of that coming from wind (EIA, 2015). While
power provided by large-scale wind and solar projects and from equipment such as solar panels located
on customers’ premises is rapidly growing, it still constitutes a relatively small share of the total supply.
These national averages do not reflect that some systems, such as those in California and Hawaii, have
much higher percentages of distributed generation and intermittent renewables.
Hundreds of thousands of miles of transmission lines operate in interconnected networks across
the United States, which carry alternating current (AC) electricity. Example voltages include 115, 230,
345, 500, and occasionally 765 kV. A few long-distance point-to-point lines use high-voltage direct
current (DC) transmission. 9 Electricity moves through the transmission system following the laws of

9

Direct current transmission is used selectively in the United States as a way to transfer power between
asynchronous interconnects, occasionally to transfer bulk power over long distances (e.g., from the Pacific
Northwest to California and from Labrador to the Northeast United States), and for underwater transmission (e.g.,
between Connecticut and Long Island and from offshore wind farms).
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physics and typically cannot be controlled precisely without expensive equipment.10 The bulk power
system relies on large step-up transformers to convert electricity generated at central generating stations
to high voltages; this allows for more efficient transmission of power across long distances because there
are lower resistive losses of power at higher voltages.
Within the three U.S. bulk-power transmission interconnections, generators operate
synchronously at 60 Hz. Large-scale electricity storage is relatively rare;11 thus, power production and
consumption must be kept in balance near instantaneously by increasing or decreasing electricity
generation to match changing demand as customers increase and decrease their electricity use. In some
areas, in addition to changing the amount of power being generated, grid operators use demand response
(DR) programs and technologies to reduce certain loads in lieu of providing more generation. Maintaining
the stability of this complex and dynamic interconnected electric system is an immense operational and
technical challenge. Nonetheless, this balancing act is successfully accomplished around-the-clock
throughout the grid but not without the complex array of tools, techniques, systems, and equipment
dedicated to the task.
The high-voltage transmission network enables power to travel long distances from generating
units to substations closer to local end-use customers where the voltage is stepped back down and sent
into the distribution system for delivery to consumers. Many of the approximately 15,000 substations
have minimal physical protection, exposing them to natural hazards, vandalism, and physical attacks
(NERC, 2014). Given that there is no standard design for substations, and especially for the transformers
they contain, repairs and replacements of custom-designed facilities can be costly and take many months
or even years to complete.
Most power outages occur on the local distribution system. Outages are less frequent on the
transmission system. However, when outage events happen on the transmission system, they tend to result
in wider impacts and can impose greater costs. Several of the largest outages—introduced in Box 1.1 and
listed in greater detail in Appendix E—have resulted from operational or control-system errors followed
by equipment tripping off-line due to close proximity with vegetation, as was the case with the 2003
blackout. Given the underlying network configuration of the high-voltage grid, system imbalances caused
by events in one place can propagate across the transmission system near instantaneously, with the risk of


10

Technologies that allow control of AC power flows include phase-shifting transformers and other emerging
power electronics-based flexible AC transmission system devices that are becoming more available and giving
operators more control than ever.
11
At present, the primary form of large-scale storage capability resides in hydroelectric pumped-storage
facilities.
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causing cascading blackouts that impact customers hundreds of miles from the site of the initial
disturbance.
Finding: Given the interconnected configuration of the high-voltage grid, events in one
place can propagate across the transmission system in seconds or a few minutes,
potentially causing cascading blackouts that can affect customers hundreds of miles from
the initial disturbance. Thus, outage events on the transmission system can result in largearea impacts.

Sensing, Communication, and Control in the Transmission System
If electricity generation and consumption are not kept in balance, frequency will begin to rise or
fall depending on whether there is a surplus or deficit of generated power, respectively. Deviations of
voltage or frequency outside of relatively narrow boundaries can lead to physical damage to equipment
and can increase the probability of a large-area cascading blackout. System operators depend upon
various communications and other systems—for example, supervisory control and data acquisition
(SCADA) systems in conjunction with software-based energy management systems (EMS)—to monitor
the operating status (or state) of the transmission network and to control specific grid components to
maintain stability. These systems rely on various sensors located primarily at substations (and, to a lesser
extent, on transmission lines) to collect and transmit a wide variety of data, including voltage and current
characteristics at specific geographic locations; environmental variables such as temperature, wind speed,
and ice formation; and measures of asset health like transformer oil temperature and dissolved gas levels
(PNNL, 2015).
Autonomous local controls (called “governors”) at individual generators that boost power output
proportional to declining system frequency (and vice versa) are fundamental components of system
control responsible for regulating system frequency. The rotational inertia provided by spinning
generators and some loads in each interconnection determines the rate of frequency change. On a slower
timescale, the 60 Hz frequency is regulated by each balancing authority re-dispatching generation every
few seconds through a wide area control scheme called automatic generation control.
Protective relays on the transmission network locate, isolate, and clear faults by triggering the
appropriate circuit breakers to disconnect at-risk parts before the system becomes unstable and damage
results. Depending upon their vintage, protective relays may be electromechanical (the oldest), solid state,
or programmable and microprocessor based. They can act and take effect within tens or hundreds of
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milliseconds. To maintain acceptable voltage across long distance transmission lines, devices such as
capacitor banks and static volt-amp reactive12 compensators are used to control voltage.
A complex system of communications infrastructure is essential to the reliable operational
performance of the electric grid, and this dependence is growing. There is, however, wide variation in the
sophistication and speed of communication technologies used across the nation’s varied electricity
systems, with equipment ranging from twisted wire, wireless, rented telephone line, to fiber optic cable
dedicated for utility use. The control of electricity systems is inherently challenging both because changes
in the electricity system can occur very rapidly and because control needs to operate over time scales that
range from milliseconds to multiple days.
To help system operators maintain system reliability, power systems have sensors,
communications, and software that automatically perform analyses so as to constantly monitor the state of
the electric system. The overall monitoring and control systems for transmission networks include
displays and limit checking of all measurements for operators. A principal tool known as the State
Estimator filters the various measurements and estimates the operational characteristics of the power
system at regular intervals (e.g., every 30 seconds, although the time period used to be longer and
continues to get shorter). This helps provide real-time assessments of system conditions that might not
otherwise be observable by operators and improves their situational awareness. These assessments also
enable other real-time analytic tools that can alert the operator to possible contingencies that could
endanger the reliable operation of the grid.
Maintaining the security of these communication networks is critical to the operational integrity
of the electricity system. Conversely, the integrity of these other systems (e.g., the internet and
communications technologies) depends upon the operational integrity of the electricity system.
Conventional approaches to cybersecurity such as firewalls, security software, and “air gaps” (i.e., no
connection between systems) are used by utilities to protect their systems from intrusion. However, such
measures are being recognized as inadequate, and the growing likelihood that breaches will happen
motivates increased emphasis on cyber resilience, including intrusion detection and post-breech
restoration. The importance of such activities is illustrated by the 2016 cyber attack on Ukraine’s
electricity infrastructure. It took grid operators many months to even recognize that their systems had
been compromised, at which point it was too late to prevent substantial outages from occurring.
To date, NERC has mandated nine cybersecurity standards as part of the overall mandatory
standards it has established for the electric industry. These critical infrastructure protection (CIP)

12

Delivered power is the product of voltage and current. In AC systems, only that portion of the current
waveform that is in phase with the voltage waveform produces power. However, the out-of-phase current does flow
in the lines and causes losses, so utilities strive to keep voltage and current waveforms in phase as close as possible.
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standards address the security of cyber assets essential to grid reliability.13 In addition to the cybersecurity
standards from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission, these are the only mandatory cybersecurity
standards for any of the critical infrastructure sectors across the United States (NERC, 2017).
Finding: System operators depend upon SCADA systems in conjunction with softwarebased EMS to monitor the operating status of the transmission network and to control
specific grid components to assure safe and reliable operation. Control is inherently
challenging because it must operate over time scales that range from milliseconds to
multiple days. Maintaining the security of power system communication networks and
control systems is critical to the operational integrity of the electric system.
Finding: CIP standards dictate minimum cybersecurity protections for the bulk power
system, and the electricity sector is the only critical infrastructure sector with mandatory
standards. However, these standards do not apply to local distribution systems.

PHYSICAL STRUCTURE AND OPERATION OF THE DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
Physical Structure
The electric distribution system moves power from the bulk energy system to the meters of
electricity customers. Typically, power is delivered to distribution substations from two or more
transmission lines, where it is converted to a lower voltage and sent to customers over distribution
feeders. Although distribution system outages tend to be more frequent than those occurring on
transmission facilities, the impacts of such outages are smaller in scale and generally easier to repair.
Most local distribution systems in the United States are physically configured as “radial” systems,
with their physical layout resembling the trunks and branches of a tree. Customers on radial systems are
exposed to interruption when their feeder (i.e., their branch) experiences an outage. In metropolitan areas,

13

NERC has nine mandatory CIP standards related to cyber issues. These cover such things as reporting of
sabotage (CIP-001): identification and documentation of the critical cyber assets associated with critical assets that
support reliable operation of the bulk power system (CIP-002); minimum security management controls to protect
critical cyber assets (CIP-003); personnel risk assessment, training, and security awareness for personnel with access
to critical cyber assets (CIP-004); identification and protection of the electronic security perimeters inside which all
critical cyber assets reside, as well as all access points on the perimeter (CIP-005); a physical security program for
the protection of critical cyber assets (CIP-006); methods, processes, and procedures for securing critical cyber
assets and other cyber assets within the electronic security perimeters (CIP-007); identification, classification,
response, and reporting of cybersecurity incidents related to critical cyber assets (CIP-008); and recovery plans for
critical cyber assets, relying upon established business continuity and disaster recovery techniques and practices
(CIP-009) (NERC, 2017).
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these trunks and branches typically have switches that can be reconfigured to support restoration from an
outage or regular maintenance. When a component fails in these systems, customers on unaffected
sections of the feeder are switched manually or automatically to an adjacent, functioning circuit.
However, this still exposes critical services such as hospitals or police stations to potential outages, so
these facilities are often connected to a second feeder for redundancy. In high-density urban centers,
distribution systems are often configured as “mesh networks,” with a system of interconnected circuits
and low-voltage equipment able to provide high reliability service to commercial and high-density
residential buildings. Such mesh networks—found in Manhattan, parts of Chicago and San Francisco, and
other high-density urban areas—provide multiple pathways through which electric service may be
provided to customers.
Most distribution systems’ wires are located aboveground. However, areas with high population
density, including some suburban areas, frequently locate electricity and other infrastructure underground.
This provides some physical protection and reduces risks posed by vegetation, but it can make identifying
faults and implementing repairs more difficult and increase the risk of equipment damage in earthquake
and flood-prone locations. In less densely populated areas, distribution feeders are usually located
aboveground, with smaller distribution transformers located on local utility poles that step down to lower
voltage for delivery to customers’ premises.
There is no single organization responsible for establishing or enforcing mandatory reliability
standards in distribution systems, although state utility regulators and boards of publicly or customerowned utilities often assess performance using quantitative reliability metrics and set goals for the
allowable frequency and duration of system and customer outages. Typically, utilities collect data on the
length and frequency of outages that result from events on the local distribution systems, and some
utilities (particularly investor-owned utilities with encouragement from regulators) disclose this
information to the public. However, there is wide variation across the states and the utilities within them
with regard to their tracking, publication, and/or enforcement of local reliability indicators. In light of
their role in approving rates and in deciding what costs and other investments can be recovered through
rates, public utility commissions (and boards of publicly or customer-owned distribution utilities) have
significant influence on the reliability, cost, and resilience of distribution systems, as FERC does at the
bulk energy system level.
In recent years in some parts of the United States, distribution systems have also experienced
substantial additions of distributed energy resources (DERs). DERs are electrical resources that are
attached to the local distribution system behind a customer’s meter. Examples include rooftop solar
panels, customer-owned batteries, fuel-cell technologies, wind turbines, back-up generators, and
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combined heat and power (CHP) systems.14 Although DERs, and distributed generation specifically,
account for a relatively small fraction of total generation nationally, their installation varies significantly
from one state to another, with some local distribution systems (e.g., in Hawaii, California, New Jersey,
and Arizona) seeing hundreds of MW of growth in installed capacity in recent years (DOE, 2017a).
Because many DERs provide surplus power beyond the amount of electricity consumed on the customer’s
premises, they inject power into a distribution system designed to operate in a one-way flow of power
from the substation to the customer. (See “Near-Term Drivers of Change and Associated Challenges and
Opportunities for Resilience” for a longer discussion of DERs and their implications for grid planning,
operation, and resilience.)
Even with increasing numbers of consumers installing generating equipment on their own
premises, and using the distribution system to access the bulk energy system when on-site generation is
not available, it is unlikely that the majority will go entirely “off grid” in the near future. Although many
technologies and service offerings are enabling an increasing number of customers to meet larger portions
of their electricity needs with on-site generation, for economic, technical, and regulatory reasons most
observers (and the committee) do not anticipate that the dominant customer profile will be self-sufficient
and disconnected from the grid during the time frame of interest in this study (i.e., in the next two
decades). Moreover, individual self-sufficiency is unfeasible for the majority of the population, and local
distribution system planners have to plan to meet the uncertain loads of customers for the foreseeable
future.
Finding: There is no single organization responsible for mandatory reliability standards
in electric distribution systems in the United States. State utility regulators often set
standards for the allowable frequency and duration of system and customer outages. In
many cases, outages caused by major events are excluded when computing reliability
metrics.

Sensing, Communication, and Control in the Distribution System
The technological sophistication, penetration of sensors, deployment of advanced protection
devices, communications technologies, computing, and level of automation deployed by distribution
utilities vary significantly across the United States. As in the case of transmission systems, distribution

14

These technologies are “dispatchable,” meaning they can be turned on or off when needed by the utility .
Other definitions do not emphasize that DERs be dispatchable—for example, FERC’s definition at
https://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2016/111716/E-1.pdf.
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networks have been undergoing a transition from analog devices to digital. However, in many distribution
systems, it is more difficult to justify large investments in modernization and digital controls, in part
owing to factors such as customer density on circuits, circuit configurations, existing performance, and
component age. Thus, many distribution systems still operate as they did when built after World War II.
However, given the substantial investments (exceeding $25 billion annually [EEI, 2017]) under way in
replacing aging distribution infrastructure, there is an opportunity to enhance the reliability and resilience
of the distribution systems through incorporation of advanced technologies, and some distribution utilities
have made extensive upgrades.
Protective relays located at distribution substations are used to sense faults, such as a downed
wire, and in turn signal the feeder circuit breaker to open. Some feeders have switches that can detect and
isolate faults, albeit less frequently (as discussed previously). Distribution laterals that extend from the
main feeders have fuses installed that protect the main feeder from faults that occur on the lateral branch.
Together, protection devices are critically important for maintaining public safety and for limiting the
extent of an outage, in some cases preventing disturbances from cascading higher up in the system.
Each of these devices, relays, switches, and fuses are designed to operate in a coordinated
manner. These distribution protection schemes are undergoing a similar analog to the digital
transformation occurring on transmission systems. Over the last 20 years, electromechanical relays have
increasingly been replaced with digital, and now communicating, software-based relays as old equipment
reaches end-of-life or when new substations are constructed. Similarly, switches on some feeders have
been replaced with more advanced and automated switches when it is cost-effective and justifiable.
Protective fuses also have digital communicating alternatives, but these are still largely in demonstration
studies to evaluate cost-effectiveness and applicability.
Beginning in the 1990s, many utilities selectively installed SCADA on distribution systems for
feeder breakers, mid-point reclosers, and back-tie switches (as well as capacitor bank controls), along
with distribution management systems to operate these devices. These first-generation automation
systems allowed utilities to operate circuit breakers, switches, and components remotely, which
previously required personnel in the field. By sectionalizing circuits in half, these early systems allowed
more rapid restoration of the faulted half of the circuit. Such systems have been implemented by many
utilities in metropolitan areas where high customer densities enable cost-effective applications.
More recently, a second generation of distribution automation technologies has been adopted.
Outage management systems (OMS) that provide greater visibility into distribution circuits and support
operators in making restoration decisions have been deployed over the last decade. Some utilities have
implemented advanced automation technologies that locate faults, isolate faulted sections, and
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automatically restore remaining sections to service. Similar to first-generation automation systems, these
systems are typically cost-effective only in areas with high customer density per mile of line and on
overhead lines with exposure to environmental conditions that reduce reliability and impair restoration.
Although at present these technologies have only been implemented on a fraction of distribution
systems across the country, continued deployment of distribution substation SCADA and first- or secondgeneration automation has the potential to improve the reliability and resilience of the nation’s
distribution systems, albeit if implemented selectively and as part of a long-term improvement plan. For
example, select utilities in areas with significant exposure to environmental threats (e.g., Southern
Company in the southeastern United States), or with the need to have greater visibility and control over
DERs (e.g., Southern California Edison), have installed or are pursuing advanced automation
technologies for automatic reconfiguration of feeders based on outage and load/local generation
conditions. However, it is unlikely that these second-generation automation technologies will be deployed
in lower-density rural areas or in newer underground systems, as the potential benefits do not typically
justify the increased costs.
Compared to transmission systems, which have greater deployment of sensors and therefore
provide operators with much better awareness of system behavior and operation, often local distribution
utilities only monitor circuit breaker status and measure feeder current and voltage as they leave the
substation, and not at other locations on the circuit. However, some utilities installed automation sensing
and fault current indicators on feeders themselves, although this level of monitoring is uncommon. Thus,
most distribution utilities continue to rely on customer calls to assist in the location of faults. In the most
rudimentary cases, utilities without distribution substation SCADA use customer calls to report outages
and direct service restoration and repairs.
Utilities have yielded significant benefits from first-generation distribution automation, where
cost-effective, but second-generation automation systems are still early in adoption (DOE, 2017b). One
utility that adopted second-generation automation with the help of federal demonstration grants reported
significant reductions in the severity and duration of outages, as well as economic and operational
benefits (Glass, 2016). Of course, actions that increase automation, reliance on software, and
communications infrastructure also add complexity and can inadvertently increase a utility’s exposure and
vulnerability to cyberattack.
Within the last decade, utilities have completed over 60 million advanced metering infrastructure
(AMI, sometimes also called “smart meter”) installations across the United States. These investments
were greatly accelerated by incentives arising from funding available in the 2008 American Reinvestment
and Recovery Act. Figure 2.8 shows the percentage of electric meters with AMI by state. In distribution
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Deployment of advanced meters has been met with mixed reactions. Some state regulators remain
skeptical of the benefits of AMI or contend that equivalent benefits can be achieved at a lower cost to
customers (Reuters, 2010; AEE, 2015; NJBPU, 2017). Some customers have been suspicious of
technologies that they view not only as expensive, but also as potentially dangerous for their health15 and
for the security of their private data. (Karlin, 2012; Spence et al., 2015). AMI roll-outs in some
communities have experienced backlash for these reasons, although other AMI deployments have been
much smoother.
Inverters convert the DC signal produced by solar panels or batteries to the AC power used on the
distribution system and serve as the interface between many DERs and the distribution system. While the
main task of an inverter is as an electric power conversion device, modern technology permits inverters to
perform a broader array of ancillary tasks, which can be leveraged in power conditioning to support the
grid in various ways (these are sometimes referred to as “Smart Inverters”). Currently, inverters operate
with a spectrum of capabilities—for example, some are able to stay connected and ride through
disturbances (and in some cases can contribute to solutions), while others automatically disconnect during
a disturbance. Interim standards issued by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE)
allow for such “ride through” of disturbances, and FERC now requires this capability. These standards
remain under revision (IEEE, 2013).
Currently, relatively few of the inverters installed on the system can provide the local utility with
visibility into the power injection of the DER into the grid or the ability to control it when necessary. At
some point in the near future, when technical standards catch up with technology, it is possible that
inverters will have the capability to communicate with utilities and system operators. This can be further
leveraged to enhance system resilience under abnormal situations—for example, by changing inverter
settings on the fly for adapting to changing grid conditions. Additional details are provided in the
discussions in Chapters 4 and 5.
Finding: There is wide variation across the United States in the level of technological
sophistication, penetration of sensors, deployment of advanced communications
technologies, and level of automation deployed by distribution utilities. Many utilities,
particularly in metro areas with overhead infrastructure, have invested significantly in
first-generation automation over the past 30 years. Where cost-effective, more
advanced automation is beginning to be implemented to enhance reliability, resilience,
and integration of DERs.

15

While the field strengths are miniscule, the concern is with the possibility of health consequences from
exposure to the RF communication associated with the AMI. Similar concerns are expressed by some people about a
wide range of RF sources in the world today. Of course, many of these same people routinely make use of cell
phones and other wireless devices.
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Finding: Actions that increase automation and reliance on software and
communications infrastructure also add complexity and can inadvertently increase a
utility’s exposure and vulnerability to cyber attack. This is particularly acute with
regard to DER integration.
Keogh and Cody (2013), researchers with the National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners (NARUC), explain the following:
[The regulatory] frameworks used to evaluate reliability investments are not perfectly
equipped to address investments dealing with these large-scale and historically
unprecedented hazards, and some improvements to the frameworks may be needed [p. 1]
. . . . Those metrics miss two components: (1) They often undervalue the impact of largescale events and focus on normal operating conditions; and (2) they price lost load at a
flat rate, when in fact the value of lost load compounds the longer it is lost [p. 7] . . .
[M]aking every corner of our utility systems resistant to failure may prove costprohibitive, resilience should be selectively applied to the areas that need it most.
Existing risk management frameworks can be better deployed to help prioritize where the
best investments can be made. A resilience investment may be particularly valuable in the
face of high-impact disasters and threats that utility systems have not faced before, like
national-scale natural disasters or man-made cyber and physical attacks [p. 1].16
Thus, because the existing reliability metrics used to inform regulatory decision making are inadequate
for informing resilience investments, continued research is needed to develop analogous metrics for
electricity system resilience. Some regulators have begun to consider how resilience objectives should be
incorporated by utilities in their jurisdictions, with several prominent examples promising to transform
the electric industry today. In response to Superstorm Sandy, for example, New Jersey regulators
approved more than $1 billion in storm-hardening investments for critical substations and building
additional distribution circuits for greater redundancy (NJ Board of Public Utilities, 2015).


16

The authors also explain, “If an investment avoids or minimizes service interruptions in the absence of an
extraordinary event, it is just an everyday reliability investment, and the means already exist for utilities and
regulators to thoroughly consider it. An important point . . . is that resilient infrastructure does more than one thing
well, because a resilience investment needs to pay for itself and create value for ratepayers, even when it is not being
used” (Keogh and Cody, 2013, p. 5).
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Finding: The decisions made by state public utility commissions and the boards of
public or customer-owned utilities have significant influence on the reliability, cost, and
resilience of distribution systems. The committee agrees with a NARUC analysis that
concludes that techniques for guiding and approving reliability investments are
inadequate for resilience.

METRICS FOR RELIABILITY AND RESILIENCE
Reliability Metrics are Relatively Mature and in Widespread Use
Reliability has long been a component of utility planning and operation, and there are many
mature metrics to quantify reliability and evaluate potential reliability improvements associated with
different grid investments. Reliability metrics are grouped into those applied to generation and
transmission systems (e.g., adequacy, loss of load probability) and those for the distribution system, with
common examples defined in Box 2.2. Metrics for generation and transmission are used by FERC and
NERC, whereas oversight of reliability at the distribution level is left to state regulatory agencies. As
previously discussed, ownership and operation of the U.S. electric system is characterized by a mixture of
public, private, and cooperative institutions with different incentives and organizational structures, and
these different institutions are regulated differently. Thus, different organizations are responsible for
maintaining different packages of standards in different locations, some of which can only be attained
through collaboration with others.

BOX 2.2
Common Distribution System Reliability Metrics
SAIFI
“System Average Interruption Frequency Index (Sustained Interruptions)—This is defined as the average number of
times that a customer is interrupted during a specified time period. It is determined by dividing the total number of
customers interrupted in a time period by the average number of customers served. The resulting unit is
‘interruptions per customer’” (APPA, 2014).
SAIDI
“System Average Interruption Duration Index—This is defined as the average interruption duration for customers
served during a specified time period. It is determined by summing the customer minutes off for each interruption
during a specified time period and dividing the sum by the average number of customers served during that period.
The unit is minutes. This index enables the utility to report how many minutes customers would have been out of
service if all customers were out at one time” (APPA, 2014).
CAIDI
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“Customer Average Interruption Duration Index—This is defined as the average length of an interruption, weighted
by the number of customers affected, for customers interrupted during a specific time period. It is calculated by
summing the customer minutes off during each interruption in the time period and dividing this sum by the number
of customers experiencing one or more sustained interruptions during the time period. The resulting unit is minutes.
The index enables utilities to report the average duration of a customer outage for those customers affected” (APPA,
2014).
CAIFI
“Customer Average Interruption Frequency Index—The average frequency of sustained interruptions for those
customers experiencing sustained interruptions” (APPA, 2014).
MAIFI
“Momentary Average Interruption Frequency Index—Total number of momentary customer interruptions (usually
less than five minutes) divided by the total number of customers served” (APPA, 2014).

While reliability metrics are more established and widely used than resilience metrics, there
remain many opportunities to improve their formulation and utilization. Although valuable, distribution
system metrics that present average values lack details regarding the types of customers experiencing an
outage and the severity of individual outage events. Thus, there is a need to increase the granularity of
reliability metrics, and the Department of Energy (DOE)-sponsored Grid Modernization Laboratory
Consortium (GMLC) is in the process of developing metrics for distribution reliability with greater spatial
and temporal resolution (GMLC, 2017). Another critical opportunity for improvement is to better connect
reliability metrics to the economic benefits of more reliable service, which requires an understanding of
how different customers value reliable electric service.
As society becomes ever more dependent on continuous electricity supply, and the technologies
and institutional structures employed to provide that service evolve, it is important to rethink the system’s
reliability criteria. To the extent that electricity supplies become more distributed, micro-sized local
supply communities may take care of their own unique local needs; but to the extent that a significant
component of supply is provided over a regional power grid, all users share equally in that bulk supplier’s
reliability (what is defined as a “public” good by economists) and so some centralized authority is needed
to set and enforce the reliability standard for that supply entity. That standard could be based and
routinely updated on some systematic estimate of the value of its reliability (and resilience, too).
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It is important to note that reliability metrics provide only limited insight about resilience. A
survey of publicly owned utilities in 2013 indicated that two-thirds of the responding utilities excluded
outages caused by major events when calculating their performance on reliability metrics (APPA, 2014).17
Thus, planning, operational strategies, and technologies used to reduce impacts and expedite recovery
from large-area, long-duration outages may have no impact on a utility’s performance measured by
reliability criteria.

Development of Metrics for Resilience Lags Behind Those for Reliability
Unlike reliability, there are no generally agreed upon resilience metrics that are used widely
today. This is in part because there is not a long history of large-area, long-duration outages that can be
analyzed to guide future investments (which is the case for reliability). Nonetheless, the electricity sector
is arguably more advanced in considering and evaluating resilience than other critical infrastructure
sectors. There are myriad resilience metrics proposed in research and most remain immature (Willis and
Loa, 2015). Some recent analyses have proposed resilience metrics based on concepts like resistance,
brittleness, and dependency. Following the resilience processes introduced in Chapter 1, Kwasinski
(2016) proposes that resilience is an attribute with four distinct metrics: (1) withstanding capability, (2)
recovery speed, (3) preparation/planning capacity, and (4) adaptation capability. A study at Sandia
National Laboratory lays out a broad framework for developing resilience metrics, frequently in
combinations, and for valuing their respective contributions to overall customer value (SNL, 2014).
Furthermore, individual utilities frequently establish their own metrics to guide decision making. For
example, the committee was briefed by the Chicago utility Commonwealth Edison on metrics used in
selecting optimal locations to site community microgrids,18 based on a weighted sum of measures of
customer criticality, historical reliability, projected capacity constraints, and measures of substation
health.
As part of the GMLC metrics analysis, researchers from multiple national labs proposed a set of
resilience metrics, shown in Table 2.2, that build on a resilience analysis process developed as part of the
DOE Quadrennial Energy Review. Because many causes of large-area, long-duration outages have a low

17

Also, of the 180 utilities responding to the American Public Power Association survey, 87 percent collected
outage data at the system level, 47 percent also collected data at the feeder or circuit level, and 31 percent collected
data at the substation level (APPA, 2014).
18
A microgrid is an energy system consisting of distributed generation, demand management, and other DERs
that can connect and disconnect from the bulk power system based on operating conditions.
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probability and their impacts are highly uncertain (e.g., based on the types of customers impacted, the
exact tract a hurricane follows), the GMLC metrics analysis emphasizes inclusion of statistical measures
of uncertainty alongside reporting of resilience metrics and all consequences are estimated as probability
distributions.
TABLE 2.2 Example Resilience Metrics Proposed by the DOE-supported Grid Modernization
Laboratory Consortium
Consequence Category
Resilience Metric
Direct
Electrical Service
Cumulative customer-hours of outages

Critical Electrical Service

Restoration

Cumulative customer energy demand not served
Average number (or percentage) of customers
experience an outage during a specified time period
Cumulative critical customer-hours of outages
Critical customer energy demand not served
Average number (or percentage) of critical loads that
experience an outage
Time to recovery
Cost of recovery

Monetary

Loss of utility revenue
Cost of grid damages (e.g., repair or replace lines,
transformers)
Cost of recovery
Avoided outage cost

Indirect
Community function

Critical services without power (e.g., hospitals, fire
stations, police stations)
Critical services without power for more than N hours
(e.g., N> hours or backup fuel requirement)

SOURCE: GMLC (2017).
Development of resilience metrics and methods to defining resilience goals, as well as
comparison of alternative strategies for increasing resilience, remains an active area of research, and the
committee believes more research and demonstration is required before the electricity sector can reach
consensus on a set of appropriate metrics. Metrics often drive decision making. Establishing and building
consensus around metrics is an important prerequisite for comparing resilience enhancement strategies
and for evaluating their costs and benefits. Many of the technologies and strategies for increasing the
resilience of the electricity system described in the following chapters are expensive, particularly when
implemented on a large scale. Without consistent resilience metrics, large amounts of money could be
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spent with little understanding of actual resilience benefits and with much of this cost passed on to
ratepayers.

Economic Valuation of Resilience

Metrics for resilience should not be selected merely because they can be quantified easily. In
deciding what level of resilience is appropriate, it is important at a minimum to estimate how much a lack
of electricity system resilience costs individuals and society. Thus in developing resilience metrics, it is
essential to be able to link those measures to the value retained or added to society. Furthermore, market
responses and/or survey results may provide inadequate measures of resilience since they have attributes
of both a private and a public good (many neighbors share the same benefit). Likewise the services
provided by most public or private regulated utilities are combinations of pure public and private goods.
This is why standards and regulations are important to maintain and restore quality in electricity markets,
which are not classical competitive markets with fully rational decision makers (Hirschman, 1970).
Thirty years ago, with most electric supply utilities vertically integrated, the customers knew who
to blame for outages. If the overseeing public utility commission (PUC) did not set and enforce adequate
reliability standards, the resulting public outcry often resulted in a government response including public
pillorying and/or financial penalties assessed against the responsible utility. In some instances of major
outages, the outcry extended to elected officials in state or federal government. The principal example is
the 2003 blackout that led to EPAct of 2005, granting new authority to FERC to set reliability standards
for the bulk power system and to assess penalties for non-compliance.
Developing and enforcing resilience and reliability metrics will become increasingly complicated
as technologies and customer preferences evolve alongside changes in public policies regarding equity
and environmental goals. The emergence of competitive markets in some areas of the country has altered
the institutional structure of the industry, the nature and form of its regulation, and the structure of its
financing. So while competition has replaced regulation in some segments of the industry as the means of
ensuring reasonable price levels, maintaining the reliability of the whole system has become more
complicated with divided responsibility. At the bulk power supply level today, reliability standards are
still maintained, but this is often done through market mechanisms that induce sufficient prices for
adequate generation to be built at needed locations, as well as for generation operators to provide
operating reserves and to be available to offer those services (provide adequacy), all as overseen by
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FERC. At the distribution level, state regulation (and public outcry) is primarily relied upon to sustain the
reliability to end-use customers.
In the end, reliability and resilience are for the benefit of the customer and society, and all
actions, including rules and regulations, need to reflect customer values. Although a consistent principle
should be developed for the nation, cost-effective instruments are likely to vary widely. The application
of the principle should take into account variations in climate, nature of hazards, socio-economic and
demographic patterns, and the nature of customers (industrial, commercial, residential, essential public
services, etc.), all of which may lead to different distribution-system configurations (e.g., there are mesh
network designs in some densely populated areas, whereas less populated areas have radial distribution
system designs).
No rule is effectively implemented without rewards or penalties assigned for adherence. For
private goods, if there is truth in labeling and no hidden defects are possible, the market can take care of
those incentives. In the case of public goods furnished by a unique provider in each location, assessing
penalties for non-compliance can have pernicious repercussions if the service must be sustained. If
compliance requires substantial capital investments, arranging financing can be challenging if the entity is
under attack by its regulators and its next period’s earnings promise to fall because of the fines. If fines
are pooled over a wide area of providers in order to support resilience and reliability investments, there is
little incentive for the individual utility to provide reliable service. The nature of such problems will
change if numerous local microgrids and community-based distribution consortiums become widespread.
Furthermore, the shifting of reliability and resilience decisions to the local level also presents serious
challenges for financing. One model might be parallel to the U.S. Department of Agriculture Rural Utility
Service’s (RUS’s) funding of rural cooperative electricity suppliers.19 In the end, regardless of the form of
the institution, reliability and resilience begins at home—at the distribution level with the customer.
Because electricity customers value both the reliability and resilience of the system, developing
metrics and incentives (or disincentives) for utilities based upon resilience and reliability separately is
likely to be sub-optimal. It is important that the possibility of trade-offs between resilience and reliability
is integrated into metrics, and that the costs of supplying the sum of the measures do not exceed their
combined value to customers and to society as a whole (SNL, 2014). At present, such an overarching
valuation of the burgeoning number of reliability and resilience metrics does not exist to aid in the
development of reasonable and enforceable standards.

19

The RUS provides loans and loan guarantees to help finance construction and operation of electric
distribution and transmission systems (among other things) in rural areas. Electric cooperatives (and other utilities)
may receive such financial support from the RUS (USDA, 2016).
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In addition to developing better resilience metrics and using them to monitor and realize better
outcomes, knowing much more about what individuals and society are willing and able to pay to avoid
the consequences of large-area, long-duration grid failures is an important input to deciding whether and
how to upgrade systems to reduce impacts of an outage. Much of what we know is anecdotal from
looking backwards at such failures, such as from Katrina, Sandy, or the northeastern blackout of 2003.
Most prior quantitative studies have only examined outages of much shorter duration. Willingness and
ability to pay may differ substantially based on geography, electric customer class, and socioeconomic
status. So work should proceed in parallel to develop better metrics and a better understanding of
consumers’ and society’s willingness to pay.
Finding: While reliability metrics are relatively well established and widely used in electricity
system planning and operation, the development of agreed-upon metrics for resilience lags
significantly behind. Further, since there is currently no common basis for assessing the relative
cost-effectiveness of the existing reliability metrics that differ by purpose, integrating the ongoing
work on developing resilience metrics may lead to confusion and duplication in their
implementation. Thus it may be difficult to evaluate, compare, and justify investments made to
improve resilience and to assess progress made in enhancing both the resilience and the overall
reliability of the grid.
Recommendation 2.1: The Department of Energy should undertake studies designed to
assess the value to customers—as a function of key circumstances (e.g., duration,
climatic conditions, societal function) and for different customer classes—of assuring the
continuation of full and partial (e.g., low amperage and/or periodic rotating) service
during large-area, long-duration blackouts.
Recommendation 2.2: The Department of Energy should engage the North American Electric
Reliability Corporation, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, the
National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, and the American Public Power Association in
a coordinated assessment of the numerous resilience metrics being proposed for transmission and
distribution systems and seek to operationalize these metrics within the utility setting. That
assessment should focus on how system design, operation, management, organizational actions,
and technological advances are affected by those metrics. All metrics should be established so
that their cost-effectiveness in bringing added value to the nation can be assessed.
Complementarities between metrics should be identified, and double counting of their effects
should be avoided.
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NEAR-TERM DRIVERS OF CHANGE AND ASSOCIATED CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESILIENCE
As described previously, significant transitions are currently under way in the power system and
its associated institutions. Some changes result from market fundamentals including changing customer
preferences, others from an array of state and federal policies, and yet others from technological
innovations that offer both opportunities and new challenges for the grid, especially in terms of resilience.
The future electric system will have a more complex array of central-station power plants on the bulk
power system, as well as DERs behind customers’ meters or otherwise attached to the local distribution
system. Many more players will use technologies and applications that can expose the grid to greater risk
of cyberattack. These changes may both facilitate and complicate the development of greater reliability
and resilience. Starting with a description of these various trends that are affecting the grid, this section
discusses some of the implications of those trends for the resilience challenges its owners, operators, and
users will increasingly face in the years ahead.

Power Market Fundamentals
The nation’s “shale gas revolution” began a decade ago and has contributed to a changing
generation mix in many parts of the United States, particularly where coal-fired or nuclear generation
have been major players. In combination with a decade of flat electricity demand (EIA, 2016b), loss of
cost advantages for coal (Tierney, 2016a), declining costs for small-scale and utility-scale wind and solar
generating technologies (Lazard, 2015), and controls on emissions of mercury and other toxic air
pollutants, this has contributed to retirements of 49.3 gigawatts (GW) of coal-generating capacity since
the year 2000 (EIA, 2016c). Most of these plants were older, relatively inefficient, and without modern
pollution controls. Because of competition from low-cost natural gas and the high costs of plant life
extensions, several nuclear plants have been retired in recent years with others facing premature closure
(BNEF, 2016).
The vast majority (91 percent) of the 403 GW of generating capacity added since 2000 has been
at gas-fired generating units (281 GW), as well as wind and solar installations (together, 87 GW) (EIA,
2016d). In 2016 alone, utility-scale wind, solar, and gas-fired capacity amounted to 93 percent of total
generating capacity additions (EIA, 2016d). Another 2 GW of distributed solar capacity was added in
2015, which is the most recent year reported by EIA (EIA, 2016e). The changing electric generating mix
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is introducing new challenges for grid operators, who must keep generation and consumption balanced
with a decreasing amount of baseload coal and nuclear assets and an increasing share of intermittent, nondispatchable generating resources.
DERs differ from the large central generators that traditionally form the backbone of the grid in
that DERs are much smaller, located closer to consumers, and often controlled in a decentralized fashion
by local users themselves. The shift to DERs comes as a result of changes in technology, customer
preference, and policy. Technologically, numerous new power supply, response, and control systems are
emerging. At the same time, federal and state regulators, as well as others, are pushing for the adoption of
DERs with a variety of goals that are described further in Box 2.3 and in the following section. As with
almost any change in technology, these driving forces interact in many complex ways. Some of the
changes in technology are purely exogenous, but most are responding at least partly to policy signals.
These forces also interact with consumer preferences, as is typically observed with changes in other
technologies. New technologies for local supply and power conditioning have seen early adoption by
users who have a particularly strong preference for reliable power, such as hospitals and server farms.

BOX 2.3
Federal and State Policy Drivers of Change in the Electric System
Federal Drivers
x Encouraged the development of alternative energy produced by non-utility generation (e.g.,
PURPA in 1978);
x Promoted competition in wholesale electricity markets (e.g., through the EPActs of 1992 and
2005);
x Mandated the introduction of increasingly efficient electric appliances into the marketplace;
x Supported utilities’ investments in advanced meters and other technologies (e.g., through the
American Recovery and Reinvestment Act of 2009);
x Required mandatory reliability standards and authorized incentive rate of returns on some
transmission investments on the bulk power system (both under the EPAct of 2008);
x Introduced investment and production tax credits for renewable electricity;
x Adopted new regulations under the decades-old Clean Air Act to control air toxic and carbondioxide emissions from existing fossil-fuel generators; and
x Standardized small generator interconnection procedures.
State and Local Drivers
x Opened retail commodity markets to competition and third-party innovation (see Figure 2.6);
x Encouraged the development and adoption of renewable resources (DSIRE, 2016a, 2016b,
2016c);
x Developed state tax incentives for energy efficiency and renewable energy (DOE, 2016b;
DSIRE, 2016d);
x Installed advanced metering devices and microgrids in New York and California, for example
(Tierney, 2016b);
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x
x
x
x

Developed rate designs (such as net metering20 tariffs or time-of-use rates) to encourage DER
adoption;
Implemented energy efficient appliances, green buildings, and other measures to increase the
efficiency of energy use (ACEEE, 2012; Alliance to Save Energy, 2013);
Promoted adoption of electric vehicles and installation of the charging infrastructure to support
them (Plug-in America, 2016); and
Adopted technologies to control carbon emissions from power plants (RGGI, 2016; CARB,
2014).

Federal and State Policy Drivers
The federal government and most states have been active in adopting policies aimed at promoting
the introduction of efficient and renewable energy technologies, controlling emissions associated with
power generation, and fostering innovation and grid modernization. These policies, many of which are
mentioned in Box 2.3, have impacted both the bulk power and local distribution systems. Importantly, but
with notable exceptions, federal and state policies that have encouraged development of advanced
technologies and DERs have been motivated by considerations of economic development, environmental
impacts, or clean-energy goals, rather than by concerns for resilience and reliability.
While many of these federal and state policies have been directed toward regulated utilities, many
have encouraged non-utility entrants to make investments, operate programs, and bring new technologies
to the marketplace. Today, many of the devices (e.g., central-station power plants, rooftop solar
installations and their accompanying smart inverters) attached to the grid are owned by third parties.
There are many more actors affecting the operations of the grid, and grid operators and others need to
take into account a wide variety of facilities and resources as they assure the operational reliability and
security of the grid.
To gain a better appreciation of the state of DER and microgrid adoption in jurisdictions across
the country, the committee sent a questionnaire to public utility commissions in all 50 states and the
District of Colombia and received nearly 25 responses. The questionnaire sought anecdotal information
about variations in deployment of smart meters, distribution automation, organized DR programs, CHP
facilities, and questions regarding legal constraints on microgrids across the country. Answers called
attention to wide differences in adoption of these technologies and views on their potential to increase
system reliability and resilience across the United States, as summarized in Box 2.4. Although not
quantitative and not used to make any comparative statements, the answers received by the committee

20

Net metering is a billing arrangement in which a customer with distributed generation receives credit for the
energy he/she provides to the grid, sometimes at full retail rates or a fraction thereof.
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broadly align with previous studies done by FERC (2016b) and stakeholder groups (Gridwise Alliance,
2016).

BOX 2.4
Example Comments to the Committee on DER and Microgrid Deployments across the United
States
Staff of the Pennsylvania PUC noted that “there are no utility-owned or operated microgrids in
Pennsylvania at this time. However, there are some campus and commercial test beds, especially in the
Philadelphia and Pittsburgh areas . . . . The Pennsylvania PUC encourages distribution utilities to make
use of advancing technologies and support CHP projects. Smart meters are mandated for all large electric
distribution companies.”
The New Jersey Board of Public Utilities was the only state utility regulatory organization that indicated a
microgrid was able to sell electricity directly to “one customer across one right of way,” as well as being
able to sell power into the wholesale market operated by the RTO PJM.
The Georgia Public Service Commission (PSC) described major investments made by Southern Company
in advanced metering and distribution automation: “The resulting smart grid network will greatly improve
reliability for Southern Company customers . . . . Georgia Power reports its reliability statistics (SAIDI,
SAIFI) annually since 2003. Since the installation of the smart grid equipment, these metrics have trended
downward.”
According to staff of the Illinois Commerce Commission (ICC), “The Illinois General Assembly has
enacted laws, and the ICC has adopted ratemaking policies that support and encourage the development
and deployment of new technologies and facilities. Utilities report that their actions combined with
customers’ responses to programs tied to new technologies result in reliability and resiliency
improvements.”
In Kansas, the state Corporation Commission staff responded, “So long as these technologies are
dispatchable by the incumbent utility, staff views them as supportive of system reliability and resiliency.”
Staff of the North Carolina Utility Commission informed the committee, “The Commission encourages
utility consideration and deployment of cost-effective new technologies that would improve the reliability
and resiliency of the electric grid. The utilities are required to address these technologies in their
integrated resource plans and smart grid technology plans filed with, and reviewed by, the commission.”
The Montana PSC staff indicated, “The PSC supports regulated utilities to engage in pilot projects and
studies to gain insight into potential benefits of [advanced DER] technologies.” One utility in their
jurisdiction is “currently engaged in a smart meter pilot project with some use of distribution automation.”
Staff of the Idaho PUC told the committee that advanced DERs and automation technologies “improve
outage control, system monitoring, and reduction in system peaks to reduce overall costs.”
Staff from the Iowa Utilities Board indicated, “With market refinements, these technologies enable the
utilities to flatten the demand (load) curve by passing appropriate price signals. Proper price signals result
in build-up of generation only as needed and thus improve system reliability and resiliency.”
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Staff of the Delaware PSC noted that there are “a few installations where [distribution] feeders are
automatically reconfigured upon loss of service. These installations are limited to critical service
customers such as sewage pumping or water pumping stations.” Staff went on to say that “reliability and
resiliency need to be balanced with the costs that ratepayers will incur with the new technologies.”
In Wisconsin, PSC staff explained that they have “not taken any formal action related to the ability of
these technologies to improve grid reliability and resiliency . . . . Wisconsin utilities typically have good
reliability indices and high customer satisfaction, and [advanced DER technologies] do not necessarily
result in improvements in SAIFI, SAIDI, and CAIDI, so it is difficult to measure how these technologies
directly affect reliability.”
The Regulatory Commission of Alaska observed, “The electricity infrastructure in Alaska differs from
that in the lower 48 states in that Alaskans are not linked to large, interconnected grids . . . . Most of the
state’s rural communities have no grid access and rely on community electric utilities to provide service
via diesel generators.”

Changing Time Scales for Grid Operators
Along with the changes to the fundamentals of the generation mix, the electricity power system is
undergoing changes to the time scales for operations, especially in the area of power markets for
restructured utilities. The future will see continued shortening of time scales for grid operations: data on
system conditions come in on time scales under a second, and the dispatch of resources and market
settlements happens every 5 minutes. The requirements for such rapid dispatch and analysis have
impacted the tools used to manage the system, causing the energy management systems within RTOs to
be custom built. The operational concerns of the collapsing time frames and the human interface are real.
Though the resilience impacts of these changes are complex, these challenges motivated the committee to
recommend research on improvements to system operator control rooms and the application of artificial
intelligence to power system monitoring and control within Chapter 4. These concerns also help motivate
overarching recommendations to improve the security and resilience of the cyber monitoring and controls
systems within Chapter 7.

Industry-Structure and Business-Model Transitions
There are new industry structure and business model issues that are also in transition, with
uncertainty about which direction they will take in the future (NAS, 2016; MIT, 2016). Competitive
forces, often stimulated by actions of federal and state legislatures and regulators, have prompted an array
of new actors (e.g., non-utility generating companies and independent non-utility transmission
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companies), new institutions (e.g., RTOs and ISOs), and new issues subject to FERC regulationin
wholesale electricity markets and the bulk power system. Most of these institutional changes have already
occurred. Unlike the bulk power system that has undergone significant restructuring and regulatory
reform over the last decade, the structure and regulation of electric distribution systems has, until recently,
experienced much less change. Thus, the committee considers that the largest changes to the structure of
the electricity system in the future will occur within the distribution side of the system.
At the distribution-system and retail electric level, the relatively rapid emergence of DERs has
accelerated pressure on regulators, utilities, and other stakeholders to address aspects of the traditional
utility business model, which has supported grid investments largely through rates that recover significant
quantities of utilities’ fixed costs through usage-based charges. All else equal, as new small-scale
technologies generate power from customers’ premises and inject it into the grid (Figure 2.9), causing
revenues from volumetric rates charged to customers to drop, utilities and others have begun to look for
regulatory frameworks and new rate designs that assure that all customers pay their fair share of the costs
of maintaining a reliable and resilient grid. The approaches under discussion across the country for the
future roles of the local distribution utility include the “enhanced status quo,” the “network service
provider,” the “market enabler,” and the “solutions integrator” (De Martini and Kristov, 2015; State of
New York, 2014; Tierney, 2016b; TCR, 2016). These new business models are relevant for resilience
considerations in light of the fact that each poses different implications for the entity(ies) responsible for
supporting resilience on the grid:
x

Enhanced Status Quo. In this model, utilities will continue to manage their generation and/or
delivery infrastructure to supply power to customers as today. At the same time, utilities will
continue to invest in replacing aging infrastructure and advanced grid technologies to
improve system reliability and resilience under traditional regulatory cost-of-service,
ratemaking, and cost-recovery models (including revenue decoupling, in which utility cost
recovery is delinked from volumetric electricity sales).

x

Network Service Provider. As a more distributed energy future unfolds, the distribution
system becomes a platform for enabling DERs to provide services to the wholesale market
and as “non-wires alternatives” (so called because targeted installation of DERs can defer the
need for transmission expansion). This model expands the role and value of the distribution
system. This is accomplished by providing open access distribution services enabled by
advanced technologies to allow the integration of high levels of DERs. Distribution services
are based on network access fees comprised of demand charge and fixed charge components.
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A critical factor in the transitions of the electricity sector is that continuing reductions in the cost
and accelerating deployment of DERs is leading to a new class of customer that is both an electricity
consumer and producer (“Prosumer”). There are now large and small prosumers who are increasingly
interested in managing various aspects of their own electricity usage and supply. This is also enabling
greater customer choice for installing select DER technologies to satisfy individual customer
requirements associated with reliability, redundancy, and power quality. Whereas most backup power
requirements in the past relied on diesel generators, numerous other DER technologies can supplant or
even replace the diesel generator as a backup power option. However, DERs have complex impacts on
resilience, which are discussed in the following sections and throughout the report.

Distributed Energy Resources and the Distribution and Transmission Systems
DERs can provide benefits not only to the customers that employ them directly, but also to the
broader transmission and distribution system. For example, DERs may help avoid or defer the need for
new generation, transmission, or distribution infrastructure to address congestion, localized reliability, or
resilience issues. The value of DERs for reliability, efficiency, and resilience depends upon their location
and their particular attributes (e.g., their durability, their ability to be controlled, their availability when
needed, the times of day when they reduce net load to the grid). Absent effective planning, DERs can also
impose costs on the electricity system—for example, through equipment upgrades necessary to handle
generation on distribution circuits, sub-optimal DER placement that contributes to congestion as opposed
to alleviating it, and incomplete or inefficient sharing of information across the distribution-transmission
interface.
This is particularly true at the distribution-system level, but also for interactions with the
transmission grid. On the planning side, DERs can interact with the transmission system in several ways.
First, behind-the-meter DERs complicate regional load forecasting, the process used to predict customer
electricity demand at least 10 years into the future. Transmission system planners design the high-voltage
system to meet forecasted demand. DERs behind the meter that provide energy to their owners have the
potential to decrease load forecasts by the local retail utilities, which may account for DERs in their
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forecasting. Bulk power system planners may not be aware of DERs, and their load forecasts may not
reflect the locations and types of DERs appearing or expected to appear on the system (NERC, 2016b).21
DERs can also be used in transmission-system planning processes to address specific system
needs identified through modeling that informs planning. If a planned generating unit retirement or
predicted demand increase may lead to a localized reliability issue, DERs could be employed to address
that issue in lieu of a more traditional solution like a substation upgrade or new transmission line. Several
legal, operational, and institutional barriers to employing DERs as transmission-system solutions exist,
22

but the potential is real. The use of DERs to address transmission-system limitations may also increase
resilience in that the resources are more readily available after an outage or disturbance that could knock
out a substation or transmission line for significant periods of time.
On the market design and operations side, DERs also have implications for the transmission
system. In addition to potentially reducing the capacity-procurement needs of a region, DERs are legally
able to participate in wholesale energy, capacity, and ancillary service markets. These centralized markets
exist only within the RTO and ISO regions shown in Figure 2.5; the rest of the transmission-owning
utilities rely on bilateral contracting or self-supply to meet their electricity needs.23 Some DERs have
made progress in wholesale market participation. In PJM, for example, demand response resources
participating in the wholesale market totaled over 9,800 MW, with resources positioned at over 17,000
locations across the PJM footprint (McAnany, 2017).
On both the transmission planning and wholesale market sides, a lack of operational awareness
and coordination between distribution utilities (or, in the future, “distribution system operators”) and
transmission-owning utilities, or the RTOs or ISOs operating the transmission system and wholesale
power dispatch, serve as additional barriers to capturing the full potential value of DERs to the electric
system. DER owners must understand what planning and market opportunities exist at both the
distribution and transmission levels, and utilities and market operators must understand when resources
are available for their use and when they are otherwise committed to provide grid services that render
them unavailable for other uses.


21

For example, the RTO that covers 13 Mid-Atlantic states and the District of Columbia, called PJM, was able
to decrease its load forecast by 6,000 MW for 2020 by incorporating the energy efficiency and distributed solar that
exists or is planned to come online between now and then (PJM, 2016).
22
See Southern California Edison and Consolidated Edison projects discussed in Tierney (2016b).
23
One notable exception is the recent development of an Energy Imbalance Market (EIM) administered by the
CAISO, with participation by a growing number of utility systems in the Western grid. As of 2017, several electric
utilities in Arizona, California, Idaho, Nevada, Oregon, Utah, and Wyoming had joined or are planning to join the
EIM (CAISO, 2017).
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Finding: The value of DERs for reliability, efficiency, and resilience depends upon their
location, their attributes, the planning process behind their installation, and the legal and
regulatory environment in which they are operated. While they can contribute to
reliability and resilience, absent effective planning and an appropriate regulatory
environment, DERs can also impose vulnerabilities and costs on the distribution system.

Other Technology Developments
Other new and emerging technologies may have important impacts on the structure and operation
of the power system, including lower cost batteries as well as falling cost and growing capabilities of
power electronics. Energy storage in the distribution system and on the customer side of the meter is a
relatively new phenomenon. Some distributed energy storage (DES) is provided by thermal systems such
as hot water heaters. Other DES technologies involve chemical (e.g., battery) solutions. There is large
variation in projected battery costs, potentially declining from today’s levels of about $600/kWh for
whole battery systems to the range of $200-$300/kWh by the early 2020s. Lower cost batteries are
providing interesting opportunities. Customers are installing on-site battery systems behind the meter in
service areas with high charges for peak power consumption to shift their usage to off-peak periods. In
general, energy storage has the potential to enable the electric system to become more efficient while
enabling customer-side energy management (Navigant Research, 2013).
Over the next 20 years, customers will likely have greater technological opportunities to go
entirely off grid, satisfying their electricity requirements with a combination of on-site generation and
storage technologies. Customers capable of investing in such packages of technologies (or purchasing
such services from the utility or a third party) may be able to take personal responsibility for their own
resilient electric service. Although the committee believes the share of total customers taking advantage
of such approaches will be limited, trends in grid defection and the technologies that could enable it
should be closely monitored. Broader impacts on social equity will also warrant attention.
The controllability of DERs is enabled by low-cost computing and communications technologies.
The internet of things and edge computing have progressed to the point where the capability to control
DERs at low cost has become much more practicable, with significant advances even over the past few
years. There is also significant experience among a number of utilities and third-party aggregators
implementing and operating “smart grid” technologies that include operation of distributed generation,
storage, and demand response. Fundamentally, the computing and communications technologies are not
the limiting factor for adopting these control strategies, although they will require increasing
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sophistication and resolution in the monitoring and control systems used at the individual feeder and
substation scale to understand and optimize circuit health and behavior.
Most organizations that have employed various DER strategies on a large scale have discovered
that the need for “big data” analytics and other strategies to optimize the operation and control of these
distributed assets is nascent, and more effort is needed to further develop the algorithms to enhance
system operations and resilience by managing DER deployment. This is particularly true during offnormal conditions where the DER might be providing emergency backup power to support system
restoration. Finally, these DER assets will necessarily need to interact with each otherseamlessly,
including during normal and off-normal or emergency situations, and not create or exacerbate any adverse
conditions. These include but are not limited to hazards to utility workers and the public, equipment
damage, and sub-optimal operation of the remaining electrical assets.

Interdependencies Between the Electric and Natural Gas Infrastructure
One outcome of the trends under way in the electric system is the industry’s overall reliance on
natural gas to fuel power generation, which increases the electric system’s reliability on conditions in the
gas industry. This has potential implications for the resilience of the grid. The conventional wisdom is
that the electric industry will become even more dependent upon natural gas than it has in recent years,
and the natural gas industry looks to a future in which significant growth in demand depends upon
developments in the power sector. For the electric system to become more reliable and resilient, attention
must be paid to assure robust systems and practices across the two industries.
For many years, these two systems developed on largely different paths, from physical, economic,
engineering, institutional, industrial-organizational, and regulatory perspectives. Both industries evolved
with some degree of vertical integration and with aspects of each industry’s value chain regulated as
monopolies by federal and/or state governments. The interconnected networks of each industry expanded
over larger and larger geographic footprints. Recently, both systems have undergone eras of significant
industry restructuring, with new players emerging as functions became unbundled and as competition
entered into different parts of the business.
Today, however, each industry has its own set of cost structures, operating protocols and
standards, commercial instruments, and pricing arrangements. Further, while the electric system operates
as a network, following laws of physics on an interconnected grid rather than ownership or contract paths,
the natural gas system is not a network industry. Individual companies own segments of the pipeline
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system, and users contract for access to and use of specific facilities. These changes also have occurred in
parallel with dynamic developments in real-time, internet-based communications systems, complicating
the interdependencies and allowing opportunities for new arrangements and solutions.
Today, natural gas supply still tends to move long distances from production sources to users’
sites, typically to locations where there is little to no storage close to or on the end-user’s property. This
means that from an operational point of view, gas resources need to move “just in time” (i.e., they are
used as they are delivered) to the end user through pipelines. During certain seasons and times of the day,
many of these pathways—for example, those serving the Mid-Atlantic and Northeast regions—can become
quite congested with firm gas deliveries, recognizing that gas injections at the production locations are
intended to balance withdrawals of gas from the delivery system while taking in to account a variety of
operational issues along the pathway from production to use. (“Just in time” delivery, however, sits
within a context in which natural gas moves between 15-20 miles per hour on the interstate pipeline
system, while electric system operations occur at the sub-minute and multi-minute time frame.) Further,
the growth in the power sector’s use of natural gas has not been accompanied in all relevant regions by
expansions in pipeline capacity or increases in the efficiency of existing gas delivery infrastructure.
Without change in some of the key features in current business models for competitive generators or in
market rules, that situation is not expected to change dramatically in the near term, making it hard to drive
investment in pipeline/storage infrastructure based on demand from the electricity sector. (In some regions
like New England, however, changes in market rules have led many gas-fired generators to invest in dualfuel [oil/natural gas] capability with on-site storage of oil as a lower-cost means to assure the ability to
operate during periods when delivery of natural gas over pipelines is otherwise constrained.)
Regulatory issues at the intersection of gas and electric markets are complicated. While FERC
may have responsibility for a broad set of policy issues on electric/gas integration issues, and NERC is
evaluating the interdependencies from an operational and planning perspective, the states have strong
interests and, in some cases, regulatory responsibilities that can affect market participants’ behaviors as
well. Importantly, the structure of the natural gas production and delivery system in the United States
does not have the same reliability requirements as now exist in the electric industry, and parts of that
supply chain (e.g., production of natural gas) are effectively outside of FERC’s regulatory jurisdiction.
The electric and gas systems are already experiencing strains at their intersection. To date,
integration issues related to increased gas-fired generation have caused rotating power outages in the
Electric Reliability Council of Texas during the big freeze of 2011. And, owing to winter gas shortages
and extreme cold weather, natural gas was either unavailable or priced too high for generators in PJM and
the New York ISOduring the polar vortex of 2014 (See Box 4.2 for a description of these events). In
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some regions, for example, generators need to commit to move gas volumes before knowing whether their
offers into the RTO’s daily power markets have been accepted; conversely, generators need to offer prices
into such energy markets without fully knowing the price and/or availability of their natural gas. There
are other instances where gas customers that have contracted for firm gas supply and transportation
service face potential (or real) curtailments as operational conditions change upstream and downstream.
Tensions are visible across the business models of different players in the two industries and in the market
rules in different regions. Further, there are different attitudes across the two industries regarding the
urgency of anticipated changes in natural gas supply associated with growing use for electricity
generation—specifically, the need for increased total supply and for that supply to be more nimble. It is
hard enough to introduce change into a single industry, where there may be players who perceive
themselves as winning or losing from different options for resolving small and large issues. It will
undoubtedly be even harder to introduce sensible but meaningful changes affecting market participants in
two industries.
Decisions by myriad market actors and institutions do not typically reflect coordinated
information about the performance of systems either across industry segments (e.g., across the electric
and gas industries) or within industry supply chains (e.g., from production sources across interstate
transmission systems). In the context of the events that occur in one or more parts of the industries’
systems, this absence of coordination mechanism may make some aspects of resilience—preparing for
outages so as to limit their impact, sustaining service during an outage, and/or in restoring the systems to
normal operations after the event—difficult to realize.

Finding: The electric industry has become highly dependent upon natural gas, and the natural
gas industry looks to a future in which significant growth in demand depends upon developments
in the electricity sector. For the electric system to become more reliable and resilient, attention
must be paid to assuring the availability of adequate natural gas resources at all periods of time,
including through investment in natural gas infrastructure (e.g., contractual arrangements and
siting and construction of pipelines or storage), where it is economical to do so, fuel diversity for
electric generators and natural gas compressors, and the alignment of planning and operating
practices across the two industries.

Emerging Electric Grid Jurisdictional Challenges
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Historically, and despite the state-to-state and regional variations in grid regulation around the
country, FERC, the states, and regulated utilities have operated within relatively clear jurisdictional
boundaries. In an electric grid consisting predominantly of large and dispatchable central station power
plants, it was clear that FERC had jurisdiction over wholesale electricity rates and interstate transmission,
whereas states had regulatory authority over retail sales and delivery over local transmission and
distribution systems into our homes, businesses, and industrial facilities. Power on the system generally
flowed in one direction, from the generator all the way to the end-use customers.
Over the last decade, however, the increasing penetrations of DERs and smart grid technology
that are relevant for resilience have begun to change the very way the grid operates (see Figures 2.1 and
2.9). The grid is increasingly an interconnected web rather than a straightforward series of one-way
pathways. However, the federal, state, and other legal constructs dictating the role of DERs on
distribution and transmission systems are in active review by FERC and states in the relevant regions.
Although this is a constructive response, there remain many jurisdictional ambiguities, policy
mismatches, and an inability to maximize the potential value of technological change toward grid
reliability and resilience. The emerging relationships between DERs and the transmission and distribution
systems have greatly outpaced the laws and regulations that govern their interactions. The 80-year-old
FPA never contemplated the modern and complex system that exists today. As a result, the relatively
clear boundary between state and federal authority over the electric system has blurred to some extent,
causing uncertainty, if not confusion, among policy makers and energy industry participants. Recent legal
challenges taken up to the Supreme Court have begun to sort through aspects of unresolved jurisdictional
questions, but several questions remain.24
Jurisdictional issues are also emerging within the distribution and transmission systems
themselves. On the distribution system side, regulations typically assume one-directional power flow and
fail to contemplate most DERs, including microgrids. From a resilience perspective, microgrids are a

24

These recent cases have clarified a few different jurisdictional principles: First, one Supreme Court decision
called EPSA v. FERC determined that FERC has the authority to regulate DER participation in wholesale markets.
This authority means that, under certain circumstances, states and the federal government will both have the ability
to regulate DERs in the performance of different activities. Second, another high court decision (known as Hughes
v. Talen Energy Marketing, LLC) recognized that states have the authority to engage in their own preferred resource
procurement efforts, but that they cannot cross a line that would invade FERC’s exclusive authority to set wholesale
energy rates. The Hughes decision has fewer direct implications for DERs that may be procured for resilience
purposes than it does for supply-side generating resources like wind, solar, or natural gas power plants, but it is
nonetheless important to keep in mind in resilience program design. Third, a Supreme Court case called Oneok v.
Learjet, considering the Natural Gas Act, emphasized that the ability of the federal government to regulate one
particular area does not necessarily preclude state regulation in the same area. Other challenges around the ability of
states and the federal government to regulate certain aspects of grid activities that have implications for DERs are
working their way through federal courts. Although the mentioned cases have provided certainty in some respects, a
general climate of uncertainty exists in states’ attempts to design new DER-centered regulations and programs.
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particularly interesting development—but they are not without legal uncertainties. Most state regulations
obligate utilities to provide distribution service to all customers within their territories. With that
obligation often comes the right to be the exclusive distribution provider. Microgrids that would connect
buildings or a broader area technically involve their own distribution service and so, in many cases, are
prohibited by existing utility regulations.
On the transmission system, the FPA itself remains a barrier to increased DER participation. For
example, in the regional system planning processes, the FPA allows for transmission owners to allocate
and recover the costs of new transmission investment except for non-wires alternatives, which includes
DERs that are traditionally regulated by the states. As noted, the relationship among emerging
technologies, evolving business models, and outdated laws and regulations that dictate authority over
electric grid activities are stressed by the rapidly changing composition of resources and services involved
with the delivery of energy, resulting in significant uncertainty. This, in turn, creates challenges for
resilience planning.
Finding: Any new local, state, or federal programs, regulations, or laws designed to
increase grid resilience will have to navigate a labyrinth of existing state and federal laws
(some of which are out of date) that shape the incentives (or disincentives) for
undertaking investments and actions aimed at enhancing resilience. This creates
challenges for resilience planning, especially in light of the essential role of electricity in
providing critical services and powering the economy.

LONGER-TERM DRIVERS OF CHANGE AND ASSOCIATED CHALLENGES AND
OPPORTUNITIES FOR RESILIENCE
There is, of course, no way to reliably predict what the power system will look like in 30 to 50
years. On the other hand, it is possible to identify a variety of developments that could shape that future
and then seek strategies that will be robust across that range of possibilities. To that end, here the
committee identifies and discusses a variety of factors that might shape the future evolution of the system.
Planning for grid resilience needs to take into account the expectation that the grid and its various
institutions, technological features, legal structure, and economics will change—and in ways unknown
today.

The Nature and Scope of the Future Regulatory Environment
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Recent years have witnessed a dramatic shift in the structure and regulatory environment in which
the high-voltage transmission system operates. A similar transformation has not yet occurred at the level
of the distribution system. Whether such a transformation will occur, and what form it might take, will
likely have profound effects on the future evolution of the system. Will federal authority be expanded to
include a larger role at the level of the distribution system (Figure 2.10), as could occur, for example,
where customers with on-site generation sell surplus back into the grid and thus set up the possibility of
federal jurisdiction where such injections of power were considered sales for resale? Many states would
likely oppose such an expansion, in a continuing tension between state and federal oversight seen in
previous legislation including various provisions of PURPA and EPAct 2005.25 The latter specifies the
following:
Each electric utility shall make available, upon request, interconnection service to
any electric consumer that the electric utility serves. For purposes of this paragraph,
the term “interconnection service” means service to an electric consumer under
which an on-site generating facility on the consumer’s premises shall be connected to
the local distribution facilities. Interconnection services shall be offered based upon
the standards developed by the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers:
IEEE Standard 1547 for Interconnecting Distributed Resources with Electric Power
Systems, as they may be amended from time to time. In addition, agreements and
procedures shall be established whereby the services offered shall promote current
best practices of interconnection for distributed generation, including but not limited
to practices stipulated in model codes adopted by associations of state regulatory
agencies. All such agreements and procedures shall be just and reasonable and not
unduly discriminatory or preferential.
While the legal justification under which federal jurisdiction might be further expanded is unclear, there is
certainly a possibility that such justification might evolve over time.
There is of course also the possibility that in some domains, local, state, or even regional
regulatory responsibilities might be expanded. If larger differences develop among regulatory structures
in different parts of the country, this could present a variety of complications. As pressure grows to adopt

25

For example, PURPA’s Sections 1251, 1252, and 1254, and section 1254 of EPAct 2005.
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of “pricess to devices” that
t would alllow larger cusstomers to deecide when thhey will and w
will not operatte
particular electricity-ussing equipment given timee-of-use pricinng. While verry extensive inntelligent conntrol
is possiblee, what is lesss clear is wheen and whetheer the added hhardware and intelligence w
will make
economicc sense.

Legal Im
mplementatio
on of Non-Uttility Microggrids
Today
T
in most of the United
d States, statee law grants exxclusive servvice territoriess to legacy
distributio
on utilities, allthough there are a few excceptions.26 Thhis means thatt with the excception of a
customer selling powerr back to the local
l
utility, only
o
that utiliity can distribbute power to another entityy. It
also mean
ns that only a traditional uttility can mov
ve power acrooss a public rooad or other ppublic right-offway. If staate laws weree changed in such
s
a way ass to allow smaall-scale micrrogrids (largerr than a few M
MWs)
to be operrated by privaate entities—w
with tariffs th
hat symmetriccally recognizze the contribuutions of DER
Rs
while keeping the distrribution comp
pany whole—
—the adoption of DERs couuld accelerate. Utility
hange would impose serioous operationaal problems. H
However, from
ma
executives often argue that such a ch
technical point of view
w, there is very
y little differeence between the two situaations shown in Figure 2.122.


26

New
w York is one exception
e
wherre the state may
y grant multiplle franchises too serve a particcular location;
however, it is then up to local
l
municipaalities to grant easements
e
alonng public streeets and roads inn order for the uutility
to install necessary facilitties. Some Pen
nnsylvania com
mmunities havee been granted multiple franchhises resultingg in
different uttilities’ distribu
ution lines on opposite
o
sides of the street w
with service droops to customerrs crossing oveerhead.
Nonethelesss, in most regiions service fraanchises are grranted exclusivvely to one provvider.
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FIGURE 2.12 Under most state law
ws, there is leegal distinctioon between a utility that seerves a multi-sstory
building with
w its own distributed
d
energy resourcee and combineed heat and ppower, as show
wn at the top of
this figuree, and the situ
uation in whicch the same lo
oads are distriibuted across space and are served by a
small miccrogrid. Theree is virtually no
n technical difference
d
betw
ween these tw
wo situations.. If laws weree
changed to
t allow privaate ownership of such micrrogrids (with equitable sym
mmetric tarifffs), future
distributio
on systems co
ould look very
y different.
NOTE: CHP, combined heat and po
ower.

The
T committeee asked severaal state regulaatory agencie s whether, in their jurisdicctions, an entiity
other than
n the local disstribution utiliity could build a small miccrogrid (e.g., less than a few
w 10s of MW
W),
sell electrric power to other
o
entities, and be interconnected to thhe distributioon utility. Sevveral states nooted
that, as a matter
m
of law
w, this was sim
mply impossib
ble in their staates. Others inndicated that the answer w
was
more com
mplex—an enttity that wanteed to engage in such activiity would neeed to become a licensed annd
regulated utility. For ex
xample, staff of the Pennsy
ylvania PUC said, “It is coonceivable thaat an entity coould
perform such a function if they weree properly licensed by the commission and the RTO and PJM. Thhere
ome other legal factors thatt could limit their
t
ability too sell power tto entities othher than the
may be so
distributio
on utility and//or PJM Penn
nsylvania doess allow net m
metering (see ffootnote 21) uup to 3 MW.””
Staff from
m the ICC noted, “Third paarties that sell electric pow er to retail cuustomers of ann investor-ow
wned
utility mu
ust be licensed
d by the (ICC).” Staff of th
he New Hamppshire Commiission noted tthat in additioon to
having neet metering, th
heir state also has “group net
n metering ((up to 1 MW)).”
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For years, the regulatory framing under which electric power has been provided in the United
States was built on a foundation of universal service—that is, that access to basic electric power is to
some degree a right that all citizens should enjoy. Indeed, it was this belief that prompted the creation of
the Rural Electrification Administration in 1935 to supply power across rural America to customers
whose locations were too remote to be attractive to privately operated utilities.
Today, the technical capability exists to provide different levels of service to different customers.
This raises policy questions about whether all customers deserve some basic level of reliable service on
the grounds of equity. As discussed in Chapter 5 of this report, there are ways in which distribution
systems that contain advanced automation and distributed generation could be “islanded” so as to provide
some limited service in the event of a large-area, long-duration blackout of the bulk power system. How
the incremental cost of such upgrades should be covered, and whether they should only be based on an
end-use customer’s ability to pay, raises obvious issues of social equity.
Over time, there will likely be greater opportunities for customers to defect from the grid (i.e.,
provide all of their electricity needs with customer-owned generation and storage). The goal of ensuring
that all customers have access to electricity service that is affordable and reliable, combined with
society’s larger interest in assuring that a resilient electric system supports the availability of critical
social services, suggests that policy makers should continue to pay close attention to this trend. Policy
makers may need to pursue mechanisms that encourage grid integration as part of service and to ensure
that grid defection does not adversely impact those customers who have no practical economic choice but
to remain dependent on the electric system to serve their needs.

Impacts of a Changing Climate
There remains uncertainty regarding how climate change and associated concerns will impact the
electric power system (Figure 2.13). While the impacts of climate change will unfold over the coming
decades, policy choices made in the near future can have a profound impact on the extent of that change
(White House, 2016). The changing climate will result in more frequent and more intense extreme events
(Melillo, 2014) that will impose damage and other challenges on the power system. Higher ambient
temperatures will create increased demand for system cooling. In some parts of the country, it will also
bring deeper and more prolonged droughts that, in turn, will result in problems of securing sufficient
water for system cooling unless traditional wet cooling is replaced with dry cooling. In some locations,
such as coastal regions prone to rising sea levels and storm surge or inland locations prone to frequent
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wildfires or
o flooding, it may prove necessary
n
to relocate
r
somee facilities. Cllimate changee will likely aalso
result in new
n demands for electric power
p
includin
ng larger air cconditioning lloads and, in some locations,
an increassed demand for
fo power to pump
p
water.

FIGURE 2.13 Climatte change can
n affect, and be affected byy, the power syystem.

Ch
hanges in the Sources of B
Bulk Power
The
T last few deecades have seen
s
dramaticc shifts in the sources of buulk power em
mployed in thee
United States, and unceertainty persists regarding the future (F igure 2.14). N
Natural gas haas displaced
n at many coaal-fired baselo
oad power plaants, and evenn existing nucclear plants arre retiring beffore
generation
the end off their operatiing licenses. However,
H
if prices
p
once aggain become hhigher or morre volatile,
investors may shy awaay from puttin
ng capital into
o natural gas pplants and thee trend could be reversed, aas it
was in thee past.
Many
M
observerrs anticipate significant
s
penetration of nnew renewablles, especiallyy wind, solar, and
hydro pow
wer. Today, wind
w
generatio
on constitutess approximateely 5 percent of total U.S. generation, but a
number of analyses sug
ggest that therre is no techn
nical reason w
why the nationn could not geenerate more than
nt of its electriicity from win
nd. However,, achieving suuch a high levvel of penetrattion would im
mpose
60 percen
considerab
ble requiremeents on land use,
u both for siting
s
the winnd turbines annd for constructing the
necessary
y transmission
n infrastructurre, much of which
w
will neeed to cross staate lines (MaccDonald et al..,
2016). Heence there is considerable
c
uncertainty
u
ab
bout the degreee of future ppenetration off wind generattion.
Similar ob
bservations haave been mad
de with respecct to solar genneration. Manny have argueed that extenssive
use of bio
omass fuel, peerhaps also wiith carbon cap
pture and seqquestration, w
will be necessaary to achievee the
objective of holding gllobal warming
g to  2°C. At the same tim
me, the widesspread use of bbiomass impooses
ble logistical requirementss and demand
ds on land usee (LaTourrettee et al., 2011)). Hence, it
considerab
remains unclear
u
how much
m
future deevelopment will
w occur.
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Nuclear
N
powerr has contribu
uted roughly 20
2 percent of the nation’s eelectricity genneration for thhe
last few decades.
d
Many
y forecasts off U.S. energy production coontinue to asssume their continued
contributiion of roughly
y the same share of supply. With the co st pressures thhat nuclear pllants are facinng
from inex
xpensive naturral gas and su
ubsidized reneewables, and uncertainties about the cosst and likelihoood
of life exttension and reelicensing, a number
n
of plaants have clossedrecently. N
New York staate and Illinoiis
recently adopted
a
policiies desigend to
t keep existin
ng plants opeerating (McGeeehan, 2016).. The only new
w
plants und
der constructiion in the Uniited States aree in the servicce territory off vertically inttegrated utilitties in
the Southeast, where co
osts can be in
ncluded in thee rate base. Inn addition, thee nation has laargely abandooned
aggressivee research on more advancced reactor deesigns, so thatt for at least thhe next severral decades thhe
only optio
ons for new nuclear constru
uction will lik
kely be existinng light-wateer reactor desiigns (DOE, 2017c;
Ford et al., 2017). Therre may be som
me renewed in
nterest in advvanced reacto r design reseaarch (DOE,
ut the extent of
o programmaatic support for
f this visionn remains uncertain. Small modular reacctors
2017c), bu
have receiived a lot of attention
a
in paart because th
hey require less capital invvestment and ooffer much grreater
siting flex
xibility. Despiite these beneefits, howeverr, long standinng efforts havve never reachhed commerccial
constructiion (Larson, 2016).
2
Investm
ment in new, small, and addvanced reacttors may requuire a number of
changes in
n business mo
odels and reacctor designs that
t allow stanndardized andd quicker mannufacturing oof
componen
nts and constrruction of reaactors.

FIGURE 2.14 Possiblle change in the
t sources an
nd nature of bbulk power.
Today,
T
technollogies for cosst-effective bu
ulk storage arre limited. Pum
mped hydro sstorage imposses
considerab
ble land use and
a other env
vironmental co
osts, and onlyy a few facilitties for comprressed air storrage
have been
n built. Battery storage is beginning
b
to have
h
some im
mpact on the power system,, especially inn
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behind-the-meter applications. In 2012, the U.S. DOE established the Joint Center for Energy Storage
Research (JCESR) as one of its “Energy Innovation Hubs.” JCESR's stated goal is to “deliver electrical
energy storage with five times the energy density and one-fifth the cost” of present storage technologies
(Crabtree, 2016). In addition to striving to develop batteries that would allow all electric passenger
vehicles to be profitably marketed at a cost of approximately $20,000 and with a range of 200 miles,
JCESR director George Crabtree has articulated remarkably aggressive goals for affordable grid storage,
including battery technology that would be competitive with pumped hydro storage, chemically based,
and capable of seasonal storage. However, battery experts with whom the committee discussed the
JCESR goals for bulk grid storage have expressed considerable doubt about achieving those goals,
especially on the time scale of the next several decades.
Nonetheless, all electric vehicles with those capabilities would have an impact on both the
transportation sector and on electricity demand. Whether or not the JCESR goals are met, a much higher
penetration of electric or hybrid vehicles may well occur on the time scale of the next several decades.
With greater adoption of electric and plug-in hybrid vehicles, there may be greater opportunities for using
connected vehicle batteries to improve grid resilience—for example, by using electric vehicle batteries to
provide a fraction of a home’s electricity demand during a large-area, long-duration outage (See Chapter
5).

SUSTAINING AND IMPROVING THE RESILIENCE OF A GRID THAT IS CHANGING
RAPIDLY AND IN UNCERTAIN WAYS
From all of the foregoing, five things are apparent:
1. The grid is undergoing dramatic change. This will be especially true over the next few years
at the distribution level where DERs continue to increase and change the relationship of
utilities to end users. While DERs may provide many opportunities to increase grid resilience,
this will require regulatory changes and effective planning and coordination. Over the next
decade or two, major changes are also likely in bulk power transmission.
2. Much of the hardware that makes up the grid is long lived, which limits the rate of change in
the industry. However, over periods of a decade or two, many changes are possible, and it is
virtually impossible to know how the future grid will evolve.
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3. No single entity is in charge of planning the evolution of the grid. That will become ever
more true as more and more players become involved, particularly regarding deployment and
operation of DERs at the distribution level.
4. All players will be concerned about reliability, both for themselves and collectively. Only a
few are likely to be focused in a serious way on identifying growing system-wide
vulnerabilities or identifying changes needed to assure resilience.
5. Today, virtually no one has a primary mission of building and sustaining increased systemwide resilience or developing strategies to cover the cost of investments to increase resilience
in the face of low probability events that could have very large economic and broader social
consequences.
These five observations carry profound implications for the future resilience of the power system. In
Chapter 3, the committee explores the many types of events that can give rise to large-area, longduration outages. Chapters 4, 5, and 6 correspond to the three stages of the resilience framework
illustrated in Figure 1.2, making specific recommendations in the course of the discussion. Finally, in
Chapter 7 the committee both summarizes those recommendations and comes back to the broader
implications of the five observations above to consider an integrated perspective to the issue of
electricity system resilience and how best to assure that continued attention is directed at building and
sustaining system-wide resilience of the nation's power system.
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3
The Many Causes of Grid Failure

INTRODUCTION
A wide variety of events can cause disruption of the power system. As noted in Chapter 1, given
the numerous and diverse potential sources of disruption, it is impressive that relatively few large-area,
long-duration outages have occurred. The causes of outages differ in a number of important ways. Two of
the most important differences are as follows: (1) how much warning system operators have that a
disruption is coming so they can take protective action, and (2) how much of the physical and cyber
control systems that make up the power system remain operative once the disruption has passed. Figure
3.1 categorizes disruptions by the amount of advanced warning that operators and others are likely to
receive and the amount of time it takes to recover. Figure 3.2 categorizes the range of damages that may
result after a disruption occurs.
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FIGURE 3.1 Mapping
g of events th
hat can cause disruption off power system
ms. The horizzontal placem
ment
provides some
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indication of how mu
uch warning time
t
there maay be before tthe event. Thee vertical axiss
provides some
s
indication of how lon
ng it may takee to recover aafter the eventt. Lines proviide a represenntation
of variability in these estimates.
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FIGURE 3.2 Illustratiion of distinct types of dam
mages that cann affect poweer systems. M
Major disruptivve
events succh as hurrican
nes or earthqu
uakes can cau
use damage accross the boarrd—to the phyysical and cybber
componen
nts of the pow
wer system an
nd supporting critical infrasstructure (casse 1). While itt is possible too do
physical damage
d
with a cyber attack
k, many cyberr attacks wouuld not give riise to physicaal damage but
could cau
use considerab
ble disruption
n in the ability
y to monitor aand control thhe power systeem (case 2). IIn
contrast, a terrorist attaack on high-v
voltage transfo
ormers could result in exteensive damagee to criticallyy
importantt hardware wh
hile leaving monitoring
m
and
d control cap abilities intacct (case 3). A coordinated
cyber-phy
ysical attack can
c simultaneeously cause serious
s
physiccal damage too grid componnents and imppede
operators’’ ability to mo
onitor and con
ntrol the grid (case 4). Losss of other inffrastructure suuch as naturall gas
pipelines or communiccation systemss can have im
mpacts on the ability of the system to opperate (case 5)).

DIFFE
ERENT CAU
USES REQU
UIRE DIFFER
RENT PREP
PARATION AND HAVE
E DIFFEREN
NT
CONS
SEQUENCE
ES

Building
B
a straategy to increaase system resilience requiires an undersstanding of a wide
range of preparatory,
p
preventative,
p
and
a remedial actions and aan awareness of how these actions
impact plaanning, operaation, and resttoration over the entire lifee cycle of diffferent kinds oof grid
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failures. Strategies must be crafted with awareness and understanding of the temporal arc of a
major outage, as well as how this differs from one type of event to another.
It is also important to differentiate between actions designed to make the grid more robust and
resilient to failure (e.g., wind resistant steel or concrete poles rather than wood poles; opaque fences
around substations to protect against damage from firearms) and those that improve the effectiveness of
recovery (e.g., preemptive powering down of select pieces of the system to minimize damage). Some
actions serve both strategies, some serve one but not the other, and some serve one while inhibiting the
other. For example, good substation design with clear separation of functions makes the substation more
resistant to damage and helps repair crews. Building a coffer dam around a transformer may make it more
resistant to flooding, but by limiting access for heavy equipment it can also make it harder to complete
repairs when it actually fails. Of course a coffer dam does nothing to guard against the effects of
earthquake or cyber attack. Similarly, concrete poles may be more resistant to wind but offer no clear
advantage or disadvantage in restoration.
The timing of repairs is different depending on the cause. For example, repairs can begin
immediately after a tornado has passed, but flooding following a hurricane can delay the start of repairs
for weeks and impede restoration efforts. Good planning and preparation are essential to mitigating,
ameliorating, and recovering from major outages effectively. Systems—both human and technical—must
be built prior to grid failure to allow the responders to assess the extent of failure and damage, dispatch
resources effectively, and draw on established component inventories, supply chains, crews, and
communications. The next section reviews the major causes of outages depicted in Figure 3.1, beginning
with those for which operators have the least warning and ending with those for which they have the
most. The chapter then makes a number of general findings and recommendations related to both human
and natural threats to the power system.

REVIEWING THE CAUSES OF OUTAGES
Earthquake
Moving through Figure 3.1 from left to right, the first point is labeled E for earthquake.
Especially in the west, the central Mississippi valley, the coastal area of South Carolina, and southern
Alaska and Hawaii (Figure 3.3), the potential for disruption of major power system equipment by
earthquake is significant. Severe damage to distribution poles, transmission towers, and substations can
result. Generators may be damaged or subjected to enough stress that they have to be taken off-line. For
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example, the North An
nna Nuclear Power
P
Station was taken offf-line followiing a magnituude 5.8 earthqquake
d remained offf-line for more than 10 weeeks as the ow
wner and operrator conductted
in Virginiia in 2011 and
thorough damage assesssments and the
t Nuclear Regulatory
R
Coommission graanted approvaal for restart
(Vastag, 2011;
2
Peltier, 2012). In add
dition, there is substantial rrisk of the losss of fuel, parrticularly from
m
natural gaas systems, given the long supply chain and vulnerabbility of pipeliines to earthqquakes.

FIGURE 3.3 U.S. Geo
ological Surv
vey assessmen
nt of earthquaake hazard acrross the Uniteed States.
SOURCE
E: Petersen et al. (2014).
While
W
earthquaakes typically
y come withou
ut warning, thhe propagatioon velocity off earthquake w
waves
is much sllower than the speed of lig
ght, so that in some cases itt is possible w
with appropriate
instrumen
ntation to obtaain several secconds of advaance warningg (hence the hhorizontal linee that runs to tthe
right of po
oint E in Figu
ure 3.1). When
n possible, su
uch warning ccould give tim
me to de-energgize critical
componen
nts so as to minimize
m
damaage. Research
h is continuingg on a wide raange of grid-specific
technolog
gies. Organizaations like thee Pacific Earth
hquake Enginneering Centeer are workingg on technoloogies
such as more
m
durable ceramic
c
and non-ceramic
n
in
nsulators, flexxible electricaal connectors, and advanceed
materials for towers an
nd attachmentts. Restoration
n following a major earthqquake is a masssive problem
m
nd constructioon projects inn a compromissed environm
ment,
requiring a wide range of difficult engineering an
petition from other restoraation prioritiess. For examplle, key bridgees or roads reqquired to acceess
with comp
damaged facilities may
y be impassab
ble. If an earth
hquake destrooys key generrating, substattion, or
transmissiion equipmen
nt, it may takee weeks or mo
onths to restoore service.

Phy
ysical Attack
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A physical attack, denoted by point P, could occur without warning or with only limited warning.
Physical attacks on major system components could cause serious physical damage, especially to large
transformers and other hard to replace substation and transmission equipment such as high voltage circuit
breakers. The possibility of such attacks has been a concern for many years (OTA, 1990; NRC, 2012;
DOE, 2015; Parfomak, 2014). Globally, transmission and distribution systems have been a focus of
physical attacks, bombings, and terrorist activity—for example, in Afghanistan, Colombia, Iraq, Peru, and
Thailand (NRC, 2012). In the United States, there have been relatively few well-planned attacks on the
electricity system, though the 2013 sniper attack of the Metcalf transmission substation (Box 3.1)
provides a reminder of the physical vulnerability of the system. Recovery could easily require many days
or weeks. Generation facilities tend to have greater physical security and thus are less vulnerable to
physical attack than substation and transmission facilities.

BOX 3.1
Summary of the Metcalf Substation Attack
In April 2013, the Pacific Gas and Electric-owned Metcalf Transmission Substation outside of San Jose, California,
was attacked by one or more gunmen. The attack was well planned and executed, with the attacker(s) severing
several fiber optic cables to disrupt local communications prior to beginning the attack with military-style rifles. In
the hour between when communications lines were cut and the first law enforcement officers arrived, 17
transformers had been seriously damaged as oil leaked from bullet holes allowing electric components to overheat.
No major outages occurred, as operators were able to re-route power flows from nearby generators, but the attack
caused more than $15 million in damages. Of course, compared with the havoc that would result from a coordinated
attack on multiple key substations, the Metcalf event was rather minor.

Cyber Attack
Like a physical attack, a cyber attack, denoted with a C, could also occur with limited or no
warning. The best defense against cyber attacks is preventing intrusions to critical systems and detecting
and expunging malware before it becomes activated. However, if that is not possible, the consequences of
a successful cyber attack may be almost instantaneous, they could take a few seconds to some minutes to
be fully realized, or an attacker may lay dormant for months collecting information as happened in the
2015 cyber attack on the Ukrainian power system (Box 3.2). It is difficult to determine how many cyber
attacks have been attempted against U.S. utilities, by what means, and with what consequences.
In the time between detection of an intrusion and manifestation of any consequences, it may be
possible to take some steps to limit the potential disruptive impacts. In many cases a cyber attack may not
give rise to major physical damage to the system, although in some circumstances physical damage can
result, especially if the attackers are sophisticated. Depending on the nature of the attack, just how long it
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would take to restore is unclear. The unique issues associated with cyber risks and restoration are
discussed in Chapters 4 and 6. There are also diverse types of cyber attacks and vulnerabilities within the
electricity system. According to recent analysis done for the Quadrennial Energy Review (Argonne
National Laboratory et al., 2016), the electricity system vulnerabilities include the following:
x

Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition Systems that rely on modern communication
infrastructure to collect data and send control signals in both the bulk power system
(generation and transmission) and at the substation level;

x

Large Power Plant Distributed Control Systems that use local communications channels to
perform local control on large power plants;

x

Smart Grid Technologies, including software-based components with communication
capabilities, used to increase the reliability, security, and efficiency of the grid as well as
communicate data between utilities and customers;

x

Distributed Energy Resources that are connected to open networks for communication and
can include smart inverters with remote access;

x

Supply Chain that might have vulnerabilities of legacy software systems from commercial
vendors; and

x

Corporate Communication Networks that might have an entry point to electricity systems’
control networks.

The modern power system also makes extensive use of the global positioning system (GPS),
especially for time synchronization. Hence, disruption of GPS by space weather, or through cyber attack,
could cause disruption in the bulk power system.

BOX 3.2
Summary of the Cyber Attack on the Ukrainian Grid
In a recent, well-publicized cyber attack, approximately 225,000 people were left without power for
approximately 6 hours on December 23, 2015. in Ukraine. The attackers gained access to internal networks of
three utilities through spear-phishing1 schemes, malware, and manipulation of long-known Microsoft Office
macro vulnerabilities. Rather than try to engineer breaches through the firewall, the attackers patiently harvested
the credentials needed to gain access to the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA) system and learned
how to operate the SCADA software. The attackers executed a well thought out strategy, including the following:
x

Creating virtual workstations inside SCADA systems that were trusted to issue system commands;


1

Spear phishing is a targeted email that appears to be from a known business or individual but is not. It is
designed to gain unauthorized access to internal systems by prompting the target to download unwanted software.
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x
x
x
x
x

Co-opting remote terminal units within SCADA systems to issue “open” commands to specific breakers
at substations;
Severing communications by targeting firmware in serial-to-Ethernet devices, making most
unrecoverable;
Installing and running a modified KillDisk program that deleted information on what was occurring
while making recovery reboots nearly impossible;
Shutting down uninterruptible power supplies at control centers; and
Executing a large denial-of-service attack on utility call centers that prevented customers from reporting
outages and reduced the utilities’ understanding of the extent of outages.

These actions prevented operators from accessing the SCADA systems, left control centers without power, and
left cyber monitoring and control systems inoperable. Service was restored by shutting off the SCADA system
and resorting manual operation. Although power was restored relatively quickly, control centers were not fully
operational for months following the attack (E-ISAC and SANS ICS, 2016).

Operations Error
A number of historical blackouts have been caused by one or more faults, typically when the
system is heavily loaded, that could have been managed if not for a sequence of subsequent operator
errors. The network structure of the grid allows large-scale disruptions to result from distant, localized
electrical faults, and system irregularities can propagate near instantaneously, generally through the work
of protection relays acting unexpectedly to unusual system conditions. For example, the infamous 2003
Northeast blackout was triggered by a simple fault—a tree caused a transmission line short circuit—but
within hours it became the largest blackout in U.S. history, owing to two computer/software errors that
caused a lack of situational awareness from grid operators. A smaller but similar cascading failure
occurred in 2011 in the southwestern United States, when a problem at a single substation in Arizona
grew into a major outage across Southern California in a few minutes.
There are a vast number of potential types of operations error—in both control rooms and in the
field—that can lead to cascading blackouts, which makes planning difficult. Fortunately, because
virtually all key components of the power system have protective devices that disconnect before damage
can occur, cascading blackouts typically do not cause serious physical damage to system components
beyond the initiating failure. Depending on system conditions and the nature of faults, operator error can
unfold over periods of minutes to hours, and there may be opportunities to detect errors and take
corrective action. With improved training and drilling, better instrumentation, improved situational
awareness, and improved control methods, the risks of operator error leading to cascading failure have
been, and can continue to be, reduced. At the same time, other external threats such as terrorist attacks
and pandemics can place operators under stress and potentially increase the probability of errors. In
Figure 3.1, operations errors are denoted by point O.
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Tsunamis
T
The
T domain off damage for tsunamis,
t
den
noted T in Figgure 3.1, is lim
mited to coasttal regions. Figure
3.4 showss locations in the United Sttates that havee experiencedd major tsunaami events over the past
millennium, which are almost entireely on the Paccific coast. A large internattional warninng system,
involving 26 nations, monitors
m
and provides
p
warn
ning across thhe Pacific bassin. As part off that system,, the
United States hosts thee Pacific Tsun
nami Warning
g Center near Honolulu, Hawaii, and alsso operates thhe
Alaska Tssunami Warniing Center in Palmer, Alasska. With advvanced warninng, critical faccilities can bee shut
down to reduce damage. Although the
t best way to
t reduce the risks to the ppower system is to place m
major
facilities in
i locations th
hat are not vu
ulnerable to tsunamis, abanndoning and m
moving existinng installationns is
expensivee, and there may
m be other protective
p
step
ps that can bee taken such aas elevating backup generaators.
This is inccreasingly a factor
f
in utilitty planning in
n Hawaii and along the wesst coast.

FIGURE 3.4 U.S. coaastal locationss that have ex
xperienced maajor tsunamiss over the couurse of the passt
1,000 yeaars. SOURCE: USGS (2016a).

onal Weatheer
Regio
Weather
W
eventts can be a maajor cause of disruption
d
forr the power syystem. Scienttific knowledgge
about both
h the causes of
o severe weaather events an
nd the abilityy to detect chaanges in the riisks varies
considerab
bly. Some ch
hanging risks, such as the liikelihood of m
more frequennt and extremee precipitationn
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events and
d more frequeent heat wavees, are reasonaably well undderstood in booth regards. O
Others, like thhe
frequency
y and intensity
y of ice storm
ms (which can devastate poower systems)), are not undeerstood in eithher
regard. Fiigure 3.5 displays this conssiderable variiation in the leevel of scienttific understannding of weatther
and how the
t frequency
y and intensity
y of different weather evennts may evolvve as a conseqquence of natuural
variability
y, climate system oscillatio
ons (El Niño–
–Southern Osccillation, Norrth Atlantic O
Oscillation, etcc.),
and seculaar climate chaanges (IPCC, 2013; NASE
EM, 2016).

FIGURE 3.5 Summarry of the statee of knowledg
ge of how thee frequency annd intensity oof various weaather
events maay evolve oveer time. SOUR
RCE: Wuebblles et al. (201 4). ©American Meteoroloogical Societyy.
Used with
h permission.
n Figure 3.1, point
p
R denottes regional weather
w
eventss such as inteense convectivve storms andd
In
tornadoess that are capaable of wide-sspread damag
ge, especially to distributioon systems. Generally,
individuall tornadoes im
mpact only a small
s
area, an
nd the specificc locations att which damagges occur are often
difficult to
o anticipate. However,
H
increasing resolu
ution in weathher forecasts does providee system operaators
with somee ability to prrepare and be ready to resp
pond quickly oonce damage has occurredd—for example, by
pre-positioning repair crews.
c
Tornadoes
T
hav
ve occurred in
n all parts of the
t country, bbut they are raare west of thee Rocky
Mountain
ns. Similarly, tornadoes
t
do not occur at a uniform ratee across the yyear and are m
most frequent in
April, Maay, and June (Figure 3.6). Utilities
U
and communities
c
iin high-frequuency areas arre aware of thhe risk
and routin
nely prepare, building
b
sheltters for peoplle and hardenning the utilityy infrastructurre.
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FIGURE 3.6 Map of tornado frequ
uency from 19
990 to 2009 ((days per yearr within 25 m
miles of any pooint).
SOURCE
E: NOAA and NSSL (2009
9).

FIGURE 3.7 Tornado
oes show a strrong (A) temp
poral and (B) seasonal variation. SOUR
RCE: NOAA
(2016).
The
T frequency
y of tornadoes shows a strong temporal aand seasonal variation (Figgure 3.7). Thee
annual freequency of torrnadoes stron
ng enough to cause
c
damagee to power linnes shows no apparent timee
trend. On the other han
nd, Tippett et al. (2016) rep
port that “the largest U.S. eeffects of tornnadoes resultss
from tornaado outbreakss . . . we find that the frequ
uency of U.S.. outbreaks w
with the many tornadoes is
increasing
g and that it iss increasing faster
fa
for moree extreme outtbreaks.” Tipppett et al. (20016) report thaat, to
date, they
y have been un
nable to link this
t increase to
t climate chaange. While nnot ruling outt climate channge,
they specu
ulate that low
w-frequency cllimate variability may be a contributingg factor, amonng others. Figgure
3.8 showss a track of sto
orms on April 21 and 22, 2006,
2
impactinng four statess from Mississsippi to Northh
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Carolina. Often these different
d
even
nts are not con
nnected by loccal authoritiees, each of whhich is responsible
for recoveery from a fraaction of the total impact.

FIGURE 3.8 In 2006,, a cluster of tornadoes
t
cau
used damage aacross four sttates in 10 hoours from one
super cell. SOURCE: Tang
T
(2008).

Icce Storms
Point I in Figu
ure 3.1 denotes ice storms (freezing
(
rainn). As is evideent from the eexperience in 1998
in Québecc, Ontario, an
nd in upstate New
N York, icee storms (freeezing rain) caan result in veery widespread
damage affter which fulll recovery may
m take many
y weeks. Figuure 3.9A show
ws the historiccal distributioon of
freezing rain
r events in the United Sttates over the last 50 yearss. Figure 3.9B
B shows the sllight upward trend
in event frequency
fr
oveer the period 1975
1
to 2014. Figure 3.9C shows the likkely trend in tthe frequencyy of
future ice storms across the differen
nt regions at riisk.

FIGURE 3.9 (A) Disttribution of frreezing rain frrom 1948 to 22000, (B) sligght recent trennd toward moore
events, an
nd (C) best esttimate of tren
nd by region. SOURCES: ((A) Changnonn and Karl (2003)©Ameriican
Meteorolo
ogical Society
y. Used with permission. (B)
( Groismann et al./CC BY
Y (2016). (C)) Kunkel (20116).
t accumulaation of ice onn distribution and transmission lines, as the
Ice stormss interrupt power through the
added weiight brings lin
nes down and
d causes damaage to poles aand towers. Inn addition to iincreased weiight,
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wind blow
wing against ice-laden
i
tran
nsmission linees can cause loow-frequencyy (1 Hz) highh-amplitude (11 m)
oscillation
ns (called con
nductor gallop
p) that furtherr stress towerss and insulatoors. Ice accum
mulation on neearby
trees can cause
c
branchees to fall on liines or bring vegetation cl ose enough too allow arcingg current to cause
a short. Im
mpacts to disttribution systeems are comm
mon, whereas damage to trransmission toowers is less
common but
b requires more
m
resourcees and time to
o recover from
m. Many evoccative picturess of damagedd
transmissiion and distribution infrasttructure are av
vailable, datinng back nearlly 100 years. Figure 3.10A
A
illustrates the extent to which ice caan accumulatee on distributiion systems, aand Figure 3.10B shows toowers
that collap
psed due to icce accumulatiion during a massive
m
storm
m in Québec inn 1998. Afterr the first toweer
failed, oth
hers were pullled down.
Winter
W
storms are a leading
g cause of pow
wer outages nnationally but do not receivve as much
national attention
a
as co
oncentrated ev
vents like hurrricanes. How
wever, they offten do not meeet Departmeent of
Energy (D
DOE) reportin
ng requiremen
nts and mightt be exempt frrom the system average intterruption durration
index and
d the system average
a
interru
uption frequeency index relliability metriic reporting. B
Because winter
storm outages may be underreported
u
d, accurate staatistics are noot available. T
The majority oof outages aree
d handled by utility
u
crews experienced w
with recoveriing from them
m.
relatively localized and

on of several inches
i
on disttribution liness caused thesee poles to colllapse,
FIGURE 3.10 (A) Icee accumulatio
mages from th
he infamous 1998
1
ice storm
m across southheastern Canaada and the nnortheastern U
United
and (B) im
States. SO
OURCE: (A) ©1998
©
The Associated
A
Preess (B) Roberrt Laberge/AF
FP/Getty Imaages.

a emerging techniques to
o reduce the rrisk of ice storms and acceelerate restoraation.
There are established and
t
to high
her standards is a known strategy,
s
but thhere is insuffficient data onn the likelihoood of
Building towers
extreme icce events and
d the associateed costs of ou
utages to suppport greater innvestment. Teechniques beinng
explored for
f distributio
on systems incclude helicallly staked guy ing for poles,, hydrophilic coating to help
electrical infrastructuree shed ice, and disconnectiing wires thatt fall to the grround withoutt damaging pooles.
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Floods
Floods (Point F in Figure 3.1) can take many forms, from very abrupt flash floods that follow a
sudden rainstorm or the breach of a dam, to events whose buildup occurs over extended periods. Floods
can damage distribution or transmission towers and their footings or damage equipment installed on the
ground. Most utilities have used historical flood data to choose locations for major facilities, such as
substations, that are unlikely to be inundated. However, as the climate changes, the frequency of
inundation is also changing (e.g., in some places a “100-year event” may have a much more frequent
return period).
Hurricanes and tropical storms are a principal cause of flooding. Detailed maps of the “100-year
flood plan” are available for much of the United States from the Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA). As of 2005, about one million miles of stream have been mapped. Figure 3.11 shows an
example map for an area impacted by the flood following Hurricane Agnes. The map reproduced here is
compressed (and hence the legends are not readable), but it is included here to convey the type of
information that is available.
The Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) fifth assessment report anticipates that,
in light of climate change, North America will experience “an increase in the number of heavy
precipitation events” and “increased damages from river and coastal urban floods” (IPCC, 2014). These
changes suggest that it is time to explore the development of more informative strategies to communicate
the likely future extent and frequency of future flooding since the traditional 30-year or 100-year flood
metric is problematic when the underlying physical processes are not stationary.
The National Research Council Committee on Floodplain Mapping Technologies examined map
accuracy in 2007 in a report titled Elevation Data for Floodplain Mapping and recommended much
greater use of lidar altimetry (NRC, 2007). There are several challenges to accurate flood mapping,
including these two: (1) the changes in the rate of river flows (and height of crest) as land is developed in
a watershed, and (2) popular pressure to understate risk to lower flood insurance costs and avert an
adverse impact on real estate value. Despite these limitations, the FEMA flood maps, if interpreted
conservatively, provide a superb basis for assessing flood risks to electrical assets and planning flood
remediation.
In addition to disrupting the bulk power system, flooding can make access difficult for
distribution system repair crews, cause damage by flooding manholes, and cause other problems in
underground distribution systems and components. This suggests that care should be taken in design and
building of underground systems in flood-prone areas.
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FIGURE 3.11 Examp
ple of a Federal Emergency
y Managemennt Agency floood map for thhe Susquehannna
River neaar West Pittsto
on, Pennsylvaania. The bluee shaded areass on the east aand west bankks of the riveer are
high risk. The dark graay areas beyon
nd the blue arrea are at modderate risk. Thhe areas outsiide of the shaaded
areas are not
n expected to be impacteed by a 100-y
year flood. SO
OURCE: FEM
MA (2016).

Space Weeather and Other
O
Electroomagnetic Th
hreats
A variety of so
olar activities (referred to as
a space weathher, point S inn Figure 3.1) can impact
Earth’s en
nvironment (N
NRC, 2008). Large
L
bursts of
o charged paarticles ejecteed by storms oon the sun, caalled
coronal mass
m ejections, can intersecct the earth, caausing fluctuaations in earthh’s magnetic field that creaate
very low frequency
f
voltage gradientts across land
d, generally att northerly lattitudes, and innduce quasisteady-staate current thaat can flow in
n long transmiission lines. T
These low-freequency curreents can causee
saturation
n of transform
mer magnetic cores
c
and resu
ult in damagee from overheeating. Transfformer saturattion
can also result in reactiive power and
d harmonic geeneration, whhich can impaact the entire ppower system
m. The
orm of this typ
pe in the histo
orical record is the 1859 C
Carrington Event, which caaused telegrapph
largest sto
systems in
n the United States
S
and Eu
urope to fail. More
M
recentlyy, smaller solaar storms havve caused
blackouts and very lim
mited damage in power systtems. In Marcch 1989, apprroximately 6 m
million peoplle lost
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power for up to 9 hours across Québec from a solar storm that damaged a few transformers and other
equipment. A smaller hour-long outage occurred in Sweden in October 2003.
A risk summary prepared by Lloyds (2013) argues that “historical auroral records suggest a return
period of 50 years for Québec-level storms and 150 years for very extreme storms, such as the Carrington
Event.” In a 2011 study, the Department of Defense’s (DOD’s) JASON advisory panel concluded that the
federal response to the risk “is poorly organized; no one is in charge, resulting in duplications and
omissions between agencies” (MITRE, 2011). In 2015, the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) published a Notice of Proposed Rulemaking that requires transmission operators to
conduct a vulnerability assessment and update it periodically (FERC, 2015). In October 2016, President
Obama issued a comprehensive executive order addressing space weather, which gave the Department of
Homeland Security overall leadership in geomagnetic disturbance preparedness and the DOE leadership
in addressing grid impacts.
In 1989, there was no warning for the impending geomagnetic disturbance, whereas now
satellites can provide 30 minutes of advance warning and sun observation up to 2-3 days ahead of impact.
This warning could provide utilities an opportunity to protect the grid—for example, implementing
operating procedures that are designed to protect critical transformers. The time constants determining
impacts on transformers from solar storms (or from the E3 portion of electromagnetic pulse [EMP]
events) are slow enough that there is time to protect transformers even as the event is occurring.
Developing standard approaches for real time monitoring of transformers that could be susceptible to
damage during solar storms (which can be identified through vulnerability assessments required by
NERC) would help operators minimize damage. Such real-time monitoring could be combined with
automated protection schemes that prevent transformer damage from geomagnetic disturbances. Other
engineering solutions exist to make electrical systems more resistant to geomagnetic disturbances,
including building better protection into transformers and designing systems to provide more reactive
power on demand.
The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) and the U.S. Airforce jointly
operate the Space Weather Prediction Center that uses solar and satellite observations (including NOAA’s
DSCOVR satellite at the L1 point in deep space) to provide forecasts of space weather events. By
observing the limb of the rotating sun, the addition of a satellite at L5 could provide valuable additional
advance warning (Gibney, 2017). While coronal mass ejections are relatively slow moving, requiring a
day or more to reach the earth, there are a number of events that can produce highly energetic particles
that can arrive at the earth in hours, sometimes with little or no warning. These high energy particles can
cause damage to GPS and other satellites, which are used by the power system.
Recent standards for transmission system performance in the event of geomagnetic disturbance
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(GMD)—for example, NERC standard TPL-007-1—are currently under revision but require that
responsible entities maintain detailed system and geomagnetically induced current system models, use
these to perform GMD vulnerability assessments every 5 years, and document and communicate this
information to other affected entities.
Finally, the committee notes that several of the protective strategies that power companies adopt
to reduce vulnerability to solar storms may also provide protection against the lower energy frequencies
of an EMP,2 which is a surge of electromagnetic radiation (Box 3.3) with different components that
impact the power system. The early time component of an EMP (E1) is an intense, rapid pulse on the
order of tens of kV per meter that decays to nearly zero in less than 1 microsecond; the intermediate time
component (E2) has an amplitude of several hundred volts per meter and a duration of one to several
hundred microseconds; and the late time component (E3) is a very low amplitude pulse on the order of
millivolts per meter with a duration between one and 100 seconds. The electric fields associated with
EMP can impact power systems directly (E1 and E2) or induce currents in transmission lines similar to
the low frequency currents associated with GMD events (E3). Small, suitcase-size EMP devices3 can also
cause electromagnetic disturbances that can impact the power systems’ (especially substation) equipment,
but the impacts will likely be very localized. A nuclear weapon or a dedicated non-nuclear EMP device
detonated at a high altitude could cause widespread damage to the electricity grid; nonetheless,
understanding of this risk is largely theoretical. The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) collaborated
with the DOE recently to develop a Joint Electromagnetic Pulse Strategy that outlines broad objectives
and research needs but stops short of presenting a plan for EMP hardening (DOE and EPRI, 2016).
While most critical satellites have been “hardened,” a large enough space weather event could
cause damage to earth-orbiting satellites including those used for communication and the GPS. Modern
utilities use the GPS to provide time synchronization across their spatially distributed systems. Disruption
of these precise timing signals can result in operational problems. While the GPS is well protected, it is
also possible that sophisticated earth-bound hackers could disrupt GPS software and control systems.
There are technologies that can minimize this risk, but to date their adoption has been limited (Achanta et
al., 2015).


2

A continental-scale electromagnetic pulse caused by the detonation at high altitude of a specially designed
nuclear weapon consists of several electromagnetic waveforms, the first of which has an extremely rapid rise time.
3
“Suitcase-size EMP devices” are more accurately referred to as radio frequency weapons, essentially a class
of non-nuclear weapons that have a local impact similar to that of an EMP E1 pulse. While the DOD is very
experienced in this area, less attention has been directed to protecting civilian infrastructure. The concern is that one
of these devices might target a control center, disrupting some or all of its computers and communications.
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BOX 3.3
Electromagnetic Pulse


An electromagnetic pulse (EMP) is a short duration surge of electromagnetic radiation that can be human-made or
natural in origin and have local or widespread impacts. While local impacts can be caused by lightning strikes or by
radio-frequency weapons, wider EMP impacts could be caused by the high-altitude detonation of an appropriately
designed nuclear weapon. Such a wide-area EMP induced by a high-altitude nuclear weapon is an issue most
appropriately addressed by the DOD.
The DOE and EPRI (2016) created the Joint Electromagnetic Pulse Resilience Strategy to help reduce the grid’s
vulnerability to EMP and improve the energy sector’s response and recovery. The initial plan is more of a research
strategy than an actual plan for EMP hardening and will take several years to realize. The plan sets five objectives:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Improve and share understanding of EMP threat, effects, and impacts;
Identify priority infrastructure;
Test and promote mitigation and protection approaches;
Enhance response and recovery capabilities to an EMP attack; and
Share best practices across government and industry, nationally and internationally.



Hurricanes or Tropical Cyclones
As we have learned repeatedly, tropical cyclones can create enormous havoc in power systems.
Modern forecasting methods typically provide several days of advance warning, with increasingly more
precise and accurate predictions about intensity and the location of land-fall as a storm comes closer.
Over their lifetime, tropical storms have three basic impacts on power systems: (1) initial impact of wind
and rain, (2) storm surge in coastal areas and near major inland waters (e.g., Lake Pontchartrain during
Katrina), and (3) flooding due to precipitation. Hurricane risk is concentrated on the Atlantic and Gulf
coasts of the United States and in the state of Hawaii (Figure 3.12A).
A 2016 report of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine concludes that
a “broad consensus has emerged as to the expected future trends in their levels of certainty . . . tropical
cyclones are projected to become more intense as the climate warms. There is considerable confidence in
this conclusion . . . the global frequency of tropical cyclone formation is projected to decrease . . . but
there is less confidence in this conclusion than in the expectation of increasing intensity,” as indicated
with historical data in Figure 3.12B (NASEM, 2016).
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FIGURE 3.12 (A) Th
he region of hu
urricane risk is greatest onn the Atlantic and Gulf coaasts of the Unnited
d (B) recent years
y
have seeen a trend of Atlantic hurriicanes becom
ming more inteense. This is
States and
probably the
t result of both
b
warmer sea-surface
s
teemperatures aand natural cliimate variatioons. The lightter
color line is the percen
ntage of hurriccanes that reaach category 3 or greater eaach year, and the dark is thhe 5year runniing average. SOURCE:
S
(A
A) The Nation
nal Atlas and U
USGS (2005)) and (B) UCS (2016) at
www.ucsu
usa.org.
Along
A
with winter storms, hurricanes
h
and
d tropical storrms4 (Point H in Figure 3.1) are some oof the
largest sou
urces of disru
uption of pow
wer systems. As
A illustrated bby Superstorm
m Sandy and Hurricane
Katrina, th
he resulting destruction
d
caan be widespreead. Sandy w
was an immense and meteorologically
complex storm
s
that cau
used outages in 17 states an
nd the Districct of Columbiia, with the im
mpacts beginnning
over a relaatively short period
p
of timee. In contrast,, Hurricane K
Katrina was a very differennt storm. Whille its
impact on
n New Orlean
ns (due largely
y to dike failu
ures) and coasstal Mississipppi was the focus of press
coverage, the total imp
pact on electriicity infrastructure was muuch broader beecause the stoorm had moree
h higher susstained wind speed
s
over larrger areas, annd traveled upp the Mississipppi River valley
rainfall, had
causing ou
utages as far inland as Ten
nnessee. Both
h Katrina and Sandy were ddevastating, bbut while Sandy
was essen
ntially a conceentrated eventt, Katrina cau
used damage tto power systtems across a much larger
region. While
W
advanced models allo
ow scientists to
t project the course and ddevelopment oof hurricanes with
greater prrecision than ever
e
before, weather
w
eventts still have thhe capacity too surprise. In pplanning and
preparatio
on, it is imporrtant to remem
mber that the evolution of a hurricane caan involve suubstantial
uncertaintty.

Wildfire


4

In this discussion, the
t committee includes post-ttropical cyclonnes like Supersstorm Sandy whhere most of thhe
damage waas done after th
he winds had dropped
d
below hurricane forc e and the storm
m had lost its hhurricane structture.
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Climate
C
scientists have long
g predicted more
m
frequent aand more inteense wildfiress as a result oof
ongoing climate
c
chang
ge (NCAR, 19
988). While fiire typically ddoes not causee widespread damage to poower
systems, it
i can have major impacts on
o specific su
ubstations andd transmissionn systems, annd operators m
may
have to ree-route powerr flows to avoid affected arreas. Vulnerabbility can ofteen be limited with vegetatiion
control, allthough very large fires caan often jump even the mosst aggressive protective maargins. Restorration
of fire-dam
maged facilitiies can requirre days or weeeks. Fire is deenoted as poinnt W in Figurre 3.1.

Volccanic Activityy
In
n much of thee country volccanic activity (V in Figure 3.1) is not a cconcern, but iin the Pacific
Northwest, and parts of Alaska and Hawaii, it preesents a low pprobability buut high consequence risk fr
from
eruption, ash fall, lava flow, and lah
hars. The U.S. Geological S
Survey mainttains an activee warning proogram
d problems iss to locate crittical facilitiess away from
(USGS, 2016b). Clearlly the best strategy to avoid
vulnerablee locations. However,
H
as Figure
F
3.13 illlustrates, in thhe case of Moount Rainier, tthe impacted
region can
n be quite larg
ge. Additionaal damage can
n be caused byy fine particuulate dust and falling ash, w
which
can cause insulator flasshovers and potentially
p
dissable transform
mers. The geographic exteent of falling ash
h
area.
may greattly exceed thee immediate hazard
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FIGURE 3.13 Volcanic hazard map for the region around Mount Rainier. A “lahar” is a mud and debris
flow that can burry everything in its path such as the communities marked as “hazard zones.” SOURCE:
USGS (2008).

Drought
Finally, in the extreme upper right corner of Figure 3.1 is point D, for drought. Droughts have
multiple implications for power systems, ranging from reduced hydroelectricity generation, limited
availability of cooling water for power stations, or increased demand for power needed for pumping and
treatment. The IPCC report on extreme events concluded that “there is medium confidence that droughts
will intensify in the 21st century in some seasons and areas, due to reduced precipitation and/or increased
evapotranspiration. This applies to regions including . . . central North America” (Seneviratne et al.,
2012).
While the power system can become very stressed during extreme heat (heat waves), ordinarily
the it manages to deal with such events. Of course, when the power system is highly stressed, the
probability of hardware failures or operator error resulting in significant outages increases. The IPCC
Fifth Assessment Report (2014, p. 10) concluded, “It is virtually certain that there will be more frequent
hot and fewer cold temperature extremes over most land areas on daily and seasonal timescales, as global
mean surface temperature increases. It is very likely that heat waves will occur with a higher frequency
and longer duration.” The 2014 U.S. National Climate Assessment drew similar conclusions (USGCRP,
2014).

Findings and Recommendations
The hazards reviewed in this section fall broadly into two categories: (1) those in which human
action is the primary contributing factor, and (2) those that involve natural causes. The committee divides
its findings and recommendations in this same way. With respect to hazards resulting from human
actions, the committee finds the following:

Finding: While to date there have been only minor attacks on the power system in the United
States, large-scale physical destruction of key parts of the power system by terrorists is a real
danger. Some physical attacks could cause disruption in system operations that last for weeks or
months.
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Finding: The United States has been fortunate that none of the cyber attacks that are being
mounted against the power system have caused significant service disruption. However, the risks
posed by cyber attacks are very real and could cause major disruptions in system operations.

Finding: While it is tempting to think of physical and cyber attacks as separate and discrete
hazards, they could occur together, and attacks could also occur repeatedly. Furthermore, because
the power system is essential to the operation of many important infrastructures, physical and/or
cyber attacks on that system can impact delivery of other critical services. An attack on the power
system undertaken in conjunction with other terrorist action could be especially harmful.
Recommendation 3.1: To better protect the grid from physical and cyber attacks, the
intelligence communities, the Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Energy, and
operating utilities should sustain and enhance their monitoring and information-sharing activities
and continue to assure that adequate communication channels are maintained among all
responsible parties. Additional steps, such as the creation of teams to test weaknesses in existing
systems, should be taken to avoid the risks of complacency and to drive a culture of continual
improvement.
With respect to hazards resulting from natural causes, the committee finds the following:
Finding: Good data on the causes, probabilities, and spatial and temporal distribution of natural
hazards that can disrupt power systems are essential to assuring the resilient operation of those
systems. Government and other responsible parties should support and strengthen the activities of
organizations that collect these data.
Finding: The probability, intensity, and spatial distribution of many of the hazards that can
disrupt the power system are changing. These changes are due in part to the consequences of
ongoing climate change. Traditional measures, based on an assumption of statistical stationarity
(e.g., 100-year flood), may need to be revised to produce measures that reflect the changing
nature of some hazards.
Finding: Some organizations that are responsible for monitoring and preparing for natural
hazards, such as floods and tornadoes, have a local focus that can overlook spatial correlation and
broader system risks. Nonetheless, local assessments such as the “Threat and Hazard
Identification and Risk Assessment,”5 encouraged by the Federal Emergency Management
Agency, can provide valuable resources for utilities to build upon.


5

See, for example, https://www.fema.gov/media-librarydata/8ca0a9e54dc8b037a55b402b2a269e94/CPG201_htirag_2nd_edition.pdf.
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Recommenda
R
ation 3.2: On
n a periodic baasis (e.g., eveery 5 years), thhe Departmennt of Homelannd
Security and th
he Departmen
nt of Energy, as the energyy sector lead, should work with state andd
ocal authoritiees and electriccity system op
perators to unndertake an “aall-hazards” aassessment off the
lo
naatural hazardss faced by power systems. Local utilitiees should custtomize those assessments tto
th
heir local cond
ditions and bu
uild on existin
ng local assesssments to incclude detailedd electricity
sy
ystem information, keeping
g in mind thaat the past mayy not be an acccurate predicctor of the futture.

THE LIFE
L
CYCLE
E OF A POW
WER OUTAG
GE
Although
A
the type and exten
nt of damage varies amongg the different
nt threats prevviously describbed, a
notional time-series mo
odel of a pow
wer outage is shown
s
in Figuure 3.14, whicch provides eelaboration off
he key steps in
i the four-staage process off resilience diisplayed in Fiigure 1.2A. T
The committeee also
some of th
uses thesee steps in Chaapter 6 to illusstrate strategies to achieve resilience in the face of a specific causse of
disruption
n.
The
T blue line in Figure 3.14
4 illustrates th
he percentage of load that m
may be servedd over time, ffrom
the initial full level unttil the start off the event, at which point lload begins too drop off. Looad persists aat a
reduced leevel for somee period until restoration beeings. Power is then restorred, although sometimes noot to
the full prre-event levell, as electricity
y-consuming entities may have been daamaged or desstroyed. If thee
event caused significan
nt physical daamage, load may
m continue to build slow
wly during a m
multi-year recoovery
period as electricity systems are resttored, homes are reoccupieed, and businnesses reopen..
The
T relative length of each stage and the activities unddertaken by uutilities and otther organizaations
involved in
i the responsse are differen
nt depending upon the typee of disruptioon. Likewise, the activities
undertakeen by utilities during each of
o these stagees also varies significantly based on the resources
available and the techn
nological charracteristics off the impactedd system. As bbriefly introdduced below aand as
n the followin
ng chapters, there
t
are many
y strategies thhat can help uutilities perforrm better throough
outlined in
the entire outage life cy
ycle.
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FIGURE 3.14 Notional time series of a major power outage divided into six stages. The length of each
stage and the activities performed by utilities and others involved in the response vary for different
disruptions.

Plan
The majority of time is spent in the planning stage, which occurs continuously and well before
any specific hazard is identified. While there is variation among organizations, utilities—from large
vertically integrated firms to small distribution cooperatives—generally know what the major hazards are
in their service territories, may have first-hand experience with such hazards, and may even be required
by regulators to prepare and submit plans regularly for addressing these risks. For example, utilities in the
southeast prepare for hurricanes, whereas those in the far northeast focus more on ice storms. Utilities
also generally know which parts of their physical systems are most vulnerable. This knowledge is
acquired through experience and with diverse resources, such as data sets from NOAA and the National
Weather Service. Nonetheless, the local impacts of most hazards, even those with a long history, are
unknown during planning stages. Following Superstorm Sandy, the New Jersey utility Public Service
Enterprise Group believed that the impact would have been much greater (perhaps double) if the storm
track had been only 10 miles different, as more critical substations could have been affected by flooding
in drainage basins. Utilities have less experience handling certain risks—notably those related to cyber
attack—which makes assessing and planning more difficult.
Activities during the planning phase are both preventative and preparatory. At the distribution
level, these include hardening system components and installing more advanced technologies such as
automatically reconfigurable circuits. The level of investment by different utilities is closely tied to state
regulatory or board oversight decisions; thus, there is wide variability across different states, and planning
decisions are not solely determined by utilities. For investor-owned utilities, state regulatory commissions
strive to keep costs low for ratepayers by approving investments that have net benefits for customers and
not allowing a utility to “gold plate” its system. On the transmission level, utilities maintain, harden, and
expand the physical and cyber infrastructure (both hardware and software) with investments and
reliability standards overseen by NERC and FERC. As the complexity and scale of the grid as a cyberphysical system continues to grow, there are opportunities to plan and design the system to reduce the
criticality of individual components and to fail gracefully as opposed to catastrophically. Equally
important, utilities routinely plan for restoration—for example, by developing mutual assistance
agreements, investing in spare parts sharing programs, and conducting restoration drills and exercises.
Utilities must also engage and maintain strong relationships with local emergency management agencies
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to integrate their own planning into local and national efforts, as discussed in greater detail in Chapters 5
and 6. Additionally, there is a critical need to engage electricity end users during planning to define the
locations and characteristics of critical loads in a service territory and ensure appropriate use of backup
generation.

Prepare
The preparation phase begins when a specific threat is identified—for example, when a hurricane
forms with a projected track that will impact a specific utility. Some hazards have no advance warning,
while others can be identified and monitored with sufficient time for utilities and other responders to
move beyond general planning and develop specific actions. For example, utilities preparing for impeding
hazard may check the health of critical components (including the health of cyber systems), check stocks
of spare equipment, activate mutual assistance agreements, and bring local crews to a state of readiness,
potentially pre-staging supplies and repair crews at specific locations. Operators assess the level of
generation available, likely bringing additional reserve generation online, evaluate the adequacy and
vulnerability of different fuel stocks and supply chains, and verify the state of charge of utility-scale
storage assets if available. During preparation, utilities can begin coordinating with relevant disaster
response organizations and encourage the public to purchase fuel and test backup generators. Utilities that
have built and maintained strong relationships with local emergency management organizations know
whom to engage, whereas organizations that have not built these relationships may waste valuable time
and resources trying to connect with local efforts. There are growing opportunities to engage distributed
energy resource (DER) owners so that system operators know the state of these resources, although
current interconnection standards and contractual arrangements need to be revised to promote utility
visibility and controllability of DERs.

Event
The duration of disruptive events varies significantly, as do the capabilities and resources of
different utilities. The duration of the actual disruptive event is always much shorter than the period from
planning through final recovery. It can last many hours for hurricanes to minutes or even seconds for
tornadoes and earthquakes. Floods can last many days or a small number of weeks. The longest duration,
however, is for cyber events. The outage may only last a short time, but the period from cyber breach to
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detection and remediation may last many months. In the recent hack in Ukraine, the breach occurred 9
months before power was interrupted. The hackers used this time to learn how to control the breached
systems.
Except in the case of a cyber attack, when the event may be ongoing for an extended period but
undetected, the principal activity during the event is to monitor the damage and failures as they emerge
and to develop as clear an understanding of system state as possible. Distribution systems with large
amounts of advanced meter infrastructure and automated reconfiguration may lessen the number of
customers experiencing outages. Some utilities may not be aware of outages until they are reported by
telephone. Some events may be so destructive to physical and cyber systems that automation technologies
have no benefit and could even be detrimental in the case of a cyber attack (e.g., if microprocessor-based
relays with software installed by the manufacturer are hacked, the utility may have to replace the relay
entirely or send it back to the manufacturer). There is a great deal of activity at the level of generation and
transmission systems. System operators can balance generation and load through generation dispatch,
load control (e.g., rolling blackouts), controllable DERs, or intentional islanding. It may be possible to
continue with some preparatory activities, but, with limited time, telemetry, and communications, major
changes may not be possible.

Endure and Assess Within Safety Limits
For some events, conditions may prevent dispatch of crews (either boots on the ground or
man/unmanned aerial vehicles) because of safety concerns. This period may be zero (i.e., restoration can
begin immediately), or it may stretch for a lengthy time if access to damaged facilities is blocked as by
floodwater or landslides (utility crews can usually deal with downed trees). If cyber monitoring and
control systems are intact, utilities can continue to assess the state of the system. During this phase,
utilities communicate to understand the extent of damage, begin to prioritize repairs based on available
information, and may even schedule the dispatch of restoration crews. As explained in Chapter 5 of this
report, there are many strategies to reduce the adverse social and economic impacts of power outages,
including using DERs, backup generators, and microgrids to provide local power to critical facilities.

Restore
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Restoration is the most tangible and publicly visible phase of the event life cycle. As soon as
conditions permit safe dispatch of crews, utilities develop a high-resolution understanding of damages
with manned and unmanned aerial vehicles as well as crews on the ground. Based on this understanding,
priorities for restoration are established and repairs initiated, often through the shared resources
previously arranged in mutual assistance agreements. If a critical transformer without a replacement is
damaged, the system may have to be operated in a reduced state until a suitable replacement can be
provided. System operators manage switching to support physical restoration. Central operations also
provides information to customers and supports field crews by providing the necessary materials,
replacement components, repair equipment, and qualified workers, as well as transportation and
provisioning. This may require coordinating with state or federal officials to waive regulations or even
using military resources in extreme cases. If there are regions of the interconnection with power,
restoration may proceed from the “edge”; alternatively, utilities may initiate black start6 procedures. As
installations of DERs continue to increase, there are growing opportunities to use these resources in
restoration and black start; however, significant research is needed to demonstrate this capability.

Recover
After the electrical grid has been repaired and service has been restored from a large-area, longduration outage, utilities and regulators typically evaluate the event to identify root causes and
opportunities to improve performance. These investigations directly inform planning and investment
decisions made by utilities and overseen by regulators. As discussed in later chapters, there is often
scrutiny of utility and infrastructure performance following a major outage, and there may be public and
political support for grid investments that impact regulatory proceedings. In many cases (excluding cyber
attacks and cascading failures) the commercial, residential, and public infrastructure are also damaged,
may be long in returning, or may be lost permanently. In this case, the immediate restoration may be
concluded, but the load served may be slightly or substantially less than prior to the event. Presuming the
economy recovers and the impacted region is restored, the utility may be engaged in new construction for
a number of years. At a minimum, this will entail a sustained period of increased capital spending and
staffing for construction.


6

Most generators require power from the grid to energize their windings, which will not be available in the
event of a major outage. “Black start” refers to the process of providing the necessary power to restore a generation
plant when grid power is unavailable.
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4
Strategies to Prepare for and Mitigate Large-Area, Long-Duration Blackouts

INTRODUCTION
This chapter focuses on strategies that can help to avoid, prepare for, and reduce the likelihood,
magnitude, and duration of large-area, long-duration outages.1 Although this report is predominantly
concerned with large-scale outages, many of the preventative approaches described in this chapter also
decrease the likelihood of small localized outages and can help limit the spread and impact of small
disruptions before major recovery efforts (see Chapter 6) are required.
This chapter concentrates on two broad aspects of improving grid resilience, considering both
physical and cyber impairments. The first, planning and design, describes actions to enhance resilience
that can be taken well before a potentially severe physical or cyber event occurs. The second, operations,
describes how the grid is operated and strategies to enhance resilience during a severe event. Certainly
there is overlap between these two, and the dividing line can blur as the planning time horizon moves
closer to the real-time world of operations.

PLANNING AND DESIGN
The electric utility industry has a long history of planning, and the present high levels of
reliability attest to its success in this area. However, the majority of this planning and design work has
been directed toward increasing system reliability, while focusing on designing the system for optimal

1

Such events overlap with what the North American Electric Reliability Council (NERC) calls a “severe
event,” defined as an “emergency situation so catastrophic that complete restoration of electric service is not
possible” (NERC, 2012a).
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operations during normal conditions and creating the ability to respond to events similar to those that
have been previously encountered by grid operators. Planning and design for resilience is different, with
challenges that touch on essentially all aspects of the electric grid.
A resilient design requires a holistic consideration of both the resilience of the individual
components that comprise modern electric grids and the resilience of the system as a whole. There is, of
course, overlap between the two: system resilience can be enhanced by improved component resilience.
However, improved resilience also involves consideration of the system as a whole, including not just the
electric infrastructure itself, but also the interdependent infrastructures such as natural gas infrastructure,
support infrastructure for the supply of other key inputs, and the commercial communications systems
used in operating the grid. Last, improved resilience requires regulatory consideration of how upgrades
will be funded.

Component Hardening and Physical Security
Creating reliable and secure components, investing in system hardening, and pursuing damage
prevention activities are all strategies that improve the reliability of the grid and likewise play a role in
preventing and mitigating the extent of large-area, long-duration outages. Utilities are generally aware of
local hazards; however, these hazards may change over time, and utilities may not be aware of the
compound vulnerabilities that become increasingly possible. Strategies used to address these hazards
include appropriate design standards, siting methods, construction, maintenance, inspection, and
operating practices. For example, a transmission line traversing high mountains must be designed for
heavy ice loading, which may not be a design consideration for infrastructure located in desert
environments. Design considerations for generation facilities, substations, transmission lines, and
distribution lines frequently include environmental conditions such as extreme heat, cold, ice, and floods
among other known threats. Utilities have less experience in design and hardening for uncommon threats
such as geomagnetic disturbance (GMD) or electromagnetic pulse (EMP); nonetheless, these have been
the focus of increasing attention and strategies to reduce system vulnerability.
Utility investment in system hardening is typically informed by a risk-based cost-performance
optimization that strives to be economically efficient by investing in mitigation strategies with the greatest
reduction in risk at the lowest cost (Figure 4.1). In principle, an infinite amount of money could be spent
hardening and upgrading the system with costs passed on to ratepayers or taken from shareholder returns.
However, utilities and their regulators (or boards) are typically conservative in these investments. All
mitigation strategies have cost-performance trade-offs, and it may be difficult to estimate the actual
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Vegetation Management
Many outages, particularly those in the distribution system, are caused by trees and vegetation
that encroach on the right-of-way of power lines. Overhead transmission lines are not directly insulated
and instead require minimum separation distances for air to provide insulation. If trees or objects are
allowed to get too close and draw an arc, short circuits of the energized conductor can result. When they
are heavily loaded, transmission line conductors heat up, expand, and sag lower into the right-of-way,
which increases the likelihood of a fault at times of peak transmission loading. Therefore, inadequate
vegetation management in transmission line rights-of-way is a common cause of blackouts. On the lowervoltage distribution system, separation requirements are much smaller, and line sag is less of a
consideration. However, during high wind or icy conditions, falling trees and limbs can either create a
short circuit or tear down the wires themselves. This can be extremely hazardous when the energized
wires are in close proximity to people. So while there are different vegetation management practices for
transmission (clearing vegetation below the wires) and distribution (clearing vegetation from around and
above the wires), vegetation management is a key factor that influences the reliability of the transmission
and distribution (T&D) system. Following the widely publicized blackout of August 14, 2003, new
national standards for vegetation management of transmission lines were implemented. However, the
vegetation management practices for distribution utilities vary dramatically, influenced by a variety of
factors including geography, public sentiment, and regulatory encouragement.
Undergrounding
Undergrounding of T&D lines is often more expensive than building above-ground infrastructure.
Outside of dense urban environments, T&D assets are typically not installed underground unless land
constraints, aesthetics, or other community concerns justify the cost. Undergrounding protects against
some threats to the resilience of the electric grid, such as severe storms—a leading cause of outages—but
it does not address all threats (e.g., seismic or flooding) and may even make recovery more challenging.
Furthermore, undergrounding may be impractical in some areas, based on geologic or other constraints
(e.g., areas with a high water table.) Therefore, the decision of whether or not to underground T&D assets
varies considerably based on local factors; while undergrounding may have resilience benefits in some
circumstances, it does not offer a universal resilience benefit.
Reinforcement of Poles and Towers
Building the T&D network to withstand greater physical stresses can help prevent or mitigate the
catastrophic effects of major events. Structurally reinforcing towers and poles (referred to as robustness)
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is more common in areas where heavy wind or ice accumulations are possible, but the degree to which
they are reinforced presents a cost trade-off with clear resilience implications.
Dead-End Structures
To minimize cost, transmission towers are often designed to support only the weight of the lines,
with lateral support provided by the lines themselves, which are connected to adjacent towers. Thus, if
one tower is compromised, it can potentially create a domino effect whereby multiple towers fail. To limit
this, utilities install dead-end structures with sufficient strength to stop such a domino effect. However,
there is a cost trade-off associated with how often such structures should be installed (e.g., changing the
spacing from having one dead-end structure every 4 miles versus one dead-end structure every 10 miles).
Water Protection
Flooding is often a greater concern for substations and generation plants than transmission and
distribution lines, and storm surge is particularly challenging for some coastal assets. When siting new
facilities, it is possible to avoid low lying and flood prone areas. There are, however, many legacy
facilities located in high hazard areas. Given that much of the population lives in coastal areas, it is
impossible to address this risk completely through siting alone. Common techniques include installing
dikes and/or levees, if land permits, or elevating system components above flood levels, which can be
expensive when retrofitting legacy facilities.
Emerging Strategies for Geomagnetic Disturbance and Electromagnetic Pulse
There are various electromagnetic threats to the power system, including GMD (naturally
occurring) and EMP (man-made). Both of these threats have resilience considerations at the component
level and from a system-wide perspective. While they have different mechanisms of coupling to the grid
and inducing damage, they are similar in that they can damage high-value assets, such as transformers.
The EMP threat is unique in that it can directly incapacitate digital equipment such as microprocessors
and integrated circuits that are not military hardened. NERC has new planning requirements for
mitigating GMD (NERC, 2016a), and various commissions (e.g., the Congressional Commission to
Assess the Threat to the United States from EMP Attack) have explored the degree to which it is
appropriate to harden civilian infrastructure to address the EMP threat.
Physical Security
The immense size and exposed nature of electricity infrastructure makes complete physical
protection from attacks impossible; thus, there is a spectrum of physical security practices employed
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across the grid. Utilities selectively protect critical system components, and NERC standard CIP-014-2
(NERC, 2014a) is enforced on the transmission system. Distribution systems are outside the scope of
NERC jurisdiction. Because many generation facilities are staffed, they are relatively well protected.
Additional federal requirements apply to protecting nuclear and other key assets, such as federally owned
dams. Other assets essential to the operation of the system, such as control centers, can resemble bunkers
and are well guarded. Many substations are less protected and have only surveillance, locks, and other
deterrents. However, historical events such as the Metcalf incident (See Box 3.1) and a recent “white hat”
break-in and hack of a utility shared on YouTube call attention to the limitations of these strategies.
Alternative strategies include redesigning substation layout to minimize exposure, deploying barriers,
protecting information about the location of critical components, and improving adoption of best practices
and standards (ICF, 2016). Examples of these practices learned from the Metcalf incident include greater
emphasis on outside-the-fence measures, including camera coverage, lighting, and vegetation clearing.

Distribution System Resilience
As noted in Chapter 2, the wires portion of the electric grid is usually divided into two parts: the
high-voltage transmission grid and the lower-voltage distribution system. The transmission system is
usually networked, so that any particular location in the system will have at least two incident
transmission lines. The advantage of a networked system is that loss of any particular line would not
result in a power outage. In contrast, the typical distribution system is radial (i.e., there is just a single
supply), although networked distribution systems are often used in some urban areas (NASEM, 2016a).
Most aspects of resilience to severe events ultimately involve the transmission system; however,
improved distribution system resilience can play an important role.
There is wide variation in the level of technological sophistication in distribution systems. The
most advanced distribution utilities have dedicated fiber-optic communications networks, are moving
away from the tradition radial feeder design toward more networked architectures, and have
sectionalizing switches that allow isolation of damaged components. In response to damage on a
distribution circuit, these systems automatically reconfigure the distribution network to minimize the
number of customers affected. In one notable example, shown in Figure 4.2 and detailed in Box 4.1, the
Chattanooga Electric Power Board (EPB) installed significant distribution automation technology with a
$111 million grant from the Department of Energy (DOE) through its Smart Grid Investment Grant
program (authorized by the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act). The sophisticated and
extensive project entailed installing a dedicated fiber-optics communications system, smart distribution
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or storm that disrupted servvice on manyy distribution circuits operaated
by Chattaanooga Electriic Power Boaard, automaticc reconfigurattion preventedd outages for many custom
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(purple) and significantly reduced the number of circuits requiring manual repairs (green); and (B) such
automation has greatly reduced the number of customer-hours (area under the curve) of outage
experienced.
NOTE: AMI, advanced metering infrastructure.
SOURCE: Glass (2016).

BOX 4.1
Financial and Operational Benefits of Distribution Automation to Chattanooga Electric Power Board
Resilience and Reliability: The installed fiber-optic network allows EPB to manage a greater number of restoration
crews following a storm event and, based on a limited time frame, improve its system average interruption duration
index (SAIDI) and system average interruption frequency index (SAIFI) reliability metrics (Glass, 2016; Wade,
2016).
Financial Savings: Annual savings of $200,000 due to decreased dispatch of restoration crews, $2.5 million from
automated meter reading and remote disconnect, and $2.7 million in energy demand savings from demand response
and voltage control. Taken together, EPB saves nearly $5.5 million as a result of its fiber-optic and automation
technologies (Glass, 2016).

Finding: While many distribution automation technologies are available that would enhance
system resilience, their cost of deployment remains a barrier, particularly in light of challenges in
monetizing the benefits of such installations.
Recommendation 4.1: Building on ongoing industry efforts to enhance system resilience, the
Department of Energy and utility regulators should support a modest grant program that
encourages utility investment in innovative solutions that demonstrate resilience enhancement.
These projects should be selected to reduce barrier(s) to entry by improving regulator and utility
confidence, thereby promoting wider adoption in the marketplace.

Utility-Scale Battery Storage
Utility-scale battery storage is a relatively new tool available to operators to manage power
system stability, which can potentially help prevent or mitigate the extent of outages. Of course even large
batteries can only supply power for periods of hours, but such systems have value in other ways. They can
be used to dispatch large amounts of power for frequency regulation, potentially preventing propagation
of system disturbances, and provide additional flexibility for managing stability in lieu of demand
response or load shedding. Installations of large utility-scale batteries (as opposed to behind-the-meter
batteries) have increased significantly in several regions of the United States over the last 5 years. The
DOE Global Energy Storage Database has information on more than 200 utility-scale battery projects in
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Distributed
d Energy Ressources
Distributed
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characteristics. Historically, DER adoption has been driven by environmental considerations and
consumer preferences; only recently has resilience become an explicit design consideration. The greatest
resilience benefits can be realized through coordinated planning and upgrading of T&D systems, as well
as by providing operators the ability to monitor and control the operating characteristics of DERs in real
time and at scale. This may require changes to technical standards, regulations, and contractual
agreements.
Strategically placed DERs (that are visible to and controllable by utilities) not only provide local
generation at the end of vulnerable transmission lines, but also can be operated to relieve congestion and
potentially avoid the need for new transmission infrastructure. Thus, some of the early applications of
DERs for enhanced resilience were motivated by local system concerns—in locations with constraints on
transmission expansion or at the end of lines that are known to be problematic.

Inverter Standards for Increased Visibility and Control
At current levels of installation (relatively low except in certain areas such as Hawaii), DERs are
not likely to be used explicitly for the purpose of preventing or mitigating large-scale outages.
Nonetheless, as DER installations continue to grow, it may become possible to coordinate their dispatch
to help prevent outages (i.e., maintain system stability) and to expedite restoration (as described in
Chapter 6). However, realizing these system benefits would require that system operators—whether
distribution utilities or independent parties—have visibility and an appropriate level of control over the
majority of DERs in a region.
This will require changes in interconnection standards, notably regarding inverters that are the
interface between many types of DERs and the distribution system. In the past, these standards, which are
under revision as of this writing, have required that DERs disconnect from the grid under fault conditions.
This is undesirable behavior because it can jeopardize system stability under significant DER penetration
levels. In the revised standards (IEEE, 2017), inverters will be required to ride through grid events, and
they will have the ability to provide voltage and frequency regulation. Future inverters will provide
operators with updated information on DER performance (e.g., generation level, state of charge), who
could in turn actively utilize these resources in running the grid (e.g., when implementing adaptive
islanding or intelligent load shedding schemes)
A non-exhaustive list of advanced inverter functionalities that could help prevent or mitigate
outages, if they can be leveraged at scale, includes the following:
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x

Frequency-watt function. Adjusts real power output based on service frequency and can aid
in frequency regulation during an event.

x

Volt-var and volt-watt function. Adjusts reactive and/or real power output based on service
voltage; this is necessary to maintain distribution feeder voltages within acceptable bounds
when DER penetration is high, but it could also be used for transmission-level objectives.

x

Low/high voltage and frequency ride-through. Defines voltage and frequency ranges for the
inverter to remain on-line during a disturbance, which becomes a key feature at high DER
penetration levels.

x

DER settings for multiple grid configurations. Enables a system operator to provide a DER
with alternate settings, which may be needed when the local grid configuration changes (e.g.,
during islanding or circuit switching).

Finding: DERs have a largely untapped potential to improve the resilience of the electric power
system but do not contribute to this inherently. Rather, resilience implications must be explicitly
considered during planning and design decisions. In addition, the possibility exists to further
utilize DER capabilities during the operational stage.
Recommendation 4.2: The Department of Energy and the National Science Foundation, in
coordination with state agencies and international organizations, should initiate research,
development, and demonstration activities to explore the extent to which distributed energy
resources could be used to prevent large-area outages. Such programs should focus on the
technical, legal, and contractual challenges to providing system operators with visibility and
control over distributed energy resources in both normal and emergency conditions. This involves
interoperability requirements and standards for integration with distribution management systems,
which are ideally coordinated at the national and international levels.

Interconnected Electric Grid Modeling and Simulation
From the start of the power industry in the 1880s, modeling and simulation have played a crucial
role, with much expertise gained over this time period. Over the last 60 years or so, much of this expertise
has been embedded in software of increasing sophistication, with power-flow, contingency-analysis,
security-constrained optimal power-flow, transient-stability, and short-circuit analysis some of the key
modeling packages (NASEM, 2016b). Modeling and simulation occur on time frames ranging from realtime, in the case of operations, to looking ahead for multiple decades when planning high-voltage
transmission line additions.
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While the tools are well established for these traditional applications, enhancing resilience
presents some unique challenges. First, multidimensional modeling is needed because severe events are
likely to affect not just the electric grid, but also other infrastructures. Second, in order to enhance
resilience, simulations should be specifically designed to consider rare events that severely stress the grid.
Many rare high impact events will stress the power grid in new and often unexpected ways; as a
consequence, most will also likely stress existing the power system modeling software. The degree of
power system impact often requires detailed modeling of physical and/or cyber systems associated with
the initiating event. For example, correctly modeling the impacts of large earthquakes requires coupled
modeling between the power grid and seismic simulations (Veeramany et al., 2016). This requires
interdisciplinary collaboration and research between power engineers and people from a potentially wide
variety of different disciplines. On the cyber side, for example, one must be able to correctly model the
occurrence, nature, and impact of a large-scale distributed cyber attack like the one in Ukraine in 2015.
Because such events are rare, there is typically little or no historical information to accurately
quantify or characterize the risk: some of the more extreme events could be considered extreme
manifestations of more common occurrences (NASEM, 2016b). Thus, a large-scale attack could be
considered a more severe manifestation of the more regular disturbances (such as those due to the
weather). However, others would be more novel. As an example, consider the modeling and simulation
work being done to study the impact of GMD on the power grid. GMDs, which are caused by coronal
mass ejections from the sun, cause low frequency (<< 0.1 Hz) variations in the earth’s magnetic field. The
changing magnetic field can then induce electric fields on the earth’s surface that cause quasi-direct
current geomagnetically induced currents to flow in the high-voltage transmission system, potentially
causing saturation in the high-voltage transformers. A moderate GMD, with a peak electric field
estimated to be about 2 V/km, caused a blackout for the entire province of Québec, Canada, in 1989
(Boteler, 1994), while much larger GMD events occurred in North America in 1859 and 1921.
As noted by Albertson et al. (1973), the potential for GMD to interfere with power grid
operations has been known at least since the early 1940s. However, power grid GMD assessment is still
an active area of research and development; much of that work has occurred in the last few years through
interdisciplinary research focusing not just on the power grid, but also on the sun, the earth’s upper
atmosphere, space weather hazards, and the earth’s geophysical properties. The assumptions on modeling
the driving electric fields in software have evolved from a uniform electric field (NERC, 2012b); to
scaled uniform direction electric fields, based on ground conductivity regions (based on one-dimensional
earth models) (NERC, 2016a); to varying magnitude and electric fields, based on three-dimensional earth
models using recent National Science Foundation Earthscope results (Bedrosian and Love, 2015). Over
the last few years, GMD analysis has been integrated into commercial power system planning tools
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including the power flow (Overbye et al., 2012) and transient stability analysis software (Hutchins and
Overbye, 2016).
Determining the magnitudes of the severe events to model can be challenging since there is often
little historical record. This was highlighted in 2016 by the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC) in their Order 830,3 which directed NERC to modify its Standard TPL-007-1 GMD benchmark
event so as not to be solely based on spatially averaged data. The challenges of using measurements of the
earth’s magnetic field variation over about 25 years to estimate the magnitude of a 100-year GMD are
illustrated by Rivera and Backhaus (2015). Determining the scenarios to consider for human-caused
severe events, such as a combined cyber and physical attack, are even more challenging.
Finding: Enhancing power grid resilience requires being able to accurately simulate the impact
of a wide variety of severe physical events and malicious cyber attacks on the power grid.
Usually these simulations will require models for either coupled physical and cyber
infrastructures or physical systems. There is a need both for basic research on the nature of these
simulations and applied work to develop adequate simulations to model these severe events and
malicious cyberattacks.
Recommendation 4.3: The National Science Foundation should continue to expand support for
research looking at the interdisciplinary modeling and mitigation of power grid severe events.
The Department of Energy should continue to support research to develop the methods needed to
simulate these events.
A key driver for the research and development of simulation tools for improved resilience is
access to realistic models of large-scale electric grids and their associated supporting infrastructures,
especially communications. Some of this information was publicly available in the 1990s, but, as a result
of the Patriot Act of 2001, the U.S. electric power grid is now considered critical infrastructure, and
access to data has become much more restricted. While some access to power grid modeling data is
available under non-disclosure agreements, these restrictions greatly hinder the exchange of the models
and results needed for other qualified researchers to reproduce the results. This need is particularly acute
for resilience studies, in which models need to be shared among researchers in a variety of fields for
interdisciplinary work.
A solution that protects critical infrastructure information is to create entirely synthetic models
that mimic the complexity of the actual grid but contain no confidential information about the actual grid.
Such models are now starting to appear, driven in part by the U.S. DOE Advanced Research Projects
Agency-Energy Grid Data program (ARPA-E, 2016), which is focused on developing realistic, open
3

156 FERC ¶ 61,215.
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access power grid models primarily for use in the development of optimal power flow algorithms. A quite
useful characteristic of such synthetic models would be to include realistic geographic coordinates in
order to allow the coupling between the power grid and other infrastructures or the actual geography.
Birchfield et al. (2016) suggest using an electric load distribution that matches the actual population in a
geographic footprint, public data on the actual generator locations, and algorithms to create an entirely
synthetic transmission grid. As an example, Figure 4.4 shows a 2000-bus entirely synthetic network sited
geographically in Texas. The embedding of geographic coordinates with the existing Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers’145-bus test system is used by Veeramany et al. (2016) to present a
multi-hazard risk-assessment framework for study of power grid earthquake vulnerabilities.

FIGURE 4.4 2000-bus synthetic network sited in Texas. The red lines show 345 kV transmission lines,
the black lines show 115 kV lines, and the green arrows show the flow of power from the generators to
the loads. SOURCE: © 1969 IEEE. Reprinted, with permission, from Power Systems, IEEE Transactions
on Grid Structural Characteristics as Validation Criteria for Synthetic Networks
While there has been some progress in creating synthetic models for the physical side of the
electric grid, there has been very little progress in creating realistic models for the communications that
support grid operations, both to represent its complexity and extent and to represent its coupling with the
physical portion of the grid. Such models are necessary to understand the overall resilience of the power
grid. Without such models, it is impossible to understand the impact of a cyber attack on the physical
portion of the grid and hence its ability to deliver power despite a cyber attack.
Finding: A key objective for research and development of simulation tools for improved
resilience is shareable access to realistic models of large-scale electric grids, considering both the
grid’s physical and cyber infrastructure and, equally important, the coupling between the two
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infrastructure sides. Because the U.S. power grid is considered critical infrastructure, such models
are not broadly available to the power systems research community. Therefore, there is a need to
develop synthetic models of the power grid physical and cyber infrastructure that match the size
and complexity of the actual grid but contain no confidential information and hence can be fully
publicly available.
Recommendation 4.4: The Department of Energy should support and expand its research and
development on the creation of synthetic power grid physical and cyber infrastructure models.
These models should have geographic coordinates and appropriate cyber and physical model
detail to represent the severe events needed to develop algorithms to model and enhance
resilience.

Interconnected Electric Grid Planning

Planning for resilience requires providing sufficient redundancy in generation, transmission, and
distribution capacity. Current reliability standards issued by NERC (that are mandatory for operators of
the bulk electricity system) require that the transmission system have enough redundant paths to
withstand an outage by one major line or other important component (NERC, 2005). In most cases, the
transmission system can continue operating with the loss of several transmission lines. At the distribution
level, some state public utility commissions provide performance-based incentives that encourage
distribution utilities to improve reliability metrics such as SAIDI and SAIFI, although these measures do
not typically include outages associated with major events. Although NERC standards have largely been
effective in addressing credible contingencies and have been recently expanded to include consideration
of extreme events,4 designing the grid to ride through catastrophic events such as major storms and cyber
attacks pushes their limit. Furthermore, designing and building the system to withstand such major events
is expensive, and while the electricity system is designed to be economically efficient (subject to
reliability-based constraints such as adequacy requirements in design and operational contingency
requirements in operation), additional analyses and changes in planning, operational, and regulatory
criteria may be needed to build incentives to design, plan, and operate the system to consider resilience in
a cost-effective manner. Pushed too far, traditional strategies to make the system more robust can become
cost-prohibitive, so planning and designing for graceful degradation and rapid recovery has become
increasingly important for utilities.

4

NERC TPL-001-4 requires studies to be performed to assess the impact of the extreme events; if the analysis
concludes there is a cascading outage caused by the occurrence of extreme events, an evaluation of possible actions
designed to reduce the likelihood or mitigate the consequences of the event(s) must be conducted (NERC, 2005).
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With respect to transmission system level generation planning, the reliability standard followed in
North America is a loss of load probability (LOLP) of 1 day in 10 years—enough generation capacity
available to satisfy the load demand 99.97 percent of the time. If one can predict the maximum yearly
load demand over many years, and good statistics of the central generator outage rates are available, one
can calculate the schedule and amount of new generation capacity construction to meet this level of
reliability.
As growing amounts of intermittent solar power have been added to distribution systems, the
central plant generator models used in the traditional generation planning studies may be inadequate. The
availability statistics were either unavailable or inadequate as the technologies were evolving. If the
availability of demand curtailment, which is the same as generation availability, is also considered, the
model for that will again be different, as this is dependent on factors other than weather. Finally, the
addition of storage requires models that are even more complicated, as these can behave as either loads or
generation with their own optimal charge/discharge schedules.
Although the generation planning criterion of the LOLP being one day in 10 years assures that the
available generation capacity exceeds the load demand, the process ignores whether the transmission grid
can move the generation to the load centers. The transmission planning process assures this by running
power flow and transient stability studies on scenarios of extreme loading of the transmission grid. The
planning criterion is that the system would operate normally (i.e., without voltage and loading violations)
even if one major piece of equipment (e.g., line, transformer, generator) is lost for any reason—this is
known as the “N-1” criterion.5 Note that this is a worst case deterministic criterion, not a probabilistic
criterion like LOLP; this is because no one has yet found a workable stochastic calculation that can
compute the probability of meeting all the operational constraints of the grid.
These generation planning requirements work well for scenarios where there are a few central
generator stations but if meeting the generation reliability requires the availability of the DERs on the
distribution side (including demand and storage management), then it is not enough to run studies on only
the transmission system. On the other hand, modeling the vast numbers of distribution feeders into the
contingency analysis studies would increase the model sizes by at least one magnitude. Even though this
may not pose a challenge to the new generation of computers, it does pose a huge challenge to the present
capabilities of gathering, validating, exchanging, and securing the model data.
The decision to invest in new generation, transmission, and distribution is more impacted by cost
considerations where reliability objectives are otherwise being met. The least cost consideration must take

5

The N-1 criterion , referring to surviving the loss of the single largest component, is shorthand for a more
complex set of NERC standards that specify the analysis of various categories of “credible contingencies” and
acceptable system responses.
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into account not just the capital cost, but also the operational cost over the lifetime of the generation,
transmission, or distribution. This cost optimization process has to include the operational scenarios over
several decades, resulting in a dynamic optimization.
A major procedural hurdle has been the fact that generation (and even transmission, which is
regulated) can be built by third parties whose optimal decision may or may not coincide with the optimal
decision for the whole system. This multi-party decision making has essentially made the process much
more difficult, and there is concern that the present decision making is too fragmented to guarantee the
needed robustness of the future grid.
It is difficult enough to include all of the control and protection that is part of the grid today, but
the use of distributed generation, demand response, and storage will require much more control and
protection. Moreover, the rapid deployment of better measurement (advanced metering infrastructure,
distribution management systems, and phasor measurement units) and communication (fiber optics)
technologies are enabling a new class of control and protection that are not yet embedded into
commercial-grade simulation packages.

Architectural Strategies to Reduce the Criticality of Components
A reliable system includes reliable components and a system architecture design that reduces the
criticality of individual components needed to maintain grid functionality. A redundant and diverse
architecture can enhance resilience of the system by reducing the dependencies on single components and
how they contribute to the overall system objectives. Considerations of cascading failures, fault tolerant
and secure system design, and mutual dependencies are important to develop resilient architectures.
While many design characteristics of the modern power grid employ these concepts, it is important to
improve resilient architecture design principles to enhance the capability of the system and to have a high
degree of operational autonomy under off-normal conditions.
Historically, one of the primary means of achieving system resilience in the event of accidental
component failure is through redundancy. This approach has been adopted by the electricity industry
since its inception and has served the customers well. For particularly important components or
subsystems, this redundancy can also include diversity of design so as to prevent common mode failures
or deliberate attacks from compromising both the primary and secondary components. Both redundancy
and diversity in design are often employed in communication networks.
In addition, there is a need to design systems with insights provided by simulation of cascading
failure sequences, so that technical or procedural countermeasures to thwart cascading failure scenarios
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can be applied. This preemptive analysis (and configuring the system to avoid conditions where cascading
failure is a credible outcome) is particularly important because the speed of cascading failure sequences
can often exceed the capability of automatic control responses, especially when the wide-area nature of
the grid, and inherent communication delays, are taken into account.
One approach of resilient system design is to install controls that respond appropriately to
limit the consequences or even stop a cascading failure sequence, regardless of the specific
scenario that initiated the event. Thus, the system remains resilient even if events occur that are
not envisioned or beyond the design basis of the system. Under-frequency load shedding is a
notable example of this type of control. It operates when the system is in distress, and the
resulting action of this control serves to help bring the system back into equilibrium. This design
is elegant in that it is always appropriate to shed load when the system is experiencing a
prolonged low frequency condition and that these controls can be autonomous and isolated,
making them very secure and robust. Therefore, the presence of this type of control helps to
enhance resilience, independent of the specific scenario or sequence of events that led up to its
activation. Future implementation of under-frequency load shedding schemes will need to take
into account the number of DERs on distribution feeders. These schemes may need to rely on
intelligent load shedding instead of disconnecting entire distribution feeders.

Intelligent Load Shedding
Automatic under-frequency load shedding is a common strategy designed into systems, which
maintains the stability of the grid when there is an unanticipated loss of generation. Load shedding events
typically impact entire circuits, with all customers on the circuit losing power (NERC, 2015). However,
with increasing deployment of advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and sectionalizing switches on
distribution systems, opportunities exist to significantly improve the precision and reduce unwanted
outages associated with load shedding events. In the near future, it may be possible for utilities to
disconnect specific meters on a distribution circuit as opposed to disconnecting the entire circuit at the
substation. Some AMI provide greater granularity in control, allowing fractional supply as opposed to
only full or no supply. Load shedding could be made even more selective with the installation of “smart”
circuit breakers within customer facilities that would disconnect specific circuits within a residence or
facility, based on providing appropriate financial incentives to customers. This could be done
automatically, as a function of parameters like frequency, or it could be done under a systems
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optimization controller, but these different levels of functionality have differing levels of communication
requirements.
Recommendation 4.5: The Department of Energy, working with the utility industry, should
develop use cases and perform research on strategies for intelligent load shedding based on
advanced metering infrastructure and customer technologies like smart circuit breakers. These
strategies should be supported by appropriate system studies, laboratory testing with local
measurements, and field trials to demonstrate efficacy.

Adaptive Islanding
The process of “islanding” the grid—that is, where the interconnection breaks up or separates into
smaller, potentially asynchronous portions—can result in significant outages if the islanding is the result
of an uncontrolled cascading failure. However, there are opportunities to pre-plan and manage the
islanding process such that outages impact significantly fewer customers. Adaptive islanding can preserve
the benefits of large-scale interconnected system operations during normal conditions while reducing the
risk of failures propagating across the grid during abnormal or emergency conditions.
Under normal system conditions, the track record of system protection is excellent. But
performance during off-normal conditions is less predictable. When a cascading failure progresses
through a power system, the individual tripping of transmission lines will often result in the formation of
islands. The stability of an island post-disturbance depends predominantly on the balance of generation
and load within the area and the ability to maintain that balance during the sequence of events leading up
to, during, and after island formation. Generator protection might act to trip unit(s) to prevent damaging
transients. The nature of these transients and their severity, and the ability of the remaining generation to
match the load within the island, will determine whether the island will be stable. Other emergency
controls, such as automatic under-frequency load shedding, are useful to help preserve the stability of an
island as it is being formed. The goal of under-frequency load shedding is preventing the loss of
generation from under-speed protection. Losing generation due to over-speed protection is less
consequential because high frequency is the result of too much generation in the first place. Usually, one
good indicator of whether an island will survive or fail is whether that region of the system was a net
exporter or a net importer of power prior to the disturbance. It is easier for generation to throttle down
than to throttle up, although under-frequency load shedding schemes can also be used to maintain stability
within the island.
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Wide-area protection schemes have been developed to limit the consequences of an uncontrolled
cascading failure (NERC, 2013). These remedial action schemes provide fast-acting control to preserve
system stability in response to predefined contingencies. One such scheme deliberately separates the
western power system into two islands by remotely disconnecting lines in the eastern portion of the
system if key transmission paths in the western portion of the system become de-energized.
Adaptive islanding is an idea that has been under development for several years (You et al.,
2004). The concept is predefining how to break apart the system in response to system events, by
matching clusters of load and generation. The goal is to reduce the size of power system blackouts, and
minimizing generation loss is a key element of this strategy. This can be accomplished through more
aggressive use of fast-acting demand response to preserve the generation-load balance in each of the
islands. The technology has progressed to the point where this is becoming a viable approach.
Finding: The electricity system, and associated supporting infrastructure, is susceptible to
widespread uncontrolled cascading failure, based on the interconnected and interdependent nature
of the networks.
Recommendation 4.6: The Department of Energy should initiate and support ongoing research
programs to develop and demonstrate techniques for degraded operation of electricity
infrastructure, including supporting infrastructure and cyber monitoring and control systems,
where key subsystems are designed and operated to sustain critical functionality. This includes
fault-tolerant control system architectures, cyber resilience approaches, distribution system
interface with distributed energy resources, supply chain survivability, intelligent load shedding,
and adaptive islanding schemes.

Vulnerability due to Interdependent Infrastructures
A reliable electric grid is crucial to modern society in part because it is crucial to so many other
critical infrastructures, as described in Chapter 2. However, the dependency goes both ways, as the
reliable operation of the grid depends on the performance of multiple supporting infrastructures. Outages
can be caused by disruptions to natural gas production and delivery, commercial communications
infrastructure, and transportation systems, among other critical infrastructures (Figure 4.5) (Rinaldi et al.,
2001).
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FIGURE 4.5 Disruptiion of any maaterial or service that the ellectricity systtem relies on can result in loss
OTE: SCADA
A, supervisoryy control and data
of electricc service and make restorattion more chaallenging. NO
acquisition.SOURCE: DOE (2017)).
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BOX 4.2
Examples of Electric System Vulnerability to Disruptions in Natural Gas Infrastructure
February 2011 Texas Freeze
Abnormally cold temperatures across Texas and the southwestern United States caused many natural gas well heads
to freeze, which in turn resulted in curtailment of natural gas deliveries to end use customers and, to a lesser extent,
natural gas fired power plants. The cold weather caused 193 power plants (with cumulative load of nearly 30,000
MW) in ERCOT to fail to start or to be de-rated because of frozen equipment, blade icing, and low temperature
cutoff limits. At the worst point in the event, one-third of the total ERCOT generator fleet was unavailable. System
operators resorted to shedding load and instituted rolling blackouts to prevent an ERCOT-wide uncontrolled
blackout. Although electricity-natural gas interdependency was not the primary cause of lost electric load or
curtailed natural gas deliveries, the growing interdependency did contribute to the problem (NERC, 2011).
January 2014 Polar Vortex
In January 2014, a mass of cold air moved south across much of the country, plunging the midwest, northeast, and
southeast into temperatures 20º to 35º colder than average. The cold snap resulted in above average demand for
electricity and natural gas for home heating. Many natural gas power plants were unable to operate as natural gas
deliveries were curtailed, and grid operators had to resort to shedding interruptible load to maintain service. Less
than 50 MW of firm load was shed over several days, and the event was handled effectively in part because of
training and preparation. However, the event focused attention on the vulnerability associated with increasing
reliance on natural gas for electricity restoration. Following the 2014 Polar Vortex, NERC made a number of
recommendations for operators to increase awareness and coordination with natural gas suppliers, markets, and
regulators (NERC, 2014b).
October 2015 Aliso Canyon Storage Facility Closure
A major gas leak was detected in the Aliso Canyon natural gas storage facility in October 2015, resulting in the
facility’s closing in early 2016. As the second largest natural gas storage facility in the United States, Aliso Canyon
supplied gas to 18 power plants in the Los Angeles area with a total generation capacity near 10,000 MW (NERC,
2016b). Analysis suggests that closure of the facility may have significant electricity system reliability impacts, as
well as curtailment of gas deliveries, in both summer and winter (CEC, 2016). In combination with the 2014 Polar
Vortex, the Aliso Canyon blowout prompted the industry to undertake additional planning and risk mitigation
strategies to reduce the likelihood that outages will result from natural gas system constraints.

Finding: Constraints in natural gas infrastructure have resulted in shedding of electric load, and
the growing interdependency of the two systems poses a vulnerability that could lead to a largearea, long-duration blackout.
Recommendation 4.7: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the North American
Energy Standards Board, in conjunction with industry stakeholders, should further prioritize their
efforts to improve awareness, communications, coordination, and planning between the natural
gas and electric industries. Such efforts should be extended to consider explicitly what recovery
strategies should be employed in the case of failed interdependent infrastructure. Fuel diversity,
dual fuel capability, and local storage should be explicitly addressed as part of these resilience
strategies.
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Commercial Communications Infrastructure
Another example of coupled infrastructure is telecommunications. While many utilities utilize
their own dedicated telecommunication assets to support critical communication and automation
functions, there is a substantial dependency on communications and internet-based technologies that
facilitate the daily operation of the modern electricity system, including coordination among personnel,
managing markets, and financial structures, as well as supporting automation and control technology.
With growing deployment of smart grid technologies and automated controls, this dependency may
continue to increase. In the event of loss of external communications networks, many utility operations
may be compromised, requiring greater reliance on manual operation and assessment of the state of
damage. As an example, with the failure of multiple communications systems, it may difficult to
coordinate the activities of repair crews in the field with operational decisions, thus attenuating the
hazards for workers and slowing the restoration.
Design for Cyber Resilience
The electric power system has become increasingly reliant on its cyber infrastructure, including
computers, communication networks, other control system electronics, smart meters, and other
distribution-side cyber assets, in order to achieve its purpose of delivering electricity to the consumer. A
compromise of the power grid control system or other portions of the grid cyber infrastructure itself can
have serious consequences ranging from a simple disruption of service to permanent damage to hardware
that can have long lasting effects on the performance of the system. Any consideration of improved power
grid resilience requires a consideration of improving the resilience of the grid’s cyber infrastructure.
Over the last decade, much attention has rightly been placed on grid cyber security, but much less
has been placed on grid cyber resilience. In particular, there has been significant research and investment
in technologies and practices to prevent cyber attacks. Some of the many methods include the following:
(1) identifying and apprehending cyber criminals, (2) defending the perimeter of a network with firewalls
and “white listing” and “black listing” certain communications sources, (3) practicing good cyber
“hygiene” (e.g., protecting passwords and using two-factor authentication), (4) searching for and
removing suspect pernicious code continuously, and (5) designing control systems with safer
architecture—for example, segmenting systems to slow or prevent the spread of malware. The sources of
guidance on protection as a mechanism to achieve grid cyber security are numerous (DOE, 2015); one
good source of reference materials specific to industrial control systems can be found at the Department
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of Homeland Security’s Industrial Control System Cyber Emergency Response Team website.6 Another
good source of information is the Energy Sector Control Systems Working Group’s Roadmap to Achieve
Energy Delivery Systems Cyber Security (ESCSWG, 2011). Furthermore, strategies to achieve power grid
cyber security are documented in NISTIR 7628 Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security (NISTIR,
2010). A good source of basic information is Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Information
Systems and Organizations (NIST, 2013), which, although nominally applying to federal systems IT
systems, has some guidance that can be useful in protecting grid cyber infrastructure.
It is now, however, becoming apparent that protection alone as a mechanism to achieve
cybersecurity is insufficient and can never be made perfect. Cyber criminals are difficult to apprehend,
and there are nearly 81,000 vulnerabilities in the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST)
National Vulnerability Database, making it challenging to use safe code (NVD, 2016). An experiment
conducted by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association and N-Dimension in April 2014
determined that a typical small utility is probed or attacked every 3 seconds around the clock. Given the
relentless attacks and the challenges of prevention, successful cyber penetrations are inevitable, and there
is evidence of increases in the rate of penetration in the past year, particularly ransomware attacks.
Fortunately, the successful attacks to date have largely been concentrated on utility business
systems as opposed to monitoring and control systems (termed operational technology [OT] systems), in
part because there are fewer attack surfaces, fewer users with more limited privileges, greater use of
encryption, and more use of analog technology. However, there is a substantial and growing risk of a
successful breach of OT systems, and the potential impacts of such a breach could be significant. Serious
risks are posed by further integration of OT systems with utility business systems, despite the potential for
significant value and increased efficiency. Furthermore, the lure of the power of Internet protocols and
cloud-based services threatens some of the practices that have historically protected the grid. Cloud-based
services provides the potential for better reliability, resilience, and security versus on-premises
computing, particularly for smaller utilities. For example, major commercial clouds, like the Amazon
cloud, have a very high level of around-the-clock monitoring by a well-provisioned security operations
center, better than that operated by some utilities. The cloud does, however, present another attack
surface. Utilities that choose to use the cloud must explicitly consider the security of the cloud and how to
secure the communications bi-directionally.
Given that protection cannot be made perfect, and the risk is growing, cyber resilience, in
addition to more classical cyber protection approaches, is critically important. Cyber resilience aims to
protect, using established cybersecurity techniques, the best one can but acknowledges that that protection

6

The website for the Industrial Control System Cyber Emergency Response Team is https://ics-cert.uscert.gov/Standards-and-References, accessed July 4, 2017.
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can never be perfect and requires monitoring, detection, and response to provide continuous delivery of
electrical service. While some work done under the cybersecurity nomenclature can support cyber
resilience (e.g., intrusion detection and response), the majority of the work to date has been focused on
preventing the occurrence of successful attacks, rather than detecting and responding to partially
successful attacks that occur.
Cyber resilience has a strong operational component (mechanisms must be provided to monitor,
detect, and respond to attacks that occur), but it also has important design-time considerations. In
particular, architectures that are resilient to cyber attacks are needed to support cyber resilience. Work
during the last decade has resulted in “cybersecurity architectures” for the power grid cyber infrastructure,
such as those described by NIST (2015), but there has been much less work done to define “cyber
resilience architectures.” Some preliminary discussion of such an architecture can be can be found in
MITRE’s Cyber Resiliency Engineering Framework (Bodeau and Graubart, 2011) and in NISTR’s
Guidelines for Smart Grid Cyber Security (NISTIR, 2010), among other places.
Generally speaking, a cyber resilience architecture should implement a strategy for tolerating
cyber attacks and other impairments by monitoring the system and dynamically responding to perceived
impairments to achieve resilience goals. The resilience goals for the cyber infrastructure require a clear
understanding of the interaction between the cyber and physical portions of the power grid as well as how
impairments on either (cyber or physical) side could impact the other side. By their nature, such goals are
inherently system-specific but should balance the desire to minimize the amount of time a system is
compromised and maximize the services provided by the system. Often, instead of taking the system
offline once an attack is detected, a cyber resilience architecture attempts to heal the system while
providing critical cyber and physical services. Based on the resilience goals, cyber resilience architectures
typically employ sensors to monitor the state of the system on all levels of abstraction. The data from
multiple levels are then fused to create higher-level views of the system. Those views aid in detecting
attacks and other cyber and physical impairments, as well as in identifying failure to deliver critical
services. A response engine, often with human input, determines the best course of action. The goal, after
perhaps multiple responses, is complete recovery (i.e., restoring the cyber system to a fully operational
state).
Further work to define such cyber resilience architectures that protect, detect, respond, and
recover from cyber attacks that occur is critically needed. Equally important, but just as challenging, is
work to validate that proposed cyber resilience architectures achieve cyber resilience and cybersecurity
requirements (See Recommendation 4.10).
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Regulatory and Institutional Opportunities
As described in Chapter 2, utilities seek and regularly receive regulatory approval for routine
preventative maintenance activities such as vegetation management and hardening investments. While
FERC regulates generation and interstate transmission, individual states are responsible for approving
investments in local transmission and the distribution system. There is wide variety in public utility
commission (PUC) approval of utility investment across the United States and between geographically
similar Gulf states (Carey, 2014). States along the hurricane-prone southeastern coast are more likely to
allow alternative mechanisms to finance such investments, including the addition of “riders” to customer
bills, securitization and issuance of bonds, and creation of reserve accounts that utilities can use as a form
of self-insurance (EEI, 2014).
In addition to approving investments in hardening and preventative strategies, several states, such
as California, Florida, and Connecticut, require utilities to regularly submit and update emergency
preparedness plans, which often require input and coordination from city and county officials. Others
provide performance-based incentives or penalties—for example, based on improvements to reliability
measures such as SAIDI and SAIFI (although most reporting standards do not include large-area, longduration outages when calculating these metrics)—to encourage best practices in the absence of standards
on distribution systems. Other states impose penalties for inadequate levels of service or performance
during storm events and recovery. Funding of grid modernization investments likewise varies across
states, with some regulator commissions such as California and Massachusetts researching and investing
significantly in advanced communications and automation technologies. In the absence of regulatory
approval, there is a critical opportunity for continuing federal grants (e.g., the Smart Grid Investment
Grant provided to Chattanooga Electric Power Board) to further demonstrate the viability of such
technologies and promote wider adoption across states.
In response to large outages such as those that resulted from Superstorm Sandy and other high
profile storms, state PUCs and, to a lesser extent, state legislatures across the country have considered
investments in system hardening and implementing assorted grid modernization strategies with the goal
of preventing or mitigating the impact of future large outages (Box 4.3).7 Historically, such crises often
provide the opportunity to focus attention and resources on costly robustness and resilience enhancements
in a system that may be optimized economically without systematic consideration of the value of avoiding
or responding quickly to these extreme events. Nonetheless, regulators’ and the industry’s efforts are
more often reactive than proactive, and a focus on near-term cost-benefit optimization may not have

7

A more complete review of state regulatory actions related to robustness and resilience is provided by EEI
(2014).
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resulted in investments that provide cost-effective benefits from a more resilient power grid. Thus, the
committee expects that successfully funding cost-effective investments in resilience will require novel
approaches, as described in Chapter 7, and proper metrics, as described in Recommendation 2.1.

BOX 4.3
Select Regulatory Actions Supporting Hardening, Modernization, and Other Preventative Investments
Florida Storm Hardening
Given the recurring high risk of hurricane damage to electricity infrastructure in Florida, state regulators have
long considered how to improve reliability and resilience to large storms. In a series of rulemakings in the mid2000s, the Public Service Commission required that investor-owned utilities provide annual hurricane
preparedness briefings, file and update storm hardening plans, increase coordination with local governments, and
invest in research with Florida universities to improve robustness and recovery.
Energy Strong New Jersey
Following Superstorm Sandy and the extensive damage done to regional distribution systems and substations, the
New Jersey Board of Public Utilities approved more than $1 billion for hardening and modernizing Public
Service Enterprise Group (PSEG) electric and gas infrastructure. Approximately $600 million of this will go to
elevating 29 substations damaged during Sandy to 1-2 feet above Federal Emergency Management Agency flood
levels. An additional $125 million will be used to install more sectionalizing switches in the distribution network,
allowing PSEG to reconfigure the distribution systems and maintain service to the maximum number of
customers during outage events.
Connecticut Act Enhancing Emergency Preparedness and Response
Passed following Hurricane Irene and major winter storms in 2011, this Act requires utilities to file emergency
preparedness plans every 2 years with the state regulatory commission. Additionally, the Act provided grant
funding for construction of microgrid projects at critical facilities around the state, and to date more than $30
million has been invested in nearly 20 projects.
Illinois Energy Infrastructure Modernization Act
Passed by the state legislature in 2012, the Act authorizes Commonwealth Edison and Ameren Illinois to invest
$2.6 billion and $625 million, respectively, in hardening, undergrounding, distribution automation, AMI
installations, and substation upgrades. The Act sets performance-based rates of return for utilities.

OPERATIONS
Much can be done in the area of real-time electric grid operations to enhance physical and cyber
resilience. With the advent of smart grid devices, the electric grid is getting more intelligent with more
sensing and embedded controls. While they are certainly beneficial, smart grid devices make the grid
more complex. While this automatic control is helpful, any consideration of power system operations
needs to recognize that the human operators are still very much “in the loop” and will continue to be so
for many years into the future. Therefore, strategies to enhance operational resilience need to include
tools to enhance the capabilities of the operators and engineers running the system.
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As the power grid becomes more complex and is operated closer to reliability limits, the need for
greater remote control increases. Fortunately, the technologies needed for such “wide-area control,”
principally sensors and communications, are becoming cheaper and more powerful. The increasing use of
high-speed wide-area measurements, including synchrophasors that measure currents and voltages 30-60
times a second and communicate them to distant computers, allows the design of controls that can use
input data from different parts of the system and send control signals to equipment in different locations.
The combination of PMUs, distribution automation, dedicated fiber-optic cable communications
infrastructure, and affordable computing will likely lead to increasing reliance on artificial intelligence in
the power system. Additionally, remedial action schemes8 are increasingly being deployed to increase the
throughput of the grid, while minimizing the risk of cascading failures, by appropriately tripping loads
and generators after an event on the system. The measurements for these automatic relays can often be
hundreds of miles apart. These automated systems are able to sense and take action in real-time, and can
be thought of as a stepping stone to wider application of artificial intelligence and machine learning
applied to the power grid..
Although such wide-area controls are appearing all over the world, the design, simulation, on-line
testing, and cyber protection of such controls are expensive and time-consuming. Moreover, the
architecture of the power grid and its overlaid control system has a direct impact on the design of such
controls. For example, how centralized or decentralized a control scheme should be is constrained by
where the measurements are, the communication paths to gather these measurements in the controller, and
which equipment are available to this controller for control. Such controllers are in their evolutionary
stages, so they should be designed for not just economic and reliability benefits, but also for resilience.
Often the term smart grid is used in reference to electronic meters and sensors. However, it also
encompasses the wide-area monitoring and control considered here. That is, smart grids could include
automatic sectionalizing, smart islanding to prevent cascading failures, the ability to operate these islands
in a degraded state, and supercomputing resources to support system operators. For example, during the
August 14, 2003, blackout, there was almost an hour of opportunity to intervene before the cascading
event initiated (USCPSOTF, 2004). With better operational intelligence, a preventative shedding of
approximately 2,000 MW load in the Cleveland area would have prevented the cascading failure that
affected over 60 million people.


8

A scheme designed to detect predetermined system conditions and automatically take corrective actions that
may include, but are not limited to, adjusting or tripping generation, tripping load, or reconfiguring a system
(NERC, 2014c).
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During a major event such as Hurricane Katrina or Superstorm Sandy, thousands of alarms can
overwhelm the system operator. Artificial intelligence could help quickly prioritize these alarms that
come in over the supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)/energy management systems (EMS)
and provide the operator with suggestions for the most important alarms to focus on, the root cause(s) of
the event, and the most important actions to prevent further degradation and start restoration. The inherent
complexity that power system operators have to face every day used to be addressed through detailed
procedures. Today, with the system growing in complexity, the assistance of artificial intelligence and
improved man–machine interfaces for system operators is likely to enhance both reliability and resilience.
Under this scenario, all historical events and previous operators’ experiences could be accumulated by a
system such as IBM's Watson to prioritize alarms and suggest appropriate action.
As DERs and smart inverters become more and more common in the distribution system,
electricity system operators need to assess whether artificial intelligence combined with closed-loop fiberoptic broadband communication can improve the reliability and resilience for distribution customers. As
more DERs are connected with smart inverters, the distribution system can break into smaller microgrids
that can island and maintain service to critical load. In addition to distributed generation, demand side
resources (customer loads) with inverters and power electronics can improve both reliability and
resilience.
The Chattanooga EPB has demonstrated this by installing fiber-optic communication and
automatic sectionalizing switches. Its communication system brought fiber optics to every home with
smart meters available to determine both billing information and operational data such as Volts, Voltampere reactives, and Amps. This alone will not improve resilience, but combined with automated
switches and voltage control devices EPB has greatly improved both the reliability and the resilience of
its distribution system.
Finding: New automation systems promise to enable better monitoring and control of the grid.
The design of such large-scale, wide-area controllers should be done with cyber resilience in
mind. Such controllers should tolerate accidental failures and malicious attacks that occur,
providing degraded functionality even during recovery from such attacks, and not be a hindrance
during catastrophic events or the recovery afterwards. Flexibility of the controller may be
achieved with the proper centralized/decentralized design, where the centralized control may
provide the best benefits during normal operation. When the grid is broken up after a catastrophic
event, however, the decentralized portion may still be able to operate the various parts.
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Physical and Cyber Situation Awareness
Bulk electric grids are some of the world’s largest and most complex machines, and disturbances
(cyber or physical) can rapidly propagate through their systems. Hence, normal operations can quickly
change, demanding quick responses by the human operators or preprogrammed automation. Resilient
operation requires physical and cyber “situation awareness,” defined as “the perception of critical
elements in the environment, the comprehension of their meaning, and the projection of their status into
the future” (Wickens et al., 2013), so that unfavorable changes of physical or cyber state that occur can be
addressed (either by human or automated means) quickly enough to prevent a catastrophic event.
In the power industry, the term “situation awareness” was popularized by the August 14, 2003,
Blackout Final Report in which “inadequate situational awareness at First Energy” was noted as the
second of the four root causes of the event(USCPSOTF, 2004). The importance of system understanding
was also highlighted in the first and fourth causes of the event: “FirstEnergy (FE) and ECAR (East
Central Area Reliability Council) failed to assess and understand the inadequacies of First Energy’s
system, particularly with respect to voltage instability and the vulnerability of the Cleveland-Akron area,
and FE did not operate its system with appropriate voltage criteria . . . . [T]he interconnected grid’s
reliability organizations [failed] to provide effective real-time diagnostic support” (USCPSOTF, 2004). If
operators were aware of the accurate estimate of the “true state” of the grid, they could have taken
appropriate actions, which would have eliminated the propagation of effects that led to the widespread
blackout. Thus real-time determination of the combined physical and cyber state of the grid is needed to
achieve resilience.
Whether operator action can prevent a blackout depends on the time frame and severity of the
event (Overbye and Weber, 2015). Some large-scale blackouts cannot be prevented by operator action;
earthquakes are examples of unanticipated events that can cause severe damage within seconds. Cyber
attacks also have the potential to spread extremely quickly. Conversely, slow-moving weather systems
such as hurricanes or ice storms give operators plenty of time to act, but the blackouts cannot be fully
prevented. As an example, an ice storm in January 1998 resulted in the collapse of more than 770
transmission towers, causing a large-scale blackout in Canada (Hauer and Dagle, 1999), and Superstorm
Sandy caused 8.5 million customer power outages in 2012 (Abi-Samra et al., 2014). The same might be
true of the pandemics that would severely limit human resources for response (NERC, 2010).
However, many potential blackouts, including a number of the severe events considered here, do
have time frames that could allow for effective operator intervention. North American examples include
the August 14, 2003, blackout that affected more than 50 million people, in which more than an hour
passed between the system being outside of the normal secure state (remaining stable following the next
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contingency) and the final uncontrolled cascading failure leading to the blackout (USCPSOTF, 2004); and
the September 8, 2011, Western Electricity Coordinating Council blackout that had an 11 minute period
between the initiating event and the blackout, and that cited lack of situation awareness as a cause (FERC
and NERC, 2012). A primary reason for these time frames is the underlying power system dynamics,
including the time constants associated with thermal heating on transmission lines and transformers, the
operation of load-tap-changing transformers, protective relaying time constants, and other system limits.
Another reason would be the dynamics associated with the initiating event; for a GMD, this might be
minutes to hours. Having good power system situation awareness, even during periods of extremely
unusual system stress, is crucial for enhancing overall grid resilience.
Furthermore, propagation of disturbances through the grid can potentially be mitigated before a
catastrophic event occurs though the use of cyber-resilient, computer-enabled, automated monitoring and
state estimation, diagnosis, response and recovery. While humans can only react on time scales that are in
seconds-to-minutes, computer-enabled diagnosis, response, and recovery can operate on the time scale of
microseconds-to-seconds, effectively halting the propagation of adverse effects before they progress to a
stage where they can no longer be mitigated. Hence the development of (1) deep and diverse monitoring
mechanisms, (2) computerized monitor data fusion methods, and (3) computerized response selection and
actuation methods that themselves are cyber resilient are essential to providing resilience in the face of a
wide variety of impairments.
Cyber-Resilient Monitoring of Physical and Cyber States
Regarding monitoring, methods must be developed to determine the amount and diversity of
monitoring necessary to gain the cyber and physical situation awareness to effectively respond to
particular classes of impairments. Today, monitor selection and deployment is typically a static and offline process. Methods are also needed to increase the confidence in the monitoring data that are obtained.
It is critical that the state estimated from the monitoring data used by a resilience strategy is not
influenced by bad data (created either inadvertently or through deliberate attacker action) so as to avoid
response decisions that compromise resilience.
Monitor Data Fusion
A key challenge with the effective use of monitor data (whether cyber or physical) is their
volume. In order to make sense of this large volume of monitor data, methods are needed to fuse the data
into higher level knowledge about the state of the grid, creating actionable situation awareness. Fusion, in
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this context, is defined as the process to combine information from multiple sources to achieve inferences,
which will be more efficient and more accurate than if they were achieved through a single source. A key
challenge in the power grid context is that monitoring data concerning both the physical and cyber state of
the grid is needed and must be fused together to understand the state of the system to the degree that
response actions to preserve correct operation can be taken.
Understanding of the system is complicated by the fact that when a monitor signals a problem, it
is unclear whether the problem is with the component or sub-system that is being monitored or with the
monitor itself (particularly if malicious actions might cause erroneous monitor data). Monitoring of state
of both cyber and physical aspects of the grid is essential and must be sufficiently powerful to diagnose
whether the error-condition being observed is due to a cyber and/or physical impairment. While it has
been long understood that the monitoring of physical aspects of the grid is needed, understanding of the
criticality of the monitoring of the state of the grid’s cyber components is less understood.
Human operators will continue to play a key role in grid operations for decades to come, and they
can certainly help in the fusion of information. Important goals include minimizing the overhead on
human experts and learning from the monitor data to identify important features that can contribute to
lack of resilience. It would also be valuable if these techniques are computationally lightweight. This
would allow operators to incorporate these techniques in the system to work online.
Response Selection and Actuation
Timely response to detection of undesirable state conditions is critical to maintain the grid’s
ability to deliver power despite impairments that occur. In order to be effective, determination of response
actions must be efficient and scalable. In particular, a resilience response mechanism must respond
quickly in a way that limits the cyber or physical impairment (whether accidental or intentional) from
propagating to the point that a catastrophic event occurs. Furthermore, resilience response mechanisms
must be scalable, in order to account for the unique physical and cyber complexity of the grid and the
large volume of monitor data that must be collected, to obtain an accurate estimate of the state of the
system.
During the unusual situations associated with severe events, wide-area power system
visualization is crucial for providing the operators and engineers with the “big picture” of a grid that may
be operating in a physical and/or cyber state they have not previously encountered. There may be multiple
electric islands, transmission line flows may be substantially different from normal, and the voltage
profile could be quite unusual. Often this wide-area view is provided in a control center using a
mapboard, such as the one used by Independent System Operator (ISO) New England’s control center,
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Finding: Bulk electric grids are not only some of the world’s largest and most complex
machines, but they have also been architected in a way that disturbances can, if not mitigated,
rapidly propagate through the system. Maintaining physical and cyber situation awareness at all
times is key. Lack of situation awareness has been a contributing factor in a number of recent
large-scale outages. During severe events, this will be even more of a challenge; therefore, there
is a need for work on the development of data analytics and visualization techniques that will
allow operators and engineers to maintain cyber and physical situation awareness.
Recommendation 4.8: The Department of Energy and the National Science Foundation should
fund research on enhanced power system wide-area monitoring and control and on the application
of artificial intelligence to the power system. Such work should include how the human–computer
interface and visualization could improve reliability and resilience. In particular, the Department
of Energy should develop research programs on enhancing power grid control room cyber and
physical situation awareness with a focus on severe event situations.

Monitoring of Grid Cyber System State to Achieve Physical and Cyber Resilience
The proper functioning of the grid’s various cyber systems (e.g., computers, communications)
directly affects the ability to monitor, operate, and control the power system, thus making it imperative
that the cyber system itself also be resilient. Like the physical aspects of the power grid, these cyber
systems can be affected by catastrophic events like storms and earthquakes and are directly vulnerable to
cyber attacks. These supporting systems are often considered critical and are usually designed with
enough redundancy to provide reliability to accidental faults. It is critical to have situation awareness of
the state of information systems alongside operations systems, as detailed in the concept of an integrated
security operations center (EPRI, 2013).
While existing NERC standards provide some requirements with respect to cybersecurity, no
standards or widespread best practices exist for tolerating deliberate cyber attacks. Moreover, monitoring
of the system itself has been less stringent than that of the power system, and, unlike the power system,
the status of the control system is rarely shared with that of the neighboring power companies. For
example, during the 2003 Northeast blackout the neighboring power companies were not aware that
several of the monitoring functions like alarm processing and state estimation were not functioning at the
Akron, Ohio, control center.
Even less common is the use of architectural approaches to ensure the resilience of the cyber
system to accidental failures and malicious attacks. As noted, the operation of an interconnected power
grid requires the cooperation of many entities, mostly done through the coordination among dozens of
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control centers. Thus, the health of the control and communications systems should also be continuously
monitored by these control centers. This monitoring data should be used to take actions to maintain the
resilience of the cyber system itself to both accidental failures and malicious attacks and be shared with
all the others who depend on this coordination.
Unfortunately, data gathering and analysis are often performed separately and differently between
neighboring utilities and between T&D sections within the same power company. More coordination
between these jurisdictions would be helpful during normal operations; the lack of it severely affects the
ability to prevent large-scale catastrophes like a cascading failure or cyber attack. During such an event
that impacts several power companies, effective communication of data among utilities can help inform
and accelerate decisions that may avoid permanent damage to existing hardware or prevent widespread
outages. The main issue in coordinating these various functions has been the lack of standardization of
data definitions, databases, and communication protocols. Moreover, data exchange between neighbors
also raises some proprietary issues. However, if resilience is to be increased and the ability to recover
from catastrophic events is to be accelerated, such coordination between T&D in the same company and
between interconnected neighboring companies is necessary. Although the utility industry has a long
record of collaboration during large-scale disturbances, this is still done more on an ad-hoc basis; the type
of coordination suggested here must be planned, and the tools must be in place long before the
catastrophe.
Achieving greater standardization is important and an active research area in Europe, providing
opportunities for strong coordination (EDSO, 2015). However, as that occurs, it is important to devote
serious attention to cybersecurity lest identical control equipment, with identical vulnerabilities, be used
by multiple companies. This could make the system particularly vulnerable to a cyber attack that could be
widespread and affect multiple utilities simultaneously.
Finding: The cyber system that monitors, analyzes, and controls the physical components of the
power grid is critical to providing efficient and reliable service from the grid. Less attention has
been placed on making these cyber systems resilient. Furthermore, the various control systems of
an interconnected power grid fall under many different jurisdictions, and close coordination is
needed for the design and operation so that information exchange in real time is seamless and
timely and response actions are taken in a coordinated way.
Finding: Currently, there is a lack of standardized information sharing between utilities at the
T&D levels. In some cases, such as cyber health data, the data requirements have not yet been
defined. As greater standardization is achieved, greater attention must also be given to
cybersecurity and risks of common-mode failures.
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Recommendation 4.9: The Department of Energy should lead and coordinate an effort among
the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the North American Electric Reliability Council, the
National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, and the states to develop standardized
data definitions, communication protocols, and industrial control system designs for the sharing
of both physical and cyber system health information. The goal of standardizing data definitions
and communication protocols would be to improve the awareness of the operating conditions of
all interconnected power systems for all involved transmission operators and distribution
operators.

Architectures for Providing Cyber and Physical Resilience
A wide range of cyber systems are used to protect and control the grid. In operations, the time
requirements for response to maintain resilience range from a few milliseconds (e.g., for protective relays
controlling circuit breakers that clear faults), to seconds (e.g., for the automatic generation control that
provides real-time dispatch to generators), to several seconds to minutes (e.g., for the software used by the
operators for human-in-the-loop control). Much of this architecture, and its enhancement via
synchrophasors, is discussed by Bose (2010).
Transmission operators use EMS to monitor and control the grid. Almost all of the real-time
measurements input to the EMS come from SCADA systems, which scan the grid every 2 to 4 seconds.
An important component of EMS is the monitoring/alarming system that notifies the operator when
unusual situations are encountered. This alarm system failed for one transmission operator leading up to
the August 14, 2003, blackout, which contributed to its lack of situation awareness (USCPSOTF, 2004).
As the name implies, SCADA is used for direct monitoring and control of the grid. A failure of SCADA,
such as from a cyber intrusion, would make operations very difficult, requiring personnel to be physically
located at key electric substations. Over the last several years, the SCADA data is increasingly being
supplemented by PMU data, which uses much faster scan rates of 30 to 60 times per second, allowing
direct measurement of the voltage and current phase angles (NASPI, 2015).
In order to run more advanced grid analysis techniques in real time, the imperfect measurements
from SCADA (and sometimes PMUs) are input to a process known as state estimation. State estimation is
run every few minutes to obtain a best estimate of power system voltages and currents. The output of the
state estimator is then fed to applications such as power flow, contingency analysis, security-constrained
optimal power flow, and transient stability analysis. State estimation is a maximum likelihood estimator
that uses iterative algorithms. In a modern control center, the state estimator might be solving on the order
of 250,000 measurements every minute, with convergence rates well over 98 percent of the time (PJM,
2016). However, during unusual situations associated with severe events, convergence of the state
estimator itself might be an issue. This was the case during the August 14, 2003, blackout, in which lack
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of convergence in the Midwest Independent Transmission System Operator state estimator contributed to
its inability to provide real-time diagnostic support (USCPSOTF, 2004).
The grid was operated for more than half a century before computers were invented and can still
be, in many cases, operated in a degraded way without the advantages of the computerized control
system. In fact, the cyber attack on the Ukraine system forced the operators to operate the power grid with
reduced levels of service without the automation system, which was badly compromised.
Finding: The control system for the power grid must be designed and operated in a way that
allows it to tolerate both accidental faults and malicious attacks. Best practices from the
dependable computing community and the emerging cyber resilience community could be
employed and extended to make the grid cyber infrastructure itself resilient. Moreover, the
interfaces between the cyber control system and the physical aspects of the power grid could be
designed in such a way that the power grid can be operated without automation, albeit in a
degraded mode. This would require some control functions to be performed manually during
catastrophic events, thus requiring personnel to be trained and ready to perform functions that
would rarely be needed.
Recommendation 4.10: The Department of Energy should embark upon a research,
development, and demonstration program, utilizing the diverse expertise of industry, academia,
and national laboratories, that results in a prototypical cyber-physical-social control system
architecture for resilient electric power systems. The program would have the following
components: (1) A diverse set of sensors (spanning the physical, cyber, and social domains), (2) a
method to fuse this sensor data together to provide situation awareness of known high quality,
and (3) an ability to generate real-time command and control recommendations for adaptations
that should be taken to maintain the resilience of an electric power system. This should include
research to develop methods for specifying anomalous operating conditions, so that anomaly
detection systems can be deployed widely to aid in the detection of cyber intrusions. In this
process, the Department of Energy should coordinate with standards-setting organizations.
Analytic arguments should be constructed so that these recommendations do not compromise the
safety or availability of the system.
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5
Strategies for Reducing the Harmful Consequences from Loss of Grid Power

INTRODUCTION
Chapter 4 examined planning, design, and operations that can help improve the reliability and
resilience of the grid to prevent or reduce the duration of grid outages. Chapter 6 looks at restoration of
grid service. But in the middle sits the question of how to design and plan for a society that will be
resilient even with the loss of power.This chapter examines current and future responses to that question.
As introduced in Chapter 3, the exact form of that planning depends on the causes of grid failure, because
those causes may affect which other services are available and the speed and extent of restoration (see
Figure 3.2). Full restoration, as explored in Chapter 6, may take a long time—during and after which the
effects of lost grid service could continue to reverberate through society.
As in the other sections of this report, the committee does not focus much on small routine
disruptions that are inherent to power distribution systems. Those outages, because they are short and
familiar, do not create major resilience problems; their effects are usually local, understood, and well
within the range of imagination and planning. Indeed, in a typical year there are about 3,200 significant
outages on power grids in the United States, with extreme weather and falling trees as leading causes
(Eaton, 2016). In a 2015 Harris poll, homeowners self-reported that one out of four had experienced
power outages for 12 hours or longer in the last 2 years (Briggs and Stratton, 2015). These are common
events that generate large costs to the economy and public welfare—for example, jeopardizing the
continued operation of home health care equipment (Ryan et al., 2015) as well as continuity of important
public functions and economic activity such as data centers (Vertiv, 2016)—but are within the realm of
normal experience and planning.
Instead, the committee focuses on large regional disruptions that last for several days or longer
and cover a larger area, such as multiple service territories or even several states. Such long duration
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outages do occur, as shown in Figure 1.1 and discussed later in this chapter. Such events, which can have
profound system-wide effects, require much more attention than they have received to date from policy
makers and every segment of society that depends on electric service. Because these effects are outside
the realm of normal experience, it is difficult for people and organizations to imagine the possible harmful
outcomes on the basis of real-world information about consequences. Reducing these harmful
consequences of large-area, long-duration grid failures is a problem of imagination and incentives.
For shorter-duration outages, electricity users have an incentive to make their own preparations
for resilience. A wide range of users do exactly that—with different levels of effort and cost depending on
what they are willing to pay to avoid loss of vital services. Long-duration outages have much more
profound impacts on society and require preparedness that is much more costly. Planning for such outages
requires system-wide thinking because so much depends on the power grid, including all 16 critical
infrastructure sectors.1 As the grid becomes even more tightly integrated with other important economic
and social activities, the need for this system-wide perspective will grow.
Water supply systems that provide potable water and treat wastewater are one example of critical
infrastructure interdependency. Because the pumps are large, sometimes they do not have their own
backup generators. Loss of grid power beyond a few hours can lead to depletion of gravity-fed reservoirs
and tanks as well as a decline in pressurization of the distribution pipes. Usually the criticality of these
pumps is handled through coordination with the electric distribution supplier to give those assets high
priority during restoration—an option that may not be available during the kinds of large-area, longduration outages that are the focus of this report. Similarly, wastewater systems and particularly lift
pumps are often critical if left off-line for too long. Sewage treatment often has enough storage to last for
several days, but there have been cases where untreated effluent has been released directly to the
environment in the aftermath of severe events.
Effective planning will require different strategies for different systems (NRC, 2012). And
planning will require engaging actors—from first responders to the operators of critical infrastructures—
who often do not work together adequately. Severe events and the corresponding shock, however, have
inspired some of these different members of the private and public sector to work together more
effectively—for example, during the aftermath of Superstorm Sandy when some parts of the tristate area
lacked electric service and other infrastructure for more than a month.


1

The Department of Homeland Security designates the following 16 sectors to be critical to national security,
national economics, or public health/safety: chemical; commercial facilities; communications; critical
manufacturing; dams; defense industrial base; emergency services; energy; financial services; food and agriculture;
government facilities; healthcare and public health; information technology; nuclear reactors, materials, and waste;
transportation; and water and wastewater.
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This chapter looks at resilience from three perspectives: (1) incentives for actors to invest in
resilience on their own, (2) planning methods that can improve how societies anticipate the effects of
long-duration grid outages, and (3) approaches to designing electric power systems so they retain some or
all of their function even when the larger grid has failed.

INCENTIVES FOR PREPAREDNESS
By and large, the existing electric power grid has done a remarkable job of providing reliable
electric power service. Moreover, existing users of electric power services generally have done a good job
of investing where needed to make themselves more resilient when grid service is insufficient. This track
record reflects the incentives at work on the actors who are relevant to planning and using grid electricity.
Here the committee looks at those incentives because they help reveal places where additional efforts by
industry, civil society, and government may be needed to anticipate and plan for large-scale grid outages.
Such a perspective helps to expose the areas where failures to prepare are most likely—because the
incentives to ensure resilience are weakest—and where additional policy action may be needed.
Surveys of existing electric power users reveal that there are huge variations in the willingness,
ability, and need to pay for greater resilience; moreover, desire for resilience depends heavily on the
expected duration of grid power outages. Table 5.1 shows results from one review of prior research on
interruption costs of different duration and circumstances. The table is complex and busy, demonstrating
huge variation (of several orders of magnitude) in the economic harm suffered by different types of
customers for different types of outages. For example, the financial losses to large and medium
commercial and industrial (C&I) customers are orders of magnitude larger than losses to either residential
or small C&I customers. And while much is known about the impact of relatively short duration outages
(<16 hours), at present there is essentially no systematic research that provides such information for
longer outages—let alone the large-area, long-duration outages that are the main subject of this study.
Nonetheless, the existing research suggests that while, on the one hand, there are broader societal needs
for more resilient power supply, on the other hand, cost-effective strategies must reflect that not all users
need the same levels of resilience. This is particularly true for users and facilities that provide critical
services such as hospitals, where using economic measures (e.g., willingness to pay) for resilient service
may not be appropriate.
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TABLE 5.1 The Significant Variation in Estimated Financial Losses Suffered by Different Customer
Classes Operating under Different Ambient Conditions as a Function of Varying Outage Duration
Hours
per
Year
(%)
Losses Based on Interruption Duration ($)
Timing of Interruption
Momentary 30 Minutes 1 Hour
4 Hours
8 Hours
16 Hours
Medium and Large C&I
Summer
33
16,172
18,861
21,850
46,546
96,252
186,983
Non-summer
67
11,342
13,431
15,781
35,915
77,998
154,731
Weighted Average
12,952
15,241
17,804
39,458
84,083
165,482
Small C&I
Summer Morning
8
461
569
692
1,798
4,073
7,409
Summer Afternoon
7
527
645
780
1,954
4,313
7,737
Summer Evening/Night
18
272
349
440
1,357
3,518
6,916
Non-summer Morning
17
549
687
848
2,350
5,592
10,452
Non-summer Afternoon
14
640
794
972
2,590
5,980
10,992
Non-summer Evening/Night 36
298
388
497
1,656
4,577
9,367
Weighted Average
412
520
647
1,880
4,690
9,055
Residential
Summer Morning/Night
19
6.8
7.5
8.4
14.3
24.0
42.4
Summer Afternoon
7
4.3
4.9
5.5
9.8
17.7
31.1
Summer Evening
7
3.5
4.0
4.6
9.2
17.5
34.1
Non-summer Morning/Night 39
3.9
4.5
5.1
9.8
17.8
33.5
Non-summer Afternoon
14
2.3
2.7
3.1
6.2
12.1
23.7
Non-summer Evening
14
1.5
1.8
2.2
5.0
10.8
23.6
Weighted Average
3.9
4.5
5.1
9.5
17.2
32.4
NOTE: C&I, commercial and industrial customers.
SOURCE: Sullivan et al. (2015).
The incentive to become resilient is evident in the substantial investments that some power users
make in obtaining backup supplies. For example, hospitals, data centers, and command posts for first
responders all regularly install backup power systems. For smaller users, as well, there is extensive media
coverage and advice—along with many vendor firms—that draw attention to the need for on-site power.
Diesel generators are the technology of choice for this function; estimates compiled in the late 1990s
suggest that the capacity of such generators in the United States was about 100 GW and growing at
approximately 2 percent per year (Singh, 2001). Given the vital role of these generators in providing
resilience, there has been ongoing attention to possible revision of standards for their reliability and
environmental performance (Felder, 2007). There is also a substantial need for ongoing consumer
education about the operation and safety of such devices since burns, fires, and especially carbon
monoxide poisoning continue to be major problems.
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The committee is concerned that, despite substantial investment in standby generators, awareness
of the unreliability and other performance attributes of these systems remains highly uneven. According
to Huber and Mills (2006), 1 percent of diesel generators at nuclear plants fail to start upon demand, while
15 percent of them fail after 24 hours of continuous operation. Consequently, nuclear sites have multiple
redundant sources of backup power, and, in the wake of the Fukushima nuclear accident, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission has required additional investments in on-site power.2 By contrast, the failure
rates at start up of hospital generators—which are much less well maintained in general and have fewer
redundancies—are 10 times the rate of those in the nuclear industry (Mills, 2016). Similarly, there is low
and uneven awareness of the challenges in obtaining fuel supplies in a long-duration outage, which
presents a critical and underanalyzed risk.
Finding: Installing backup power systems alone is insufficient to improve resilience.
These systems must be tested (i.e., started, operated) and maintained (e.g., cleaned)
regularly so they function reliably during an outage. Relevant industry associations, and
policy makers, government agencies, and regulators where appropriate, have an
important role in disseminating information about the actual levels of reliability of
backup units, as well as challenges obtaining fuel.
Recommendation 5.1: State emergency planning authorities should oversee a more regular and
systematic testing of backup power generation equipment at critical facilities, such as hospitals
and fire stations, and ensure that public safety officials include information related to electrical
safety and responses to long-duration power outages in their public briefings. Those authorities
should also periodically assess the costs and benefits of this testing program and use that
information to prioritize sites for testing.
In addition to diesel generators—which are often connected to a single vital asset—there has been
a steady rise in investment in microgrid systems (Hanna et al., 2017). These systems cover entire office
complexes, campuses, and military bases, and, as shown in Figure 5.1, this segment of electricity
infrastructure investment is expected to continue with substantial growth, which could have large
implications for the resilience of power users. While the logic for installing microgrids at such locations
varies, usually the continued service of high-quality electricity even after macrogrid failure is dominant.
Microgrids, especially the larger systems, are designed to allow for islanding in the event of macrogrid
failure, although in practice very few actually operate or are even tested in that mode. Many microgrids
embed renewable power generation systems—notably solar photovoltaics—and the financial case for


2

Following Fukushima, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission requires backup power for critical systems at
nuclear power plants, which will likely cost the industry approximately $4 billion (2016 dollars).
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larger miccrogrids typiccally hinges on the integrattion of naturaal gas-fired sm
mall turbines tthat utilize thee
waste heaat for local heaating and coo
oling. Later in
n this chapter,, the committeee will explorre how new
research and
a incentivess could lead th
he users of microgrid
m
systeems to use thhis resource too increase
resilience.

FIGURE 5.1 Installattion of microg
grids today an
nd expected ggrowth to 20220. NOTE: Tootal U.S. electtricity
generation
n capacity in 2016 was mo
ore than 1,000
0 gigawatts. S
SOURCE: GT
TM Research (2015).
Over
O
the last few
fe years, therre has also beeen a surge inn installation oof “behind thee meter” on-ssite
battery sto
orage (see Fig
gure 5.2 and Chapter
C
2 secction entitled ““Near-Term D
Drivers of Chhange and
Associateed Challenges and Opportu
unities for Ressilience”). Thhis surge in innvestment hass been driven in
part by direct subsidy—
—notably in California—an
C
nd in part by fundamental improvemennts in battery
gies. As with microgrids,
m
th
hese on-site battery
b
system
ms could in theeory lead to hhigher resiliennce,
technolog
but very few
f of these systems are acctually design
ned for that puurpose and noone can supplly power for
periods off several dayss. Instead, theese systems arre sized to moove small amoounts of poweer—typicallyy a
fraction of total load ju
ust for an hour or two—fro
om peak to noon-peak periods to help C&
&I customers
k electricity deemand. If techhnological im
mprovements m
make it possiible to
reduce thee charge they pay for peak
install mu
uch larger systtems then succh batteries co
ould be materrial to improvving resiliencee to long-duraation
grid outag
ges.
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FIGURE 5.2 Installattion of “behin
nd the meter” battery storagge systems. S
SOURCE: GT
TM Research//ESA
(2016), “U
U.S. Energy Storage
S
Monitor.”
Where
W
power users
u
have a self-incentive
s
e to invest adeequately in resilience—andd where they have
adequate information
i
about
a
the effects of their in
nvestments—nno further pollicy incentivees may be neeeded.
By contraast, when the market
m
fails—
—for examplee, when users are unaware of their exposure to grid
failure, un
naware of the synergistic consequences
c
of grid failurre, or unable tthemselves too afford or reccoup
the benefiits of actions that could im
mprove resilien
nce if low proobability evennts occur—then there may be a
need for policy
p
intervention. These failures are often evident w
where there aare large-scalee outages thatt
affect a wide
w array of vital
v
social serrvices—as revealed, for exxample, by thhe long-duratiion power outtage
after the January
J
1998 ice storm desscribed in Box
x 5.1. In conttrast to many events whosee intensity waas
predictablle in ways thaat aided advan
nce preparatio
ons, the extennt and impact of this storm
m was largely
unexpecteed. This is a characteristic
c
of such storm
ms since icingg conditions ddepend criticallly on the verrtical
temperatu
ure profile in the
t atmosphere; a change of
o just a few ddegrees can m
make the diffeerence betweeen
ice, rain, or
o snow. Such
h unexpected outcomes aree particularly worrisome hhazards for thee grid since icce
storms alrready accountt for many lon
ng-duration outages.
o
With climate channge, the areal extent and
possible im
mpacts of succh icing eventts are likely to
o change althhough, as noteed in Chapter 3, the nature of
those chan
nges remains uncertain.

BOX 5.1
Consequ
uences and Civ
vic Response to
t Damage Caaused by the IIce Storm of JJanuary 1998
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Ice storms are common in eastern Canada, with Ottawa and Montreal receiving freezing precipitation on an
average of 12 to 17 days a year, but these events generally last only a few hours at a time. The January 1998 storm
brought days of ice to an unexpectedly wide area of eastern Canada and the northeastern states, killing more than 40
people and causing large-scale, long-duration outages of electricity along with many other important impacts on
infrastructure (NCEI, 1999).
Montreal was hit particularly hard. On January 9, much of Montreal temporarily lost its water supply after
its filtration plant and pumping stations lost power (ICLR, 2013). Three out of the four major transmission lines in
the area went off-line. If power had not been partially restored within hours, residents of the city would have been
without potable water and firefighters would have had water to put out fires—an outcome that forced officials to
consider either evacuating the city or moving residents to facilities like Olympic Stadium, where water could be
delivered by truck (Schneider, 1998). Early planning for such an outcome had not been contemplated seriously
before—for example, through purchasing of on-site backup power plants—because the city had always been a
priority customer of Hydro-Québec and officials thus assumed electricity would always be available (Schneider,
1998).
Even after power was restored, disruptions rippled through food supply chains, transportation,
communications, and other economic activities. The storm occurred during the depths of winter and was followed
by freezing weather and, 2 weeks later, by a snow storm of 8 to16 inches that further slowed restoration
(McDonnell, 1998). Along Montreal's south shore—which became known as the “triangle of darkness”—grid power
remained out for 2 to 3 weeks following the storm (The Economist, 1998; Dupigny-Giroux, 2012). The commercial
sector of Montreal was shut down for a week from January 9 through16 to remove the debris and allow electrical
crews to repair or rebuild the power grid in the island city (Dupigny-Giroux, 2012). Grocery stores across the area
were unable to open or ran out of basic necessities, gas stations ran out of (or were unable to pump) fuel, and basic
transport services were erratic—all leading to reports of a general feeling of vulnerability (Leslie, 1999; CBC, 2017;
Murphy, 2009; Dupigny-Giroux, 2012; The Ottawa Citizen, 2016). All told, around 600,000 people moved out of
their homes for the event, with 100,000 of them moving into temporary shelters to escape the cold (RMS, 2008).
Restoration of grid services required assistance from utility crews drawn from across North America. The event
prompted the largest peace time deployment of Canadian armed forces in history, with almost 16,000 troops
assigned in the relief effort to help with cleanup, restoration, and evacuation.

The questions surrounding when and how policy makers intervene to encourage additional
planning and investment around responses to grid failure raise many fundamental questions about the
proper role of government. If government stands ready to provide support in the case of a long-duration
grid failure, then the well-known “moral hazard” problems could undermine the incentive for users of
electric power to make those investments themselves. While communities are largely left to make their
own decisions about their willingness to plan for and invest in resilience, there may be broader social
implications and possible unintended consequences from the totality of all these local choices made with
reference to local interests.3 Such societal concerns may create the need for policies to better harmonize
or at least take these externalities into consideration. Indeed, better documentation and awareness of the
metrics for grid reliability and resilience, discussed in earlier chapters, could make it much easier for
market forces to function properly—for users of power services to become more fully aware of their
exposures to risk and thus more capable of obtaining the right level of resilience on their own.


3

The issue of “moral hazard” arises if a community underinvests in protection for rare major events and then
expects the broader society to cover its costs when such an event occurs.
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Even once the right incentives are in place to invest in resilience, there may be organizational and
cognitive barriers to action—especially for events that have never occurred or been imagined before. The
committee believes that the largest challenges in creating resilience against the full effects of large-area,
long-duration grid failures may lie with the system-wide consequences and interactions. Such problems
are extremely difficult for organizations to anticipate and respond to effectively. Typically, organizations
are structured to meet core missions and can be blind to, or find it very hard to address, threats that arise
in unexpected ways. Creating resilience against adverse system-wide effects requires that many different
organizations coordinate and adopt solutions that might be far outside the normal scope of each
organization individually. Where organizations do not have regular interaction and high levels of trust,
collective action may be impossible.
The development of a coherent response that best serves the national interest requires laying a
foundation for understanding the social value in resilience. Only then is it possible to evaluate whether the
incentives of relevant actors will lead them to invest adequately in resilience. Only after establishing the
social value in resilience is it possible to debate the degree of policy intervention needed to address the
larger systemic impacts of large-area, long-duration outages.
Finding: The existing systems of incentives have generally been successful in
encouraging proper levels of investment to address shorter-duration and limited-area
outages. However, incentives for individuals and organizations to take steps to increase
resilience against large-area, long-duration outages are a different matter. Developing
national, regional, and local strategies to improve resilience against such outages requires
two things: an assessment of the likelihood that disruptions will occur and a judgment
about how much the various actors in society are prepared to invest in actions that lower
the consequences of disruptions. At present, many communities, regulators, and grid
operators do not have the information and/or incentives needed to make reasoned policy
and operational decisions.
Knowing much more about what individuals and society are willing to pay to avoid the
consequences of large grid failures of long duration is an important input to deciding whether and how to
upgrade systems that can reduce impacts of a grid outage. Much of this knowledge is anecdotal from
looking backward at such failures, such as from Hurricane Katrina, Superstorm Sandy, or the northeastern
blackout of 2003. Most prior quantitative studies have only examined outages of much shorter duration. If
these studies are to provide meaningful results, they will need to use state-of-the art social science
methods. Because different strategies may provide different insights, it would be prudent to have separate
independent groups undertake more than one study. Results from this work can be used to inform
national, regional, and local decision making about resilience investment.
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While individuals’ willingness to pay is an important input to such decision making,
considerations of broader social disruptions and of equity are also important. Some private actors may be
willing to pay considerable amounts to assure their continued provision of electric power during events
(or parts of them), but these actors typically lack incentive to make investments beyond their own needs.
Others may be uninformed about the potential systemic consequences of long-duration outages. It is the
role of government to assure the continued provision of critical social services and to provide access to
basic power-dependent services to vulnerable groups such as disadvantaged communities or others that
lack the financial mechanisms to assure their own resilience.
Recommendation 5.2: The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
should work in coordination with the Department of Homeland Security, the Department
of Energy, and the states to develop model guidance on how state regulators, utilities, and
broader communities (where appropriate) might consider the equity and social
implications of choices in the level and allocation of investments. These include
investments in advanced control technologies capable of enabling continued supply to
particular feeders or critical users that could mitigate the impacts of large-area, longduration outages.

PLANNING FOR GRID FAILURE
The remainder of this chapter examines how U.S. communities and the country as a whole can
understand and implement an appropriate level of resilience in the event of a large outage of long
duration. First, this section introduces planning for grid failure—so that consequences can be anticipated
and responses organized. The following section discusses the design of infrastructures so that they
themselves are more resilient to long-duration full or partial loss of grid services.
Planning requires information on the potential length and scope of large grid outages. That
information can be gleaned partly by looking at past system outages and their coverage, summarized in
Appendix E. These experiences suggest the magnitude of possible future outages. History in other
countries is also helpful to consider because most modern grids reveal similar points of vulnerability. For
example, the downtown area of Auckland, New Zealand, lost nearly all grid service for 5 weeks in the
summer of 1998 when the four main cables serving the area failed in rapid succession. While each failure
had its own individual causes, the events correlated and cascaded into a national crisis (Rennie, 1998).
Systems that should have been redundant instead were the source of additional stress—something that
often happens in complex systems where all the interacting failure points are difficult to imagine in
advance.
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However, the past may be an inadequate guide because long-duration outages are rare
events and the underlying structure, operation, and policies governing the grid might expose this
vital infrastructure to even larger and longer outages than observed historically. It is important to
do more to identify events that are “unthinkable” on the basis of historical experience but could
occur with coordinated system-wide attacks on the grid and the many systems that it supports.
While there are some public safety professionals and organizations that practice and train for such
dark and disturbing work, these practices are not widespread nor comprehensive enough to
substantially improve the nation’s resilience to large-scale outages. Good imagination and
planning begins with understanding the full range of possible outcomes for grid failure. The
committee’s focus here is on planning for continuation of vital services in areas affected by a
large-scale, long-duration outage, but it also notes that one important element of planning
includes evacuation—in effect deciding that it may be more feasible to move populations in some
areas than to provide emergency provisions.
While characterizing the real risks of grid failure will be difficult, an even more complex
planning task involves understanding how prolonged full or partial failures of grid service could have
compounding effects on other important public infrastructures and private services. Much of modern life
depends on grid electricity, which is why the National Academy of Engineering named electricity as the
single most important engineering achievement of the 20th century (NAE, 2017).
At present, planning for all types of hazards to public infrastructure is a disorganized and
decentralized activity. Even in federal programs focused explicitly on increasing grid resilience, planning
and implementation of research and policy responses are fragmented across federal agencies (GAO,
2017). It is impossible to describe all of the relevant efforts succinctly. Here the committee focuses on the
role of the federal government and its National Preparedness System (NPS), whose broad aims are to
prevent and then speed recovery from a wide range of hazards that affect the security and resilience of the
United States.4 The NPS is organized by the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)—an arm
of the Department of Homeland Security—to assess and plan for hazards to 12 vital emergency support
functions, including energy, for which the Department of Energy (DOE) is responsible for primary
agency support (FEMA, 2008). Table 5.2 shows the matrix of vital functions and the relevant federal
agencies. It is an intrinsically complex, messy, and organizationally stovepiped activity.


4

Presidential Policy Directive 8: National Preparedness. See https://www.dhs.gov/presidential-policydirective-8-national-preparedness
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TABLE 5.2 FEMA’s Matrix Concept Illustrates the High Amount of Interagency and Interdepartmental
Coordination Required for Assessing and Responding to Threats to the Nation’s Vital Infrastructures

Fire Fighting

Information and Planning

Mass Care

Resource Support

Health and Medical Services

USRT

S

S

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

S

S

Dept. of Commerce
Dept. of Defense

S

Dept. of Education

S

Dept. of Energy

S
S

Dept. of Health and Human Services

S

S
S

S

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

Energy

Public Works and Engineering

Dept. of Agriculture

Food

Communications

S

Department or Agency

HAZMATs Food

Transportation

Vital Emergency Support Functions

S

S
S

P

S

S

S

S

S

S

S

P
S

S

Housing and Urban Development
S

Dept. of Interior

S

S

S

S

S

Dept. of Justice
S

Dept. of Labor
Dept. of State

S

Dept. of Transportation

P

S

Dept. of Treasury

S

S

S

S

S

Dept. of Veteran

S

S

S

S

Administrative Resource Center
S

Environmental Protection Agency

P

S

S

S

S

S
S

Agency for International Development

S

S

S

S

S

S

P

S

S

S

S

S

P

S

S

S

P

S

S

Federal Communications Commission
Federal Emergency Management
Agency

S

S

Government Services Agency

S

S

Natl. Space and Aeronautics Admin.
P

Natl. Clandestine Service

S

S

S

S

S
S

S
S

S

Nuclear Regulatory Commission

P

S
S

S

S

Office of Personnel Management
S

Small Business Admin.
Tennessee Valley Authority

S

U.S. Postal Service

S

S

S
S

S

NOTE: P, principal coordinating agency; S, agencies supporting the principal coordinating agency.
SOURCE: FEMA (2008).
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Because planning for grid failure is such an intrinsically complex and difficult task, it appears that
very little of the FEMA- and DOE-led effort is devoted to imagining and preparing for the full systemic
consequences of losing grid power over large areas for long period.. Instead, by design, the framework
shown in Table 5.2 is operational and aimed at clarifying which agencies will be focal points for
receiving, collating, and distributing information to the rest of the federal government. Under this
framework, for example, DOE is tasked with organizing information to produce estimates of restoration
times, percentages, and priorities. In its role as the focal point, DOE is also expected to work with legal
authorities to resolve matters of jurisdiction and grant waivers to expedite restoration processes, as
discussed in Chapter 6. These are, for the most part, operational functions rather than forward-looking
research and development or strategic planning. These patterns of stove piping and overlapping layers of
jurisdiction extend from the federal to the regional, state, and local levels. Only during emergencies—
events that politically and organizationally focus minds—does some semblance of more unified and
strategic focus emerge, such as through the creation of joint field offices that unify the coordinating
structures discussed in more detail in Chapter 6.
Because planning for the system-wide consequences of grid failure is such a daunting task, it is
not surprising that the jurisdictions that seem to be doing a better job are those that have experienced such
failures in the past. The tristate area of New York, New Jersey, and Connecticut in the aftermath of
Superstorm Sandy is a good example, as shown in Box 5.2. Electricity outage disaster preparedness and
response exercises such as “Clear Path 4” (DOE, 2016) are critical opportunities to gain experience and
have great potential to be expanded. Experience transforms the unimaginable and seemingly impossible
into a tangible reality. However, often the result is that planning efforts focus excessively on avoiding the
same calamitous outcome rather than planning for a broader range of possible future events.

BOX 5.2
Superstorm Sandy: Preparation, Emergency Response, and Restoration of Services
On October 29, 2012, Superstorm Sandy made landfall, leaving approximately 3.5 million of the 8.5
million homes and businesses in the tristate area without electricity. For 4 days prior to landfall, members of the
Northeastern Mutual Assistance Groupa were coordinating closely to reduce impacts and plan for restoration
activities—and to reach out to other regions, such as the Midwest, to draw resources such as line crews and call
center operators (EEI, 2013). Simultaneously, DOE worked to remove the red tape required for these outside crews
to work in the impacted areas, as envisioned in the FEMA emergency preparedness process that had been
established for the country just a year earlier (FEMA, 2013). A presidential state of emergency was declared a day
before landfall, an action that further activated federal resources—such as the National Response Coordination
Center (NRCC) that prepared 5 staging areas to preposition crews, vehicles, and 183 generators of various sizes.
After landfall, as the extent of the damage became known, the NRCC also guided the Department of Defense to
provide additional resources—such as airlifting 229 power-restoration vehicles and approximately 500 personnel to
aid the region while the Army Corps of Engineers was tasked with pumping operations to facilitate restoration in
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flooded areas (FEMA, 2013). Within 2 days after landfall, 70,000 utility crewmen from around the country were
working to restore the grid—by FEMA estimates, those workers replaced 4,500 poles, 2,100 transformers, 44
substations, and over 400 miles of lines over the next 3 days (FEMA, 2013). With so many different federal
agencies providing support, FEMA established the Energy Restoration Task Force on October 31 to help coordinate
the federal effort—among many other functions, it coordinated the supply of 9.3 million gallons of fuel to New
York and New Jersey for use by first responders and the continued operation of emergency generators(FEMA,
2013).
Since Superstorm Sandy, there have been extensive efforts by regulators and utilities to improve reliability
of the grid and resilience of society—some of these efforts were triggered originally by Hurricane Irene, which hit
the region the year before Sandy (FEMA, 2013). Concerning reliability, regulator orders and utility actions have
identified critical power delivery systems that need hardening—such as raising the elevation of transformers at
substations, adding supervisory control and data acquisition to substations, and installing equipment that will allow
operators to isolate faulted areas and close circuits remotely that can keep more customers online. In the natural gas
network, a massive effort has begun to replace cast iron mains and upgrade distribution systems. Public Service
Electric and Gas—the largest utility in New Jersey, which saw 2 million of its 2.2 million customers lose power
after Sandy—is in the midst of a regulator-approved $1.2 billion “Energy Strong” program to protect its gas and
electricity network. All told, in New Jersey alone, regulators have approved almost $2 billion worth of investments
in mitigation measures to guard against catastrophic storms and, more generally, upgrade the resilience of electric
and gas systems.
Responses in New York were similar. In that state, 2.2 million customers lost power, and the two largest
utilities (Consolidated Edison and Long Island Power Authority) spent $1.2 billion to restore service while spending
another $1.7 billion after Sandy to harden their electricity, gas, and steam infrastructures.b In Connecticut, where the
damage was much less relative to New York and New Jersey, relatively little federal help flowed—about 1 percent
of the total federal funds spent after Sandy went to the state—and efforts focused less on recovery and hardening of
infrastructure and more on helping homeowners dislocated by the storm (Radelat, 2014).
Policy makers have also focused massive resources on improving resilience in the face of future power
outages, although that task has required more complex coordination because few of the critical tasks for resilience
map neatly onto existing policy structures. In New Jersey, the state’s Board of Public Utilities in conjunction with
the New Jersey Office of Emergency Management authored a Petroleum Fuel Task Force Plan. The New Jersey
Board of Public Utilities is the lead agency for administering this new plan, which is intended to address fuel
shortages or disruptions to the fuel distribution system in times of an emergency. Over 125 gas stations throughout
the state have been equipped with emergency generators or electrical connections to accept a portable generator.
a

Every region of the country has such mutual assistance groups.
For regulatory action after Sandy, see, e.g., Cases 13-E-0030, 13-G-0031, and 13-S=0032 of the New York Department of
Public Service.
b

From the Sandy experience, the Canadian ice storm, and many others, it is clear that longduration failures in grid power will occur. Even with a concerted effort in design and investment for
continuity of some electric services—a topic discussed in the next section—much of the country is
unprepared for long-duration outages. To the extent appropriate, resilience must begin with individual
households and businesses preparing themselves for long-duration outages with adequate essential
supplies—such as of food, water, medicine—to cover, at least, multi-day outages.
Finding: Existing planning systems are, by design, ill-suited for anticipating and considering the
wide range of interactions between loss of grid power and other vital infrastructures and services
for long-duration outages. These are intrinsically difficult tasks to perform both conceptually and
organizationally. They require imagination and planning for interactions among multiple stresses
on infrastructures and services that are rarely observed in the world.
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For example, in the aftermath of a large regional storm, loss of grid power often leads to loss of
reliable traffic control as well as obstruction of many roadways. These impede normal traffic flow and
make it difficult for first responders to perform their tasks. The difficulties with first response, in turn,
magnify the humanitarian crises that result from the original storm event. Those difficulties compound
into additional stresses on hospitals and public safety that consume their resources and make it more
difficult to restore normal commercial operations. But even in such settings, it can be extremely difficult
to anticipate how interactions among infrastructures lead to yet further interactions and harmful
consequences that multiply as a grid outage event extends in time.
State and local emergency management organizations may not have sufficient understanding of
electric power systems, which can slow down emergency power provision to critical facilities. In some
states, such as California, organizations such as the California State Utility Emergency Association act as
a liaison between critical infrastructure utilities and emergency management organizations. While several
other states have similar programs, the practice is not widespread.
Finding: In every state, the governor is the ultimate authority responsible for overseeing disaster
recovery and the mobilization of federal assistance. However, the states vary widely in the extent
to which they are ready to perform these functions for long-duration grid outages. State and
regional authorities would benefit from extending existing efforts to help identify common
challenges and extend best practices. For example, the National Association of State Energy
Officials efforts to improve awareness and preparedness for large-scale disruptions to energy
infrastructure (e.g., by holding events to share best practices and experiences managing fuel
shortages that often accompany grid outages and other infrastructure failures (NASEO, 2016).
The technology of distribution system operations increasingly allows power system
operators, in the face of limited grid or local power supply, to select which distribution feeders to
energize. Those feeders typically serve loads with very different levels of social criticality, such
as hospitals or water treatment plants. Advanced control will make it possible to selectively
supply and/or restore power to individual meters on a feeder, with subsequent or sequenced
restoration of service to others on that feeder. It will also be possible to change the allocation of
which meters to supply over time as circumstances and needs evolve. While presently there are
relatively few demonstration projects and microgrids with these functionalities, there is
significant potential to improve resilience through their wider adoption.
Finding: Technologies that allow for intelligent, adaptive islanding of the distribution
system create new needs for planners to envision which feeders and users should be
energized under different circumstances. Yet, that type of planning has been minimal,
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and little effort has been dedicated to anticipating how energizing feeders and select users
might be adapted over the lifetime of the outage.
Recommendation 5.3: We recommend that the Department of Homeland Security, and
the Department of Energy, as the energy sector-specific agency, develop and oversee a
process to help regional and local planners envision potential system-wide effects of
long-duration loss of grid power. While orchestrated at the federal level, success of this
effort will require sustained engagement by regional and local authorities. Federal seed
funding could support several such local or regional assessments.
Officials in regions that have experienced long-duration outages will likely be more
motivated (see Box 5.2). In other regions, the Department of Homeland Security and others will
need to mobilize support for taking these “imagine the unimaginable” activities seriously. The
regulatory community’s role in these efforts will be crucial. Public utility regulators in particular
often have oversight over many infrastructures and determine whether electric utilities may
recover the costs associated with planning for the effects of long-duration outages of grid power.
Recommendation 5.4: The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners,
in consultation with the Department of Energy, the Department of Homeland Security,
and the states, should develop guidance to state regulators and utilities on the following:
(1) selective restoration options as they become available, (2) the factors that should be
considered in making choices of which loads to serve, and (3) model recommendations
that states and utilities can build upon and adapt to local circumstances. In developing
these recommendations, attention should be paid to how the use of these new technical
capabilities to energize particular feeders or grid-connected users might create evidence
to justify wider deployment of such control and metering technologies.
Examples of factors that such guidance might consider include the power needs of first responder and
other critical infrastructure systems, service to selected fuel and food suppliers, availability (or lack
thereof) of privately supplied backup generation or other means to assure continued availability of
electricity, and ability of specific populations to access basic services during prolonged outages.
The industry has done extraordinarily well at improving how the country responds to existing grid
failures, a topic explored in more detail in Chapter 6. That said, a great deal of the effort needed to
imagine and plan for the effects of long-duration outages sits outside the power industry in other
organizations—such as the operators of water supply and treatment facilities and first responders. But
industry, led by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), should take a fresh look at
whether the existing system of reliability standards adequately envisions cascading effects that could lead
to long-duration outages. And the industry’s central strategic organizations—notably the Edison Electric
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Institute, the American Public Power Institute, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, and
NERC—should draw more attention to the need for society to plan for long-duration outages. This is
important, even though such tasks may be uncomfortable for these organizations because they represent,
to some degree, an awareness that the grid itself is more fragile than widely thought. At the same time,
such self-driven industry efforts should improve awareness of the many ways that the grid system can be
designed to allow more resilience, which is an area where there are highly varied experiences across
existing U.S. utilities and other system operators.
Finally, much more attention is needed to engage the public in understanding the potential
severity of large-area, long-duration blackouts and to improve public awareness and preparedness. The
American Red Cross (2016) offers general guidance on how to prepare for power outages—with supplies
adequate for 3 days (assuming evacuation from home) or up to 2 weeks (assuming that homeowners stay
at home). The Centers for Disease Control offer detailed guidance on food safety, noting that hazards to
refrigerated food begin as early at 4 hours into a prolonged power outage; they also offer rudimentary
strategies for disinfecting water (CDC, 2014). Many states also offer their own guidance tailored to local
hazards—for example, Florida’s advice focuses on the need for 3 days of supplies to ride through outages
caused by hurricanes (Harrison, 2016). It is unclear how households around the nation respond to this
advice, or what factors may drive households to achieve appropriate levels of preparedness. FEMA
assesses individual preparedness on a regular basis, and the results suggest that preparedness is low and
not improving rapidly (FEMA, 2016). Similarly, many households and businesses obtain equipment—
such as portable generators—yet are unaware of how to operate these devices safely, how to procure fuel
during extended outages, and how low the real levels of reliability of these devices are in practice.

DESIGN
With better understanding of what society might be willing to pay to avoid or reduce the
consequences of grid failure and equipped with better planning for how grid failure could affect other
critical infrastructures, planners could then be possible to design systems so they are more resilient when
grid power is lost. The committee looks at design from two related perspectives: (1) designing and
deploying standby power systems, and (2) designing local power systems to provider higher customer
resilience.
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Designing and Deploying Standby Power Systems
Many methods already exist to establish on-site power systems—often using components that are
patched together in ad hoc ways—that can provide local service in the event of grid failure. These
existing approaches should be practiced and improved. Most backup power systems rely on small
gasoline, natural gas, and diesel-fired generators that are relatively easy to operate. Nonetheless,
experience operating these systems is highly uneven around the country. Areas in which loss of grid
power is more frequent are, as a general rule, better at imagining the impacts and thus better prepared.
These self-supplied systems may be ineffective in case of long-duration, large-scale interruptions
because backup systems are generally designed to run reliably for a few days at most; after that point,
maintenance and fueling may be essential. However, during a large event that affects many
interconnected public infrastructures, such services may be very challenging to obtain. During such
outages, households and other non-expert users often devise their own ad hoc solutions that can lead to
adverse side effects—for example, carbon monoxide poisoning from small generators run with inadequate
ventilation. Better information and oversight are needed to improve the availability, safety, and use of
these power systems.
Many (if not most) of the emergency generators are not physical assets owned by government or
even utilities. Instead, the government maintains contracts with the private sector to deliver equipment as
needed. For example, the federal government maintains a small stockpile of portable generators at
locations around the country, as well as much larger contracts for additional procurements that can be
deployed during a major outage. It is poorly understood whether many of the contracts for provision of
generators, fuel, and maintenance would prove to be robust under conditions that lead to sustained loss of
grid power—conditions that might include natural disasters and cascading interactions between
infrastructures under stress. For example, where delivery of these assets is envisioned by air, supporting
facilities (e.g., airports, ground crews, and air traffic control) may be unavailable and roads may be
impassable.
In addition to the contracts and stockpiles of mobile generators maintained by the federal
government, there is potential to repurpose assets not traditionally used for power supply. Civilian and
navy ships could provide a few tens of megawatts of emergency power to loads in coastal cities (Scott,
2006). Likewise, when they are equipped with appropriate interfaces or conversion kits, diesel electric
locomotives can also be used to power communities located near railroad tracks. For example, Canada
National Railway delivered multiple locomotives off-track to towns without power during the 1998 ice
storm (Figure 5.3).
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platform. Once these informational resources are in place, periodic stress testing and evaluation
are needed to ensure that they continue to provide reliable information.
It is crucial to increase community assessments of what will and will not work in the event of
large outages of varying duration (including availability of liquid fuel and generators; power to refineries,
gas stations, communication networks, and hospitals; local and regional availability of natural gas;
workforce). These should be integrated with tabletop emergency planning exercises at the community,
county, and state levels. FEMA provides some funding for state and local exercises. However, resilience
to large-area, long-duration outages may not be adequately prioritized in existing state/local exercises,
and greater emphasis could produce good models for systematic planning and operational assessments.

Designing Local Power Systems to Provide Higher Customer Resilience
Beyond customer-owned sources of backup power, the power infrastructure, and distribution
systems in particular, could be designed to operate more effectively when the bulk transmission parts of
the grid fail. Many utilities are already installing self-healing and self-correcting distribution systems.
These have ubiquitous sensors that can identify and isolate faults and use automated or remotely
controlled switching to assure continuity of power to as many users as possible. For purposes of this
chapter, what is important about these systems is that they blur the lines between reliability and resilience.
When they work effectively, these automated distribution systems improve reliability of traditional grid
service. But it is a small step to extend that logic to integration of electric infrastructure that is located on
a customer’s premises—for example, an intelligent microgrid that can island from or reconnect to the
larger system as conditions require. Other examples include on-site battery storage at customers’
residences, which combined with photovoltaics (PVs) could provide continuity of service in the event of
grid failure (i.e., reliability) and also offer local support for the grid that can help avoid outages or
expedite restoration (i.e., resilience). In terms of grid design and decentralization, these activities at the
“edge” of the traditional grid are important technological and behavioral frontiers for the future power
system. At present, most of the capabilities—such as automated islanding and intelligent integration of
local resources into utility distribution systems—are theoretical in nature and have not been tested at
scale.
A particularly promising set of options related to improving resilience rest with various types of
microgrids. It is crucial to understand how microgrids can enhance resilience by operating in selfislanding mode during long periods of grid failure. In that context, there are various classes of microgrids:
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x

Building scale. Nanogrids are small-scale microgrids feeding residential or commercial end
users. During an outage, the nanogrid typically isolates from the distribution system, and
individual energy resources (e.g., a rooftop PV system with battery energy storage, a local
diesel generator, or a fuel cell) are used to power the local loads. At present, most of these
small self-supply systems serve the purposes of improving reliability and saving customers’
money through self-generation. Most of these systems are not designed to provide reliability
for long-duration outages of the macrogrid, and many of these systems (e.g., at the residential
level) are not designed to operate in islanded mode at all. Technically, however, many more
of these systems could be designed with those capabilities.

x

Campus scale. Microgrids are emerging as solutions for whole collections of buildings (e.g.,
college campuses or military facilities). All of these systems are designed with the capability
of seamlessly connecting and disconnecting (i.e., islanding) from the macrogrid. Maintaining
power at these locations–oases during emergency situations may be critical for safely riding
through a catastrophic event. This is the fastest growth segment of microgrids in part because
there are some customers willing to pay heavily for reliability (e.g., military bases) and in
part because large-scale energy users can take advantage of combined heat and power
efficiencies from burning natural gas in micro turbines (Hanna et al., 2017). For these latter
users, dependence on natural gas supplies—which themselves may be compromised during
events that lead to outage of the macrogrid—may be an extra source of vulnerability.
Earthquakes that affect the power grid can also disrupt natural gas supplies. Extreme cold
associated with ice storms can spike other demands for gas, such as heating, and leave less
gas for power generation. Such systems, in many cases, are designed for islanding within the
microgrids—so that critical services such as hospitals and sensitive scientific equipment are
kept online even as the rest of the microgrid suffers graceful degradation in service.

x

Community scale. Community-centric microgrids can be established by sharing individual
end users’ distributed energy resources (DERs)—a capability that exists in principle but, so
far, is rarely observed in reality. This functionality remains socially and technically
challenging, as there are issues with safety, protection, controls, and metering.

Finding: There is enormous technical potential to using microgrids to make electric service more
resilient in the face of loss of bulk grid power. This field of research and application is evolving
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quickly with new control systems, sensors, and distributed energy resources. This rapid evolution
of the frontier of technical capabilities is opening a potentially wide gulf between the technical
capabilities of microgrid systems and the real-world systems that are operational.
It is difficult to test microgrids and self-islanding distribution systems in real failure modes,
especially if real-world events that lead to grid failure create many other forces that could erode the
capabilities of self-islanded or microgrid systems. Variations in power quality could damage sensitive
equipment needed for operation of these systems, as could physical stresses (e.g., trees, water, wind) that
are correlated with the larger events that caused macrogrid failure in the first place. Too little is known
about whether decentralization of the power grid will improve or degrade resilience of service under
varying conditions. A highly decentralized and automated grid system that is still controlled by central
authorities could prove to be a highly effective means of assuring resilient energy services even in the
face of macrogrid failure. Or decentralization could actually amplify vulnerabilities in the grid system.
Control systems may be unable to provide stability in the face of large numbers of local decisions made
without the benefit of centralized authorities. Those systems might also fail in coordinated ways—for
example, in case of cyber attack on the power infrastructure.
Finding: Many microgrids have been designed with continuous grid integration in mind, and
users are hesitant to operate them in abnormal modes (e.g., islanded, or back-feeding power to the
local utility) that could cause harm. Too little is known about whether decentralization of the
power grid will improve or degrade resilience of service under varying conditions. A highly
decentralized and automated grid system that is still controlled by central authorities could prove
to be a highly effective means of assuring resilient energy services even in the face of macro-grid
failure. Or, decentralization could actually amplify the vulnerabilities in the grid system.
Recommendation 5.6: The Department of Energy should support demonstration and a training
facility (or facilities) for future microgrids that will allow utility engineers and non-utility
microgrid operators to gain hands-on experience with islanding, operating, and restoring feeders
(including microgrids). While the full need for training and experience—as well as possible
adjustment in microgrid standards, notably those developed by consensus under the Institute of
Electrical and Electronics Engineers (e.g., 1547.4 and the 2030 family of standards, which are, at
this writing, under revision)—is large, the committee envisions a small Department of Energybacked program to establish best practices that could spread more widely across industry and the
regulatory community.
As discussed in Chapter 2, today, in most states, regulatory and legal restrictions limit the ability
of a microgrid to sell power to other entities or to move power across public thoroughfare unless it is
operated by a traditional electric utility. At smaller scale, privately owned microgrids could offer
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significant advantages, even with existing rate structures that typically do not acknowledge the value such
a system can provide to the grid (King and Morgan, 2007).

DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM INNOVATIONS THAT COULD ENHANCE RESILIENCE
Today when the power goes out, individual customers are essentially on their own until service is
restored. Homes and commercial facilities that are equipped with standby generators can disconnect from
the grid and continue to operate with full or partial power. Users with microgrids—such as some
campuses and military bases—can island from the grid and continue operations. Everyone else, even
those customers with grid-connected PV systems, finds themselves in the dark. There are ways to enhance
local resilience, such as by making PV inverters more visible and controllable, by facilitating
development of small private microgrids, and by enabling utilities to operate islanded feeders.

Increasing the Capabilities of Distributed Energy Resource Inverters
End-users and utilities are investing in a wide array of DERs (e.g., PV arrays, wind turbines,
battery storage), many of which are located on or near customers’ premises. These resources could be
used, in theory, to provide power to local loads even when the grid is unavailable. Typically, these local
resources are interconnected with the grid through power electronic devices called inverters that convert
the direct current output from many of these devices into alternating current. Integrating these resources
into the grid has presented regulatory and technical challenges. Currently, these devices are required to
automatically disconnect when the voltage and/or frequency at their terminals deviates outside of a
normal range, indicating the presence of a fault somewhere on the grid. There are several reasons for this
requirement, including safety of the line crews in the field and protection of equipment. However,
because of the way inverters and their control systems are now implemented, this also results in cutting
off the supply of power to the DER owner as well as to the grid. Given the rapidly increasing penetration
of DERs, it may often be desirable to keep these resources online during abnormal situations. Motivated
by concerns related to the stability of the bulk power system, FERC has modified its small generator
interconnection regulations to require that DERs have the ability to “ride through” momentary
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fluctuations of frequency or voltage.5 In addition, the Institute for Electrical and Electronics Engineers is
in the process of revising DER interconnection standards (IEEE, 2014), including guidelines for the
intentional formation and operation of microgrids. These developments could have a positive impact on
resilience during large-scale outages.
While it is not yet deployed at significant scale, technology is readily available to allow inverters
to power local loads following automatic grid disconnection, making limited local power available to run
refrigerators, freezers, and other critical loads.6 In addition to increasing resilience and reliability for enduse customers, ongoing advances in inverter technology and modifications to interconnection regulations
can be beneficial for keeping local loads at least partially energized during large-area, long-duration
outages. Such advances can also be beneficial for utilities during restoration (see Chapter 6). With proper
design and operating standards, DERs and advanced inverters could actively contribute to the stability
and reliability of microgrids to power local loads without jeopardizing equipment or human safety.
Nevertheless, individual states are in various stages of policy development related to inverter performance
and interconnection of DERs
Recommendation 5.7: Utility regulators and operating utilities that have not adopted standards
similar to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission’s ride-through capability requirements for
small generators should assess their current interconnection standards as applicable to distributed
energy resources, consider the costs of requiring new installations to use enhanced inverters, and
determine the appropriate policy for promoting islanding and other related capabilities.

Encouraging Private Microgrids
As explained in Chapter 2, in most states today, regulatory arrangements and laws granting
distribution utilities exclusive service territories preclude private entities from constructing and operating
microgrids if done in a manner that supplies power to an entity other than the owner of the microgrid or if
that power is moved across a public thoroughfare. However, because many distributed generation (DG)
systems display economies of scale (King, 2006), there may be sound economic justifications for
customers to want to operate some privately owned microgrids at a scale that serves several customers.
Indeed, the military does this on many bases, at times with reliability benefits for non-military users as
well. Microgrids have several advantages for the electricity grid; for example, they can provide electricity


5

FERC Order No. 828, 81, Fed. Reg. 50,290, 156 FERC ¶ 61,062 (2016).
See, for example, the Outback FX 2.5kW 120VAC 24VDC 55A Sealed Inverter/Charger GTFX2524 from
CivicSolar: https://www.civicsolar.com/product/outback-gtfx2524-sealed-grid-tie-24v-25kw-inverter.
6
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during peak-usage hours and therefore forestall the need for expensive upgrades in central generation,
transmission, and distribution systems. They can also be used to improve power quality and reliability for
local consumers (Neville, 2008). Finally, with proper arrangements they can serve local customers during
power outages, consequently increasing the resilience of the grid. A potential advantage of facilitating the
development of privately owned and operated microgrids is that this could considerably speed the pace of
innovation (in much the way innovation was spurred after deregulation in the telecom industry).
Recommendation 5.8: The Department of Energy should work with the National Association of
Regulatory Utility Commissioners and state regulators to undertake studies of the technical,
economic, and regulatory changes necessary to allow development and operation of privately
owned microgrids that serve multiple parties and/or cross public rights-of-way. These studies
should also consider the potential consequences of such changes.
Recommendation 5.9: State legislatures and public utility commissions should explore
economic, ratemaking, and other regulatory options for facilitating the development of private
microgrids that provide resilience benefits. Rate structures can be developed to cover the costs of
upgrading and maintaining grid assets while also recognizing and rewarding the benefits that
distributed energy resources provide to the grid.

Facilitating Utility-Operated Islanded Feeders
Traditional radial distribution feeders are designed only to move power from substations out to
customers in one direction. More modern distribution systems that include distribution automation and
intelligent bi-directional sectionalizing switches,7 and other advanced distribution technologies, such as
smart meters and micro-phasor measurement units, can reconfigure distribution system topology and feed
distribution circuits from more than one location (Grijalva and Tariq, 2011; Grijalva et al., 2011). As the
amount of utility and privately operated DG8 on distribution systems grows, there is no technical reason
why, during an extended outage, an intact distribution feeder could not be operated as an islanded microgrid, supplying customers with limited critical electric service (Narayanan and Morgan, 2012). However,
progress will be needed on a variety of technical and regulatory fronts. For example, as DG resources
grow in size, simple “plug and play” arrangements are no longer feasible because issues of stability, as
well as frequency and voltage control, become critical (Nazari et al., 2012; Nazari et al., 2013).


7

See, for example, the IntelliRupter® PulseCloser® Fault Interrupter from the S&C Electric Company:
http://www.sandc.com/en/products--services/products/intellirupter-pulsecloser-faultinterrupter/http://www.sandc.com/en/products--services/products/intellirupter-pulsecloser-fault-interrupter/.
8
DG is a subset of DERs. DERs can include storage and non-generation resources. 
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Distribution systems with smart meters can drop customers before reconfiguring as an island, but issues
of synchronizing DG resources and assuring adequate stability also need to be addressed (Nazari and Ilic,
2014). In most cases, it is unlikely that the amount of power available to an islanded feeder would be
sufficient to meet all local loads. That means that methods would need to be developed to limit the load
imposed by individual customers and perhaps to cycle supply among customers over time. Any operation
of islanded feeders using DG resources must be planned and executed in a fashion that does not create a
safety hazard for residents or utility repair crews.
Today, an inability to observe the details of what is going on (i.e., lack of visibility) in
distribution systems is a significant technical barrier to the islanded operation of DGs and microgrids.
Generally, this issue is lessened in transmission systems, as transmission systems typically have greater
visibility. During a power outage, transmission system operators can often readily and accurately identify
most fault(s) and isolate them from the rest of the grid. Thus, the rest of the system can continue its
normal operation while line crews work to repair the isolated part of the grid in a safe manner. If utilities
undertake a similar approach for distribution systems and implement smart meters and micro-phasor
measurement units in distribution systems, or at least at the points of interconnection of DGs/microgrids,
they can identify energized lines during outages and isolate them to ensure line crews safety, while
serving critical loads.
Recommendation 5.10: Utilities that have already implemented smart meters and advanced
distribution systems with sectionalizing switches should explore the feasibility of establishing
contractual and billing agreements with private owners of distributed resources and developing
the ability to operate intact islanded feeders as islanded microgrids powered by utility- and
customer-owned generating resources to supply limited power to critical loads during large grid
outages of long duration.
Recommendation 5.11: Utility regulators and non-governmental entities should undertake
studies to develop guidance on how best to compensate the owners of distributed generation
resources who are prepared to commit a portion of their distributed generation capacity to serve
islanded feeders in the event of large outages of long duration. Additionally, the National
Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners should establish a working group to advise
members on the issues they will likely have to address as the possibility grows that some utilities
or customers may wish to be able to operate islanded feeders during large outages of long
duration.

Facilitating Emergency Use of Hybrid and Fuel Cell Vehicles for Backup Power
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With appropriate inverters, plug-in hybrid electric vehicles and fuel cell vehicles are effectively
mobile generators that customers could use to provide emergency power to critical loads in their homes,
and in theory to an islanded feeder, during a major outage. Like other mobile generators, this service
depends on continued availability of fuel, whether natural gas, gasoline, or something similar. Battery
electric vehicles with no combustion system only store modest amounts of energy (i.e., 80 kWh at the
high end), which would likely be exhausted early in the course of a large-area, long-duration outage.
Thus, purely electric vehicles do not offer the same level of resilience benefit for homeowners but could
be coupled with DG such as PVs. Inverters designed for vehicle-to-home power transfer have not entered
the market in the United States, although there are numerous demonstration projects, in part because of
technical, economic, and liability questions that must be negotiated among grid operators, home-owners,
and vehicle manufacturers.
Recommendation 5.12: The Department of Energy should work with the manufacturers of plugin hybrid electric and fuel cell vehicles to study how such vehicles might be used as distributed
sources of emergency power.
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6
Restoring Grid Function After a Major Disruption

INTRODUCTION
This chapter discusses the post-event system restoration and the learning phases of the resilience
model laid out in Figure 1.2. The committee first introduces a general model for electricity system
restoration after a large-area, long-duration outage and then discusses restoration for several classes of
disruptions based on the type of damage caused. This organization is based on the recognition that
restoration activities proceed differently based on different types of outages—following some events,
utility operators will have no situational awareness to guide their deployments; whereas other events may
leave monitoring systems intact but overwhelm stockpiled resources. The chapter includes
recommendations for improving the restoration process and for improving post-incident investigation to
better learn from each experience to improve future performance.

GENERAL MODEL FOR ELECTRICITY RESTORATION
Following a large-area, long-duration outage, electricity system operators set priorities and work
across organizational boundaries to bring the system back online as quickly as possible through a series of
restoration activities. While the exact steps and procedures for restoration vary depending on the nature of
the outage and the damage incurred, electricity providers follow four general restoration steps:
1. Assess the extent, locations, and severity of damage to the electricity system;
2. Provide the physical and human resources required for repairs;
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3. Prioritize sites/components for repair based on factors including the criticality of the load and
the availability of resources to complete the needed repairs; and
4. Implement the needed repairs and reassess system state.
As shown in Figure 6.1, these general processes are carried out simultaneously by different
organizations operating at different scales across all elements of the power system. Many of these
organizations have their own restoration plans, spanning those from individual distribution cooperatives
such as Cuivre River Electric Cooperative in Missouri (CREC, 2016), to large investor-owned utilities
such as New York State Electric and Gas Corporation and Rochester Gas and Electric Corporation
(NYSEG and RGEC, 2016), to independent system operators such as PJM (2016). Organizations
frequently involved in electricity restoration include not only electricity system operators (i.e.,
distribution, transmission, and generation utilities and independent system operators), but also emergency
management officials from city, county, state, and federal organizations, including the Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), the Department of Energy (DOE), state emergency management agencies,
the National Guard, and in some cases even the Department of Defense. Depending on the circumstances,
organizations that operate far afield of the utility sector may be called on when they offer special
capabilities—for example, the deployment of the U.S. Air Force to transport bucket trucks by air from
California to New York in response to Superstorm Sandy. Effective restoration rests on the collaboration
and cooperation of myriad organizations and individuals of different skills. Various mutual assistance
agreements provide additional resources to extend the reach of the restoration across geographic and
organizational boundaries. The restoration work itself is dependent on the skills and resources of the line
and electrician crews deployed by the local utilities.
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restoration activities, but an agile approach is necessary to deal with specific circumstances. Exercises are
critical, although exercises alone will not address an actual event in all regards. Nonetheless, practice and
associated learning will improve reactions during actual response.
During a major disaster, the states coordinate all first responder and restoration activities. For
large incidents, when federal resources are warranted and mobilized, the National Response Framework
provides the organizational structure, FEMA coordinates federal assets, and DOE is appointed the energysector lead agency (DHS, 2016). In preparation for or response to major outages, DOE will staff local and
headquarters operations centers to coordinate federal actions that expedite electricity system restoration,
working closely with the electricity organizations involved and other responders. Examples of DOE
action include waiving federal transportation regulations on the time trucks can drive continuously so as
to bring necessary equipment to the affected area more rapidly.
When a physical disruption of the power system occurs, it is important that utility repair crews be
able to gain rapid access to damaged substations and other facilities so they can safely isolate and deenergize hazardous components, retain and gain access to emergency communication equipment and
supplies, promptly assess damage, and start the process of restoration. In that context, the issue of
working with law enforcement to gain access becomes critical, both for reasons of safety and because
supplying power can be a key component of disaster recovery and avoiding further risks and damages.
One possible strategy could be to designate selected utility personnel as “first responders.” While
there have been efforts to move in this direction, they have become stalled because doing so could raise
potential issues of liability, perhaps placing crews under state control or even requiring crews to divert
their efforts away from electricity-related activities. The Edison Electric Institute (EEI) and others have
been working at high levels to reach informal agreements about achieving access. One problem with such
an informal approach is that, without official credentialing, other first responders on the ground may not
be aware of such arrangements and serious delays in access can occur. The situation could become even
more complicated in the event of a major terrorist attack on substations or other critical grid facilities that
might be designated as “crime scenes.” A similar situation could arise in the wake of a cyber attack where
affected systems might be considered evidence.
Finding: When major physical damage occurs in the power grid, it is important that utility repair
crews be able to gain rapid access. Due to a lack of standing arrangements with law enforcement
and other first responders, this is not always possible; informal high-level agreements about
access do not always result in smooth operations among key personnel on the ground.
Recommendation 6.1: The Department of Homeland Security in collaboration with the
Department of Energy should redouble efforts to work with utilities and national, state, and local
law enforcement to develop formal arrangements (such as designating selected utility personnel
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as “first responders”) that credential selected utility personnel to allow prompt utility access to
damaged facilities across jurisdictional boundaries. Such agreements should address issues such
as indemnity, liability, and the risk of diverting the mission and assets of utility crews to other
non-power system objectives.

Utility Planning for Restoration from Major Disruptions
Utilities are well practiced at recovering from localized damage to the grid and helping to restore
the system outside their service areas following large events. From line crews to executives, utilities are
familiar with recovery from regional natural hazards; they have developed restoration plans and allocated
resources for recovery operations. Some utilities equip bucket trucks with mobile generators and
communications equipment that allow line crews to maintain contact and proceed with repairs even when
the bulk grid and communications infrastructures are down. When damages to the physical system exceed
the hardware or human resources of a single utility, mutual assistance agreements (MAAs) are used
widely throughout the industry to expedite sharing of crews and equipment among utilities. For larger
events, crews and equipment are often brought in from thousands of miles away to aid restoration efforts
in affected areas. Following Superstorm Sandy, the EEI developed a National Response Event framework
for coordinating regional MAAs across the United States (EEI, 2016). Although the National Response
Event framework has not yet been tested, it is designed to help prioritize and expedite dispatch of line
crews and resources on a national scale with a comprehensive understanding of damages and restoration
efforts.
Utility restoration plans emphasize advanced planning, communication, training, and continual
refinement and improvement. Restoration plans are drilled by utilities and externally reviewed by the
North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
(FERC), and regional reliability organizations. One recent voluntary review found that participating
organizations maintained system restoration plans that were thorough and highly detailed; however,
opportunities for improvement remain (NERC, 2016a). For example, restoration plans may make key
assumptions about the availability of certain assets (e.g., that a pre-identified black start transmission
corridor is operational) that, depending on the extent of damage, may not hold true.
Depending on the hazard, it may be possible for utilities to strategically deploy assets and for
state and federal agencies to be mobilized in advance of the event. For example, utilities operating along
the Gulf Coast have a long history of anticipating and recovering from large storms that cause extensive
damage, and their restoration plans and activities reflect this history. In the week before Hurricane
Katrina, Southern Company and its operating subsidiaries in Mississippi and Alabama spent more than $7
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million pre-staging personnel and supplies, including catering and amenities for restoration workers,
many of whose families were directly impacted by the storm (Ball, 2006). The arrival of Superstorm
Sandy was preceded by a large mobilization of assets by utilities and the federal government (Fugate,
2012; Lacey, 2014). Vermont Electric Power Company’s Weather Analytics Center provides highly
accurate weather forecasts that the utility uses to pre-position restoration crews and assets (NASEM,
2016). Developing additional technologies and strategies to improve pre-positioning of restoration assets
remain an important area for additional effort.
The process of electricity system restoration begins long before a specific event or threat is
identified, through extensive planning, training, drilling, and pre-positioning of assets, and continues after
all service has been restored, through continual refinement of a utility’s restoration plans. Fundamental to
all restoration planning is an unresolvable uncertainty: the exact nature of damage cannot be known
before an event occurs, and restoration plans must simultaneously be specific and actionable for utility
personnel yet general enough to accommodate diverse potential scenarios. Thus there is no uniform,
repeatable process for restoration that extends beyond a single event. There are many post-action reports
from major outages that describe the event, how it was addressed by whom, and lessons learned. By
systematically evaluating previous experiences and more openly sharing information about recovery from
major outages, utilities have an opportunity to identify and share best practices. While such analysis is
conducted on behalf of transmission utilities at the North American Transmission Forum, these
assessments do not cover distribution utilities.
Recommendation 6.2: With support and encouragement from relevant state and federal
regulatory agencies, the Department of Energy and utilities should continue to work together to
analyze past large-area, long-duration outages to identify common elements and processes for
system restoration and define best practices that can be shared broadly throughout the electricity
industry. The committee notes that progress has been made with the ongoing efforts of the
Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council, which provides a good framework for expanded
coordination and sharing of best practices.

Black-Start Recovery Plans
Large generation and transmission operators maintain restoration and recovery plans for
energizing the high-voltage transmission system following a large-area, long-duration outage. Most
generation facilities require electricity for operation, so if generators have gone off-line, these plans begin
by starting selected “black-start” generators that do not require power from the larger grid to function.
There are almost always functioning areas of the grid adjacent to the area experiencing an outage, and
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service can be most effectively restored from the edges of the blacked-out areas. If this is not the case,
then black-start generators must first supply power to nuclear plants for safe shutdown before providing
power to other generating stations. While black-start plans are difficult or impossible to practice (because
doing so would require shutting down the grid), restoration plans provide detailed information on blackstart resources in a utility’s service area, identify the priority loads and transmission corridors that the
utility will bring power to first, and provide operators with key contact information. The priority loads for
restoring the electricity system are other non-black-start generation plants—particularly nuclear plants
that require external power—as well as natural gas pumping stations that maintain pressure in pipelines
and provide fuel for natural gas generators to come online.
As generators and transmission corridors become energized, power is provided to distribution
circuits—with priority given to known critical loads such as hospitals and repairs that restore service to
the most customers. As restoration progresses, more generators are connected and resynchronized until
service is restored to more loads. In some cases, this restoration may involve forming “islands” of
electrical service: multiple smaller regions maintain balance of generation and load independent of the
remaining grid and are then subsequently synchronized to the remaining system (PJM, 2016). Depending
on how quickly generators are restored, some low-priority loads may need to remain off-line as the
electricity providers will ration available supply to meet prioritized demand requirements. The time
required to complete this process depends significantly on the damage to the infrastructure, the amount of
data and information available, and the availability of restoration resources.
The Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI) has developed generic restoration milestones as
well as a comprehensive methodology for power system restoration based on these milestones. It is also
developing and demonstrating a prototype decision support tool for evaluating system restoration
strategies (EPRI, 2010). The Optimal Black-start Capability tool can be used by utilities to evaluate the
suitability of available black-start capable units and plan optimal locations and capacity levels for new
black-start units.
The restoration process is highly dependent on the topology of the transmission and distribution
networks, which determine the sequence of restoration starting from the black-start generators. If in the
future the generation resources are more decentralized and placed on the distribution feeders, the topology
of the grid, and hence the restoration process, becomes more complex. However, the smaller generation
resources closer to the loads can make the generation-load balance easier during restoration, provided that
these generators (and even responsive loads) have adequate controllability. With the higher penetrations
of distributed energy resources (DERs), the restoration process will need to be rethought.
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Opportunities to Include Distributed Energy Resources in Restoration and Black Start
Traditionally, black-start plans have focused entirely on large, centralized utility generation
assets. As the grid evolves to include larger amounts of DERs more broadly, it becomes important to
consider the role these resources might play in the context of black start. The benefits and impacts of
DERs will vary by geographic region because some distribution utilities have a higher penetration of
DER assets than other areas. Additionally, some distributed generation and other assets are monitored and
controlled by third-party entities other than the utility or grid operator because state policies do not allow
these utilities to operate behind the meter. At low levels of penetration, DERs should simply be operated
in ways that do not interfere with any needed black-start operations. As noted in Chapter 5, with
appropriate system upgrades and institutional arrangements, microgrids and DERs could provide islands
of power during outages; they could also provide local generation for utilities to restore from the
distribution system outwards by connecting such small islands, as opposed to bringing power in from the
bulk power system. While it may be possible to configure such resources to speed the process of
supplying power to some priority loads, that would also unburden the primary black-start restoration
process. At high levels of penetration, there may be an opportunity to factor DERs into black-start
restoration plans. For example, multiple islands in the system formed by microgrids could be connected to
form larger islands. Doing that might give the utilities more assets and more flexibility in their black-start
planning.
Finding: The presence of a significant amount of DERs could provide a limited amount of local
power during outages and could also be factored into black-start and emergency planning if
appropriate system upgrades have been made and utility operators have visibility into their
operating status and controllability of their performance.
Recommendation 6.3: The Department of Energy and utilities should evaluate the technical and
contractual requirements for using distributed energy resources as part of restoration activities,
even when these assets are not owned by the utility, to improve restoration and overall resilience.
Emergency management and restoration plans should include the owners of distributed energy
resource assets, including owners with generation, storage, or load-control capabilities.

Monitoring and Control
The monitoring and control of the power grid is accomplished through the supervisory control
and data acquisition (SCADA) system and other supporting technologies, as described in previous
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chapters. At the control center, software tools aggregate diverse data to provide situational awareness and
support operator decision making (e.g., energy management systems [EMS] on the transmission system
and distribution management systems [DMS] on the distribution side). These systems gather
measurement data from sensors deployed throughout the transmission and distribution systems and send
out control signals. Additional sensor technologies exist for monitoring the health of circuits and
components during and after restoration, which can confirm to repair crews that damage has been
corrected; however, to the committee’s knowledge, these have not been licensed or developed as
commercial products. SCADA systems utilize robust, low-latency communications and are extremely
helpful in assessing the state of damage to the system and identifying the centralized and distributed
resources available for restoration. The communication networks enabling this monitoring and control are
often dedicated infrastructure under the direct jurisdiction of the operating entity but are sometimes leased
or provisioned by third parties.
DERs could also be monitored and controlled using the same SCADA system, in which case it
would be easier for the DER to assist with restoration activities. If the DER is dispatched through a
different monitoring and control communications infrastructure, it may be more difficult to provide
restoration services due to the complications of coordinating among different systems. After a major
disturbance, the status of the DERs, as well as the rest of the grid components, can only be known if the
sensors and communication networks are not damaged or shut down by the disturbance. Electric power
operators must restore power control systems and supporting communications systems concurrently with,
and as an integral part of, grid restoration. Restoration of control systems and their associated
communications infrastructure must remain an integral part of resilience planning.

Recovery Depends on the Type of Damage
Beyond the generalized description of the recovery process, the details of restoration activities
can be very different for different types of events and resulting damage. For example, a cascading
blackout can cause a large area to lose power, but recovery may be relatively rapid and straightforward if
no significant physical damage has been done to system components. Likewise, restoration—and
specifically damage assessment—is considerably easier when the grid’s cyber monitoring and control
systems are intact and operational, compared to a potential cyber attack that diminishes a utility’s
situational awareness. In contrast, a strong, slow-moving hurricane can cause destruction and flooding
over hundreds of square miles of coastal community, making post-event access very difficult. The
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following sections describe opportunities to improve recovery to outages with different types of damage,
as categorized in Figure 3.2.

DISRUPTIONS THAT INVOLVE ACROSS-THE-BOARD DAMAGE TO THE GRID AND ITS
SUPPORTING INFRASTRUCTURE
Perhaps the most difficult disruptions to recover from are those that simultaneously cause damage
to the physical components of the electricity system, the cyber monitoring and control systems, and
critical supporting infrastructure. Damages of this sort can result from major natural disasters such as
hurricanes and tropical storms, floods, winter storms, and earthquakes. Table 6A.1 provides details for
each of these hazards in terms of the six stages of the outage lifecycle—plan, prepare, event, assess,
restore, and recover. Table 6A.2 lists two additional events, tornado and geomagnetic disturbances (space
weather), that can also cause widespread damage.
While all of these events involve physical damage to the power system, there can be considerable
variation in the extent of damage to other supporting infrastructures and the community. For example,
damage from a major hurricane is typically widespread, inflicted on transportation and other critical
infrastructures, and can greatly diminish local electricity consumption. In contrast, as Table 6.A1 notes,
the spatial extent of damage from flooding depends significantly on local topology: in some cases much
of the community may be unaffected, whereas communities and infrastructure in flat and low-lying
terrains may be entirely destroyed. Clearly these two situations result in dramatically different restoration
environments. Restoring a system from nearby dry ground that has all facilities intact and working is far
easier than operating in an environment where everything for miles around has been submerged. Utilities
generally know what sort of circumstance they will face in the event of a disaster and plan accordingly.
In some situations, there is sufficient warning time to assess whether critical system components
will be at risk and, when possible, take preventative actions. While utilities strive to maintain electrical
service at all times, sometimes taking steps that will speed recovery after an inevitable outage should take
precedence over keeping power on as long as possible before an outage. For example, a utility will know
which substations are exposed to high flood risk and may preemptively power down certain parts of the
system to prevent more substantial damage from flooding energized facilities. There are circumstances in
which de-energizing vulnerable components before an event occurs could better protect them from
damage and make recovery much faster.
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Recommendation 6.4: Electric service providers should identify those components and
corresponding events for which pre-event de-energizing of selected assets is the lowest risk
strategy and develop regulatory, communication (especially with customers), and other plans that
allow such protective action to be implemented.

Assessing System Damage
As Figure 6.1 notes, the first step in restoration is to assess the state of the system. Where the
monitoring and control system is still operating, it can be used to perform a rapid assessment. More
monitoring and control is available at the transmission level, but SCADA at the distribution level is also
being deployed, driven in part by the increase in DERs and other advanced technologies. This monitoring
is also extending to the customer level with advanced metering infrastructure (AMI) and distribution
technologies. Rather than depending on customer phone calls, some outage management systems (OMSs)
receive direct telemetry from AMI and other sensors to develop a comprehensive view of customer
outages.
Where the communications network supporting the SCADA system or other measurement
telemetry is damaged, the traditional strategy is to send crews out to do on-site inspections. At the
transmission level, aircraft are often used to locate downed lines, towers, and other damage. Normally
aircraft would be operating directly under the jurisdiction of the electricity utility operator, as their assets
are also used for routine right-of-way patrols. If necessary, electricity operators are able to acquire
additional aircraft through leasing or other arrangements. During large national-level events, other
government agencies can provide aerial surveillance capabilities if they are not directly involved in search
and rescue operations. The Civil Air Patrol,1 a civilian auxiliary of the U.S. Air Force, has also been
leveraged to provide aerial photographic sorties following disasters.
A new option coming into serious consideration is the use of unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs),
commonly known as drones (Olearczyk, 2013; Miller et al., 2014). Such vehicles can systematically
survey damage to a system using both visible light and infrared imagery. Some UAVs have a fixed-wing
design, but others are more maneuverable and can hover over problem areas for a long duration. The

1

The Civil Air Patrol (CAP) is a congressionally chartered, federally supported non-profit corporation that
serves as the official civilian auxiliary of the United States Air Force. CAP is a volunteer organization that performs
three congressionally assigned key missions: emergency services (e.g., search and rescue and disaster relief
operations), aerospace education for youth and the general public, and cadet programs for teenage youth. In
addition, CAP has recently been tasked with homeland security and courier service missions. CAP also performs
non-auxiliary missions for various governmental and private agencies, such as local law enforcement and the
American Red Cross.
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results of UAV inspections will be most useful if a utility has previously built a geocoded baseline of its
entire system. This allows new imagery to be compared with baseline imagery and combined with asset
management tools and workforce management systems to establish and coordinate repair priorities and
progress (Miller et al., 2014).
The operation of UAVs in the United States is under the jurisdiction of the Federal Aviation
Administration (FAA), which has been adopting new rules governing the commercial application of
UAVs. However, these regulations have not kept pace with the rapid technological advancement of these
systems, and there remains uncertainty surrounding the viability of UAVs for this application. In July
2016, Congress passed the FAA Extension, Safety, and Security Act of 2016.2 Section 2207 of that law
requires FAA, no later than 90 days after enactment, to “publish guidance for application for, and
procedures for the processing of, on an emergency basis, exemptions or certificates of authorization or
waiver for the use of unmanned aerial systems by civil or public operators in response to a catastrophe,
disaster, or other emergency to facilitate emergency response operations, such as firefighting, search and
rescue and utility and infrastructure restoration efforts”. As of this writing, that guidance has not yet been
issued. A system that relies on temporary FAA authorization creates barriers to adopting this technology
for electricity service restoration, since the capability to use UAVs for damage assessment needs to be
developed, exercised, and refined in advance of a disaster rather than cultivated during the incident.
A continuing problem with the use of UAVs, both for post-disaster assessment as well as for
routine surveillance and maintenance of transmission and distribution systems, has been the FAA
restriction that such vehicles can only be used within the UAV pilot’s line of sight. In the event of a largescale disaster, such a restriction seriously limits how useful UAVs can be. Several utilities have been
experimenting with the use of UAVs and have obtained FAA 333 permits.3 Some limited use of UAVs
for post-disaster surveillance has also occurred under FAA Part 107 waivers following Hurricane
Matthew, which aided in damage assessment and expedited recovery. However, both Section 333 and
Part 107 permits require pilots to maintain line-of-sight operations, and any operation beyond line of sight
requires additional FAA authorization. At the time of this writing, very few waivers for granting
operation beyond line of sight have been granted, and these have been primarily to specialized testing and
research organizations. While FAA can grant exceptions on an ad hoc basis, this takes time. It would be
far better to have standing arrangements for the use of drones in emergency situations.


2

Public Law No. 114-190 (2016).
FAA Section 333 “grants the Secretary of Transportation the authority to determine whether an airworthiness
certificate is required for a unmanned aircraft system to operate safely in the National Airspace System.” As of
2015, the number of FAA 333 exemption permits granted to Duke was 16; San Diego Gas & Electric was 8; Pacific
Gas & Electric was 5; Southern Company was 4; and NextEra Energy was 4.
3
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FIGURE 6.2 Example of data integration to support advanced data analytics for improved restoration
efforts. The image above is not comprehensive and other technologies—for example, real-time asset
health monitoring equipment and manned airborne vehicles—can be used to collect and relay information
on the health of transmission and distribution system components.
NOTE: AMI, advanced metering infrastructure.SOURCE: EPRI (2013).

Access to Replacement Parts, Particularly Large Transformers
While line crews are able to repair downed power lines, towers, and poles, and repair or replace
low- and medium-voltage distribution transformers, damage to large substation equipment can be much
more problematic. These substations contain high-voltage transformers, circuit breakers, and other large
equipment that, if damaged, can be difficult and expensive to replace. Extra-high-voltage transformers
(i.e., 345 kV and above) are especially problematic. These are large devices that are expensive, have long
manufacturing lead times, and are hard to move. In many cases, the electrical properties of high-voltage
transformers have been customized to fit the specific locations in which they are installed. It has long
been understood that these transformers are an especially vulnerable element of the grid (OTA, 1990;
NRC, 2012; DOE, 2015; Parformak, 2014). While spare transformers can become a major issue in outage
events that cause broad physical damage, they are especially important in the context of terrorist events
where they could become the focal target of intentional attack. Indeed, as far back as 1990, the Office of
Technology Assessment concluded that, if a terrorist group wanted to attack the U.S. power system, the
obvious target would be a carefully selected set of high-voltage power transformers. Terrorism and the
Electric Power Delivery System explained the following:
The large power transformers in generating station switch yards and major substations are
vulnerable to terrorist attack and could take months or years to replace. Options for
bypassing damaged substations to bring power from remote generating stations to load
centers are very limited because the grid is already stressed during peak demand. The
result of a coordinated attack on key substations could be rolling blackouts over a wide
area until the substations are repaired. Under such conditions, the availability of compact
easily transported recovery transformers would be invaluable (NRC, 2012).
The report went on to recommend that the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) cooperate with the
DOE to “complete the development and demonstration of high-voltage recovery transformers and develop
plans for manufacturer storage and installation of these recovery transformers” (NRC, 2012). In a
demonstration program called RecX (for “recovery transformer”), the DHS Science and Technology
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asset that should be covered, or at least partly subsidized, with federal tax dollars. Congress is
contemplating the creation of a national strategic transformer reserve (DOE, 2017). However, if
federal resources are invested in building such a stockpile, clear policy must be developed to limit
its use to well-specified disaster scenarios. Without such policy, there is a risk that industry could
become overly reliant on the stockpiled equipment and reduce investment in its own spare
equipment stockpiles and programs. Such an outcome could result in negligible net improvement
of spare equipment capability for the nation, rather than just shifting from industry-purchased
stockpiles to government-purchased stockpiles.
In its 2015 Quadrennial Energy Review (QER), DOE noted that “the use of smaller, lessefficient, temporary replacement transformers may be appropriate for emergency circumstances.
In 2006, [EPRI] suggested building compact ‘restoration transformers’ that would fit on large
cargo aircraft and trucks. Since then, DHS’s Recovery Transformer Program has developed and
tested a flexible transformer that is transportable by truck [see Figure 6.3] and can be installed
within several days of an incident. These technologies could help address logistical concerns with
moving large transformers in the event of disruptions” (DOE, 2015). The QER concluded that
high voltage transformers “represent one of [the grid’s] most vulnerable components. Despite
expanded efforts by industry and Federal regulators, current programs to address the vulnerability
may not be adequate to address the security and reliability concerns associated with simultaneous
failures of multiple high-voltage transformers” (DOE, 2015). The 2017 QER also discusses this
issue, noting the following:
There are currently three key industry-led, transformer-sharing programs in the
United States—NERC’s Spare Equipment Database program, Edison Electric
Institute’s Spare Transformer Equipment Program, and SpareConnect. Another
program, Recovery Transformer, developed a rapidly deployable prototype
transformer designed to replace the most common high-voltage transformers,
which DHS successfully funded in partnership with Electric Power Research
Institute and completed in 2014 . . . As of December 2016, three additional
programs—Grid Assurance, Wattstock, and Regional Equipment Sharing for
Transmission Outage Restoration (commonly referred to as RESTORE)—are in
development… In December 2015, Congress directed DOE to develop a plan to
establish a strategic transformer reserve in consultation with various industry
stakeholders in the FAST Act. To assess plan options, DOE commissioned Oak
Ridge National Laboratory to perform a technical analysis that would provide
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data necessary to evaluate the need for and feasibility of a strategic transformer
reserve. The objective of the study was to determine if, after a severe event,
extensive damage to [large power transformers] and lack of adequate
replacement LPTs would render the grid dysfunctional for an extended period
(several months to years) until replacement LPTs could be manufactured. DOE's
recommendations will be published in the report to Congress in early 2017
(DOE, 2017).
Over the next two decades, the grid will see increasing use of solid-state transformers and other
solid-state power electronics, though penetration at present is nascent. The durability and resilience of this
technology will have to be established over time and restoration plans adjusted accordingly. Solid-state
power electronics will offer greater operational flexibility than traditional technology, which may be
useful when the grid is being operated in non-standard ways. This technology will likely see its first
widespread use in lower-power distribution systems. Recently, DOE has been supporting the
development of advanced designs for LPTs. Specifically, they have been working to do the following:
Stimulate innovative designs that promote greater standardization (i.e.,
commoditize LPTs) to increase grid resilience (i.e., faster recovery) in the event
of the loss of one or more LPTs. To this end, new designs must maintain high
efficiencies, have variable impedances, accommodate various high-side and lowside voltages, and be cost-effective compared to traditional LPTs. Projects would
be expected to involve modeling, analyses, and exploratory research to assess the
performance and economics of proposed designs (DOE, 2016). A critical value
of [this] research, beyond the development of advanced designs, is increased
standardization of components improving agile allocation during disasters (DOE,
2016).
The committee recommends a dual strategy: On the one hand, the nation should push forward to
improving the availability of conventional and replacement transformers for use in the event of physical
disruption. At the same time, DOE should continue to explore advanced LPT designs that, in the longer
term, could lower cost and improve the efficacy of emergency replacements. The vulnerability to grid
operation posed by accidental or intentional damage to high-voltage transformers has been understood for
decades. While limited progress has been made to reduce this vulnerability, it continues to pose a serious
risk to the power system.
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Recommendation 6.6: The Department of Homeland Security, the Department of Energy, the
U.S. Congress, and the power industry should be more aggressive in finding a way to address the
issue of manufacturing and stockpiling flexible, high-voltage replacement transformers as an
important component of infrastructure investment initiatives. If federal funds are used to help in
doing this, policy will be needed to limit stockpile use to major disasters. Otherwise, utilities
might face incentives to reduce their stockpiles for dealing with more routine events.
Finding: Development of innovative approaches for making LPTs with greater operational
flexibility (e.g., variable impedances, accommodating multiple voltages) while maintaining high
efficiency and cost effectiveness relative to traditional LPTs is promising. If such devices can be
developed with standardized components, they could play an important role in expediting
restoration of the grid when physical damage has occurred to LPTs.
Recommendation 6.7: The Department of Energy should continue to support research and
development of advanced large power transformers, concentrating on moving beyond design
studies to conduct several demonstration projects.

DISRUPTIONS THAT INVOLVE DAMAGE TO THE CYBER MONITORING AND CONTROL
SYSTEMS
A second restoration case is recovery from damage to the cyber monitoring and control system as
a result of a cyber attack that leads to a major service disruption. Restoration from such disruptions is
structured around the process shown in Figure 6.4, which contextualizes active restoration within the
larger process that begins with planning for cyber restoration in much the same way as utilities plan for
physical restoration. Active cyber restoration begins with detecting a breach and follows the same
sequence of activities introduced above: assess, provision, prioritize, and repair. This section focuses on
the steps that occur to restore power after a cyber detection that has resulted in a major service disruption.
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Figure 6.4: Restoration of the indu
ustrial controll system afterr a cyber breaach.
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allows attackers to locate and master critical systems, find valuable or restricted information, and develop
a strategy for exploitation. Adversaries lacking detailed knowledge of a system do not know a priori how
to inflict damage even if they have accessed the ICS; they need this time to learn how to damage the
breached system. The first step in cyber restoration is to detect the breach quickly, so that the adversary
does not have time to develop sufficient understanding of the ICS to disrupt operations. Utilities need to
develop reliable mechanisms to verify that their systems are running only the expected software and, if
this is not the case, to allow remote resetting of systems.
Finding: Breaches of utility industrial control systems may persist for an extended period prior
to causing disruptions to operations or service. A breach alone is not sufficient to gain control of a
system, to compromise its operation, or to steal or corrupt valuable information. It takes time for
attackers to learn about the system they have breached.
The problem of breach detection can be addressed by anomaly detection, although this approach
has not been shown to work as well in more general enterprise settings. In part, this is because complex
and distributed systems of large enterprise systems are hard to monitor, as the variety of communications
is immense (e.g., from e-mail to web site configuration management and integration with multiple
systems) and varies over time. However, electric utility ICS systems are different. The boundaries of the
system are more clearly defined and slower to change, the network architecture is more consistent, the
communications are more structured (i.e., using well-defined protocols), and the values communicated
fall into definable ranges and patterns. For example, residential meters typically report every day, hour, or
15 minutes, depending on configuration; they always use a message structure defined by the brand of
meter (frequently based on an open standard), and the voltages they report are almost always in the
American National Standards Institute band.5 Using another protocol, reporting a value substantially
outside the American National Standards Institute band, issuing a different message type, or reporting too
often could indicate that the meter has been compromised or is malfunctioning. Another example of the
potential for anomaly detection is reclosers, which control the connection to a lateral power line and do
not open or close very often. Too-frequent cycling could indicate an attempt to damage the system.
Beyond these patterns, the electricity system is governed by the physics of its electrical flows.
Information from the numerous and diverse sensors must present a coherent model of the state of the
conditions on the grid. Reported values which deviate from the physically possible can indicate either a
broken sensor or a cyber issue. For these reasons, anomaly detection methods that are not effective in
general enterprise systems can work well in utility control systems. Anomalies can be detected based on

5

American National Standards Institute Standard C84.1 defines the acceptable range of voltage within which a
utility can deliver power to customers.
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rules derived by various means, including those that are (1) specified by operators, (2) derived from
network mapping, (3) derived through machine learning, and (4) based on physical modeling. The first
two of these are based on established technology (e.g., The Bro Project6 and the Essence Project7). There
is much potential for progress in the latter two. Machine learning could combine support vector machine
estimation for classification with neural net methods for training. While good physics models are
available (e.g., OpenDSS and GridLab-D for distribution systems), there are challenges in making them
fast enough for use in real-time anomaly detection.
Finding: Tools for physics models and ICS network modeling are not well adapted to
use in anomaly detection or cyber testing. Any discrepancy between the physics of the
grid and the telemetry can indicate a system or component problem or a cyber
compromise. The challenge at present is that physics models of power flow are generally
too slow for real-time monitoring, and the track record for calibration is spotty.
Recommendation 6.8: The Department of Energy should develop the ability to apply
physics-based modeling to anomaly detection. There is enormous value in having realtime or better physics models in deriving optimal power flow and monitoring
performance for more accurate state estimation. Such systems should also provide a
powerful tool for verifying the integrity of telemetry systems—that is, verifying that
observed conditions are consistent with model conditions—and if not, then there is a
problem with knowledge of state, presuming the model is accurate.

Assess
Once a breach of the ICS has been detected, the next step is to assess the extent of damage. At
this point, power may still be flowing to part or all of the grid; however, the system has failed
fundamentally because the ability to determine system state accurately and control component behavior is
likely compromised. Work should begin immediately to determine what part of the system (including the
ICS, all connected components, and communications in either direction with external systems) has been
compromised and how. At the simplest level, this involves examination of all components for indicators
of compromise. Examination can include the following:
x

Inspection. Scanning the memory and storage of each device looking for malware (i.e.,
“blacklisting”) and checking that only approved software is running (i.e., “whitelisting”);


6

The website for the Bro Project is https://www.bro.org/, accessed July 11, 2017.
The website for the Essence Project is https://www.controlsystemsroadmap.net/Efforts/Pages/Essence.aspx,
accessed July 11, 2017.
7
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x

Challenge. Exercising devices to verify that they are communicating and operating correctly
(e.g., flip a switch electronically to verify that it can be reached, acts as directed, and can
confirm its action and state); and

x

Diagnostic Model. Network and physics-based modeling of the grid to map anomalous
behavior, although currently the models that would be used for this are not yet ready to
support near-real-time restoration.

The first steps in assessment are to assemble the necessary tools if they are not present, make sure
that the tools and their underlying databases are up-to-date, and then systematically and completely
examine every software object in the broadly defined system to determine whether and how each has been
corrupted. The assessment should be undertaken with a sense of the system connectedness, first
emphasizing components that are linked to and dependent on systems known to be compromised, within
the same security domain, or accessed in similar ways.

Provide
The provisioning phase of restoration focuses on marshalling human and other resources
necessary to bring the ICS back to operation, perhaps in stages. Based on the assessment, the restoration
team derives a list of skills and artifacts necessary to restore each component and the integrated system. In
instances where replacement is either necessary or more efficient, these lists will include hardware (e.g.,
servers, smart components). For example, if a server is corrupted, it may be possible to restore it to safe
operation, but it may be quicker and easier to build a new server from scratch and return the original sever
to inventory at a less hectic time. Restoration may also require software and data: reference disksof
software, often termed “gold disks,” are typically required, as are backups of the most current state data.
Large transmission organizations are generally scrupulous about maintaining “gold disks,” but this
practice has not been promulgated throughout the entire industry. Restoration can be slowed by
something as simple as not having license information, not patching backups to current levels, or not
having internet access when it is required for activation or download of current patches. The provisioning
plan should take all of these activities into consideration. The provisioning plan, overlaid on the
assessment, provides a map of what components and subsystems can be restored and with what effort.

Prioritize
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Based on the assessment, a plan must be developed to restore the system. The challenge is to
coordinate the activities of specialists with the available physical and digital resources in a sequence of
steps. Restoration of a specific computer could range from something as simple as running a virus
removal tool to something as complex as writing new code for a virus removal tool. It could involve reflashing a build image, replacing a drive or even a whole computer, or rebuilding a software configuration
step-by-step. There may be hundreds of steps, and it may be impossible to determine in detail all of the
steps needed in a particular case. Initially, the plan may state only that a network engineer will look at an
infected switch and determine what needs to be done to repair it. As the restoration proceeds, knowledge
of state and the efficacy of restoration options improve, and the plan becomes more specific.
A critical issue is the affected utility’s ability to marshal appropriately skilled resources. The
design and documentation of utility ICS systems is insufficiently standardized; outside experts cannot
quickly become effective in another organization. They can be tasked with routine tasks like imaging a
disk, but their ability to contribute more strategically requires more detailed knowledge of affected
systems. Priorities to achieve cyber resilience include establishing a common design and technical
lexicon, training and working across organizations, and establishing common practices and formats for
supporting artifacts. These need not be accomplished across the nation in a single push; rather, they can
develop in groups of related or associated organizations, such as the group of distribution cooperatives
supported by the single generation and transmission cooperative North Carolina Electric Membership
Corporation. This model should be broadened to include other peer groups, perhaps organized around
regional transmission operators and regional reliability coordinators.
Another major barrier is that, to date, organizations have not been transparent about cyber events,
in part owing to risk of embarrassment and liability. Furthermore, mechanisms to share resources for
cyber restoration and compensate for their use—that is, cyber mutual assistance agreements analogous to
traditional MAAs—are nascent. Working with EEI, the Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council is
developing such a cyber MAA program (ESCC, 2016); however, the configuration of local systems can
differ so substantially across utilities (i.e., when comparing a small cooperative to a major independent
system operator/regional transmission operator) that it may be prohibitively difficult for loaned workers
to contribute significantly to cyber restoration, even if they are experts. Through a separate program, the
Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center (E-ISAC) disseminates risk information to utilities;
its further development should be encouraged, but the emphasis to date has been on sharing information
rather than labor and primarily directed at protection rather than restoration.
One final issue to consider is funding; cyber restoration, like physical restoration, can be costly.
Means must be made available for utilities to hire outside assistance when useful and buy new equipment
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as needed to restore power quickly. A utility may look at its limited resources and plan restoration over a
long period, but there may be a social advantage to using resources beyond the utility to restore over a
shorter period.
Finding: To date, there have been no large-scale power outages in the United States caused by
cyber attacks, but there have been many instances in which components have been compromised.
Utilities have experience in fixing these minor cyber problems by rebuilding components and
databases. However, cyber restoration is not a routinized process, and different organizations
follow different approaches based on the nature of the event.
Recommendation 6.9: The Department of Energy and the Department of Homeland Security
should work with the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, independent system
operators, and regional transmission operators to develop a model for large-scale cyber
restoration. This should be done in collaboration with utilities and leading utility organizations
such as the Edison Electric Institute, the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, the
Electric Power Research Institute, and the American Public Power Association.

Repair
Actual repairs are accomplished in three steps: (1) containing the breach, (2) restoring
components that can be saved, and (3) replacing those that cannot.

Contain
The first step after detection is to contain the malware by isolating it and preventing its spread to
other internal or external systems. Taking an infected component off-line can adversely impact grid
operations; thus, expert decisions must be made about how to operate without the impacted components.
Operations without compromised or degraded digital control may be possible; if not, a portion of the grid
may be operated instead. For example, if the problem impacts voltage control at a particular substation,
the feeder may be disconnected from central control and either operated with fixed typical control points
or shut down temporarily. In this case, potentially no service will be lost. It is critical to keep safety and
the long-term reliability of the grid in mind; operation should not be attempted unless it can be verified
that the grid and customers are not put at risk. If digital telemetry is lacking, this may require dispatch of
crews to verify switch settings manually, determine voltage and current, or confirm whether a line in
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energized. Fortunately, protective relays and fuses provide some protection against egregious
misoperation.
Another aspect of containment is to communicate with other utilities. Sharing details of the
attack—particularly information on the types of components impacted, the IP addresses of the attackers if
known, and any identified malware signatures—may help others identify an ongoing attack. The E-ISAC
has taken on the role of intermediary in this action; nonetheless, these systems must be strengthened,
extended, accelerated, and exercised. The Cybersecurity Risk Information Sharing Program, initiated by
DOE with E-ISAC support, is currently monitoring the majority of transmission systems and sharing such
information with automated machine-to-machine communication. This has led to substantial
improvement in the situational awareness of real-time cybersecurity risks in the electricity industry.
Restore and Replace
With the spread of malware contained to the extent possible, the work shifts to restoring
components to a clean state or replacing them if repair is too difficult or time consuming. As practice in
cyber restoration moves beyond improvisation, restoration will eventually proceed by following a plan
that is developed in advance, updated, and refined for specific circumstances. Implementing the plan
requires the following: (1) Executing the outlined steps, (2) Adding detail as necessary and possible, (3)
Testing, (4) Monitoring progress and failure, and (5) Providing feedback to update the plan.
At each point in the restoration, the engineer must determine the correct strategy: restore or
replace. The trade-offs include cost, time, and the relative risk of a repaired component still hiding
malware or being otherwise compromised versus possible errors in the configuration of new components.
The choice is specific to the circumstances at hand. For example, the time required for repairs depends
critically on whether there is a tested and trusted tool available on hand to remove malware and whether
complete and correct backup data are available.
Highly competent staff are key to effective execution of restoration and replacement plans. While
a utility may have excellent general support staff, it is unlikely that they will have experience in largescale cyber restoration. Their skills, experience, and confidence must allow them to innovate and
improvise beyond their current skills. Government teams experienced in cyber restoration and similarly
skilled staff from other utilities, software vendors, and cybersecurity firms can provide valuable support
to the utility teams, although they are still limited by their lack of experience with the particular system
being restored.
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Finding: There has been a tendency among utilities and other commercial entities not to share
information about cyber breaches and to look inward rather than seeking help, which limits
potential for collaboration across organizations. Most utilities are not likely to have adequate
internal staff directly experienced in large-scale cyber restoration. Furthermore, the ability of
outside entities to help a utility with cyber restoration is limited by unfamiliarity with the
configuration of the impacted system and by the lack of agreed-upon standards or shared
practices. The ICS architecture at one utility may have little in common with the ICS at another
utility, independent of the physical differences in the electrical system. This lack of commonality
in utility ICS system designs and documentation makes rapid and efficient use of staff from other
organizations very challenging, as an engineer at one utility may face a steep learning curve at
another utility.
Recommendation 6.10: The Department of Energy and the Department of Homeland
Security should work with the Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council and utilities to
enhance the sharing of cyber restoration resources (i.e., cyber mutual assistance
agreements) including personnel, focusing on peer-to-peer collaboration, as well as
engagement with government, industry organizations, and commercial cybersecurity
companies. Practices that allow shared personnel to more quickly come up to speed on
restoration plans will increase the value of cyber mutual assistance agreements. This
should include dissemination of best practices for the backup of utility industrial control
systems and operational data.
Finding: Though the basic systems are in place for sharing cyber threat information, practices
can be improved with more emphasis on speed. There are organizational systems in place for
sharing cyber-information (e.g., E-ISAC), but the lack of a common ontology and design patterns
make the shared information more difficult than necessary to put to use.
Recommendation 6.11: The Department of Energy, the Department of Homeland
Security, the electricity sector, and representatives of other key affected industries and
sectors should continue to strengthen the bidirectional communication between federal
cybersecurity programs and commercial software companies.

Effective documentation strategies are also critical for effective cyber restoration. System
documentation must be complete, accurate, and up-to-date so that the restoration teams have the
information they need to proceed and additional staff can be brought up to speed quickly. Industry
experience has shown that the only way to keep documentation up-to-date is to connect it to operational
production systems. For example, the network should be mapped periodically and continuously using
automated tools, and then the discovered reality can be compared to the documented theory.
Documentation should include backup copies of every critical system, including the data and software
and all critical keys, passwords, and licenses. Such backup information should be available through a
secure system with an expert in the loop.
Finally, cyber restoration workers need the best possible tools to facilitate their collaboration. At
a minimum, telephones should be supplemented with shared drives, online screen sharing, and remote
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disk access. Cloud options should be available to provide backup if local systems are compromised to the
extent possible and vice-versa. Such cloud systems must be as secure as possible and potentially open
only to utility operators. Furthermore, these teams must practice with either real systems or high-fidelity
models. (It is possible to construct virtual systems that would allow training and practice.) Strategies for
this sort of simulator are being pursued by DOE, with the National Renewable Energy Laboratory in the
lead, and by the National Rural Electric Cooperative Association, with its Simba project.

Energize
Restoration of the ICS culminates with energizing the grid, shown at the top of Figure 6.4. There
needs to be rapid iteration and tight integration between the plan and test steps, but ultimately the realworld test in the grid cannot be achieved digitally and virtually. Utility ICSs have switches and other
controls that set machines in motion and power flowing. Some of these actions can be dangerous to line
crews and could cause damage to utility and customer equipment as well as to other infrastructures. Also,
a compromised control system may incorrectly alter limits on a fault protection relay or send signals to a
generator that crews on site in the plant know are incorrect, resulting in dangerous system operations.
The scale and importance of utility operations dictate validation in many aspects of cyber
restoration. The physics of the grid must be considered in all cyber decisions. Expert judgment is needed
to determine when physical contact and observation are needed and when the benefits outweigh the risks.
The training of utility personnel ensures a culture of safety.

Analyze and Refine
After the grid is re-energized, the final step is to examine what was accomplished and gather
lessons learned. The goal is to refine the process, further moving cyber restoration from an ad hoc
exercise to an engineering process.
Recommendation 6.12: The Department of Energy should develop a high-performance
utility network simulator for use in cyber configuration and testing. There is, to date, no
flexible, peta-scale utility industrial control system simulator that offers sufficient fidelity
for testing intrusion detection, anomaly detection, software defined network controls, and
other aspects of utility operations. The closest systems to date take a “hardware-in-theloop” approach. While this offers some apparent advantages in terms of fidelity, it is too
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time consuming and expensive to test a wide range of scenarios in such as system. A
purely virtual system is necessary.

DISRUPTIONS THAT INVOLVE ONLY PHYSICAL DAMAGE
There are few hazards that cause only physical damage to the electricity system. Of principal
concern is the threat of a well-coordinated and executed physical attack. This was the subject of a 1990
Office of Technology Assessment report (OTA, 1990) and a more recent National Research Council
report, Terrorism and the Electric Power Delivery System (NRC, 2012). While distribution and
transmission equipment have been the target of attacks internationally, the Metcalf incident (described in
Chapter 3) is one of the few cases in the United States, although the event was modest in scale and did not
disrupt electricity service.
A terrorist attack on the towers and poles of the transmission infrastructure could disrupt service
over a large area. However, utilities are well practiced at rebuilding lines and replacing poles, and it is
unlikely that such an outage would be of long duration. The situation is very different for an attack on
substations and especially high voltage transformers. As noted in Terrorism and the Electric Power
Delivery System, a terrorist attack carried out in a carefully planned way by people who knew what they
were doing could “deny large regions of the country access to bulk system power for weeks or even
months. An event of this magnitude and duration could lead to turmoil, widespread public fear, and an
image of helplessness that would play directly into the hands of the terrorists. If such large extended
outages were to occur during times of extreme weather, they could also result in hundreds or even
thousands of deaths due to heat stress or extended exposure to extreme cold”(NRC, 2012).
Table 6.1 revisits the recommendations made by that report and summarizes the present state of
affairs. Unfortunately, the ubiquity of grid assets and their inherent vulnerability make it too costly to
achieve a comprehensive high level of security. Resources are prioritized on those assets where improved
security will yield the greatest improvement. Efforts to improve security at key assets should proceed
alongside efforts to stockpile replacement equipment and develop and deploy temporary recovery assets.
TABLE 6.1: Summary of Selected Recommendations Made by the National Research Council in Its
2012 Report Terrorism and the Electric Power Delivery System, Together with the Committee's
Assessment of Where Things Now Stand
National Research Council Recommendation

Assessment of Present Situation

6.1: The Electric Reliability Organization (ERO) [NERC]
should require power companies to re-examine their
critical substations to identify service vulnerabilities to

The industry has made progress on this issue.
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terrorist attack. Where such vulnerabilities are
discovered, physical and cyber protection should be
applied. In addition, the design of these substations
should be modified with the goal of making them more
flexible to allow for efficient reconfiguration in the event
of a malicious attack on the power system. The bus
configurations in these substations could have a
significant impact on maintaining reliability in the event
of a malicious attack on the power system. Bus layout or
configuration could be a significant factor if a
transformer, circuit breaker, instrument transformer, or
bus work is blown up, possibly damaging nearby
equipment.
6.2: The ERO and FERC should direct greater attention
to vulnerability to multiple outages (e.g., n-2) planned by
an intelligent adversary. In cases where major long-term
outages are possible, reinforcements should be
considered as long as costs are commensurate with the
reduction of vulnerability and other possible benefits.

Some progress has been made on these issues, but
additional effort is warranted.

7.6: State legislatures should change utility law to
explicitly allow microgrids with distributed generation.
[Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers] should
revise its standards to include the appropriate use of
islanded distributed generation and microgrid resources
for local islanding in emergency recovery operations.
Utilities should reexamine and, if necessary, revise their
distribution automation plans and capabilities in light of
the possible need to selectively serve critical loads during
extended restoration efforts. Public utility commissions
should consider the potential emergency restoration
benefits of distribution automation when they review
utility applications involving such investments.

There has been some progress on this. Some states are
considering whether and, if so, how to support the
development of microgrids as well as the role of the
local distribution utilities and other entities in the
process of developing such systems. But additional
effort is warranted.

8.1: The Department of Homeland security and/or the
Department of Energy should initiate and fund several
model demonstration assessments each at the level of
cities, counties, and states. These assessments should
examine systematically the region’s vulnerability to
extended power outages and develop cost-effective
strategies that can be adopted to reduce or, over time,
eliminate such vulnerabilities. These model assessments
should involve all relevant public and private participants
including public and private parties providing lawenforcement: water, gas, sewage, healthcare,
communications, transportation, fuel supply, banking,
and food supply. These assessments should include a
consideration of outages of long duration ( several
weeks) and large geographic extent (over several states)
since such outages could require a response different
from those needed to deal with a shorter duration events
(hours to a few days).

To the best of the committee's knowledge, no such
demonstrations have been undertaken.

8.2: Building on the results of these model assessments,
DHS should develop, test, and disseminate guidelines

To the best of the committee's knowledge, no such
activity has been undertaken.
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and tools to assist cities, counties, states, and regions to
conduct their own assessments and develop plans to
reduce their vulnerabilities to extended power outages.
DHS should also develop guidance for individuals to help
them understand steps they can take to better prepare for
and reduce their vulnerability in the event of extended
blackouts.
8.3: State and local regions should use the tools provided
by DHS as discussed in Recommendation 8.2 to
undertake assessments of regional and local vulnerability
to long-term outages, develop plans to collaboratively
implement key strategies to reduce vulnerability, and
assist private sector parties and individuals to identify
steps they can take to reduce their vulnerabilities.

While not following the strategy that the committee
recommended, some limited progress has been made.

8.4, 8.5, and 8.6: Congress, DHS, and the states should
provide resources and incentives to cover incremental
costs associated with private and public sector risk
prevention and mitigation efforts to reduce the societal
impact of an extended grid outage. Such incentives could
include incremental funding for those aspects of systems
that provide a public good but little private benefit, R&D
support for new and emerging technology that will
enhance the resiliency and restoration of the grid, and the
development and implementation of building codes or
ordinances that require alternate or backup sources of
electric power for key facilities. . . . Federal and state
agencies should identify legal barriers to data access,
communications, and collaborative planning that could
impede appropriate regional and local assessment and
contingency planning for handling long-term outages.
Political leaders of the jurisdictions involved should
analyze the data security and privacy protection laws of
their agencies with an eye to easing obstacles to
collective planning and to facilitating smooth
communication in a national or more localized
emergency . . . . DHS should perform, or assist other
federal agencies to perform, additional systematic
assessment of the vulnerability of national infrastructure
such as telecommunications and air traffic control in the
face of extended and widespread loss of electric power,
and then develop and implement strategies to reduce or
eliminate vulnerabilities. Part of this work should include
an assessment of the available surge capacity for large
mobile generation sources. Such an assessment should
include an examination of the feasibility of utilizing
alternative sources of temporary power generation to
meet emergency generation requirements (as identified
by state, territorial, and local governments, the private
sector, and nongovernmental organizations) in the event
of a large-scale power outage of long duration. Such
assessment should also include an examination of
equipment availability, sources of power generation
(mobile truck-mounted generators, naval and commercial
ships, power barges, locomotives, and so on),

Limited progress has been made on selected items.
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transportation logistics, and system interconnection.
When areas of potential shortages have been identified,
plans should be developed and implemented to take
corrective action and develop needed resource
inventories, stockpiles, and mobilization plans.
9.1: Complete the development and demonstration of
high-voltage recovery transformers and develop plans for
the manufacture storage and installation of these recovery
transformers.

A demonstration has been successfully conducted.
Considerable work is still needed on developing and
implementing an adequate program of funding and other
support for recovery transformers.

9.2-9.6: Continue the development and demonstration of
the advanced computational system currently funded by
the Department of Homeland Security and underway at
the Electric Power Research Institute. This system is
intended to assist in supporting more rapid estimation of
the state of the system and broader system analysis . . . .
Develop a visualization system for transmission control
centers which will support informed operator decision
making and reduce vulnerability to human errors. R&D
to this end is underway at the Electric Power Research
Institute, Department of Energy, Consortium for Electric
Reliability Technology Solutions, and Power System
Engineering Research Center, but improved integration
of these efforts is required . . . . Develop dynamic
systems technology in conjunction with response
demonstrations now being outlined as part of an energy
efficiency initiative being formed by EPRI, the Edison
Electric Institute, and DOE. These systems would allow
interactive control of consumer loads . . . . Develop
multilayer control strategies that include capabilities to
island and self-heal the power delivery system. This
program should involve close cooperation with the
electric power industry, building on work in the Wide
Area Management System, the Wide Area Control
System, and the Eastern Interconnection Phasor Project
. . . . Develop improved energy storage that can be
deployed as dispersed systems. The committee thinks that
improved lithium-ion batteries have the greatest
potential. The development of such batteries, which
might become commercially viable through use in plugin hybrid electric vehicles, should be accelerated.

Limited progress has been made on selected items.

NOTE: NRC (2012) was undertaken for the Department of Homeland Security. Progress has been limited on a
number of the recommendations that are listed on page 6 of that report. SOURCE: NRC (2012).

Finding: The power system continues to be vulnerable to physical attack by terrorists. Some
progress has been made in making the system more resilient in the face of this hazard—for
example, through physical security standards such as NERC CIP-014—but much remains to be
done. Several strategies (e.g., high-voltage replacement transformers) that reduce vulnerability to
terrorist events also reduce the system’s vulnerability to a range of natural hazards.
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Recommendation 6.13: Efforts by the Department of Energy and the Department of Homeland
Security, in conjunction with the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, the North American
Electric Reliability Corporation, and the electric industry, should be redoubled to reduce the
vulnerability of the power system to terrorist attacks (paying particular attention to topics in Table
6.1 that have not yet been adequately addressed).

DISRUPTIONS THAT CAUSE BOTH PHYSICAL AND CYBER DAMAGE
Restoration of electric service from a system that has sustained both physical damage (e.g., a
damaged transformer) and compromised monitoring and control systems (e.g., SCADA and EMS
disrupted) will require greater reliance on manual inspection and operation, which can slow the pace of
damage assessment and recovery. Thus, recovery from a coordinated cyber-physical attack may proceed
slowly if operators suffer diminished situational awareness and have to dispatch linemen to assess
damage. The principal concern across the industry is the potential for a well-informed state actor or
terrorist group to execute a coordinated cyber-physical attack, the so-called “structured adversary.” Both
cyber and physical attacks can be combined, targeted towards system components that cause the most
damage or are most difficult to replace, and carried out repeatedly and perhaps with the explicit intent of
hindering restoration.
EPRI has developed scenarios of coordinated cyber-physical attacks targeting generation,
transmission, and distribution systems that can be used by operators and asset owners to test their
readiness and improve planning and drilling (EPRI, 2012). More recently, NERC coordinated more than
100 participating organizations in the biennial distributed-play exercise GridEx III, which practiced
response and recovery from a series of hypothetical cyber and physical attacks (NERC, 2016b). Such
planning and drilling exercises are a valuable industry practice; however, the level of sophistication of
attacks may continue to grow along with the number of vulnerable cyber and physical targets.
Recommendation 6.14: Utilities, with support from federal and state government, should
continue to expand joint cyber-physical recovery exercises. These should emphasize, among
other things, the maintenance of cyber protection during the chaotic period of physical
restoration. The need to reconfigure electrical systems during a disaster requires changes to the
industrial control system. It is frequently necessary to disable elements of the cybersecurity
systems while the state of the gird is in flux. Research should be done on how to maintain a
higher level of security during this period. This may involve operation in default modes or with
analog controls to some extent until cybersecurity can be reestablished.
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OPPORTUNITIES TO IMPROVE RESTORATION

Other Technologies and Operations that Improve Restoration
Though many of the technologies discussed in Chapter 4 are intended to reduce the likelihood
and extent of outages, many of these technologies also directly aid in the restoration stage. Improvements
from advanced sensing, controls, and analytics have reduced outages and quickened restoration. In
particular, distribution system automation and adaptive islanding are examples of where these
technologies can play a role in improving restoration. Further, while these technologies help in the
resilience of the electric system, these technologies also improve the reliability of the system to small,
localized outages.

Improving Resilience by Learning from Past Events
The final step in restoration is to reflect on and analyze the experience to improve future
restoration efforts. Often restoration from a large-area, long-duration outage is viewed as a unique effort.
Nonetheless, it is certain that, even in the midst of a great disaster, another similar outage will follow. In
2005, Katrina seemed a nonpareil event, but Superstorm Sandy followeda mere 7 years later. The
industry can and must plan for disaster recovery, but only real disasters stress the plans and expose their
gaps and weaknesses. Disasters provide a genuinely unique opportunity to learn.
For most large-area, long-duration outages, there is an after-action report that, for the most part,
reads like a historical piece rather than a technical study aimed at process improvement. They accurately
describe what occurred and what was done (when, where, and by whom) as well as contain a number of
short narratives related to particular successes or failures. While this information is useful, even essential,
the idiosyncratic approaches make it difficult to identify more general process improvements across
multiple events. Outside of the electricity industry, other sectors have developed sophisticated
investigation procedures and even maintain full time, well-trained staff whose only job is to investigate
major incidents. The National Transportation Safety Board Investigative Process8 is solely focused on
improving safety and since the Board has no regulatory or enforcement powers, its conclusions cannot be

8

The National Transportation Safety Board Investigative Process is described at
https://www.ntsb.gov/investigations/process/Pages/default.aspx, accessed July 11, 2017.
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used in litigation. The committee believes that the electricity sector can improve its own investigations by
learning from the National Transportation Safety Board and potentially creating a similar institutional
structure.
Part of the problem is the lack of a general restoration model to provide a common framework for
learning. A simple, initial framework was proposed earlier in this chapter, and extension and elaboration
of that framework could be very useful in structuring the learning process. Two additional problems are
as follows: (1) There is no national process or organization to systemize the integration of studies, and (2)
there is insufficient rigor to data collection. The following sections describe a general process for
collecting information on the failures and shortcomings in disaster restoration.

Step 1: Compile High-Level Facts That Describe the Event

Step 1 is performed by the study team. A summary should be prepared detailing the essential
known facts, including a description of the event, high-level summary of known impacts (e.g., where
power was lost and for how long), the grid-level drivers of power loss, the organizations involved with
restoration and their activities, a timeline of restoration activities, notable successes and failures, and a list
of questions raised. From these facts, a series of maps, organization charts, and information flow
diagrams should be prepared. This will provide a guide for the research and a common understanding of
the event that can be shared among all of the participants in the research.

Step 2: Conduct Interviews

Beginning with the above summary, a series of interviews with a large number of individuals
from all organizations involved in the restoration should be undertaken by the study team. The interviews
should focus on what the organization did, as well as its inputs and outputs.

Step 3: Perform Synthesis

The synthesis phase is conducted by the study team and supplemented by subject-matter experts
as needed. The synthesis phase extends the event summary by using information from the interviews. The
results are summarized in a narrative that incorporates a number of graphics. The graphics include an
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“entity relationship diagram” (ERD); diagrams of material flows, equipment flows, and information
flows; and any other charts the study team deems necessary. The ERD is crucial, as it lists all of the
entities involved in restoration, from government, utility, and other private sector groups, and documents
their interactions through arrows. For example, the governor’s office (entity) may direct (relationship) to
the National Guard (entity). The actual flows of material, equipment, and information overlay the ERD.
The reduction of the narrative to these artifacts ensures rigor in and understandability of the analysis.

Step 4: Conduct Special Engineering Studies

Special engineering studies are conducted by technical teams assembled for each study. Electrical
disasters and remediation are, to a large extent, studies in organization, communication, and coordination.
They areat root, however, serious exercises in engineering. Much of the process described here is
directed at organizational and process improvement, which is important because it underpins the response
to all disasters, but it is just as important to learn about the design and operation of the grid. These
elements must be part of the learning process. Based on the recommendations of the interviews, special
engineering studies should be initiated. An example that is particularly important is in understanding the
transmission grid. Despite its immense scale, it is a precision machine that requires careful harmonization.
The studies may look at things like cyber and physical black start, the repair of analog versus digital
components in flooded substations, repair of underground laterals in flooded areas, structure failure mode
and possibly the need for redesign, and a host of other subjects. Special subjects should be defined in the
study phase when they are essential to understanding the restoration or when the restoration presents an
opportunity to learn about the grid and how to improve it. Superstorm Sandy provided an unparalleled
opportunity to study grid physics at a large scale, and Katrina provided may examples of restoration of
flooded substations.

Step 5: Review and Distribute Widely
All parties involved in grid restoration should be involved in review and socialization. This
includes individuals and organizations not impacted by the disaster or involved in its restoration. The
synthesis report should be widely distributed and reviewed at meetings in a process of improvement and
refinement. This will likely span several months.
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Step 6: Generalize and Integrate

This step is conducted by a team developed specifically for this purpose but should involve a few
members of the study team. The purpose of the final step is to take the specific analysis that comes from
Step 5 and use it to improve the general restoration model, asking which lessons have value beyond
simply understanding what occurred.

Special Studies—Cascading Failures on the Bulk Power System
The reliability of U.S. electric power systems has been high enough that the rare occurrences of
major blackouts have been prominent national and even international news items. Often, the
circumstances leading up to a major system failure include multiple individual factors, each of which
alone would have little or no significant impact but when combined conspire to impact the integrity of the
system. In the past, such combinations have resulted through coincident occurrence of unrelated events.
For example, during the August 14, 2003, blackout, there were four root causes identified (UCPSOTF,
2004). In the future, events could also be brought together through malevolent synergy. The job of an
outage investigation team is to sift through all of the evidence to determine the root causes of the larger
system failure and extract lessons for future improvement.
The first step in investigating an incident is to accurately reconstruct the sequence of events.
Determining the sequence of events can be a time-consuming process. The first step is gathering all of the
data to support the investigation team’s evidence-building process (Dagle, 2006). Myriad data sources can
provide useful information to support this phase of the investigation. Among the most valuable sources of
information are operational logs, records of sequence of events, digital fault recorder output, protective
relaying event information, synchrophasor data history, and other similar records of real-time
information. The accuracy and precision of these event logs can be critical during cascading events,
allowing investigators to sift through the initiating actions and subsequent responses. In the past,
significant difficulties have arisen in gathering the data to support the investigation team (Dagle, 2004).
The good news is that with the advent of modern power system measurement technology, it is becoming
much easier to collect data with microsecond-class measurement accuracy, which is often of ample
temporal resolution to be able to accurately determine the sequence of events.
Once the sequence of events is organized, it is valuable to separate it into slower events leading
up to the cascading failure and faster events that are occurring during the cascading failure itself.
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Normally the role of human operators is only relevant during the slower events, and automatic controls
are involved in the faster sequences associated with the later stages of the cascading failure.
Particularly with the automated controls, it is necessary to understand the relationship among the
various steps in the sequence of events. Characterizing the reason behind any automatic control action
helps to develop a deeper understanding of the sequence of events and the chain of events that led up to
the cascading failure sequence. This often involves a detailed assessment of protection and other control
devices to determine why they operated as well as how their operation contributed to subsequent actions
in the sequence of events.
Finally, after considering the sequence of events, and earlier actions that contributed to later
actions, the process of root cause determination can be made. It is important in this process to understand
that actions taken in advance of the event could be a key root cause finding. For example, inadequate
vegetation management, rather than a ground fault to a tree, might be a root cause.
Another important consideration is the degree to which infrastructure damage will prevent rapid
restoration of electricity service. As disruptive as widespread blackouts can be, much worse events are
possible. Under several different types of circumstances, electric power systems could be damaged well
beyond the level of normal design criteria for maintaining reliability (OTA, 1990). The threats of
terrorism, severe storms, and other phenomena, such as geomagnetic disturbances, have increasingly
become major concerns to the government and the commercial utility industry. The regulations and
policies to mandate how the nation would respond to such an event, or even define who is in charge, are
still evolving.
Finding: Analysis of large-area, long-duration outages requires an enormous amount of highprecision data. Provision for the collection of these data could be in place before an event.
Fundamentally, it is the responsibility of each organization involved in operating the system to
conduct event investigations, gather lessons learned, and apply those lessons to minimize the
likelihood of subsequent similar events. NERC has jurisdiction and responsibility to conduct
investigations of outages involving the bulk power system. Particularly for events that involve
multiple organizations, NERC brings tremendous value to the process by assembling outside
expertise that cuts across organizational boundaries.
Recommendation 6.15: The North American Electric Reliability Corporation, the Federal
Energy Regulatory Commission, and relevant regional- and state-level organizations should
improve the investigation process of large-scale losses of power with the objective of
disseminating lessons across geographical and jurisdictional boundaries. Experiences from
outside organizations such as the National Transportation Safety Board should inform this work.
To further improve the investigation process, the committee recommends that organizations
involved in electricity system operation improve restoration through the following:
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Better and more uniform calibration of recording instruments, including precise time
synchronization.
Pre-defined data requirements to support incident investigations using standard data
formats.
Pre-work logistical details (e.g., prior establishment of confidentiality agreements).
Infrastructure to support centralized blackout investigations.
Creation of a data warehouse with servers and databases to store and process the
incoming data, support the investigation team, and manage data inventory.
Defined data categories (to readily track and follow-up on data gaps).
Automated disturbance reporting.
Routine collection of transmission and generation events.
Improved mechanics of data formats, exchange protocols, and confidentiality issues that
can be worked out and tested on an ongoing basis.
Blackout data that are collected in a matter of hours rather than a matter of days or weeks.
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Recover

Restore

Endure

Event

Floods damage communities, not just utilities. Utilities must cooperate with
other entities in the restoration as, for example, in repairing or replacing civil

Flood restoration can take a very long time. In the absence of wind, poles and
towers are not typically damaged; nonetheless, the ground can be softened and
some distribution and transmission failures may occur. Manholes are flooded
and must be pumped out. Underground lines and associated gear sometimes
survive intact but often are damaged to the point of needing costly and timeconsuming replacement. Flooded substations are difficult to restore. Analog
equipment can sometimes be cleaned, dried, and returned to service, but digital
devices typically need replacement. Underground vaults are problematic as
they are difficult to drain and dry, can accumulate deep mud, and are more
difficult to move equipment in and out of. All of this, however, is work utilities
know and are well equipped to manage. The key, as noted in the discussion of
hurricanes, is to provide broad support to the crews.

The endurance phase for a flood at one point can be very short in areas where
the grade of a river is steeper or long in low-lying flat areas. Work begins in an
area as soon as the water recedes, allowing restoration.

forecast for canyon areas, utilities may place crews on standby. When a flood is
forecast in a river basin, it is possible to forecast which areas and assets are
most likely to be affected. General restoration plans can be made more specific,
and mutual aid agreements and emergency operations centers can be activated.
Lists of materials, supplies, and equipment can be developed, procured, and
staged.
Major river floods are long-duration events that move down a river basin.
Restoration can start upstream while the event is still evolving downstream, and
some protective measures can be undertaken as water rises. Before restoration
begins in an area, the plans can be improved and refined with emphasis on the
temporal sequencing. Communications and coordination should be established
and exercised.
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Relatively little can be done on distribution systems during the comparatively short
duration of the event. Transmission systems must be adjusted as loads, generators, and
transmission lines drop off the grid. Utilities develop an understanding of the extent of
damage and customer outages and develop specific plans for remediation, building on
the general planning. Government support organizations monitor conditions and
establish and exercise lines of communications with utilities and with each other.
Limited actions should be taken by utilities only when safety is an issue.
The endurance phase is the period from when the storm passes to the start of
restoration. Unless there is flooding, restoration can begin immediately. If there is a
delay, the time should be spent moving crews into position to the extent that the
condition of the roads and safety considerations allow. Effort should also be made to
improve the assessment of the state of conditions, to refine plans, and to refine requests
for support from and coordination with other organizations, including other utilities and
governmental organizations. This involves the high level such as governors’ offices,
but also the crews on the ground, as per informing police and fire departments about the
utility staff who will be working in their area. If specialized equipment is needed,
arrangements should be made for acquisition and staging for deployment.
Restoration is the most visible phase of the event. Crews are on the streets working.
While this is a difficult and costly phase, it is one that most utilities are familiar with
and good at. If there are many trees and other obstacles in the street, they must be
cleared to gain access to facilities. Utilities and the linemen know how to clear access,
set poles, erect towers, string conductors, and clean and repair substations. The goal of
management and support organizations (including governmental) is to ensure that the
line crews are used effectively. They must be dispatched to the areas where their work
will have the greatest impact, considering what is doable, and placed in a sequence of
restoration activities. Management should work the supply chain to be sure that crews
have the equipment, parts, and supplies (including fuel) they need to execute the
necessary repairs. Crews must be provided with provisions, including food and
housing, and amenities, such as electrical and phone service and access to health
services for the injuries that are inevitable in this dangerous physical work. Experience
has shown that taking care of the families left behind when crews are deployed is an
important factor in enabling them to work effectively.
Hurricanes damage communities, not just utilities. Utilities must be part of the
community restoration, perhaps lasting years. Rebuilding is an opportunity for

staffing for the emergency can be refined, and mutual aid agreements can be activated.
Flood forecasts are available only 3 to 4 days in advance, and peak flooding frequently
follows the event.
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Winter storms do not typically inflict lasting damage on infrastructure and
enablers of economic recovery.

Winter storm forecasts provide several days’ warning that allows for
arrangement of mutual aid.
Some final preparation is possible during the event as outages are mapped.
Transmission system operators must rebalance to accommodate failing loads
and distribution systems.
Delay in the start of restoration is possible if the roads are blocked or icecovered.
Restoration following winter storms is standard utility work. Mutual aid is
beneficial, and due to the generally smaller geographic extent of such storms,
there are fewer issues in supporting the crews or marshalling supplies than are
faced during restoration from hurricanes and earthquakes. Cold temperatures
do reduce effectiveness of line crews.
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Restoration consists of familiar utility construction but can be severely
hampered by damage to supporting infrastructure. Roads and bridges can be
blocked or torn away, natural gas pipelines can break, and fuel storage can
rupture. Electricity system restoration is executed as part of a broader
restoration effort, and coordination among federal, state, and local
government, as well as utility decision makers, is essential. Shortages of
materials and equipment may result in competition for scarce resources, and
availability will vary geographically. Even access to food and water may be
a challenge in some remote areas. There is substantial risk that the homes
and families of crews may be impacted or imperiled, undermining their
ability to commit to utility restoration activities. Mutual aid from unaffected
areas is essential.
Utility restoration can be completed well in advance of the general
commercial and civil infrastructure. Utility capabilities are enablers of
recovery.

Restore

Recover

Restoration can begin immediately.

consists of maintaining adequate parts inventories.
There is work on developing a near-term warning capability for
earthquakes, but presently most occur with no useful warning.
Earthquakes are of short duration. No action during the earthquake is
practical.

Endure
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Prepare
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provided 1 day to several hou
urs in advance. There is little time to prepare,
p
except to bring crews to a statte of readiness and fully man response centers.
Events are of such short durattion that there is no
o practical action du
uring the
event, exceept that transmissio
on operators may haave to adjust to lim
mit impact.
Restoration
n can generally beg
gin immediately aftter the event passess.
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uilding up of curreent on long lines caan trigger operationnal changes to
The bu
protecction systems, partiicularly shedding looad to desaturate trransformers.
Restorration can begin im
mmediately.

Area Impacted: Very large
Damaage to above grouund assets: Transsformers, substatiions
Damaage to customer aassets: Limited
Limitts to access and m
mobility: None
Eventt warning: Minuttes to days
Risk assessment:
a
Cost
stly
Rate of
o propagation: V
Very fast

G
Geomagnetic Dissturbances



Area Impaacted: Limited to
o clustered
Damage to
o above ground assets:
a
Poles, tow
wers, substations
Damage to
o customer assetss: Serious but con
ntained
Limits to access
a
and mobility: Minor block
kage
Event warrning: Seconds to
o minutes
Risk assesssment: Regionallly known
Rate of prropagation: Fast

Tornadoes

TABLE 6A.1
6
Continued: Variation in resttoration activities across
the six staages of the life-cy
ycle of an outage characterized
c
by damage
to physicaal components, monitoring
m
and con
ntrol systems, and
d
supporting
g infrastructure, as
a indicated in thee upper right corn
ner of
Figure 3.2
2.
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Recover

Restore
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Recovery is not a factor. Extensive damage beyond the grid is unlikely since
long lines are needed to build damaging current level.

There is no precedent for a large-scale geomagnetic disturbance event. If the
impact is very large, there may be shortages of major components, particularly
large transformers due to the long lead time in building and acquiring these.
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Customer property may be destroyed alongside utility assets, which means
that there may be no immediate need to restore power to the affected area.
Nonetheless, the tornado may damage a transmission corridor or section of
the distribution grid essential to providing service to unaffected areas. The
work is familiar to utilities and, in the case of tornadoes, the impact is
sufficiently localized that there is less difficulty in provisioning and
supporting crews. There are likely to be intact facilities within a few miles
or tens of miles of the worksite.
Tornadoes do very serious damage to the impacted community so that the
recovery period can be extensive after the immediate restoration is
completed. Utilities must participate in planning this recovery.
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Recover

Endure
Restore

Event

Prepare

Plan

Feeder Level to System Level
Cyber assets will certainly be compromised, perhaps beyond
restoration. Control actions initiated by the pernicious actor may
create a wide range of physical damage up to and including
generators. In addition, “smart” components may be compromised in
a way that they are no longer controllable. Such damage may be
irreversible or compromise trust in the device so that it may not be
used safely. This damage to the electronic aspects of a device is
functionally equivalent to physical damage.
Limited except, possibly, to smart meters. Meters are owned by the
utility but are associated with a specific customer. If the meter
includes a local wireless connection for home automation, there are
potential attack strategies which may do damage to customer
systems, but no such Internet-of-Things attack has been successful.
None.
Potentially months.
Cyber N-1 and N-2 analyses should become standard practice.
Slow from breach to first action, very fast from first action.
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Planning for cyber attack is a routine part of utility operations. It tends to focus, however, on
prevention rather than restoration. The emphasis in restoration is on reestablishing the
operational capability of sensor, computational, and communications assets; reestablishing state;
and gaining confidence in the integrity of the systems and the information they manage.
Planning for cyber-restoration should be planned and practiced.
Systems must be improved to react more effectively to new threat information. Updated threat
information is provided daily, but the systems to move this information into quick action at a
utility cannot make immediate use of the information. Much of it must work its way through
cybersecurity software and service providers.
A cyber event may last several months. During the period from breach to action, the utility may
be able to sever access by malicious actors, preventing damage.
Restoration can begin immediately on detection.
Methods for manual operation and restoration systems should be developed in advance. Fast
reaction cyber teams should be on call.
Not applicable.

Limits to access and mobility
Event warning
Risk assessment
Rate of propagation

Damage to customer assets

Damage to above-ground assets

Area Impacted

TABLE 6A.2 Restoration Activities Across the Six Stages of the Life Cycle of an Outage From a Cyber Attack
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7
Conclusions

No single entity is responsible for, or has the authority to implement, a comprehensive approach
to assure the resilience of the nation's electricity system. Chapter 2 described the complex structure, asset
ownership, and regulatory system of the current electricity system and how the changing nature of the
electricity system provides both opportunities and challenges for system resilience. Because most parties
are preoccupied dealing with short-term issues, they neither have the time to think systematically about
what could happen in the event of a large-area, long-duration blackout, nor do they adequately consider
the consequences of large-area, long-duration blackouts in their operational and other planning or in
setting research and development priorities. Hence the United States needs a process to help all parties
better envision the consequences of low-probability but high impact events precipitated by the causes
outlined in Chapter 3 and the system wide effects discussed in Chapter 5. The specific recommendations
addressed to particular parties that are provided in the report (especially in Chapters 4 through 6) will
incrementally advance the cause of resilience. However, these alone will be insufficient unless the nation
is able to adopt a more integrated perspective at the same time. Thus, this chapter provides a series of
overarching recommendations that build upon the detailed recommendations contained within this report.

OVERARCHING INSIGHTS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The first strategy that should be pursued to enhance the resilience of the system is to make sure
that things already in place will work when they are needed. One of the best ways to do that is to conduct
drills with other critical infrastructure operators through large-scale, multisector exercises. Such exercises
can help illuminate areas where improvements in processes and technologies can substantively enhance
PREPUBLICATION COPY—SUBJECT TO FURTHER EDITORIAL CORRECTION
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the resilience of the nation’s critical infrastructure.
Overarching Recommendation 1: Operators of the electricity system, including regional
transmission organizations, investor-owned utilities, cooperatives, and municipally owned
utilities, should work individually and collectively, in cooperation with the Electricity Subsector
Coordinating Council, regional and state authorities, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission,
and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation, to conduct more regional emergency
preparedness exercises that simulate accidental failures, physical and cyber attacks, and other
impairments that result in large-scale loss of power and/or other critical infrastructure sectors—
especially communication, water, and natural gas. Counterparts from other critical infrastructure
sections should be involved, as well as state, local, and regional emergency management offices.
The challenges that remain to achieving grid resilience are so great that they cannot be achieved
by research- or operations-related activities alone. While new technologies and strategies can improve the
resilience of the power system, many existing technologies that show promise have yet to be fully
adopted or implemented. In addition, more coordination between research and implementation activities
is needed, building on the specific recommendations made throughout this report. Immediate action is
needed both to implement available technological and operational changes and to continue to support the
development of new technologies and strategies.
Overarching Recommendation 2: Operators of the electric system, including regional
transmission organizations, investor-owned utilities, cooperatives, and municipals, should work
individually and collectively to more rapidly implement resilience-enhancing technical
capabilities and operational strategies that are available today and to speed the adoption of new
capabilities and strategies as they become available.
The Department of Energy (DOE) is the federal entity with a mission to focus on the longer-term
issues of developing and promulgating technologies and strategies to increase the resilience and
modernization of the electric grid.1 At present, two offices within DOE have responsibility for issues
directly and indirectly related to grid modernization and resilience.
Overarching Recommendation 3: However the Department of Energy chooses to organize its
programs going forward, Congress and the Department of Energy leadership should sustain and
expand the substantive areas of research, development, and demonstration that are now being
undertaken by the Department of Energy’s Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
and Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy, with respect to grid modernization and
systems integration, with the explicit intention of improving the resilience of the U.S. power grid.
1

The Department of Homeland Security, the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, and other organizations
also provide critical support and have primacy in certain areas.
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Field demonstrations of physical and cyber improvements that could subsequently lead to
widespread deployment are critically important. The Department of Energy should collaborate
with parties in the private sector and in states and localities to jointly plan for and support such
demonstrations. Department of Energy efforts should include engagement with key stakeholders
in emergency response to build and disseminate best practices across the industry.
The U.S. grid remains vulnerable to natural disasters, physical and cyber attacks, and other
accidental failures.
Overarching Recommendation 4: Through public and private means, the United States should
substantially increase the resources committed to the physical components needed to ensure that
critical electric infrastructure is robust and that society is able to cope when the grid fails. Some
of this investment should focus on making the existing infrastructure more resilient and easier to
repair, as follows:
x

x
x
x

The Department of Energy should launch a program to manufacture and deploy flexible and
transportable three-phase recovery transformer sets that can be pre-positioned around the
country.2 These recovery transformers should be easy to install and use temporarily until
conventional transformer replacements are available. This effort should produce sufficient
numbers (on the order of tens compared to the three produced by the Department of
Homeland Security’s RecX program) to provide some practical protection in the case of an
event that results in the loss of a number of high voltage transformers. This effort should
complement ongoing initiatives related to spare transformers and not replace them.
State and federal regulatory commissions and regional transmission organizations should then
evaluate whether grids under their supervision need additional pre-positioned replacements
for critical assets that can help accelerate orderly restoration of grid service after failure.
Public and private parties should expand efforts to improve their ability to maintain and
restore critical services—such as power for hospitals, first responders, water supply and
sewage systems, and communication systems.3
The Department of Energy, the Department of Homeland Security, the Electricity Subsector
Coordinating Council, and other federal organizations, such as the U.S. Army Corps of
Engineers, should oversee the development of more reliable inventories of backup power
needs and capabilities (e.g., the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers’ mobile generator fleet),
including fuel supplies. They should also “stress test” existing supply contracts for equipment

2

As noted in Chapter 6 and in the next section of this chapter, the DOE Office of Electricity Delivery and
Energy Reliability is supporting the development of a new generation of high voltage transformers that will use
power electronics to adjust their electrical properties and hence can be deployed in a wider range of settings. The
committee’s recommendation to manufacture recovery transformers is not intended to replace that longer-term
effort. However, the new DOE advanced transformer designs will not be available for some time, and in the
meantime the system remains physically vulnerable. While in Chapter 6 the committee notes several government
and industry-led transformer-sharing and recovery programs, the committee recognizes that high voltage
transformers represent one of the grids most vulnerable components deserving of further efforts.
3
In addition to treatment, sewage systems often need to pump uphill. A loss of power can quickly lead to
sewage backups. Notably, a high percentage of the hospital backup generators in New York City failed during
Superstorm Sandy.
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and fuel supply that are widely used in place of actual physical assets in order to be certain
these arrangements will function in times of major extended outages. Although the federal
government cannot provide backup power equipment to everyone affected by a large-scale
outage, these resources could make significant contributions at select critical loads.
In addition to providing redundancy of critical assets, transmission and distribution system
resilience demands the ability to provide rapid response to events that impair the ability of the power
system to perform its function. These events include deliberate attacks on and accidental failures of the
infrastructure itself, as well as other causes of grid failure, which are discussed in Chapter 3.
Overarching Recommendation 5: The Department of Energy, together with the Department of
Homeland Security, academic research teams, the national laboratories, and companies in the
private sector, should carry out a program of research, development, and demonstration activities
to improve the security and resilience of cyber monitoring and controls systems, including the
following:
x
x
x
x
x
x

Continuous collection of diverse (cyber and physical) sensor data;
Fusion of sensor data with other intelligence information to diagnose the cause of the
impairment (cyber or physical);
Visualization techniques needed to allow operators and engineers to maintain situational
awareness;
Analytics (including machine learning, data mining, game theory, and other artificial
intelligence-based techniques) to generate real-time recommendations for actions that should
be taken in response to the diagnosed attacks, failures, or other impairments;
Restoration of control system and power delivery functionality and cyber and physical
operational data in response to the impairment; and
Creation of post-event tools for detection, analysis, and restoration to complement event
prevention tools.

Because no single entity is in charge of planning the evolution of the grid, there is a risk that
society may not adequately anticipate and address many elements of grid reliability and resilience and
that the risks of this system-wide failure in preparedness will grow as the structure of the power industry
becomes more atomized and complex. There are many opportunities for federal leadership in anticipating
potential system vulnerabilities at a national level, but national solutions are then refined in light of local
and regional circumstances. Doing this requires a multi-step process, the first of which is to anticipate the
myriad ways in which the system might be disrupted and the many social, economic, and other
consequences of such disruptions. The second is to envision the range of technological and organizational
innovations that are affecting the industry (e.g., distributed generation and storage) and how such
developments may affect the system’s reliability and resilience. The third is to figure out what upgrades
should be made and how to cover their costs. For simplicity, the committee will refer to this as a
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“visioning process.” While the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) has overarching responsibility
for infrastructure protection, DOE, as the sector-specific agency for energy infrastructure, has a legal
mandate and the deep technical expertise to work on such issues.
Overarching Recommendation 6: The Department of Energy and the Department of Homeland
Security should jointly establish and support a “visioning” process with the objective of
systematically imagining and assessing plausible large-area, long-duration grid disruptions that
could have major economic, social, and other adverse consequences, focusing on those that could
have impacts related to U.S. dependence on vital public infrastructures and services provided by
the grid.
Because it is inherently difficult to imagine systematically things that have not happened
(Fischhoff et al., 1978; Kahneman, 2011), exercises in envisioning benefit from having multiple groups
perform such work independently. For example, such a visioning process might be accomplished through
the creation of two small national power system resilience assessment groups (possibly at DOE national
laboratories and/or other federally funded research and development centers or research universities).
However such visioning is accomplished, engagement from staff representing relevant state and federal
agencies is essential in helping to frame and inform the work. These efforts should build on the detailed
recommendations in this report to identify technical and organizational strategies that increase electricity
system resilience in numerous threat scenarios—that is, by preventing and mitigating the extent of largescale grid failures, sustaining critical services in the instance of failure, and recovering rapidly from major
outages—and to assess the costs and financing mechanisms to implement the proposed strategies.
Attention is needed not just to the average economy-wide costs and benefits, but also to the distribution of
these across different levels of income and vulnerability. It is important that these teams work to identify
common elements in terms of hazards and solutions so as to move past a hazard-by-hazard approach to a
more systems-oriented strategy. Producing useful insights from this process will require mechanisms to
help these groups identify areas of overlap while also characterizing the areas of disagreement. A
consensus view could be much less helpful than a mapping of uncertainties that can help other actors—for
example, state regulatory commissions and first responders—understand the areas of deeper unknowns.
National labs, other federally funded research and development centers, and research universities
do not operate or regulate the power system. At the national level, the Federal Energy Regulatory
Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) both have
relevant responsibilities and authorities.
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Overarching Recommendation 7A: The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and the North
American Electric Reliability Corporation should establish small system resilience groups,
informed by the work of the Department of Energy/Department of Homeland Security
“visioning” process, to assess and, as needed, to mandate strategies designed to increase the
resilience of the U.S. bulk electricity system. By focusing on the crosscutting impacts of hazards
on interdependent critical infrastructures, one objective of these groups would be to complement
and enhance existing efforts across relevant organizations.
As the discussions throughout this report make clear, many different organizations are involved in
planning, operating, and regulating the grid at the local and regional levels. By design and of necessity in
our constitutional democracy, making decisions about resilience is an inherently political process.
Ultimately the choice of how much resilience our society should and will buy must be a collective social
judgment. It is unrealistic to expect firms to make investments voluntarily whose benefits may not accrue
to shareholders within the relevant commercial lifetime for evaluating projects. Moreover, much of the
benefit from avoiding such events, should they occur, will not accrue to the individual firms that invest in
these capabilities. Rather, the benefits are diffused more broadly across multiple industries and society as
a whole, and many of the decisions must occur on a state-by-state basis.
Overarching Recommendation 7B: The National Association of Regulatory Utility
Commissioners should work with the National Association of State Energy Officials to create a
committee to provide guidance to state regulators on how best to respond to identified local and
regional power system-related vulnerabilities. The work of this committee should be informed by
the national “visioning” process, as well as by the work of other research organizations. The
mission of this committee should be to develop guidance for, and provide technical and
institutional support to, state commissions to help them to more systematically address broad
issues of power system resilience, including decisions as to what upgrades are desirable and how
to pay for them. Guidance developed through this process should be shared with appropriate
representatives from the American Public Power Association and the National Rural Electric
Cooperative Association.
Overarching Recommendation 7C: Each state public utility commission and state energy
office, working with the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners, the National
Association of State Energy Officials, and state and regional grid operators and emergency
preparedness organizations, should establish a standing capability to identify vulnerabilities,
identify strategies to reduce local vulnerabilities, develop strategies to cover costs of needed
upgrades, and help the public to become better prepared for extended outages. In addition, they
should encourage local and regional governments to conduct assessments of their potential
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vulnerabilities in the event of large-area, long-duration blackouts and to develop strategies to
improve their preparedness.
Throughout this report, the committee has laid out a wide range of actions that different parties
might undertake to improve the resilience of the United States power system. If the approaches the
committee has outlined can be implemented, they will represent a most valuable contribution. At the same
time, the committee is aware that the benefits of such a contribution—avoiding large-scale harms that are
rarely observed—are easily eclipsed by the more tangible daily challenges, pressures on budgets, public
attention, and other scarce resources. Too often in the past, the United States has made progress on issues
of resilience by “muddling through” (Lindblom, 1959). Even if the broad systematic approach outlined in
this report cannot be fully implemented immediately, it is important that relevant organizations develop
analogous strategies so that when a policy window opens in the aftermath of a major disruption, wellconceived solutions are readily available for implementation (Kingdon, 1984).

SUMMARY OF DETAILED RECOMMENDATONS
Underlying the Overarching Recommendations are the numerous, more targeted
recommendations presented throughout this report. Here, the committee summarizes and sorts these
recommendations by the institutions to which they are directed.
Recommendations Directed to the Department of Energy
DOE plays a critical role in enhancing the resilience of the grid through research, development,
and demonstration programs as well as convening and engagement activities. Much progress has been
made, and DOE should sustain and expand many of these efforts.
Recommendation 1 to DOE: Improve understanding of customer and societal value associated with
increased resilience and review and operationalize metrics for resilience by doing the following:
x

Developing comprehensive studies to assess the value to customers of improved reliability and
resilience (e.g., periodic rotating service) during large-area, long-duration blackouts as a function of
key circumstances (e.g., duration, climatic conditions, societal function) and for different customer
classes (e.g., residential, commercial, industrial). (Recommendation 2.1)
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x

Conducting a coordinated assessment of the numerous resilience metrics being proposed for
transmission and distribution systems and seeking to operationalize these metrics within the utility
setting. In doing the review, engagement with key stakeholders is essential. (Recommendation 2.2)

Recommendation 2 to DOE: Support research, development, and demonstration activities, as well as
convening activities, to improve the resilience of power system operations and recovery by reducing
barriers to adoption of innovative technologies and operational strategies. These include the following:
x

x

x

x

Coordinating with federal and state utility regulators to support a modest grant program that
encourages utility investment in innovative solutions that demonstrate resilience enhancement. These
projects should be selected to reduce barrier(s) to entry by improving regulator and utility confidence.
(Recommendation 4.1)
Initiating and supporting ongoing research programs focused on the operation of degraded or
damaged electricity systems, including supporting infrastructure and cyber monitoring and control
systems, where key subsystems are designed and operated to sustain critical functionality.
(Recommendation 4.6)
Convening transmission and distribution system owners and operators to engage the Federal Aviation
Administration proactively to ensure that the rules regulating operation of unmanned aerial vehicles
support the rapid, safe, and effective applications of unmanned aerial vehicle technology in electricity
restoration activities, including pre-disaster tests and drills. (Recommendation 6.5)
Continuing to support research and development of advanced large power transformers, concentrating
on moving beyond design studies to conduct several demonstration projects. (Recommendation 6.7)

Recommendation 3 to DOE: Advance the safe and effective development of distributed energy
resources (DERs) and microgrids by doing the following:
x
x
x
x

Initiating research, development, and demonstration activities to explore the extent to which DERs
could be used to help prevent large-area outages. (Recommendation 4.2)
Supporting demonstration and a training facility (or facilities) for future microgrids that will allow
utility engineers and non-utility microgrid operators to gain hands-on experience with islanding,
operating, and restoring feeders (including microgrids). (Recommendation 5.6)
Engaging the manufacturers of plug-in hybrid electric and fuel cell vehicles to study how such
vehicles might be used as distributed sources of emergency power. (Recommendation 5.12)
Evaluating the technical and contractual requirements for using DERs as part of restoration activities,
even when these assets are not owned by the utility, to improve restoration and overall resilience.
(Recommendation 6.3)

Recommendation 4 to DOE: Work to improve the ability to use computers, software, and simulation to
research, plan, and operate the power system to increase resilience by doing the following:
x
x
x

Collaborating with other research organizations, including the National Science Foundation, to
expand support for interdisciplinary research to simulate events and model grid impacts and
mitigation strategies. (Recommendation 4.3)
Supporting and expanding research and development activities to create synthetic power grid physical
and cyber infrastructure models. (Recommendation 4.4)
Collaborating with other research organizations, including the National Science Foundation, to fund
research on enhanced power system wide-area monitoring and control and the application of artificial
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x
x

intelligence to the power system. Such work should include how the human–computer interface and
visualization could improve reliability and resilience. (Recommendation 4.8)
Leading efforts to develop standardized data definitions, communication protocols, and industrial
control system designs for the sharing of both physical and cyber system health information.
(Recommendation 4.9)
Developing a high-performance utility network simulator for use in cyber configuration and testing.
(Recommendation 6.12)

Recommendation 5 to DOE: Work to improve the cybersecurity and cyber resilience of the grid by
doing the following:
x
x

Embarking on a research, development, and demonstration program that results in a prototypical
cyber-physical-social control system architecture for resilient electric power systems.
(Recommendation 4.10)
Developing the ability to apply physics-based modeling to anomaly detection, which provides realtime or better physics models that derive optimal power flow and monitor performance for more
accurate state estimation. (Recommendation 6.8)

Recommendations Directed to the Electric Power Sector and the Department of Energy
There are thousands of operating utilities and electricity system asset owners across the United
States, with diverse characteristics and institutional structures, including private investor-owned utilities,
cooperatives, and publicly owned entities. These organizations, and the people they employ, are the
foundation of a reliable and resilient grid, and many promising demonstrations and initiatives are ongoing
across the sector. The industry and DOE have benefitted from a strong relationship, and the committee
encourages further collaboration on projects to increase the resilience of the grid.
Recommendation 6 to the electric power sector and DOE: The owners and operators of electricity
infrastructure should work closely with DOE as follows:
x
x

x

Develop use cases and perform research on strategies for intelligent load shedding based on advanced
metering infrastructure and customer technologies like smart circuit breakers. (Recommendation 4.5)
Explore the feasibility of establishing contractual and billing agreements with private owners of
DERs and developing the ability to operate intact islanded feeders as islanded microgrids powered by
utility- and customer-owned generating resources to supply limited power to critical loads during
large grid outages of long duration. (Recommendation 5.10)
Work together to analyze past large-area, long-duration outages to identify common elements and
processes for system restoration and define best practices that can be shared broadly throughout the
electricity industry. (Recommendation 6.2)
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x
x

Identify those components and corresponding events for which pre-event de-energizing of selected
assets is the lowest risk strategy and develop regulatory, communication (especially with customers),
and other plans that allow such protective action to be implemented. (Recommendation 6.4)
Expand joint cyber-physical recovery exercises that emphasize, among other things, the maintenance
of cyber protection during the chaotic period of physical restoration. (Recommendation 6.14)

Clearly, some of these recommendations will require greater degrees of DOE engagement than others.
Recommendations Directed to the Department of Homeland Security and
the Department of Energy
Because emergency response and management is central to power system resilience, the
committee makes several recommendations that call for collaboration between DHS and DOE.
Recommendation 7 to DHS and DOE: DHS and DOE should work collaboratively to improve
preparation for, emergency response to, and recovery from large-area, long-duration blackouts by doing
the following:
x
x
x
x

x
x

Working with state and local authorities and electricity system operators to undertake an “all hazards”
assessment of the natural hazards faced by power systems on a periodic basis (e.g., every 5 years).
Local utilities should customize those assessments to their local conditions. (Recommendation 3.2)
Developing and overseeing a process to help regional and local planners envision potential systemwide effects of long-duration loss of grid power. (Recommendation 5.3)
Evaluating and recommending the best approach for getting critical facility managers to pre-register
information about emergency power needs and available resources. (Recommendation 5.5)
Renewing efforts to work with utilities and national, state, and local law enforcement to develop
formal arrangements (such as designating selected utility personnel as “first responders”) that
credential selected utility personnel to allow prompt utility access to damaged facilities across
jurisdictional boundaries. (Recommendation 6.1)
Building off of existing efforts to manufacture and stockpile flexible, high-voltage replacement
transformers, in collaboration with electricity system operators and asset owners and with support
from the U.S. Congress. (Recommendation 6.6)
Developing a model for large-scale cyber restoration of electricity infrastructure. (Recommendation
6.9)

Recommendation 8 to DHS and DOE: With growing awareness of the electricity system as a potential
target for malicious attacks using both physical and cyber means, DHS and DOE should work closely
with operating utilities and other relevant stakeholders to improve physical and cyber security and
resilience by doing the following:
x

Working with operating utilities to sustain and enhance their monitoring and information-sharing
activities to protect the grid from physical and cyber attacks. (Recommendation 3.1)
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x

x
x

Continuing to work with the Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council and operating utilities to
enhance the sharing of cyber restoration resources (i.e., cyber mutual assistance agreements),
including personnel, focusing on peer-to-peer collaboration as well as engagement with government,
industry organizations, and commercial cybersecurity companies. (Recommendation 6.10)
Working with the electricity sector and representatives of other key affected industries and sectors to
continue to strengthen the bidirectional communication between federal cybersecurity programs and
commercial software companies. (Recommendation 6.11)
Redoubling efforts to reduce the vulnerability of the power system to terrorist attacks in close
collaboration with FERC, NERC, and other representatives of the electric industry. (Recommendation
6.13)

Recommendations Directed to State Offices and Regulatory Bodies
State offices and elected officials have an important role in increasing the resilience of the
nation’s electricity system, including through planning and regulatory decisions as well as emergency
preparedness and response. Several of the committee’s recommendations encourage various actors in
state government to take action.
Recommendation 9 to state offices and regulators: Work with local utilities and relevant stakeholders
to increase investment in resilience-enhancing strategies, including the following:
x

x

x
x

State emergency planning authorities should oversee a more regular and systematic testing of backup
power generation equipment at critical facilities, such as hospitals and fire stations, and ensure that
public safety officials include information related to electrical safety and responses to long-duration
power outages in their public briefings (Recommendation 5.1)
Utility regulators should work closely with operating utilities to assess their current interconnection
standards as applicable to DERs, consider the costs of requiring new installations to use enhanced
inverters, and determine the appropriate policy for promoting islanding and other related capabilities.
(Recommendation 5.7)
State legislatures and utility regulatory bodies should explore economic, ratemaking, and other
regulatory options for facilitating the development of private microgrids that provide resilience
benefits. (Recommendation 5.9)
Utility regulators and non-governmental entities should undertake studies to develop guidance on
how best to compensate the owners of distributed generation resources who are prepared to commit a
portion of their distributed generation capacity to serve islanded feeders in the event of large outages
of long duration. Additionally, the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
(NARUC) should establish a working group to advise members on the issues they will likely have to
address. (Recommendation 5.11)
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Recommendations Directed to the National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
and Federal Organizations
NARUC is uniquely capable of convening and disseminating information to regulators from
diverse states while providing a single point of contact with federal agencies.
Recommendation 10 to NARUC and federal organizations: The committee recommends that NARUC
work with DHS and DOE as follows:
x
x

x

Develop model guidance on how state regulators, utilities, and broader communities (where
appropriate) might consider the equity and social implications of choices in the level and allocation of
investments. (Recommendation 5.2)
Develop guidance to state regulators and utilities on (1) selective restoration options as they become
available, (2) the factors that should be considered in making choices of which loads to serve, and (3)
model recommendations that states and utilities can build upon and adapt to local circumstances.
(Recommendation 5.4)
Undertake studies of the technical, economic, and regulatory changes necessary to allow development
and operation of privately owned microgrids that serve multiple parties and/or cross public rights-ofway. (Recommendation 5.8)

Recommendation Directed to the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission and
the North American Energy Standards Board
The growing interdependence of natural gas and electricity infrastructures requires systematic
study and targeted efforts to improve coordination and planning across the two industries.
Recommendation 11 to FERC and the North American Energy Standards Board: FERC, which has
regulatory authority over both natural gas and electricity systems, should address the growing risk of
interdependent infrastructure by doing the following:
x

Working with the North American Energy Standards Board and industry stakeholders to improve
awareness, communications, coordination, and planning between the natural gas and electric
industries. (Recommendation 4.7)

Recommendation Directed to the North American Electric Reliability Corporation
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Following large-scale outages, detailed investigations are essential to support the learning phase
of resilience. NERC, with authority delegated from FERC, has conducted several such investigations.
Recommendation 12 to NERC: Review and improve incident investigation processes to better learn
from outages that happen and broadly disseminate findings and best practices by doing the following:
x

Engaging relevant regional and state-level organizations to improve the investigation process of
large-scale losses of power, drawing lessons from the National Transportation Safety Board and
others, with the objective of disseminating lessons across geographical and jurisdictional boundaries.
(Recommendation 6.15)
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A

Statement of Task
An ad hoc National Research Council (NRC) committee will address technical, policy
and institutional factors that might affect how modern technology can be implemented in the
evolution of electric transmission and distribution (T&D) in the United States, and recommend
strategies and priorities for how the nation can move to a more reliable and resilient T&D system.
The committee will consider how existing and emerging technological options, including greater
reliance on distributed power generation, could impact the reliability, robustness, and the ability
to recover from disruptions to the electrical T&D system or systems. The study will identify
barriers to implementing technology pathways for improving T&D reliability, key priorities and
opportunities including, where necessary, those for research, development and demonstration
(RD&D), the federal role, and strategies and actions that could lead to a more reliable and
resilient T&D system. As part of this study the committee may do the following:
1. Review recent studies and analysis of the current and projected status of the nation’s
electric T&D system including any that identify significant technological concerns
over vulnerability, reliability and resilience;
2. Assess factors affecting future requirements and trends for the nation's T&D
infrastructure including such issues as the need for new capacity, replacement needs,
siting issues, vulnerability to external threats and the need for security, whether
physical or cyber, the alignment of costs and benefits, the effects of
interconnectedness among regional networks, and others identified by the committee;
3. Evaluate the role existing and emerging technological options, especially of
renewable and distributed generation technologies, can play in creating or addressing
concerns identified by the committee and that can lead to enhanced reliability and
resilience;
4. Consider how regional differences both in terms of the physical setting and the utility
structure may impact solutions to improving resilience;
5. Review federal, state, industry, and academic R&D programs, as well as any
demonstration and/or deployment efforts, focused on technologies for the T&D
system that are aimed at improving its capacity, reliability, resilience, flexibility and
any other attributes aimed at enhancing the robustness of the nation’s electric power
T&D system;
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6. Identify nonǦtechnological barriers (including those related to regulatory, ownership,
and financial issues) to implementation of new and/or expanded technology to
improve the stability, reliability, and resilience of electric T&D;
7. Suggest strategies, key opportunities and priorities, and actions for implementation of
the identified technology pathways for the T&D system, which could include RD&D,
policies, incentives, standards, and others the committee finds are necessary; and
8. Address the federal role, especially of DOE, in addressing the technical, policy, and
institutional issues for a transformation of the T&D system to one with increased
robustness and resilience.
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Proxicom, GridPoint, DiData, and Aguru Images, a high-end digital imaging company that he started.
More recently, Dr. Miller has achieved a national reputation in the advanced smart grid and cybersecurity
arenas.
THOMAS J. OVERBYE is a Texas A & M Engineering Experiment Station Distinguished Research
Professor in the Electrical and Computer Engineering Department at Texas A&M University. Formerly,
he was the Fox Family Professor of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of
Illinois,Urbana-Champaign, where he has taught since 1991. He received his B.S., M.S., and Ph.D. in
electrical engineering from the University of Wisconsin, Madison and is a member of the National
Academy of Engineering. His current research interests include electric power system analysis,
visualization, dynamics, cybersecurity, and modeling of power system geomagnetic disturbances. Prof.
Overbye is the original developer of the PowerWorld Simulator, an innovative computer program for
power system analysis, education, and visualization; a co-founder of PowerWorld Corporation; and an
author of Power System Analysis and Design. He was the recipient of the IEEE/Power and Energy
Society Walter Fee Outstanding Young Engineer Award in 1993 and the IEEE/Power and Energy
Society Outstanding Power Engineering Educator Award in 2011, and he participated in the 2003 DOE/
North American Electric Reliability Corporation Blackout investigation.
WILLIAM H. SANDERS is Donald Biggar Willett Professor of Engineering and the head of the
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering at the University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign. Dr.
Sanders’s research interests include secure and dependable computing and security and dependability
metrics and evaluation, with a focus on critical infrastructures. He has published more than 270 technical
papers in those areas. He served as the director and principal investigator of the DOE/Department of
Homeland Security Trustworthy Cyber Infrastructure for the Power Grid Center, which is at the forefront
of national efforts to make the U.S. power grid smart and resilient. He is also co-developer of three tools
for assessing computer-based systems: METASAN, UltraSAN, and Möbius. Möbius and UltraSAN have
been distributed widely to industry and academia; more than 1,700 licenses for the tools have been issued
to universities, companies, and NASA for evaluating the performance, dependability, and security of a
variety of systems. He is also a co-developer of the Network Access Policy Tool for assessing the security
of networked systems; it is available commercially under the name NP-View from the start-up company
Network Perception, which was cofounded by Dr. Sanders.
RICHARD E. SCHULER is professor of economics (College of Arts and Sciences) and professor of civil
and environmental engineering (College of Engineering), emeritus, and a graduate school professor at
Cornell University. Professor Schuler served on the executive committee of the NSF-supported, multiuniversity Institute for Civil Infrastructure Systems. Previous administrative positions at Cornell have
included director of the Waste Management Institute and the New York State Solid Waste Combustion
Institutes (1987-1993), as associate director of the Center for the Environment (1989-1993) and director
of Cornell’s Institute for Public Affairs (1995-2001), a university-wide multidisciplinary program
offering the M.P.A degree. He has served on the Board of Trustees of Cornell University (1993-1997).
Professor Schuler’s industrial and government experience include engineer and manager with the
Pennsylvania Power and Light Company (1959-1968), energy economist with Battelle Memorial Institute
(1968-1969), and public service commissioner and deputy chairman for New York State (1981-1983). He
has been a consultant to numerous government agencies and industries on pricing, management, and
environmental issues and to the World Bank on energy and infrastructure investment programs. From its
inception in 1999 until April 2012, he was a founding board member of the New York Independent
System Operator that is responsible for operating the electric transmission grid reliably in New York
while overseeing an efficient power market. During his tenure he chaired the New York Independent
System Operator board's market performance, reliability and markets, and its governance committees, and
from 2008-2010 he was the board’s lead director. Professor Schuler’s degrees include a B.E. in electrical
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engineering, Yale, 1959; an M.B.A., Lehigh, 1969; and a Ph.D. in economics, Brown, 1972. He has been
a registered professional engineer in Pennsylvania since 1963.
SUSAN TIERNEY is a senior advisor at Analysis Group and is an expert on energy economics,
regulation, and policy, particularly in the electric and gas industries. She has consulted to businesses,
governments, tribes, non-profit organizations, foundations, and other organizations on energy markets,
economic and environmental regulation and strategy, and energy policy. She has participated as an expert
in civil litigation cases, in regulatory proceedings before state and federal agencies, on a variety of boards
and commissions, and on National Academies’ committees. Previously, she served as the assistant
secretary for policy at the DOE. She was the secretary for environmental affairs in Massachusetts,
commissioner at the Massachusetts Department of Public Utilities, chairman of the Board of the
Massachusetts Water Resources Authority, and executive director of the Massachusetts Energy Facilities
Siting Council. She chairs the DOE’s Electricity Advisory Committee as well as the External Advisory
Board of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory, and she previously served on the secretary of
Energy Advisory Board. She is a director of the World Resources Institute, Resources for the Future, and
other boards. She has published widely, frequently speaks at industry conferences, and has lectured at
many leading universities. Dr. Tierney received her Ph.D. and M.A. in regional planning from Cornell
University.
DAVID G. VICTOR is director of the Laboratory on International Law and Regulation and a professor at
the School of Global Policy and Strategy at University of California, San Diego, where he also co-leads
the university’s Deep Decarbonization Initiative. His research focuses on how regulatory law affects the
environment, technology choices, industrial structure, and the operation of major energy markets. Prior to
joining the University of California, San Diego, Victor served as director of the Program on Energy and
Sustainable Development at Stanford University where he was also a professor at the law school. He is a
member of the Board of Directors of EPRI, on the advisory council for the Institute of Nuclear Power
Plant Operators, and chairman of the Community Engagement Panel that is helping to guide the
decommissioning of Units 2 and 3 at the San Onofre Nuclear Generating Station. He has contributed to
numerous publications on topics such as energy market innovations and electric power market reform.
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Disclosure of Conflicts of Interest

The conflict-of-interest policy of the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and Medicine
(www.nationalacademies.org/coi) prohibits the appointment of an individual to a committee like the one
that authored this Consensus Study Report if the individual has a conflict of interest that is relevant to the
task to be performed. An exception to this prohibition is permitted only if the National Academies
determine that the conflict is unavoidable and the conflict is promptly and publicly disclosed.
When the committee that authored this report was established, a determination of whether there
was a conflict of interest was made for each committee member given the individual’s circumstances and
the task being undertaken by the committee. A determination that an individual has a conflict of interest is
not an assessment of that individual’s actual behavior, character, or ability to act objectively despite the
conflicting interest.
Mr. Paul De Martini was determined to have a conflict of interest because he is the managing
director at Newport Consulting. Dr. Susan Tierney was determined to have a conflict of interest because
she is the senior advisor at Analysis Group and also performs consulting work.
In each case, the National Academies determined that the experience and expertise of the
individual was needed for the committee to accomplish the task for which it was established. The
National Academies could not find another available individual with the equivalent experience and
expertise who did not have a conflict of interest. Therefore, the National Academies concluded that the
conflict was unavoidable and publicly disclosed it through the National Academies’ Current Projects
System (www8.nationalacademies.org/cp).
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D
Presentations and Committee Meetings

FIRST COMMITTEE MEETING
March 2-3, 2016
Washington, D.C.
FERC Activities in the Office of Electric Reliability
Michael Bardee, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission, Office of Electric Reliability
EPRI Activities in Electricity Sector Modernization
Mark McGranaghan, Electric Power Research Institute
NERC and APPA Activities in Critical Infrastructure Protection
Nathan Mitchell, American Public Power Association
DOE Office of Electricity Perspective on NAS Committee Task
Patricia Hoffman, Department of Energy, Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
SECOND COMMITTEE MEETING
May 11-12, 2016 
Washington, D.C.
Overview of Relevant DOE Activities and Needs
Gilbert Bindewald, Department of Energy, Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability
Improving Resilience of Transformers
Richard Boyd, Siemens
James McIver, Siemens
Resilience Through Relays, Sensors, and Components
Gregory Zweigle, Schweitzer Engineering Laboratories
Resilience through Automation and Trade-offs with Cybersecurity
Steven Kunsman, ABB
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Cybersecurity and Activities in NERC and E-ISAC
Tim Roxey, Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center

THIRD COMMITTEE MEETING
July 11-12, 2016
Washington, D.C.
Panel on State Regulatory Commissions and Resilience
Paul Centolella, Paul Centolella and Associates
David Littell, Regulatory Assistance Project
Kris Mayes, Utility of the Future Center
Audrey Zibelman, New York State Public Service Commission
Extreme Weather Events
Tom Karl, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Centers for
Environmental Information
Jim Kossin, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Centers for
Environmental Information
Ken Kunkel, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Centers for
Environmental Information
Mike Squires, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s National Centers for
Environmental Information
Trends in Battery Storage
Jay Whitacre, Carnegie Mellon University
FOURTH COMMITTEE MEETING
September 29-30, 2016
Washington, D.C.
Utility Perspectives on Resilience
Joe Svachula, Commonwealth Edison
Ralph LaRossa, Public Service Enterprise Group
William Ball, Southern Company
Erik Takayesu, Southern California Edison
Distribution Resilience with High Automation
Jim Glass, Chattanooga Electric Power Board
Briefing on RAND Resilience Report
Henry Willis, RAND Corporation
Industry-wide Trends in Resilience
David Owens, Edison Electric Institute
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FIFTH COMMITTEE MEETING
November 2-3, 2016
Washington, D.C.
No open session presentations were held at this meeting.
SIXTH COMMITTEE MEETING
February 15-16, 2017
Washington, D.C.
No open session presentations were held at this meeting.
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E
Examples of Large Outages

NORTHEAST BLACKOUT AFFECTING UNITED STATES AND SOUTHEAST CANADA
(AUGUST 13, 2003)
Pre-Event
Due to the minimal amount of warning time before this event, no significant preparations were
taken.
Event
High electricity demand in central Ohio combined with scheduled maintenance of several
generators resulted in low voltage around the Cleveland-Akron area. Computer and alarm systems failed
to warn operators due to software bugs in both the power company’s and regulating authority’s computer
systems. Three 345 kV lines feeding central Ohio tripped due to contact with trees. Cascading failures
resulted throughout the region as lower voltage lines attempted and failed to take on the redistributed load
from tripped lines. The blackout affected at least 50,000,000 customers, caused a loss of 70,000 MW, cost
$4-10 billion, and contributed to 11 deaths.
Recovery
Most areas were restored to full power within hours, but some areas in the United States were
without power for 4 days. Parts of Ontario experienced rotating blackouts for up to 2 weeks. Physical
damage was limited, making recovery much faster than other types of events.
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Lessons Learned
Improvements in system protection to slow or limit cascading failures should be made.
Improvements in operator training, emergency response plans, communication between reliability
coordinators and utilities, and sensor usage should also be made. Managing and pruning of vegetation and
vegetation-caused bulk incidents should be reported to the North American Electric Reliability
Corporation (NERC) and regional reliability coordinators (NERC, 2004).

WEST COAST BLACKOUT
(AUGUST 10, 1996)
Pre-Event
Due to the minimal amount of warning time before this event, no significant preparations were
taken.
Event
Heavy loading on 500 kV transmission lines and the western interconnect system was caused by
good hydro conditions in the northwest region and high demand in California resulting from high summer
temperatures. The 500 kV Big Eddy-Ostrander line arced to a tree, followed by four more 500 kV lines
over 100 minutes. Several smaller lines also arced and closed. Systems protections removed 1,180 MW of
generation from the system, creating an unstable power oscillation and ultimately causing islanding of the
Western Electricity Coordinating Council into four distinct islands: Island 1, Alberta, Canada; Island 2,
Colorado to British Colombia; Island 3, Central to Northern California; and Island 4, Southern California
to New Mexico to Northern Mexico. The outage affected approximately 7,500,000 customers and caused
a loss of 33,024 MW.
Recovery
Physical damage was limited, making recovery much faster than other types of events. Islands 1
and 2 had power restored within 2 hours. Island 3 was restored within 9 hours. Island 4 was restored
within 6 hours.
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Lessons Learned
Limiting certain high-voltage lines would prevent cascading failures. Insuring coordination
between power producers and transmission operators is imperative (NERC, 2002).

GEOMAGNETIC DISTURBANCE AFFECTING EASTERN CANADA
(MARCH 13, 1989)
Pre-Event
Due to the small amount of warning time before this event, no significant preparations were
taken. However, forecasts for solar storm events may enable preparation in the future.
Event
At 2:45 a.m., a solar magnetic storm resulting from a solar flare tripped five lines in Eastern
Canada by inducing a quasi-direct current. The land surrounding the Hudson Bay rests on an igneous rock
shield, making the region more susceptible to ground-induced currents that result from solar storms.
Higher latitudes also determine a location’s magnetic storm vulnerability. The outage affected
approximately 6,000,000 customers and caused a loss of 19,400 MW.
Recovery
Forty-eight percent of power was restored after 5 hours. Eighty-three percent of power was
restored after 9 hours. Some strategic equipment and two major step-up transformers were damaged and
required repair due to overvoltage.
Lessons Learned
NERC urged the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration for the capabilities and
coordination for at least 1 hour of notice of solar storms. Forecasting remains less precise compared to
meteorological events but still has potential to give minutes to hours of warning to grid operators for the
approach of strong solar storms. Current standards require systems to withstand benchmark geomagnetic
disturbance events, particularly to prevent high-voltage transformers from overheating (NERC, 1989).
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ICE STORM AFFECTING SOUTHERN CANADA AND THE NORTHEAST UNITED STATES
(JANUARY 10, 1998)

Pre-Event
The severity of the ice storm was poorly predicted since icing conditions depend critically on the
vertical atmospheric temperature profile. As a result, officials did not make any significant preparations
for this event.
Event
During a series of severe ice storms beginning on January 5, heavy ice and snow loads caused the
destruction of trees and high-voltage towers. 30,000 wooden utility poles collapsed, leaving millions
without power. Two major generating stations were disconnected from the rest of the grid due to line
tripping, causing the area to blackout. The bulk transmission grid remained mostly intact, keeping the
outage from spreading too far outside of the Québec area. The outage affected 2,800,000 customers and
caused a loss of 18,500 MW.
Recovery
Hundreds of utility crews from outside the area were brought in, along with 16,000 Canadian
military personnel, making this the largest deployment of Canadian military since the Korean War.
American military also assisted in recovery efforts. Northern New York and New England had their
power returned within 3 weeks. Québec had its power back online within 4 weeks.
Lessons Learned
Disruptions of telephone, cellular, and fiber optic cables made communication difficult. The most
reliable means of communications were found to be the utility-owned and operated microwave and
mobile radio systems. More accurate temperature profiling and precautions around temperatures where
ice storms are possible would be beneficial for preparing for any outage that results from these types of
storms. Building towers and lines to withstand greater weights from icing would also result in greater
resilience (NERC, 2001).
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HURRICANE SANDY AFFECTING THE NORTHEAST UNITED STATES
(OCTOBER 29, 2012)

Pre-Event
Unlike unexpected cascading failures or solar storms, hurricanes typically offer days of warning
before outages occur. In the days leading up to landfall, extensive communication was made between
utilities and generating facilities to prepare for abnormal operation, including preparing black start units
with enough fuel for emergency use. Additional field operation crews were made available for response.
Sandbags and other barriers were put around vulnerable substations. In the minutes and hours leading up
to outages, flood-prone areas were de-energized.
Event
Superstorm Sandy made landfall over New Jersey, New York, and the northern mid-Atlantic with
wind speeds of about 80 mph at landfall and a storm surge that flooded low-lying assets, causing more
than 260 transmission trips and loss of roughly 20,000 MW of generation capacity. High winds and
flooding were the major causes of outages, with some snow and icing contributing as well. More than
5,770,000 customers were affected.
Recovery
Ninety-five percent of customers’ power was restored between November 1, 2012, and November
9, 2012.

Lessons Learned
Pre-staging equipment for recovery and de-energizing facilities in flood-prone areas can mitigate
losses and hasten recovery. Implementing flood-protected facilities that include water-tight doors and
barricades would prevent some stations from tripping (NERC, 2014).
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F
Acronyms

AC
AGC
AMI
APS

alternating current
automatic generation control
advanced metering infrastructure
Arizona Public Services

BPA

Bonneville Power Administration

C&I
CAISO
CAP
CHP
CIP

commercial and industrial
California Independent System Operator
Civil Air Patrol
combined heat and power
critical infrastructure protection

DC
DER
DES
DG
DHS
DMS
DOD
DOE
DR
DSO

direct current
distributed energy resource
distributed energy storage
distributed generation
Department of Homeland Security
distribution management system
Department of Defense
Department of Energy
demand response
distribution system operator

E-ISAC
EEI
EIA
EIM
EMP
EMS
EPAct
EPB
EPRI
ERCOT
ERD

Electricity Information Sharing and Analysis Center
Edison Electric Institute
Energy Information Administration
Energy Imbalance Market
electromagnetic pulse
energy management system
Energy Policy Act
Electric Power Board
Electric Power Research Institute
Electric Reliability Council of Texas
entity relationship diagram
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ESSC

Electricity Subsector Coordinating Council

FAA
FEMA
FERC
FPA

Federal Aviation Administration
Federal Emergency Management Agency
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission
Federal Power Act

GMD
GMLC
GPS
GW

geomagnetic disturbance
Grid Modernization Laboratory Consortium
global positioning satellites
gigawatt

ICC
ICS
IEEE
IPCC
ISO
IT

Illinois Commerce Commission
industrial control system
Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change

independent system operator
information technology

JCESR

Joint Center for Energy Storage

LOLP
LPT

loss of load probability
large power transformer

MAA
MW

mutual assistance agreement
megawatt

NARUC
NERC
NIST
NOAA
NPS
NRC
NRCC
NRDC
NSF

National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners
North American Electric Reliability Council
National Institute of Standards and Technology
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
National Preparedness System
National Research Council
National Response Coordination Center
National Resources Defense Council
National Science Foundation

OMS
OT

outage management system
operational technology

PMU
PSEG
PUC
PURPA
PV

phasor measurement unit
Public Service Enterprise Group
public utility commission
Public Utility Regulation Policy Act
photovoltaic
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QER

Quadrennial Energy Review

R&D
RAS
RTO
RTU
RUS

research and development
Remedial Action Scheme
regional transmission operator
remote terminal unit
Rural Utility Service

SAIDI
SAIFI
SCADA
SoCo

system average interruption duration index
system average interruption frequency index
supervisory control and data acquisition
Southern Company

T&D

transmission and distribution

UAV

unmanned aerial vehicle
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